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Hugo Boss Retail, Inc. (“Tenant” or “Hugo Boss”) respectfully submits this memorandum 

of law in opposition to A/R Retail, LLC’s (“Landlord”) concurrently-filed motions requesting pre-

discovery summary judgment pursuant to CPLR 3212.1  The Landlord’s premature applications 

seeking to deny Tenant’s right to discovery are unfounded and should be rejected in their entirety. 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT2 

This case involves a commercial Lease3 with one purpose: to permit Hugo Boss to operate 

a retail store at The Shops at Columbus Circle (the “Shopping Center”), for the entire term of that 

Lease.  For this privilege, the Landlord bills Hugo Boss upwards of $8,377,000 annually ($698,000 

per month).4   

With both Landlord and Tenant parties being sophisticated and experienced commercial 

entities, the Lease – spanning nearly 100 pages across 26 sections – accounted for scores of “what 

ifs.”  These “what ifs” allocated risk among the parties for countless contingencies. Some of these 

negotiated contingencies, including but not limited to, abatement rights, the Landlord is refusing 

to honor.  

In addition to the Tenant’s rights under the Lease, the current circumstances are so 

extraordinary that they exceed that which was reasonably possible or even perceivable when 

Landlord and Tenant entered the Lease.  Where (as here) such an occurrence shatters the core of a 

1 A/R Retail, LLC has filed a Motion for Partial Summary Judgment in Hugo Boss Retail, Inc. v. A/R Retail, Inc., 
Index Number 655166/2020 (“Action 1”), and a Motion for Summary Judgment in A/R Retail, Inc. v. Hugo Boss 

Retail, Inc., Index Number 158385/20 (“Action 2”).  As directed by the Court at the December 23,2020 hearing on 
A/R Retail’s application for provisional relief in Action 2, this Memorandum of Law will address both Motions. 
2 Capitalized terms not defined herein shall have the meaning set forth in Hugo Boss Retail, Inc.’s Amended Complaint 
(“Compl.”) in Action 1 [Dkt. 8]. 
3 Throughout this Memorandum, the “Lease” refers to the Lease dated December 15, 2012 between Landlord A/R 
Retail LLC and Tenant Hugo Boss Retail, Inc.  A copy of the Lease is appended as Exhibit A to the Affirmation of 
William H. Mack, Esq. dated February 5, 2021. 
4 Based on Landlord’s purported charges for January 2021.  
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commercial deal, rendering the consideration worthless to one of the parties, the frustration of 

purpose doctrine operates to rescind the contract. 

COVID-19 presents the classic frustration event, ravaging communities, killing hundreds 

of thousands, and spawning a government response more massive and complete than any in 

history.  With the crisis worsening daily by mid-March 2020, government officials pleaded with 

citizens to stay home.  And by Executive Order, Governor Andrew Cuomo commanded New York 

business – including Hugo Boss – to shut down more or less completely.5  Retail stores were 

closed.  Restaurants were shuttered.  Broadway went dark.  Playgrounds were locked.  Subways 

were halted.  Professional sports were sidelined.  Hotels were repurposed as medical housing and 

homeless shelters and convention centers doubled as wartime hospitals.  New York became a 

veritable ghost-town.  And yet the rent bill showed up right on time, despite the total inability to 

use or even access the Premises. 

Because of the COVID-19 Pandemic and Governor Cuomo’s “New York State on 

PAUSE” Executive Order (and related Orders), Landlord announced that it would completely 

close the Shopping Center as of 5:00 PM on March 17, 2020, thus restricting 100% of Hugo Boss’ 

access to the Premises.  [Action 1, NYSCEF Dkt. 23, at ¶ 12.]  In fact, Hugo Boss’ employees 

were barred from accessing the Premises, during this period, unless they followed specific 

guidelines and received permission from Landlord. Similarly, deliveries to the Premises and 

5 This Court is permitted to take judicial notice of the myriad Executive Orders mandating commercial and retail 

closure.  See Executive Order (“EO”) 202, (declaring a “State disaster emergency”); 202.4 (March 16, 2020, non-

essential personnel limited to 50% capacity); 202.5 (March 18, 2020, “all indoor common portions of retail shopping 

malls…shall close and cease access to the public.”); 202.8 (March 20, 2020, requiring all nonessential businesses to 

“reduce [their] in-person workforce at any work locations by 100%); 202.10 (cancelling or postponing all “non-

essential gatherings of individuals of any size for any reason”).  See also Reopening New York; Mack Aff. Exh. B 

(mandating that the workforce and customer presence must be limited to no more than 50% of the maximum 

occupancy for a particular area set by the certificate of occupancy, inclusive of customers, who must maintain 6 ft. of 

space from others, and, in all cases, wear an acceptable face covering;” this guideline applies “to all in-store non-

essential retail businesses in regions of New York that are in Phase II or later of reopening”). 
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Shopping Center were impeded (purportedly by Landlord) during this period.  See the Affidavit of 

Stephan Born, sworn to on February 5, 2021 (“Born Aff.”), ¶ 9, Exhs. 1 and 2.    With its store 

(and the mall that contained it) completely shuttered, Hugo Boss understandably considered the 

Lease’s fundamental purpose shattered, and ceased paying rent.6  Now, as businesses have begun 

to reopen, the retail experience looks nothing like it did 9 years ago, when the parties first entered 

the Lease.  Retailers face dystopian challenges of enforcing mask and distancing requirements, 

metering a strict 50% capacity limit in the store, and specifically here, Landlord has decreased the 

allowable Operating Hours of the Shopping Center by 20%,7  collectively leading to a decline in 

traffic of 83 % and a decrease in sales of 76%. None of these were part of the “first-class” retail 

business contemplated by the Lease. Born Aff., ¶ 10.   

Together, these events have presented the most significant and unforeseen disruption in the 

retail and commercial real estate industries to ever occur.  Yet, Landlord’s motions invite the Court 

to ignore an entire pandemic and the effects that it has had on non-essential business. To grant the 

Landlord’s motion would allow the Landlord to collect $698,000/month for a Shopping Center 

and force the Tenant to bear the entire burden of these unforeseen circumstances. When the 

Landlord threatened to terminate the Lease, and refused to consider any abatement or reasonable 

accommodation, Hugo Boss had no choice but to bring Action 1, seeking a declaration that 

COVID-19 and its government response constitute a classic case of frustration of purpose. Born 

Aff. ¶ 18.  Yet, rather than engage in discovery as to the parties’ reasonable expectations at the 

6 As stated in the Mack Affirmation, Hugo Boss is in the process of completing a “without prejudice” payment to 

Landlord in the amount of $1,990,759.36.  It is anticipated that the funds will be transferred during the week of 
February 8, 2021.  This payment was made to balance the equities of Hugo Boss’ continued occupation of the Premises 
at 50% capacity, but is not a waiver of any the rights that Hugo Boss asserts in either lawsuit.  Should the Court 
ultimately find rescission appropriate, Hugo Boss will seek to reclaim the amounts paid.  Id. 
7 Per, the Lease, the hours of operation for the Shopping Center were Monday – Saturday 10:00 am – 9:00 pm and 
Sunday 12:00 am – 6:00 pm.  However, since COVID, the Landlord has limited the hours to Monday – Sunday 11:00 
am – 7:00 pm.  Born Aff., ¶ 10. 
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time they entered the Lease, the Landlord instead asks this Court to summarily deny Hugo Boss 

its day in court.   

Hugo Boss’ sole purpose in entering the Lease was to provide a highly visible and 

trafficked retail location in Manhattan’s Columbus Circle, and indeed within the iconic Time 

Warner Center, that would cater to premium market customers.  The primary factor of 

consideration for Hugo Boss in tendering the substantial monthly sum of $698,000 was that it 

could fully utilize this space to sell products for the entire term of the Lease.  Born Aff, ¶ 5. 

Hugo Boss was stripped of that consideration beginning March 17, 2020 and continuing to 

the present day.  Born Aff. ¶ 8.   Even after being shuttered for half a year, since September it has 

only been permitted to operate at half-capacity and at 75% of its normal operating hours. These 

limitations, as well as the severe social distancing requirements have rendered the Lease nothing 

more than an economic burden to Hugo Boss.  Indeed, as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the 

governmental shutdown, and the devastating impact on the retail markets in New York City which 

is anticipated to continue for years, the Lease has zero economic value to the Tenant.  Born Aff. 

¶ 14.   

Landlord still wants to be paid, however.  Its core argument is that the Lease allocated the 

risk of government regulation to Hugo Boss.  But this is incorrect.  The Lease allocated the risk 

that the Premises would be wholly or substantially untenantable to Landlord.  Further, both the 

proof in this case (and common sense) will demonstrate that neither party could have 

contemplated the scope of the total shutdown of business activity in New York City commencing 

in March 2020 and continuing to the present day.   

Of course, the Landlord is entitled to argue to a factfinder that the parties considered, or 

could have considered, the drastic effects of the nationwide commercial shutdown due to the 
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pandemic that we have all now experienced.  And in fact, the Landlord has brought its own action 

seeking payment of $692,026.07 per month since May 2020 in back rent.8 

This issue plainly presents questions of fact necessitating discovery.  This Court cannot 

accept Landlord’s extraordinary invitation to rule as a matter of law because, here, issues of fact 

abound. 

LEGAL STANDARD 

Summary judgment pursuant to CPLR 3212 deprives the litigant of its day in court, and is 

thus a drastic remedy that should be denied where there is any doubt as to the existence of a 

material issue of fact.  Rotuba Extruders v. Ceppos, 46 N.Y.2d 223 (1978). 

A summary judgment movant has the burden to set forth evidentiary facts sufficient to 

entitle that party to judgment as a matter of law, tendering sufficient evidence to eliminate any 

material issues of fact.  Failure to make that showing requires denial of the motion. Winegrad v. 

New York Univ. Med. Ctr., 64 N.Y.2d 851 (1985).   

ARGUMENT  

I. SECTION 15 ALLOCATES THE RISK OF LOSS TO LANDLORD

While Landlord persists upon the “force majeure provision,” (Sections 26.9), the Lease’s

other sections plainly indicate that if the Premises cannot be used, Hugo Boss would be entitled to 

a rent abatement or right to terminate the Lease.  

8 The amounts that Landlord alleges Hugo Boss owes in back rent are also in dispute, and therefore constitute yet 
another material factual dispute between the parties that must be resolved at trial. Specifically, under the Lease the 
Landlord has overcharged the Tenant its proportionate share of Real Estate Taxes.  
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1. Sections 15.1(d) and 15.2 Control

Specifically, Section 15.1(d) (“Restoration of the Premises”) of the Lease entitles Hugo 

Boss to an abatement and/or reduction of rent as the result of a “hazard,” which has rendered the 

Premises wholly and/or partially unusable.  Specifically, Section 15.1(d) of the Lease provides: 

[i]f the Premises are completely or partially destroyed or so damaged by fire or

other hazard that the Premises cannot be reasonably used by Tenant or can

only be partially used by Tenant and this Lease is not terminated as provided in

this Article XV, then rent shall be abated (in the case of substantial damages) or

reduced proportionately (in the case of partial damage) during any period in

which, solely by reason of such damage or destruction there is substantial

interference with the operation of the business of Tenant in the Premises.

Moreover, Section 15.2 (“Landlord’s and Tenant’s Option to Terminate”) of the Lease 

entitles Hugo Boss to terminate the Lease if the Premises have been “rendered wholly or 

substantially untenantable.”  Specifically, Section 15.2 of the Lease provides: 

[i]f (a) the Premises are (i) rendered wholly or substantially untenantable, or

damaged as a result of any casualty which is not covered by the insurance

required hereunder to be maintained by Landlord . . . Landlord and Tenant may

elect to terminate this Lease by giving the other written notice of such election

within ninety (90) days after the occurrence of such casualty event.  If such

notice is given, the rights and obligations of the parties shall cease as of the date

of such notice….” 

These provisions make crystal clear that the parties envisioned circumstances where rent could be 

abated irrespective of the “force majeure provision” or Section 26.15’s requirement that Tenant 

must pay its rent “without deduction, set-off or counterclaim whatsoever.”  

In opposing the clear terms of these Sections, Landlord argues that Sections 15.1(d) and 

15.2 only apply to physical damages caused by a “Casualty.” Landlord does not base this argument 

on the terms of Section 15.1(d) or Section 15.2, but instead solely relies upon the heading of these 

Sections in the Lease - “Casualty.”  However, such argument is in direct conflict with Section 

26.17 (“Section Headings”) of the Lease, which provides:  
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The section headings and title headings contained herein are for convenience 

only and do not define, limit, construe or amplify the contents of such sections. 

The captions, bold-faced type, underlining, notational references or legends in 

this Lease are inserted only for convenient reference or identification of the 

particular paragraphs. They are in no way intended to describe, interpret, define 

or limit the scope, extent or interest of this Lease, or any paragraph or provision 

thereof. 

Accordingly, the “Casualty” section heading, cannot be used to “define, limit, construe or amplify 

the contents” of Sections 15.1(d) or 15.2.  If the parties wanted to limit Sections 15.1(d) or 15.2 to 

physical “Casualties,” they could have easily done so.  However, as Section 15.1(d) is currently 

written, it covers “other hazard[s],” which undoubtedly encompasses a global pandemic 

emergency.  Similarly, Section 15.2 covers when the Premises have been “rendered wholly or 

substantially untenantable,” which certainly includes the 100% shutdown of the Premises (and 

Shopping Center) from March through September, and the 50% capacity (and reduced operating 

hours) continuing through today. 

Moreover, Landlord’s argument that Sections 15.1(d) and 15.2 require physical damages 

is unfounded, and purely speculative. Nothing in Sections 15.1(d) or 15.2 limits the damage to 

physical damage of the Premises.  Moreover, even if there was a dispute as to the meaning of the 

terms “completely or partially destroyed,” (in Section 15.1(d)) or “wholly or substantially 

untenantable” (in Section 15.2), they are not specific enough for this Court to decide, as a matter 

of law, the single proper interpretations.  Therefore, it is for the trier of fact to decide. Sayers v. 

Rochester Telephone Corp. Supplemental Management Pension Plan, 7 F.3d 1091, 1095 (2d Cir. 

1993) (“If the language is susceptible to different reasonable interpretations, and ‘where there is 

relevant extrinsic evidence of the parties' actual intent,’ then the contract’s meaning becomes an 

issue of fact precluding summary judgment.”).   
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Here, it is reasonable (indeed, obvious) that the parties intended the terms to mean non-

physical damage, such as what has occurred here.   

Moreover, Landlord’s argument that Hugo Boss failed to invoke these Sections by failing 

to serve the required notice of its election to terminate the Lease (under Section 15.2), within 90 

days of the event, is demonstrably false.  On April 21, 2020, Hugo Boss wrote to Landlord and 

explicitly referenced its right to terminate the Lease under Section 15.2.  Born Aff. Exh. 4. 

2. The Force Majeure Clause Does Not Govern

With the above in mind, Landlord’s wholesale reliance upon the force majeure clause is 

misleading and meritless.  The force majeure clause in this Lease does not apply as it does not 

govern this dispute or delineate the parties’ rights.  Instead, it merely contains a definition of a 

force majeure event (Section 1.2) which plainly relates only to the delay of certain covenants other 

than rent (Section 26.9).  Landlord has not claimed that Hugo Boss has delayed performing some 

other covenants; it seeks only rent.9 Therefore, the force majeure definition is inapplicable. 

In fact, the so-called “force majeure clause” (Section 26.9) is instead an “excusable-delay” 

clause, offering the parties additional time to complete certain narrowly enumerated performance. 

Specifically, it provides, “Landlord and/or Tenant shall be excused for the period of delay in the 

performance of any of their obligations hereunder, except Tenant’s obligations to pay any sums of 

money due under the terms of this Agreement, and shall not be considered in default, when 

prevented from so performing because of Force Majeure.” (emphasis added).10  Accordingly, 

9 Here, even if it were relevant to the instant dispute, global pandemic is absent from the list of events triggering a 

force majeure event in Section 1.2 of the Lease. At most, the question of whether a global pandemic was contemplated 

by the lease presents a kay factual dispute not resolved by Landlord’s proof that is unsuitable for resolution through 

summary judgment. Kel Kim Corp. v. Central Mkts., 70 N.Y.2d 900 (1987) (“[C]ontractual force majeure clauses 

[are] clauses excusing nonperformance due to circumstances beyond the control of the parties .... Ordinarily, only if 

the force majeure clause specifically includes the event that actually prevents a party's performance will that party be 

excused.”). 
10 Landlord’s failure to place the complete terms of the force majeure clause in its brief is telling. 
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narrowly read (as it must be),11 the “force majeure clause” only provides that the obligation to pay 

rent will not be delayed by a force majeure event.  The force majeure provision does not speak at 

all to a tenant’s right to cease paying rent or terminate the Lease; whereas Section 15 of  the Lease 

(as described above) specifically provides for a right of abatement and a right to terminate the 

Lease.  In addition, Tenant believes that rights exist under the long-established common law 

doctrines at issue herein.12 

Landlord’s cited authorities are unavailing, as none of its cases contain a similar force 

majeure clause, and in fact, Landlord’s reliance upon Route 6 Outparcels v. Ruby Tuesday, 88 

A.D.3d 1224 (3d Dept. 2011), is completely out of touch, as that case applied Pennsylvania law.

Furthermore, Landlord’s citation to 35 East 75th Street Corp. v. Christian Louboutin L.L.C., 2020 

WL 7315470 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Cnty., Dec. 9, 2020) , is also inapposite because it addressed a 

distinctly different force majeure clause that was part of a broader “Inability to Perform” section. 

(Importantly, the Christian Louboutin lease read: “[t]his Lease and the obligation of Tenant to pay 

rent hereunder and perform all of the other covenants and agreements hereunder on the part of 

Tenant to be performed shall in no way be affected, impaired or excused because Owner is unable 

to fulfill any of its obligations under this lease…including government preemption…”).  The 

Landlord did not bargain for similar language in the Hugo Boss Lease (although it could have), 

and none should be inferred. 

11 Kel Kim Corp., 70 N.Y.2d at 902–03 (holding that force majeure provisions are construed narrowly). 
12 Moreover, Section 26.15 (“No Set-off; Rent Demand”) of the Lease does speak to Hugo Boss’s ability to cease 

paying rent (wholly or partially), or terminate the Lease. Instead, Section 26.15 is a boilerplate provision that states 

that Hugo Boss is not entitled to a set-off of rent “except as expressly provided herein.”  Importantly, this Section of 

the Lease certainly does not allocate the risk of COVID-19 to Hugo Boss, or bar Hugo Boss from asserting the well-

established doctrines of Frustration of Purpose and Impossibility of Performance.  Further, given the language of 

Section 15.1(d) and Section 15.2, described above, this Section is not even applicable when limited to the four corners 

of the Lease. 
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Moreover, Hugo Boss respectfully submits that the Court erred in deciding Louboutin.13  

There, Justice Bluth erroneously characterized the Louboutin case as dealing with a routine 

“market change,” and painted COVID-19 as a mere “unforeseen economic force,” which simply 

rendered the deal less profitable or less desirable for the tenant.  However, with due respect, the 

extraordinary events of the past year constitute no mere “economic downturn” or “market change.” 

Rather, Hugo Boss is actually prevented by law from enjoying the consideration for which it 

bargained, i.e., there was a legal proscription against using the Premises at all for nearly half a 

year, and now a 50% bar on capacity, which will be in place indefinitely, and Landlord’s unilateral 

decision to adjust the agreed-upon Operating Hours.  Even so, that distinction is a jury question. 

In sum, the Lease’s so-called “force majeure clause” does not preclude Hugo Boss’ claims, 

and in fact, the other terms of the Lease indicate that the Landlord agreed to forego rent and allow 

termination of the Lease in certain instances, including when the Premises were fully or partially 

untenantable. Under the Lease, Hugo Boss is entitled to a full abatement when there was no access 

to the Premises, partial abatement for when capacity was limited by 50%, and the right to terminate 

its Lease. This is in addition to its common law rights, discussed below. Accordingly, Landlord’s 

Breach of Contract Cause of Action, and Hugo Boss’ Third Cause of Action (Declaratory 

Judgment Relating To Section 15.1(d)), and Hugo Boss’ Fourth Cause of Action (Declaratory 

Judgment Relating to Section 15.2) must survive Landlord’s motions for summary judgment. 

13 That decision is already on appeal to the Appellate Division, First Department.  See Index No. 154883/2020, Dkt. 

# 31. 
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II. SUMMARY JUDGMENT IS PRECLUDED BECAUSE FACTUAL ISSUES

ABOUND AS TO HUGO BOSS’ FIRST AND SECOND CAUSES OF ACTION

A. Rescission is Available Even Though Hugo Boss Occupies the Store

As an initial matter, and contrary to the Landlord’s suggestion, Hugo Boss has not ratified 

or affirmed the Lease, and its occupation of the Premises does not bar its causes of action for 

rescission based upon frustration of purpose and impossibility of performance.  In fact, Landlord 

has completely failed to proffer a single case where a court (New York or otherwise) has barred a 

tenant from asserting rescission based upon frustration of purpose or impossibility of performance, 

because it remains in the leased premise.  Such absence is significant. 

Moreover, Landlord’s reliance upon Levy Leasing Co. v Siegel, 230 N.Y. 634 (1921), 

McKeever v. Aronow, 194 N.Y.S. 475 (1st Dept. 1922), Heller, Horowitz & Feit v Stage II Apparel 

Corp., 270 A.D.2d 58, 704 N.Y.S.2d 240, 2000 N.Y. Slip Op. 02198 (1st Dept. 2000), and Torpey 

v. TJ Realty of Orange County Inc., 47 Misc.3d 1222(A), 17 N.Y.S.3d 386, 2015 WL 2401237,

2015 N.Y. Slip Op. 50746(U) (Sup. Ct., Orange Cty., 2015), are futile.   

The key principle underlying Landlord’s cited cases, is that a contracting party cannot have 

it both ways, they cannot claim duress (Levy Leasing Co.), fraud (McKeever and Torpey), and 

mutual mistake (Heller, Horowitz & Feit) in the formation of the contract, only to continue to 

claim the benefits of the contract upon the discovery of that very duress, fraud or mutual mistake.  

Torpey, 47 Misc.3d 1222(A), at *7 (“where he fails to promptly surrender possession of the 

property upon the discovery of the fraud, if he continues the use and occupancy of the premises 

received under the lease, he will be deemed to have elected to affirm the lease.”); Levy Leasing 

Co., 230 N.Y. at 637 (the Court of Appeals rejected tenant’s attempt to rescind the renewal lease, 

finding that the tenant made no allegations at any time prior to the commencement of the landlord’s 

action, “that the renewal lease was obtained by duress or that he had attempted to have it rescinded 
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on that account, nor did he offer to rescind; on the contrary, he continued in possession and sought 

to hold the same under the lease which he claims was obtained by duress.”); Heller, Horowitz & 

Feit, 270 A.D.2d at 58 (the First Department held that the plaintiff could not rescind a contract 

based upon mutual mistake when the facts show that it ratified the agreement “by sending invoices 

expressly referring to that agreement and quoting the terms of that agreement, and by then 

accepting payment on those invoices.”). 

This principle makes ample sense, but is of no moment here, where Tenant’s causes of 

action for rescission arose long after the Lease was entered (not before like in Levy Leasing Co., 

McKeever, Heller, Horowitz & Feit, and Torpey).  Further, upon learning of the grounds for 

rescission, Hugo Boss immediately wrote to Landlord, on March 18, 2020, a day after the 

Shopping Center closed.  Born Aff. Exh. 3.  Moreover, unlike Levy Leasing Co., McKeever, Heller, 

Horowitz & Feit, and Torpey, where the contracting party ratified the other party’s alleged 

misconduct, here Landlord’s conduct is not at issue and cannot be ratified, instead the basis for 

rescission rests on extraordinary and unprecedented legal proscriptions on use, which were outside 

the Landlord’s control.   

B. Issues of Fact Preclude This Court from Dismissing Hugo Boss’ Claim for

Rescission Under the Frustration of Purpose Doctrine

The fundamental, express purpose of the Lease was entirely frustrated by COVID-19. 

Frustration is properly invoked where “the frustrated purpose [is] so completely the basis of the 

contract that, as both parties understood, without it, the transaction would have made little sense.” 

Warner v. Kaplan, 71 A.D.3d 1, 6 (1st Dept. 2009) lv. denied 14 N.Y.3d 706 (2010); Crown IT 

Servs., Inc. v. Koval–Olsen, 11 A.D.3d 263, 265 (1st Dept. 2004).  Stated differently: frustration 

of purpose “focuses on events which materially affect the consideration received by one party for 

his performance. Both parties can perform, but as a result of unforeseeable events, performance 
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by party X would no longer give party Y what induced him to make the bargain in the first place.” 

United States v. Gen. Douglas MacArthur Senior Vill., Inc., 508 F.2d 377, 381 (2d Cir.1974).  

For example, New York courts have applied the doctrine where a tenant cannot use the 

leased premises for its contractual purpose. Jack Kelly Partners LLC v. Zegelstein, 33 N.Y.S.3d 7, 

11 (1st Dept. 2016) (“[W]ithout the ability to use the premises as an office, the transaction would 

have made no sense, and the inability to lawfully use the premises in that manner combined with 

defendants’ alleged failure and refusal to correct the [certificate of occupancy] constitutes a 

frustration of purpose entitling plaintiff to terminate the lease.”); Benderson Dev. Co. v. Commenco 

Corp., 44 A.D.2d 889 (4th Dept. 1974), aff’d 37 N.Y.2d 728 (1975) (the court found frustration 

where the tenant was unable to use the premises it had leased as a restaurant until a public sewer 

was completed). The doctrine even reaches back to prohibition, when the First Department 

affirmed a finding that a brewery’s lease was frustrated when a Constitutional amendment barred 

the sale of alcohol.  Thus, the intended activity could not take place at the premises.  Doherty v. 

Eckstein Brewing Co., 115 Misc. 175, 179 (1st Dept. 1921).   

The COVID-19 shutdown presents the classic frustration scenario.  Here, an unforeseeable 

government proscription has indefinitely banned the use of the Premises (in full or in part) as a 

retail store.  Compl. ¶¶ 7-16.  This strips Hugo Boss of the consideration it bargained for (the 

unfettered use of the Premises as a retail store), and renders the Lease nonsensical.  The express 

language of Section 1.1(g) demonstrates that the only purpose of the Lease was to operate a “first-

class, high quality store.”  That purpose was fulfilled until March 2020.  COVID-19 and subsequent 

government shutdowns completely frustrated that fundamental purpose.  Hugo Boss cannot 

operate the type of first-class, high quality store contemplated in 2012 (when it entered the Lease) 

due to government restrictions, Landlord’s restrictions, and health and safety requirements.  Like 
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the tenant in Jack Kelly, Hugo Boss has been unable to use the Premises as intended, and indeed 

the store presently has no economic value to the Tenant.  Born Aff. ¶ 14. 

In moving for Summary Judgment, the Landlord argues (1) that the risk of COVID-19 was 

foreseeable; and (2) that the purpose of the Lease has not been frustrated because the shutdown 

was “temporary” and “relatively short.”  Both of these arguments raise classic questions of fact, 

which are not suitable for a decision on a motion for summary judgment.  Indeed, although the 

Landlord claims that the proscriptions are “temporary,” the fact is that the 50% capacity restriction, 

and Landlord’s limited hours restriction remains in place.  And while Landlord urges that any 

shutdown was “relatively short,” that, too, presents a question of materiality that is only 

appropriate for a finder of fact.  

The importance of a factual inquiry here is underscored by the fact that the courts 

themselves have repeatedly recognized, in different contexts and disputes, the unique and 

unprecedented nature of the COVID-19 pandemic. See, e.g., International Plaza Assocs., L.P. v. 

Amorepacific US, Inc., 2020 WL 7416600 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Cnty., Dec. 14, 2020) (denying 

Landlord’s motion for summary judgment of tenant’s claims for  impossibility of performance and 

frustration of purpose, noting that material questions of fact existed as to COVID-19’s 

foreseeability, and that the “changes in circumstances” presented by COVID-19 “cannot be 

shown by legal memoranda or oral arguments alone.  They require discovery.”) (emphasis 

added); The Gap, Inc. v. 170 Broadway Retail Owner, LLC, No. 652732/2020, 2020 WL 6435136, 

at *2 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Cnty. Oct. 30, 2020) (denying landlord’s motion to dismiss tenant’s claims 

for impossibility of performance and frustration of purpose, noting that the complaint “alleges in 

some factual detail, that such performance has been made objectively impossible, by an 

unanticipated event that could not have been foreseen or guarded against in the Lease, a credible 
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description of the current worldwide pandemic, shutting down New York City ‘brick and mortar’ 

retail stores.”); Jones v. Wolf, No. 20-CV-361, 2020 WL 1643857, at *12 (W.D.N.Y. 2020) (noting 

that “the recommended measures for preventing the spread of COVID-19 are unprecedented. 

Indeed, this Court is not aware of any other disease that caused New York State – let alone most 

of the nation – to decide that the only reasonable course of action was to shutter the economy, 

shelter in place, and isolate at home for weeks on end.”); United States v. Martin, No. 18-CR-834-

7 (PAE), 2020 WL 1819961, at *3 (S.D.N.Y. 2020) (“The COVID-19 pandemic is extraordinary 

and unprecedented in modern times in this nation.”). Certainly, a crisis that is being described by 

the courts as “unprecedented,” and “extraordinary,” could not have been foreseen, as a matter of 

law, in early 2012 when the Lease was executed. 

Moreover, Landlord’s argument that the Lease has not been frustrated because the 

shutdown was “temporary” and “relatively short,” fails to appreciate the ongoing nature of this 

pandemic, which is worsening.  To this end, Plaintiff’s reliance upon BKNY1, Inc. v. 132 Capulet 

Holdings, LLC, 2020 WL 5745631 (Sup. Ct. Kings Cnty. Sept. 23, 2020), and Dr. Smood New 

York LLC v. Orchard Houston, LLC, 2020 WL 6526996 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Cnty., Nov. 2, 2020), is 

unavailing.  Both cases prematurely found that COVID-19’s impact on the respective leases were 

not substantial enough to frustrate the purpose of the lease.  For instance, in BKNY1, Inc., the court 

refused to apply the frustration of purpose doctrine because at the early September 2020 snapshot 

in time (when the decision was rendered), COVID-19’s impact upon tenant was only a two-month 

closure in the final year of a nine-year lease.  However, in the five months since September, 

dramatic caps on store capacity and hours of operation have persisted, and thus the impact of the 

government mandates (and Landlord’s own actions) grow by the day.   
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Here, there remains another four years on the Lease term (which expires on December 31, 

2025).  The Premises were already shuttered completely for nearly six months, and Hugo Boss has 

been permitted to open at only 50% capacity since September 2020.  With the present wave of 

COVID-19 (including new variants being detected weekly), it cannot be foreseen when the 

situation will return to “normal.”  In sum, (and because the COVID-19 emergency remains entirely 

unpredictable), a new shutdown and/or new restrictions may be lurking at any moment.  Thus, the 

decisions upon which Landlord relies have prematurely judged the impact of COVID-19, which 

is only accelerating.14 See International Plaza Assocs., L.P. 2020 WL 7416600, at *1 (“With the 

present second wave of COVID-19 it cannot be foreseen when the situation will return to 

‘normal.’”). 

Courts nationwide have begun considering the effects of COVID-19 on commercial 

dealings.  Unlike the Landlord, these courts have taken an honest view of what has occurred, 

recognizing the gravity of the situation.  On December 14, 2020, The Honorable Carol Ruth 

Feinman of this Court denied a landlord’s summary judgment application seeking the identical 

relief against a commercial tenant that A/R Retail now seeks in its Motions for Summary 

Judgment.  Id.  Specifically, addressing the tenant’s frustration of purpose and other arguments, 

the Court stated that material questions of fact existed as to COVID-19’s foreseeability, and that 

the “changes in circumstances” presented by COVID-19 “cannot be shown by legal memoranda 

or oral arguments alone.  They require discovery.”  Id. at *1.  In addition, on October 30, 2020, 

The Honorable Debra A. James of this Court issued a decision denying landlord’s motion to 

dismiss tenant’s claims for impossibility of performance and frustration of purpose due to the 

14 Both BKNY1, Inc. and Dr. Smood New York LLC are also distinguishable in that they both involve restaurants which 

were open for delivery, take-out and dining, and both cases were not decided under a summary judgment standard, 

but rather under a motion to vacate a Yellowstone injunction, and a motion for a preliminary injunction, respectively. 
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effects of COVID-19.  The Gap, Inc., 2020 WL 6435136.  There, the Court noted that the 

complaint “alleges in some factual detail, that such performance has been made objectively 

impossible, by an unanticipated event that could not have been foreseen or guarded against in the 

Lease, a credible description of the current worldwide pandemic, shutting down New York City 

‘brick and mortar’ retail stores. Plaintiff’s action for a declaration that it is excused due to the 

impossibility of performance as a result of ‘the destruction of the means of performance by an act 

of God, vis major, or by law,’ states a viable claim. Nor is this a case where the court can determine 

as matter of law that defendant is entitled to a declaration in its favor.” Id. at *6-7. 

C. Issues of Fact Preclude This Court from Dismissing Hugo Boss’ Claim for

Rescission Under the Impossibility of Purpose Doctrine

Hornbook contract law excuses performance that is rendered impossible by unforeseeable 

governmental activities.  Metpath, Inc. v. Birmingham Fire Ins. Co., 86 A.D.2d 407, 411-412 (1st 

Dept 1982); Bush v. Protravel International, Inc., 192 Misc.2d 743 (N.Y. Sup. Ct., Richmond 

Cty., 2002) (parties seeking to cancel travel tickets after the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 

could be excused from performing under the contract, because of the extraordinary situation which 

arose after that occurrence).   

Here, since mid-March and continuing for nearly a year at this point (with no end in sight), 

emergency government regulations have outlawed Hugo Boss’ operation of its store, and impeded 

the Tenant’s ability to fully open.  Thus, performance under the Lease, which requires the Tenant 

to operate as a retail store, from the hours of 10:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. Monday through Saturday, and 

12:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. on Sundays (See Sections 4.3 (“Tenant’s Covenant to Operate”) and 1.2 

(“Operating Hours”) of the Lease); has been rendered impossible.  

Landlord argues that it is not “impossible” for Hugo Boss to pay rent.  This crude analysis 

entirely misses the point.  Hugo Boss has not alleged that it cannot afford the rent.  Rather, the 
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Complaint asserts that COVID-19 and the related government orders shutting down all “non-

essential business” have rendered performance by both parties impossible.  Compl. ¶ 81.  Indeed, 

beginning in mid-March, the operation of a retail store at the Premises was precluded by law. 

These government proscriptions (and not an inability to pay) are the proximate causes of the 

impossibility.  See In re Hitz Restaurant Group, 2020 WL 2924523, at *3 (Bankr. N.D. Ill. 2020) 

(granting the debtor-tenant’s request to suspend rental payments and clarified that the issue was 

not the ability or inability to pay rent).     

In similar instances, courts have rescinded leases for impossibility where ability to pay rent 

is not an issue.  For instance, in Adler v. Miles, 69 Misc. Rep. 601, 604 (1st Dept. 1910), the 

defendant, when sued for rent, asserted that while originally it was lawful for him to conduct a 

motion picture business on the leased premises, subsequently an ordinance was passed banning 

such use.  In finding that the lease was terminated by act of law, Justice Seabury wrote:  

The parties to the lease contracted to do a thing which at the time 

the lease was made was lawful. Public authority, in accordance with 

law, has provided that the very thing, which the parties in their lease 

contemplated, should not be done. To carry out the lease according 

to its terms has now become unlawful. It follows, therefore, that the 

lease cannot be performed according to its terms; and under such 

circumstances the obligation of the lessee to pay rent is discharged. 

More recently, in Seoul Garden Bowery Inc v. Ng, 2020 WL 3104371 (N.Y. Sup. Ct., N.Y. Cty., 

2020), this Court found that plaintiff sufficiently pled rescission based upon impossibility of 

performance, when the lease expressly limited the plaintiff’s use of the premises to the operation 

of the restaurant, and the lack of a valid certificate of occupancy legally prevented that use.  The 

tenant could pay, but the operation of a restaurant was deemed illegal.  Two Catherine St. Mgt. Co. 

v. Yam Keung Yeung, 153 A.D.2d 678, 679 (2d Dept.1989) (“Since the intended purpose of the

lease may have become impossible to effectuate through no fault of the defendant tenant, he may 
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have been entitled to terminate the lease”); L.N. Jackson & Co. v. Royal Norwegian Government, 

177 F.2d 694 (2d Cir. 1949) (“it is well settled that a contractual duty is discharged, in the absence 

of circumstances showing either a contrary intention or contributing fault on the part of the person 

subject to the duty, where performance is subsequently prohibited by an administrative order made 

with due authority by an officer of the United States.”); Levy v. Johnston & Hunt, 224 Ill. App. 

300 (App. Ct., First Dist., 1922) (permitting rescission where the premises leased were to be 

used for a saloon, and prohi bition later rendered that use illegal).   

The circumstances presented here starkly contrast with those relied upon by Landlord.  This 

is not simply a case of financial hardship. Rather, the COVID-19 pandemic has simply made it 

impossible to operate a first-class retail store consistent with a typical Hugo Boss store as it existed 

in 2012.  

III. HUGO BOSS’ FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR REFORMATION RAISES

NUMEROUS FACTUAL ISSUES

The Lease does not represent the parties’ meeting of the minds at the time of contracting.

Rather, the Complaint asserts that the parties’ true intent was that Hugo Boss would not pay rent 

or other consideration for the Premises if the use of the Store was rendered impossible by no fault 

of Tenant or Landlord.  Compl. ¶ 98.  Indeed, had the parties been able to anticipate the 

extraordinary events of COVID-19, they would have provided express language abating rent 

during the government-mandated shutdown.  Id. 

Landlord argues that Hugo Boss’ Reformation cause of action is time-barred because the 

Lease was executed over six-years ago.  However, an action to reform an agreement based on 

mutual mistake can be commenced within six years of the Lease’s execution or two years from 

the discovery of the mistake.  Davis v. Davis, 95 A.D.2d 674 (1st Dept. 1983) (“action to reform 

an agreement based on mutual mistake must be commenced within six years of the occurrence 
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(CPLR 213(6)) or two years from the discovery of the mistake (CPLR 203(f).”).  Here, as alleged 

in the Complaint, the mistake was plainly discovered in March 2020 upon the unfolding of the 

extraordinary and unforeseeable events relating to COVID-19.  Compl. ¶ 101.  Thus, Hugo Boss’ 

reformation cause of action is timely.   

Lastly, Landlord asserts that there was no mutual mistake about an existing fact at the time 

the Lease was executed, but only future events. This mischaracterizes the Complaint’s allegations. 

At the time of execution, it was the Parties’ “intent that Plaintiff would not pay rent or other 

consideration for the Premises if such use was rendered impossible or impracticable.”  Compl. ¶ 

102. In any event, the question of whether the parties’ so intended can only be resolved after

discovery.  Thus, summary judgment must be denied.  

IV. HUGO BOSS’ SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION AND EIGHTH CAUSE OF

ACTION MUST SURVIVE

This Court should reject Landlord’s argument to dismiss Hugo Boss’s Seventh Cause of

Action for Money Had and Received and Eighth Cause of Action for Unjust Enrichment. 

Landlord’s entire argument relies upon Clark-Fitzpatrick, Inc. v. Long Island Rail Road Co., 70 

N.Y.2d 382, 388 (1987), and argues that “[t]he existence of a valid and enforceable written contract 

governing a particular subject matter ordinarily precludes recovery in quasi contract for events 

arising out of the same subject matter.”   

Thus, Landlord’s entire argument as to these causes of action rest upon the assertion that 

the Lease is not rescinded.  Because Hugo Boss has demonstrated supra myriad issues of fact as 

to this question, summary judgment as to these causes of action must also be denied. 
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CONCLUSION 

For all of the foregoing reasons, Hugo Boss respectfully requests that this Court deny 

Landlord’s motions in their entirety, and grant such other and further relief as it deems just and 

proper. 

Dated: New York, New York  

February 5, 2021 

Respectfully submitted, 

DAVIDOFF HUTCHER & CITRON LLP 

By:     /s/ William H. Mack    

William H. Mack 

Benjamin S. Noren 

605 Third Avenue – 34th Floor 

New York, New York 10158 

(212) 557-7200

Attorneys for Hugo Boss Retail, Inc. 
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I, William H. Mack, hereby certify that, pursuant to Rule 17 of the Commercial Division 

Rules, the foregoing Memorandum of Law contains a total of 6,874 words (as measured by the 

word processing system on which it was prepared), inclusive of point heading and footnotes and 

exclusive of pages containing the table of contents, table of authorities and this Certificate. 

Dated: New York, New York  

February 5, 2021 

DAVIDOFF HUTCHER & CITRON LLP 

By:     /s/ William H. Mack_________    
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2020 WL 7315470 (N.Y.Sup.), 2020 N.Y. Slip Op. 34063(U) (Trial Order)
Supreme Court of New York.

New York County

**1  35 EAST 75TH STREET CORPORATION, Plaintiff,
v.

CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN L.L.C., Defendant.

No. 154883/2020.
December 9, 2020.

Decision + Order on Motion

Present: Hon. Arlene P. Bluth, Justice.

MOTION DATE 12/08/2020

MOTION SEQ. NO. 001

*1  The following e-filed documents, listed by NYSCEF document number (Motion 001) 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24

were read on this motion to/for SUMMARY JUDGMENT.

The motion by plaintiff for summary judgment on its three causes of action seeking rent, additional
rent and legal fees is granted.

Background

In this commercial landlord tenant case, plaintiff claims that defendant (the tenant in a building
owned by plaintiff) has not paid rent since March 3, 2020. It argues that the total due is comprised
of the monthly payments of rent and real estate tax escalation charges for 2020/21.

In opposition, defendant admits it has not paid the rent since March. Instead, it argues that the
Court cannot grant summary judgment under the impossibility and frustration of purpose doctrines.
Defendant argues that the ongoing pandemic implicates these doctrines and absolves defendant of
its obligations under the lease.

WESTLAW 
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It contends that when it signed the lease in 2013 no one could have predicted that there would be
an infectious disease that would shut down the vast majority of businesses. Defendant points out
that its entire business was built on a highly visible and well trafficked retail location **2  on the
Upper East Side. In other words, the lack of customer traffic has decimated the store's revenues.

Defendant complains that plaintiff refused to negotiate a mutually acceptable resolution and
instead brought this action. It questions why plaintiff has made this motion instead of
proceeding to discovery about defendant's counterclaims and affirmative defenses. Defendant
brings counterclaims for frustration of purpose to terminate the lease, frustration of purpose for a
rent abatement, impossibility of performance to rescind the lease and impossibility of performance
for a rent abatement. It also asserts six affirmative defenses including failure to state a cause of
action, impossibility of performance, frustration of purpose, failure of consideration, illegality and
failure to mitigate.

In reply, plaintiff maintains that the sole dispute in this case is whether the effects of the ongoing
pandemic are a sufficient defense to paying rent due under a lease. It argues that the equitable
defenses raised by plaintiff are inapplicable and have historically had narrow application. Plaintiff
points out that the parties included a force majeure clause for unforeseen events in the lease but
this provision did not relieve defendant of its obligation to pay rent. Plaintiff also argues that there
have been many reasons why retail stores have succeeded or failed over the years and that is simply
a risk defendant took when it entered into a lease that extended from 2013 through 2029.

It insists that application of defendant's logic would call into question the enforceability of all
contracts when economic circumstances change. Plaintiff speculates that if a tenant could get out
of a lease when the market is difficult, then presumably a landlord could terminate a lease when
the market is competitive and charge a higher rent.

**3  Discussion

*2  To be entitled to the remedy of summary judgment, the moving party “must make a prima facie
showing of entitlement to judgment as a matter of law, tendering sufficient evidence to demonstrate
the absence of any material issues of fact from the case” (Winegrad v New York Univ. Med. Ctr., 64
NY2d 851, 853, 487 NYS2d 316 [1985]). The failure to make such a prima facie showing requires
denial of the motion, regardless of the sufficiency of any opposing papers (id.). When deciding a
summary judgment motion, the court views the alleged facts in the light most favorable to the non-
moving party ( Sosa v 46th St. Dev. LLC, 101 AD3d 490, 492, 955 NYS2d 589 [1st Dept 2012]).

Once a movant meets its initial burden, the burden shifts to the opponent, who must then produce
sufficient evidence to establish the existence of a triable issue of fact ( Zuckerman v City of
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New York, 49 NY2d 557, 560, 427 NYS2d 595 [1980]). The court's task in deciding a summary
judgment motion is to determine whether there are bonafide issues of fact and not to delve into or
resolve issues of credibility ( Vega v Restani Constr. Corp., 18 NY3d 499, 505, 942 NYS2d 13
[2012]). If the court is unsure whether a triable issue of fact exists, or can reasonably conclude that
fact is arguable, the motion must be denied ( Tronlone v Lac d'Amiante Du Quebec, Ltee, 297
AD2d 528, 528-29, 747 NYS2d 79 [1st Dept 2002], affd 99 NY2d 647, 760 NYS2d 96 [2003]).

There is no doubt that the ongoing pandemic has decimated retail stores across New York City. It
has made it nearly impossible for some businesses to pay the rent and the Court empathizes with
the difficulties facing these establishments. But this Court is tasked with assessing whether any of
the doctrines defendant has identified raise an issue of fact that might **4  compel the Court to
deny the instant motion. As discussed below, the Court finds that defendant has not raised a valid
issue of fact and the Court grants the motion.

Frustration of Purpose

The doctrine of frustration of purpose requires that “the frustrated purpose must be so completely
the basis of the contract that, as both parties understood, without it, the transaction would have
made little sense”(Crown IT Services, Inc. v Koval-Olsen, 11 AD3d 263, 265, 782 NYS2d 708
[1st Dept 2004]). “[T]his doctrine is a narrow one which does not apply unless the frustration is
substantial”(id.).

Contrary to defendant's argument, this doctrine has no applicability here. This is not a case where
the retail space defendant leased no longer exists, nor is it even prohibited from selling its products.
Instead, defendant's business model of attracting street traffic is no longer profitable because
there are dramatically fewer people walking around due to the pandemic. But market changes
happen all the time. Sometimes businesses become more desirable (such as the stores near the
newly-completed Second Avenue subway stops) and other times less so (such as the value of taxi
medallions with the rise of ride-share apps). But unforeseen economic forces, even the horrendous
effects of a deadly virus, do not automatically permit the Court to simply rip up a contract signed
between two sophisticated parties.

Of course, defendant would not have entered into the lease if it knew there would be a pandemic
that negatively affected the retail market. But that is not sufficient to invoke the frustration of
purpose doctrine (PPF Safeguard, LLC v BCR Safeguard Holding, LLC, 85 AD3d 506, 924 NYS2d
391 [1st Dept 2011] [finding that Hurricane Katrina was not a sufficient basis to implicate the
frustration of purpose doctrine to excuse payment in New Orleans-based self-storage contract]).
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**5  Impossibility

*3  “Impossibility excuses a party's performance only when the destruction of the subject matter
of the contract or the means of performance makes performance objectively impossible. Moreover,
the impossibility must be produced by an unanticipated event that could not have been foreseen
or guarded against in the contract” ( Kel Kim Corp. v Cent. Markets, Inc., 70 NY2d 900, 902,
524 NYS2d 384 [1987]).

Similarly, the impossibility doctrine does not compel the Court to deny the instant motion. The
subject matter of the contract--the physical location of the retail store--is still intact. And defendant
is permitted to sell its products. The issue is that it cannot sell enough to pay the rent. That does
not implicate the impossibility doctrine. As the First Department found in connection with a case
about the failure to pay under a commodity swap contract, “Defendant's performance may have
been rendered financially disadvantageous by circumstances unforeseen by the parties at the time
of the contract's making. However, financial disadvantage to either of the contracting parties was
not only foreseeable but was contemplated by the contract, even if the precise causes of such
disadvantage were not specified. In any event, it is not a basis for reliance upon the impossibility
of performance doctrine” (Gen. Elec. Co. v Metals Resources Group Ltd., 293 AD2d 417, 418,
741 NYS2d 218 [1st Dept 2002]).

And, here, the parties actually included a force majeure clause in the lease that specifically
provided that it would not excuse defendant from having to pay rent (NYSCEF Doc. No. 11, ¶
26[c]). Instead, it purported to extend the period of performance for whatever the delay may have
been (id.). It did not contemplate that defendant could simply walk away with nearly a decade left
on the lease and not pay any more rent.

**6  Summary

The Court grants the motion and dismisses defendant's affirmative defenses and counterclaims. To
the extent that defendant claims there was a lack of consideration (its fourth affirmative defense)
that argument is without merit. The contract was for a retail space, which defendant occupied
and ran its business out of starting in 2013. This is not a situation where some outside force
(like a zoning change) prevented defendant from operating its store. And, as plaintiff pointed
out, defendant failed to respond to plaintiff's arguments with respect to the first, fifth and sixth
affirmative defenses.

These are difficult times for landlords and tenants (both commercial and residential) in New York
City. And while the Court recognizes the financial hardships that defendant has faced, it must also
observe that plaintiff's faces challenges too. Even though defendant is not paying the rent, plaintiff
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still has its own obligations (such as paying property taxes) that must be fulfilled. Permitting the
doctrines of impossibility or frustration of purpose to rescind an otherwise valid lease would simply
allocate the loss to plaintiff. It is not this Court's role to ignore a contract and decide sua sponte
who should take the financial loss.

Under these circumstances, where defendant signed a lease in 2013 and ran a retail store for many
years before the pandemic, the Court finds that plaintiff has met its burden as a matter of law.

Accordingly, it is hereby

ORDERED that the motion by plaintiff for summary is granted and the affirmative defenses and
counterclaims asserted by defendant are severed and dismissed, and the Clerk is directed to enter
judgment in favor of plaintiff and against defendant in the amount of $1,680,454.73 plus interest
from November 30, 2020; and it is further

*4  **7  ORDERED that the issue of reasonable attorneys' fees is severed and a virtual hearing
will be scheduled by the Clerk of this part.

12/9/2020

DATE

<<signature>>

ARLENE P. BLUTH, J.S.C.

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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KeyCite Yellow Flag - Negative Treatment
 Distinguished by Pink v. Ginsberg, N.Y.Sup., June 19, 1942

69 Misc. 601, 126 N.Y.S. 135

AARON ADLER, Plaintiff-Respondent,
v.

HERBERT L. MILES, as Surviving
Partner of the Firm of MILES

BROTHERS, Defendant-Appellant.

Supreme Court, Appellate Term.
December, 1910.

CITE TITLE AS: Adler v Miles

*601  Appeal
Review --- Presumptions --- Truth of
statement by counsel where verdict directed
on opening
Contracts
Performance of contracts --- Excuses for
nonperformance --- Performance prevented
by operation of law
Landlord and tenant
Termination of relation --- Ordinance
preventing use of premises for purposes
specified in lease
Where, in an action in the City Court of the city
of New York, a verdict is directed for plaintiff
upon a statement being made of defendant's
alleged defense, the facts stated therein must
be accepted as true on the hearing of an appeal
from the judgment.
*602  Where, after a tenement house, in the
city of New York, had been leased for a
moving picture show only, the licensing of such

shows in tenement houses was prohibited by
ordinance, neither the lessee nor its surety on
the lease is liable for rent accruing thereafter,
as the lease cannot be performed according to
its terms.
The general rule is that, where the law creates
a duty and a party without fault on his part is
disabled from performing it, failure to perform
is excused; but where a party by contract
creates a duty upon himself he is bound to make
good if he may, notwithstanding any inevitable
accident; but the rule has no application where
performance becomes impossible by a change
in the law or by reason of action taken under
governmental authority.

APPEAL by the defendant from a judgment
of the City Court of the city of New York,
entered upon a verdict of the jury directed by
the court in favor of the plaintiff, and from an
order denying defendant's motion to set aside
the verdict, and for a new trial.

McDonald & Bostwick (Arthur C. Bostwick, of
counsel), for appellant.
Goldfogle, Cohn & Lind (Alfred D. Lind and
L. E. Schlechter, of counsel), for respondent.

SEABURY, J.

The defendant guaranteed the payment of
rent under a lease entered into between the
plaintiff as landlord and the Hub and Comedy
Theatre Company as tenant. The plaintiff sues
to recover five months' rent alleged to be due
under the lease. The lease provided that the
premises were leased ‘to be used and occupied
for the purpose of a place of amusement for
the exhibition of moving pictures and no other
purposes whatsoever.‘

r-17 NewYork 
~ Official Reports 
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The defendant, as his sole defense to the action,
claims that the premises demised was and is a
tenement house and that, under a ruling duly
made by the mayor of the city of New York,
under ordinances regularly passed by the board
of aldermen, it was provided, prior to the time
of the accrual of the rent sued for, that no
license for a moving picture show should be
granted when the premises in which the show
*603  was located, solely or in part, were a
building known or described as a tenement
house; and that, under the ordinances of the city
of New York, no moving picture show could be
lawfully given without a license.

Upon a statement being made of the alleged
defense, the court below, upon motion of the
plaintiff, directed a verdict in favor of the
plaintiff. From the judgment entered upon such
direction the defendant appeals to this court. In
view of the manner in which the verdict was
directed, the facts stated in the alleged defense
must, for the purpose of this appeal, be accepted
as true. It was conceded, upon the trial, that the
lease was valid when made; but that, through
the order of the mayor, the use to which the
demised premises were restricted by the lease
became unlawful.

We think that the learned court below was in
error in directing a verdict for the plaintiff. It
is evident that the defendant cannot be held
as surety unless his principal is liable upon
the lease. Jewett v. Griesheimer, 100 App. Div.
210.

The inquiry to be made, therefore, must relate
to ascertaining whether the lessee was liable
for the rent named in the lease after the
public authorities had prohibited the use of the

premises for the sole purpose for which the
premises had been leased.

The general rule was declared in the old case
of Paradine v. Jane, Aleyn, 26, 27: ‘that where
the law creates a duty or charge, and the party
is disabled to perform it without any default
in him, and hath no remedy over, there the
law will excuse him. * * * but where the
party by his own contract creates a duty or
charge upon himself, he is bound to make it
good, if he may, notwithstanding any accident
by inevitable necessity, because he might have
provided against it by his contract.‘

This general rule does not apply where
performance becomes impossible by a change
in the law or by reason of action taken under
governmental authority. In such a case the
reason for the general rule does not exist.

The parties to the lease contracted with a view
to the law as it existed at the time the lease
was made. To hold them bound to anticipate
future legislation would be equivalent *604
to making them obligate themselves to the
performance of conditions prescribed by others
which, in the nature of things, could not have
been within the contemplation of the parties at
the time the contract was made.

The parties to the lease contracted to do a thing
which at the time the lease was made was
lawful. Public authority, in accordance with
law, has provided that the very thing, which
the parties in their lease contemplated, should
not be done. To carry out the lease according
to its terms has now become unlawful. It
follows, therefore, that the lease cannot be
performed according to its terms; and under
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such circumstances the obligation of the lessee
to pay rent is discharged.

In Brick Presbyterian Church v. City of
New York, 5 Cow. 538, Savage, Ch. J.,
in considering the effect of a covenant, the
performance of which subsequent public action
had made illegal, notes a variance in the earlier
authorities. He points out that in Brason v.
Dean, 3 Mod. 39, it was held that such a
covenant was not repealed and refers with
approval to Brewster v. Kitchin, 1 Salk. 198,
where ‘a different and more rational doctrine is
established.‘

In the case last referred to the rule is stated as
follows: ‘When H. covenants not to do an act
or thing which was lawful to do, and an act
of parliament comes after and compels him to
do it, the statute repeals the covenant. So if H.
covenants to do a thing which is lawful, and
an act of parliament comes in and hinders him
from doing it, the covenant is repealed.‘

In Baily v. De Crespigny, L. R. (4 Q. B.) 180,
Hannen, J., referring to the rule laid down in
Brewster v. Kitchin, supra, says that: ‘It rests
upon this ground, that it is not reasonable to
suppose that the legislature, while altering the
condition of things with reference to which
the covenanter contracted, intended that he
should remain liable on a covenant which the
legislature itself prevented his fulfilling.‘

In his opinion in that case, Hannen, J., says:
‘The substantial question, therefore, raised
on this record is whether the defendant is
discharged from his covenant by the subsequent
act of parliament, which put it out of his power
to perform it. We are of opinion that he is so

discharged on the *605  principle expressed in
the maxim 'lex non cogit ad impossibilia.’‘

After commenting upon a case where the act
of God, so-called, excuses performance, the
learned judge says: ‘This is the explanation
of the case put by Lord Coke in Shelley's
Case (1 Rep. at p. 981 Rep. at p. 98-a) 'If a
lessee covenants to leave a wood in as good
a plight as the wood was at the time of the
lease, and afterwards the trees are blown down
by tempest, he is discharged of his covenant’
because it was thought that the covenant was
intended to relate only to the tenant's own
acts, and not to an event beyond his control,
producing effects not in his power to remedy.
(See Shep. Touch. 173.) It is on this principle
that it has been held that an impossibility
arising from an act of the legislature subsequent
to the contract, discharges the contractor from
liability. Again, to quote an observation of
Maule, J., in Mayor of Berwick v. Oswald
(3 E. & B. at page 665) there is nothing 'to
prevent parties, if they choose by apt words
to express an intention so to do, from binding
themselves by a contract as to any future
state of the law, * * * but people in general
must always be considered as contracting with
reference to the law as existing at the time of
the contract * * * and the words showing a
contrary intention ought to be pretty clear to
rebut that presumption.' To hold a man liable by
words, in a sense affixed to them by legislation
subsequent to the contract, is to impose on him
a contract he never made.‘

The rule so clearly enunciated by Hannen, J.,
was applied in this State in Brick Presbyterian
Church v. City of New York, supra. In that
case it appeared that the corporation of the city
of New York conveyed lands for the purpose
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of a church and cemetery with a covenant for
quiet enjoyment, and afterwards, pursuant to a
power granted by the Legislature, passed a law
prohibiting the use of these lands as a cemetery.
The court held that such action was not a breach
of the covenant, but that the covenant itself was
repealed.

In Baker v. Johnson, 42 N. Y. 126, the court
recognized the rule that one is discharged
from the obligation of a contract when his
performance is made impossible by act of
*606  law. The majority of the court, however,
were of the opinion that the action of the
public authorities in postponing the time when
a tax exemption should go into operation
did not render performance impossible but
only burdensome on defendant and hence he
remained bound.

In People v. Globe Mutual Life Ins. Co.,
91 N. Y. 174, where an insurance company
was restrained by an order of the court from
further prosecuting its business and a receiver
appointed, it was held that a contract entered
into by it with a general agent for his services
for a specified time was thereby annulled by the
action of the State, and that the general agent
had no cause of action for nonperformance by
the company.

In Massachusetts, the rule referred to above
has been applied. In Baylies v. Fettyplace, 7
Mass. 325, 338, Sedgwick, J., said: ‘Now it
is clearly settled, by innumerable authorities,
that whenever a contract, which was possible
and legal at the time it was made, becomes
impossible by the Act of God or illegal by an
ordinance of the State, the obligation to perform
it is discharged.‘

In Michigan it was held in Cordes v. Miller,
39 Mich. 581, Judge Cooley writing for the
court, that a covenant in the lease of a wooden
building, binding the landlord to rebuild in case
it burns, is released by the passage of a valid
municipal ordinance forbidding the erection of
wooden buildings.

In Mississippi & Tennessee Railroad Company
v. J. & T. Green, 56 Tenn. 588, 593, the court
said: ‘The non-performance of a contract will
always be excused, when it is occasioned by act
of law.‘

In Sauner v. Phoenix Insurance Company, 41
Mo. App. 480, Ellison, J., stated the correct
rule in the following language: ‘When a party
by his own contract creates a duty or charge
upon himself he is bound to make it good,
notwithstanding any accident by inevitable
necessity because he might have provided
against it by his contract. (Paradine v. Jane, 8 T.
R. 267 * * * ). Yet this rule is qualified in some
respects; among others is this: If doing the thing
contracted for becomes unlawful, performance
becomes *607  impossible by force of law and
non-performance is excusable.‘

Section 231 of the Real Property Law
recognizes the doctrine of these cases and
provides that, whenever the lessee shall use
the premises for an illegal business, the lease
shall become void. Here the lease restricted the
use of the premises to a purpose which was
subsequently prohibited by law; and for the
tenant to have used the premises for the sole
purpose for which the lease authorized them to
be used would, under section 231 of the Real
Property Law, have avoided the lease.
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A contrary rule to that upheld by these
authorities seems to have been stated in Abadis
v. Berges, 41 La. An. 281, but the doctrine of
that case is not in accord with the weight of
authority or in harmony with the adjudications
which have been made in England or in this
State. Except for the early case of Brason v.
Dean, 3 Mod. 39, I have found no English case
contrary to the view here expressed; and the
case of Brason v. Dean has not been followed
but has been distinctly repudiated.

Atkinson v. Ritchie, 10 East, 530, is not in
point. In that case the master of a vessel
agreed to proceed to St. Petersburgh and there
load a complete cargo of hemp and iron and
proceed with it to London. The master, after
taking about half a cargo, sailed away from St.
Petersburgh upon a rumor of a hostile embargo
being laid on British ships by the Russian
government.

The court held that he was liable for damages
though the jury found that he acted bona fide
and under a reasonable apprehension at the
time. Lord Ellenborough applied the principle
of Paradine v. Jane, supra, and pointed out
that, at the time the master left St. Petersburgh
with only half a cargo, no actual change in the
political relations of Great Britain and Russia
had taken place; and that it was not enough to
avoid the contract that the restraint was merely
expected and contingent ‘as this at most only
was.‘ Nor are the cases in this State upon which
the respondent relies authority for the judgment
which has been rendered.

In Jones v. Judd, 4 N. Y. 411, the defendant
contracted *608  with the State to construct a
section of the Genesee Valley canal and made

a sub-contract with the plaintiffs for a portion
of the work. Before completion of the plaintiff's
job the work was stopped by State officers and
the original contract terminated by act of the
Legislature. The court held that the plaintiffs
were entitled to recover the price agreed on for
the work actually done by them.

In Kerley v. Mayer, 10 Misc. Rep. 718, affd.,
155 N. Y. 636, it was held that a provision in
a lease that the premises are let ‘to be used
and occupied only as a strictly first-class liquor
saloon‘ does not restrict the tenant to the saloon
business, but merely restricts the character of
such business if carried on. Consequently the
court held that a refusal of a license on the
ground that the premises are so situated as to be
within a prohibition of the act of the Legislature
does not relieve the lessee from the payment of
rent under the lease, as he is not deprived of
the beneficial use of the premises, but may use
them for any lawful purpose.

By implication, therefore, this case supports
the view that, if the lessee could not have
used the premises for any lawful purpose, that
fact would have relieved the lessee from the
obligation to pay rent.

The case of Shedlinsky v. Budweiser Brewing
Co., 163 N. Y. 437, is authority merely for the
proposition that a lease is not invalid because
the purpose for which the demised premises are
to be used might, under certain circumstances
as to the existence of which the proof is
inconclusive, be unlawful. The implication
from this case is that, where the premises are
positively to be used for an unlawful purpose
and the evidence of this fact is conclusive, the
lease becomes illegal.
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In the case of Ernst v. Crosby, 140 N. Y. 364,
the court held that the circumstances warranted
a finding that the plaintiff's grantor was a party
to the plan of continuing the unlawful use of the
premises and that the new lease was but a cover
for continuing the unlawful use of the premises.

The authorities upon which the respondent
relies are, therefore, not in point; and it is
evident from a review of the cases cited
above that the action of the public authorities
*609  subsequent to the making of the lease,
rendering it unlawful to use the premises
demised for the only purpose for which they
were leased, discharged the tenant from the
obligation to pay rent under the lease.

As the tenant was not obligated to pay the rent,
it follows that the defendant as surety is not
liable to the plaintiff upon his guaranty.

Judgment reversed and new trial ordered, with
costs to the appellant to abide the event.

PAGE, J., concurs.

BIJUR, J. (concurring).

In addition to the considerations set out in
the opinion of Mr. Justice Seabury, I think it
may be pointed out profitably that it cannot be
maintained that the lessee could be held to his
bare covenant to pay rent, notwithstanding the
alleged illegality of the purpose of the use for
which the premises had been leased originally.

The lease provides that the premises are ‘to be
used and occupied for the purposes of a place

of amusement for the exhibition of moving
pictures and for no other purposes whatsoever.‘

In the case of Chautauqua Assembly v. Alling,
46 Hun, 582, 586,Chautauqua Assembly v.
Alling, 46 Hun, 582, 586, the court says that
words like ‘only‘ or ‘solely‘ in a lease of this
nature are words of restriction; and intimates
that such words would be equivalent to an
express covenant of the lessee not to put the
premises to any other use.

In the case of Weil v. Abrahams, 53 App.
Div. 313, the lease read ‘to be used as an
oilcloth store, and dry goods store,‘ there being,
however, no words of restriction. An injunction
issued against use for holding auctions, on the
theory of an implied covenant not to use for
other purposes than those expressed. See also
Gillian v. Norton, 33 How. Pr. 373.

When, therefore, by appropriate legislation, the
use of the premises in the case at bar for the
only purpose for which they had been leased,
and the purpose for which the lessee agreed
to use them exclusively, was made illegal, a
situation *610  was created analogous to the
happening of a condition subsequent, whereby,
within the intention of both parties when the
lease was made, it may fairly be said that the
entire instrument was to be defeated.

I concur in the reversal of the judgment.

Judgment reversed.

Copr. (C) 2021, Secretary of State, State of New
York

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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44 A.D.2d 889, 355 N.Y.S.2d 859

Benderson Development
Company, Inc., Respondent,

v.
Commenco Corporation

et al., Appellants

Supreme Court, Appellate Division,
Fourth Department, New York

May 23, 1974

CITE TITLE AS: Benderson
Dev. Co. v Commenco Corp.

HEADNOTE

LANDLORD AND TENANT
LEASE

(1) Cancellation --- Lease provisions required
that lessee obtain all necessary licenses and
permits and then construct restaurant on
premises --- In lease, lessor warranted that
use by lessee of premises for preparation,
sale and consumption on or off premises of
food and beverages would be permitted use
under zoning classification and local laws and
ordinances applicable to demised premises ---
However, premises could not have been used
as restaurant until public sewer was completed
two years and nine months after execution of
lease --- Meaning and intent of warranty is

evident and can be clearly drawn from four
corners of instrument as matter of law ---
Purpose and intent was that defendant be able
to use premises as restaurant, and, since leases
are interpreted in accordance with purposes
which parties seek to attain and since purpose
of lease was defeated, defendant properly
canceled it under warranty provision --- Even
assuming that lessee knew that difficulties
might be encountered in obtaining permit to
build and use premises as restaurant in view
of inadequacy of existing sewer facilities, this
would not void warranty provision.

Judgment unanimously reversed, on the law
and facts, with costs, and complaint dismissed.

OPINION OF THE COURT
On February 13, 1970, plaintiff lessor entered
into a lease with defendant Commenco which
demised a portion of a shopping plaza in
the Town of Niagara for a period of 20
years at a rental of $13,200 per annum.
Defendant Kentucky Fried Chicken guaranteed
performance of the lease. The lease provisions
required that Commenco obtain all necessary
licenses and permits and then construct a
restaurant on the premises. In the lease,
lessor warranted “that the use by lessee
of the premises for the preparation, sale
and consumption on or off the premises of
food and beverages will be a permitted use
under the zoning classification and local laws
and ordinances applicable to the demised
premises.” The record establishes that the
premises could not have been used as a
restaurant until a public sewer was completed
which was in October of 1972, two years and

r-17 NewYork 
~ Official Reports 
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nine months after the execution of the lease.
The meaning and intent of the warranty is
evident (Bethlehem Steel Co. v. Turner Constr.
Co., 2 N Y 2d 456) and can be clearly drawn
from the four corners of the instrument as a
matter of law (County of Erie v. Buffalo Bills
Div. of Highwood Servs., 42 A D 2d 922).
The purpose and intent was that defendant
be able to use the premises as a restaurant.
Since leases are interpreted in accordance with
the purposes which the parties seek to attain
(Farrell Lines v. City of New York, 30 N Y 2d
76, 82) and since the purpose of the lease was
defeated, the defendant properly cancelled it
under the warranty provision. Even assuming
that Commenco knew that difficulties might
be encountered in obtaining a permit to build
and use the premises as a restaurant in view
of the inadequacy of existing sewer facilities,

this would not void the warranty provision.
The lease itself was a standard one used by
Commenco in numerous similar transactions in
its nationwide operation, and it is reasonable
to assume that the warranty provision was
intended by the parties as protection for
Commenco against encountering difficulties
with local ordinances, such as occurred in this
instance. (Appeal from judgment of *890  Erie
Trial Term in action for damages for alleged
breach of lease.)

Present -- Witmer, J. P., Moule, Cardamone,
Mahoney and Del Vecchio, JJ.

Copr. (C) 2021, Secretary of State, State of New
York

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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37 N.Y.2d 728
Court of Appeals of New York.

BENDERSON DEVELOPMENT
COMPANY, INC., Appellant,

v.
COMMENCO CORPORATION

and Kentucky Fried Chicken
Corporation, Respondents.

June 26, 1975.

Opinion

*729  **130  Order affirmed, with costs, on
the memorandum at the Appellate Division,

44 A.D.2d 889, 355 N.Y.S.2d 859.

*730  All concur except JASEN, J., taking no
part.

All Citations

37 N.Y.2d 728, 337 N.E.2d 130, 374 N.Y.S.2d
618 (Mem)

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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2020 WL 5745631 (N.Y.Sup.), 2020 N.Y. Slip Op. 33144(U) (Trial Order)
Supreme Court of New York.

Kings County

**1  BKNY1, INC., d/b/a 132 Lounge, Plaintiff,
v.

132 CAPULET HOLDINGS, LLC, Defendant.

No. 508647/16.
September 23, 2020.

Decision and Order

Present: Hon. Lawrence Knipel, Justice.

At an IAS Term, Comm Part 4 of the Supreme Court of the State, of
New York, held in and for the County of Kings, at the Courthouse, at

Civic Center, Brooklyn, New York, on the 23rd day of September, 2020.

Mot. Seq. No. 16

*1  The following e-filed papers read herein:
 

NYSCEF #:
 

Notice of Motion, Affidavits (Affirmations), and Exhibits
Annexed _________________________
 

547-557
 

Opposing Affidavits (Affirmations) and Exhibits Annexed ___
 

558-562
 

Reply Affidavits (Affirmations) ____________________
 

566-567
 

In this action for a Yellowstone injunction and other relief, defendant 132 Capulet Holdings, LLC
(defendant), moves for: (1) leave, pursuant to CPLR 2221 (d), to reargue its prior motion for,
among other things, partial summary judgment on its affirmative defenses and counterclaims,
and, upon reargument, granting that branch of its prior motion; and/or (2) an order vacating the
Yellowstone injunction entered in favor of plaintiff BKNY1, Inc., d/b/a 132 Lounge (plaintiff), on
the grounds that the latter has failed to pay rent for the months of April and May 2020; and/or (3)
“[a]lternatively setting this matter down for trial on a date certain”; and/or (4) reimbursement of
costs, expenses, and attorneys' fees incurred by defendant in making this motion. Plaintiff opposes
the motion.
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**2  (1)

The initial branch of defendant's motion which is for leave to reargue its prior motion for partial
summary judgment on its affirmative defenses and counterclaims is denied. The record reflects
that the legal and factual issues underlying defendant's affirmative defenses and counterclaims
are scheduled to be tried in or about November 2020 by a Civil Court Judge presiding over the
holdover proceeding commenced by defendant against plaintiff in the Housing Part of the Kings
County Civil Court (see 132 Capulet Holdings, LLC v BKNY1, Inc., d/b/a 132 Lounge, index
No. LT-79902-19-KI) (the holdover proceeding). 1  There is a “strong preference for resolving
landlord-tenant disputes in Civil Court due to its unique ability to resolve such issues” (44-46 W.
65th Apt. Corp. v Stvan, 3 AD3d 440, 441 [1st Dept 2004]). The interests of judicial economy,
fairness, and consistency are better served by deferring to the Civil Court's upcoming hearing and
determination in the: holdover proceeding.

(2)

The Yellowstone injunction has been predicated on plaintiff's representation made on the record of
the hearing that it has paid, and will continue paying, rent. 2  It is undisputed that plaintiff has failed
to pay rent for the months of April and May 2020. 3  The mandatory **3  closure of plaintiff's
restaurant business during those months by Executive Order No. 202.3 as cited by plaintiff, did not
relieve it of its contractual obligation to pay rent. Plaintiff has failed to cite - and the Court's own
review has not uncovered - any provision of the lease excusing it from timely and fully paying its
rent during (and notwithstanding) the state-mandated closure of its business.

*2  The common-law doctrine of frustration of purpose is inapplicable under the circumstances.
“[T]o invoke the doctrine of frustration of purpose, the frustrated purpose must be so completely
the basis of the contract that, as both parties understood, without it, the transaction would have
made little sense” (Warner v Kaplan, 71 AD3d 1, 6 [1st Dept 2009] [internal quotation marks
omitted], lv denied 14 NY3d 706 [2010]). “The doctrine applies when a change in circumstances
makes one party's performance virtually worthless to the other, frustrating [its] purpose in making
the contract” (PPF Safeguard, LLC v BCR Safeguard Holding, LLC, 85 AD3d 506, 508 [1st Dept
2011] [internal citations omitted]). Examples include a situation where the tenant was unable to
use the premises as a restaurant until a public sewer was completed approximately three years
after the lease had been executed (see Center for Specialty Care v CSC Acquisition I, LLC, 185
AD3d 34, 42 [1st Dept 2020] [citation omitted]). On the other hand, “impossibility occasioned by
financial hardship does not excuse performance of a contract” (Urban Archaeology Ltd. v 207 E.
57th St. LLC, 68 AD3d 562, 562 [1st Dept 2009]). Inasmuch as the initial term of the lease, as
amended by the March 2012 rider, is for approximately nine years (Nov. 2012 to Sept. 2021), a
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temporary closure of plaintiff's business for two months (April and May 2020) in the penultimate
year of its initial term could not have frustrated its overall purpose.

**4  Nor is the doctrine of impossibility of performance available to plaintiff in this case.
“Generally, once a party to a contract has made a promise, that party must perform or
respond in damages for its failure, even when unforeseen circumstances make performance
burdensome” ( Kel Kim Corp. v Central Markets, Inc., 70 NY2d 900, 902 [1987]). “[A]bsent an
express contingency clause in the agreement allowing a party to escape performance under certain
specified circumstances, compliance is required” (Stasyszyn v Sutton E. Assoc., 161 AD2d 269,
271 [1st Dept 1990]). Nothing in the lease at issue permits termination or suspension of plaintiff's
obligation to pay rent in the event of the issuance of a governmental order restricting the use of the
leased premises (see Casteel USA v V.C. Vitanza Sons, Inc., 170 AD2d 568, 569 (2d Dept 1991]).
To the contrary, the lease specifically provides that plaintiff's obligation to pay rent “shall in no
wise be affected, impaired or excused because Owner is unable to fulfill any of its obligations
under this lease . . .by reason of . . . government preemption or restrictions” (Lease [NYSCEF
#24], ¶ 26), which is the case here. 4  Accordingly, the branch of defendant's motion for an order
vacating the Yellowstone injunction on account of plaintiff's failure to pay rent for the months of
April and May 2020 is granted to the extent set forth in the decretal paragraphs below.

The alternative branches of defendant's motion are either academic or without merit.

**5  Conclusion

Accordingly, it is

ORDERED that defendant's motion is granted to the extent that (1) plaintiff is directed to pay to
defendant the April and May 2020 base rent ($10,927 per month as set forth in the Rent Rider)
within 30 days after electronic service of this decision and order with notice of entry on its counsel
by defendant's counsel; and (2) if plaintiff fails to pay such rent on time and in full, defendant may,
if it be so advised, renew its request for the vacature of the Yellowstone injunction upon further
order of the Court; and the remainder of its motion is denied; and it is further

ORDERED that defendant's counsel is directed to electronically serve a copy of this decision and
order with notice of entry on plaintiff's counsel and to electronically file ah affidavit of service
thereof with the Kings County Clerk.

*3  This constitutes the decision and order of the Court.

ENTER,
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<<signature>>

J. S. C.

Footnotes

1 See Affidavit of Nasser Ghorchian (plaintiff's president), dated July 26, 2020 (NYSCEF
#559) (Plaintiff's Affidavit), ¶¶ 1-3; Amended Petition with attachments filed in the holdover
proceeding (NYSCEF #562).

2 See Order, dated Aug. 5, 2016 (NYSCEF #41), incorporating Transcript of Hearing, held
on Aug. 5, 2016 (NYSCEF #42), at page 89, lines 19-21 (statement of plaintiff's counsel:
“Rent is being paid and we'll continue to pay rent as we always have to the owners of the
building.”).

3 See Plaintiff's Affidavit, ¶ 16.
4 Nptably, neither plaintiff's president nor plaintiff's counsel has demonstrated, via any

competent evidence, such as plaintiff's financial documentation or an affidavit by its
accountant with supporting evidence, that plaintiff was (and still is) unable to pay the April
and May 2020 rent (accord 538 Morgan Ave. Props. LLC v 538 Morgan Realty LLC, 2020
NY Slip Op 32780[U],*10 [Sup Ct, Kings County 2020]).

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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192 Misc.2d 743, 746 N.Y.S.2d
790, 2002 N.Y. Slip Op. 22626

Alexandra Bush, Plaintiff,
v.

ProTravel International,
Inc., et al., Defendants.

Civil Court of the City of New
York, Richmond County,

31602/02
August 9, 2002

CITE TITLE AS: Bush v ProTravel Intl.

HEADNOTE

Contracts
Breach or Performance of Contract
Objective Impossibility of Performance--Effect
of Terrorist Attack on World Trade Center

Defendants are not entitled to summary
judgment dismissing plaintiff's action to
recover her deposit for an overseas trip retained
as a penalty pursuant to the parties' contract
because of plaintiff's untimely cancellation
of the trip less than 60 days before the
November 14, 2001 departure date. Plaintiff, a
resident of New York City, has raised sufficient
material issues of fact concerning her inability
to cancel the trip by September 15, 2001
and the reasonableness of her cancellation on
September 27. The terrorist attack on the World
Trade Center on September 11 resulted in the
declaration of a state of emergency in the
City and beyond (see Executive Order [Pataki]

Nos. 113, 113.7, 9 NYCRR 5.113, 5.113.7
[2001]). If plaintiff can establish objective
impossibility of performance at trial because
of the damage caused to communications and
transportation in the City of New York, she
would be entitled to a reasonable suspension
of her contractual obligation to timely cancel,
if not the complete excusal, of her untimely
cancellation. Moreover, defendants' failure to
establish that they sustained any loss on
account of plaintiff's failure to act in the 13-
day intervening period between September 14
and September 27, 2001 further supports the
reasonableness of plaintiff's late cancellation as
well as the determination that triable issues of
fact are present.

TOTAL CLIENT SERVICE
LIBRARY REFERENCES

Am Jur 2d, Contracts §§ 674-676, 678, 685,
686, 696, 707, 708.

9 NYCRR 5.113.7.

NY Jur 2d, Contracts §§ 384, 395, 406.

ANNOTATION REFERENCES

See ALR Index under Impossibility.

APPEARANCES OF COUNSEL

Mound, Cotton,Wollan & Greengrass, New
York City (Craig Stephen Brown of counsel),
for defendants. Chelli & Bush, Staten
Island (Marvin Ben-Aron of counsel), for
plaintiff. *744

OPINION OF THE COURT

r-17 NewYork 
~ Official Reports 
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Eric N. Vitaliano, J.

Dreams of a honeymoon safari in East Africa
dashed offer fresh evidence of how the
terror attack on the World Trade Center of
September 11, 2001 has shredded the lives
of ordinary New Yorkers and has engendered
still continuing reverberations in decisional
law. What might have ordinarily warranted
summary disposition in favor of the safari
company and its travel agent, pinning on
the traveler the economic burden of trip
cancellation, cannot, in the wake of September
11th, be sustained here on their motion for
summary judgment.

Defendant Taicoa Corporation, doing business
as Micato Safaris (Micato), acknowledges that
plaintiff Alexandra Bush contacted Micato
about booking a safari. By its admission,
Micato referred the plaintiff to defendant
ProTravel International, Inc. (ProTravel), a
retail travel agent, to arrange for a reservation
on one of the various safaris offered by Micato.
It is undisputed that, on or about May 8, 2001,
the plaintiff booked an African safari travel
package for herself and her fiancé through
ProTravel with Micato. At that time, it is also
undisputed, the plaintiff gave ProTravel an
initial 20% deposit in the amount of $1,516.
Micato admits that it received the plaintiff's
deposit from ProTravel on May 15, 2001. The
safari Alexandra Bush selected for husband
to be and herself was scheduled to begin on
November 14, 2001.

Sixty-four days before the safari's start,
September 11, 2001, the world, as we knew it,
came to an end. As a result of the attack on
the World Trade Center, other terrorism alerts

and airline scares, the plaintiff and her fiancé
decided almost immediately to cancel their trip.
Further, the plaintiff claims, she endeavored to
notify ProTravel of her decision, but, as a result
of the interruption of telephone service between
Staten Island, where she had fled to safety,
and Manhattan, where ProTravel maintained an
office in midtown, she was physically unable
to communicate her cancellation order until
September 27, 2001. ProTravel agrees that the
plaintiff did contact it that day and avers it
passed along her request to Micato orally and
in writing. Micato acknowledged receiving a
fax from ProTravel to that effect on October 4,
2001. Thereafter, when the defendants refused
to return her deposit, Alexandra Bush sued in
this action to get it back.

The defendants, by their Manhattan and
Massachusetts counsel, now move for
summary judgment dismissing this action. The
court notes that it has granted a separate motion
permitting counsel from the Massachusetts
firm of Rubin, Hay *745  & Gould, P.C. to
appear pro hac vice to argue this motion for
summary judgment. In support of the motion,
counsel have appeared for oral argument and
submitted four affidavits and two memoranda
of law. The court notes that the second affidavit
of Patricia Buffolano, dated June 7, 2002, and
received by the court on June 10, 2002, is
clearly a late submission. Counsel appeared
on the June 6, 2002 submission date and did
not request an adjournment in order to submit
further papers. Nevertheless, the court has
considered this affidavit in deciding the motion.

The defendants' motion hangs on a registration
form. A copy of a completed form executed
by Alexandra Bush was annexed to the
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moving affidavits of Joseph Traversa and
Patricia Buffolano. Mr. Traversa, the employee
of ProTravel who made the plaintiff's
travel arrangements, states that the plaintiff
completed and signed the form when she
booked the safari on May 8, 2001. The form
contained the following provision: “I confirm
that I have read and agree to the Terms
and Conditions as outlined in our brochure.”
Also annexed to the moving affidavits was
an excerpt the defendants contend was in
the “brochure” referenced in the registration
form, and which the plaintiff claims she never
received, setting forth Micato's cancellation
policy for the safari booked by Ms. Bush. The
policy imposes a $50 per person penalty for
a cancellation occurring more than 60 days
prior to departure. For a cancellation occurring
between 30 and 60 days prior to departure,
the traveler was subject to a penalty equal
to 20% of the total retail tour rate. There is
no disagreement that the deposit given by the
plaintiff was in an amount equal to 20% of the
tour rate.

With a departure date of November 14, 2001,
for Alexandra Bush the days of moment under
the cancellation policy were September 14,
2001 and October 15, 2001. A cancellation
order given by her on or before September 14,
2001, the 61st day prior to departure, would
have subjected her to, at worst, a $50 per
person, i.e., a $100 penalty. Any cancellation
after that date but on or before October 15, 2001
would subject her to the greater 20% penalty
under the cancellation policy. Using either
the September 27, 2001 date Mr. Traversa
admits ProTravel received Ms. Bush's notice
of cancellation or the October 4, 2001 date
Micato's general manager, Patricia Buffolano,

claims in her affidavit that Micato received
written confirmation of the cancellation from
ProTravel, the plaintiff's trip cancellation came
within the 30- to 60-day prior to departure
window that would trigger a 20% penalty for
cancellation. On the strength *746  of those
facts, neither defendant returned the deposit to
Alexandra Bush and both now seek summary
judgment dismissing her claim.

Without conceding that the cancellation policy
the defendants advance as their sword and
buckler is either valid or binding on her,
Ms. Bush states in her affidavit submitted
in opposition to the motion that, beginning
on September 12, 2001 and continuing for
days thereafter, she attempted to contact the
travel agency and that due to difficulties
with telephone lines, access to Manhattan and
closures of its office, she was unable to speak
to someone from ProTravel until September
27, 2001. All of the phone calls made by
the plaintiff to ProTravel were placed from
Staten Island. While ProTravel's reply affidavit
protests that it was open for business from
September 12th and onward and supplies phone
records to show its phones were able to make
and receive calls, no evidence is offered to
dispute the plaintiff's claim that it was virtually
impossible for many days after the terrorist
attack to place a call from Staten Island if such
call was transmitted via the telephone trunk
lines in downtown Manhattan.

In any event, the defendants ultimately argue
that all of the horror, heartbreak and hurdles
for communications and commerce visited on
Alexandra Bush and all New Yorkers in the
aftermath of September 11th doesn't matter, for
the thrust of their motion is that a contract
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is a contract, and that since the cancellation
call was received, at best, 13 days late, the
plaintiff is not entitled, as a matter of law,
to her refund. In an equitable bolster to its
position, the defendants also assert that Micato
imposes the cancellation penalties to cover
costs which it incurs in planning and preparing
for a customer's safari. However, upon oral
argument, defendants were unable to set forth
what, if any, expenses had been incurred
towards plaintiff's trip, nor when such expenses
were incurred. Thereafter, the defendants
submitted, in an untimely manner, the further
affidavit of Patricia Buffolano, dated June 7,
2002, restating the contention that, prior to
receiving notice that Ms. Bush wished to cancel
her trip, Micato was required to pay certain
expenses. The affidavit, nonetheless, is silent as
to when these expenses, and more specifically,
whether any such expenses were incurred
on or before September 14, 2001, whether
any were incurred between September 14 and
September 27, 2001 or whether any were
incurred during the one-week delay between
the time ProTravel received notification of the
cancellation, September 27, 2001, and when
Micato claims it received notification from
ProTravel, October 4, 2001. *747

When the residue has been poured away, the
issue distilled here is whether the attack on
the World Trade Center and the civil upset
of its aftermath in the days that immediately
followed excuses Alexandra Bush's admittedly
late notice of cancellation. More to the point,
given that effective cancellation on or before
September 14, 2001 would have absolved the
plaintiff of the 20% cancellation penalty, does
Ms. Bush's sworn statement that she attempted
to phone her cancellation notice to ProTravel

beginning on September 12, 2001 but did not
get through until September 27, 2001 raise a
triable issue of fact, which, if resolved in her
favor, entitles her to relief from the cancellation
penalty provision of the contract?

It is in this context that the motion for summary
judgment brought on by the defendants must
be considered and it is in this context that they,
as the moving parties, must demonstrate that
there is no genuine issue of material fact and
that they are entitled to judgment as a matter of
law pursuant to CPLR 3212. Since summary
judgment deprives the litigant of her day in
court and is considered to be a drastic remedy, it
should not be granted where there is any doubt
as to the existence of a material and triable issue
of fact. (See Krupp v Aetna Life & Cas. Co.,
103 AD2d 252 [2d Dept 1984]; see also Rotuba
Extruders v Ceppos, 46 NY2d 223 [1978]; Van
Noy v Corinth Cent. School Dist., 111 AD2d
592 [3d Dept 1985].)

A movant for summary judgment has the
burden to set forth evidentiary facts sufficient
to entitle that party to judgment as a matter of
law, tendering sufficient evidence to eliminate
any material issues of fact. Failure to make
such a showing requires denial of the motion.
(Winegrad v New York Univ. Med. Ctr., 64
NY2d 851 [1985].) “[O]nce a moving party has
made a prima facie showing of its entitlement
to summary judgment, the burden shifts to the
opposing party to produce evidentiary proof
in admissible form sufficient to establish the
existence of material issues of fact which
require a trial of the action.” (Garnham &
Han Real Estate Brokers v Oppenheimer, 148
AD2d 493, 494 [2d Dept 1989]; see Friedman
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v Pesach, 160 AD2d 460 [1st Dept], appeal
dismissed 76 NY2d 935 [1990].)

Though it is true that the black letter of the
law establishes the rule that “once a party to a
contract has made a promise, that party must
perform or respond in damages for its failure,
even when unforeseen circumstances make
performance burdensome” ( Kel Kim Corp.
v Central Mkts., 70 NY2d 900, 902 [1987]),
the rule is not an absolute. Where the “means
of performance” have been nullified, making
“performance *748  objectively impossible,”
a party's performance under a contract will be
excused. ( Id. at 902; see Conversion Equities
v Sherwood House Owners Corp., 151 AD2d
635, 636 [2d Dept 1989].)

Counsel for the defendants at oral argument
claimed to understand the difficulties
encountered by literally every New Yorker in
the wake of the disaster at the World Trade
Center, but argue that those difficulties do
not constitute a valid excuse for the failure
of the plaintiff to cancel the safari before
September 15, 2001. The delay until September
27, 2001, they contend, is inexcusable.
Putting aside the sheer insensitivity of their
argument, the argument fails to come to
grips with Alexandra Bush's sworn claim
that the disaster in lower Manhattan, which
was unforeseen, unforeseeable and, certainly,
beyond her control, had effectively destroyed
her ability and means to communicate a
timely cancellation under the contract for
safari travel she had booked through and
with the defendants. To the point, Alexandra
Bush claims she could not physically take
the steps necessary to cancel on time. Micato
and ProTravel, to the contrary, claim she was

simply a traveler too skittish to travel after
September 11th, who wanted to stick the travel
professionals she had retained with the bill for
her faint heart. Should the defendants establish
that to be the case to the satisfaction of the
jury or at a bench trial, they will be entitled to
judgment. (See Evanoski v All Around Travel,
178 Misc 2d 693 [App Term, 2d Dept 1998].)
They certainly have not established that as a
matter of law now.

Furthermore, the plaintiff's claim of excuse
because of the frustration of the means of
performance is supported, underscored and
punctuated by the official actions taken by civil
authorities on September 11, 2001 and in the
days that followed. On the day of the attack,
a state of emergency had been declared by
the Mayor of the City of New York, directing
the New York City Commissioners of Police,
Fire and Health and the Director of Emergency
Management to “take whatever steps are
necessary to preserve the public safety and to
render all required and available assistance to
protect the security, well-being and health of
the residents of the City.” (NY City Legis Ann,
at 355.) 1  Simultaneously, the Governor of the
State of New York declared a state disaster
emergency, directing state officials to ”take
all appropriate actions to ... provide *749  ...
assistance as necessary to protect the public
health and safety.“ (Executive Order [Pataki]
No. 113 [9 NYCRR 5.113] [2001].) 2  *750

Particularly on the days at the focal point
of the argument here, September 12, 13 and
14, 2001, New York City was in the state of
virtual lockdown with travel either forbidden
altogether or severely restricted. Precedent is
plentiful that contract performance is excused
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when unforeseeable government action makes
such performance objectively impossible. (See
Matter of A&S Transp. Co. v County of
Nassau, 154 AD2d 456, 459 [2d Dept 1989];

Metpath, Inc. v Birmingham Fire Ins. Co., 86
AD2d 407, 411-412 [lst Dept 1982].) Further,
in the painful recognition of the obvious and
extraordinary dimensions of the disaster that
prevented the transaction of even the most time
sensitive business during the days and weeks
that followed the September 11th atrocities,
the Governor even issued an Executive Order
extending the statute of limitations for all civil
actions in every court of our state for a period
well beyond the times Alexandra Bush claims
to have communicated her cancellation and
Micato acknowledges it received it. (Executive
*751  Order [Pataki] No. 113.7 [9 NYCRR
5.113.7] [2001].) 3  In such light, to even hint
that Alexandra Bush has failed to raise *752
a triable issue of fact by her argument that
the doctrine of impossibility excuses her late
cancellation of the safari she booked through
ProTravel with Micato borders on the frivolous.

It is not hyperbole to suggest that on September
11, 2001, and the days that immediately
followed, the City of New York was on
a wartime footing, dealing with wartime
conditions. The continental United States had
seen nothing like it since the Civil War
and, inflicted by a foreign foe, not since
the War of 1812. Accordingly, it is entirely
appropriate for this court to consider and
follow wartime precedents which developed
the law of temporary impossibility. Stated
succinctly, where a supervening act creates a
temporary impossibility, particularly of brief
duration, the impossibility may be viewed
as merely excusing performance until it

subsequently becomes possible to perform
rather than excusing performance altogether.
(See generally Annotation, Modern Status
of the Rules Regarding Impossibility of
Performance in Action for Breach of Contract,
84 ALR2d 12, § 14 [a] [1962].)

The law of temporary and/or partial
impossibility flows from the theory that when
a promisor has obligated himself to perform
certain acts, which, when taken together are
impossible, the promisor should not be excused
from being “called upon to perform in so
far as he is able to do so.” ( Miller v
Vanderlip, 285 NY 116, 124 [1941].) The First
Department's opinion in the World War I era
case of Erdreich v Zimmermann (190 App Div
443 [1st Dept 1920]) is extremely instructive.
In Erdreich, the plaintiff purchased German
war bonds, which, at the time of purchase
on December 14, 1916, was entirely lawful
since the United States had not yet entered
the conflict. Because of the war, however, the
bonds could not *753  be delivered due to a
naval blockade. In April 1917, after a state
of war had been declared between the United
States and Germany, the plaintiff demanded
his money back for the defendant seller's
failure to deliver the bonds. Almost two years
later, with the bonds essentially worthless, the
plaintiff sued for rescission and return of his
purchase payment. Appellate Term held that the
delivery of the bonds, though legally contracted
for, would have been unlawful under wartime
rules and, therefore, the contract should have
been rescinded for impossibility. The Appellate
Division reversed, holding that “at most,
performance of [the] contract was suspended
during the existence of hostilities” (at 452), and
the performance, which had been temporarily
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excused for impossibility during hostilities,
was now required. The plaintiff was entitled,
therefore, to his worthless bonds, but not the
return of his purchase payment. This holding
is in harmony with even earlier precedents
acknowledging the fog of war and its upset of
civil society:

“Where performance can be had, without
contravening the laws of war, the existence
of the contract is not imperiled, and even if
performance is impossible the contract may
still, when partly executed, be preserved by
ingrafting necessary qualifications upon it,
or suspending its impossible provisions [i.e.,
physical impossibility to cancel timely] ... . If
the contract ... can be saved while the war lasts,
it should be.” (Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Co. v
Hillyard, 37 NJL 444, 468-469.)

So too here, if Alexandra Bush can establish
objective impossibility of performance at trial,
she is entitled to, at minimum, a reasonable
suspension of her contractual obligation to
timely cancel, if not outright excuse of her
untimely cancellation. 4

Clearly, the plaintiff has raised, in any event,
sufficient material issues of fact concerning
both her inability to cancel by September
15, 2001 the safari she had booked and

the reasonableness of her cancellation on
September 27, 2001, all as a result of the
terrorist attack on the World Trade Center,
the *754  damage the attack caused to
communications and transportation in the City
of New York and the actions of government in
declaring and enforcing a state of emergency in
the city and beyond. Moreover, the failure of
the defendants to establish that they sustained
any loss whatsoever on account of the plaintiff's
failure to act in the 13-day intervening period
between September 14 and September 27,
2001 further supports the reasonableness of
the plaintiff's late cancellation as well as the
court's determination that triable issues of fact
are present.

In the instant matter, the court finds that the
plaintiff has raised sufficient material issues
of fact concerning her inability to cancel
the contract by September 15, 2001, which
would, if established, provide a defense to the
argument of the defendants, so as to warrant
denial of this motion. Accordingly, for the
reasons stated in the opinion of the court, the
motion of defendants ProTravel and Micato for
summary judgment dismissing this action is
denied in its entirety. *755

Copr. (C) 2021, Secretary of State, State of New
York

Footnotes

1 The full text of Mayor Rudolph W. Giuliani's proclamation of a state of emergency

is as follows:

“PROCLAMATION OF A STATE OF EMERGENCY ”Date: September 11, 2001

“§ 1. Pursuant to the powers vested in me by Executive Law § 24, I hereby
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declare a State of Emergency. ”§ 2. This State of Emergency has been declared

because of terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center causing a great many

deaths, injuries and extensive damage to buildings and infrastructure in Lower

Manhattan. These conditions imperil the public safety. “§ 3. During the State of

Emergency, the following orders shall be in effect: ”a. All pedestrian and vehicular

traffic, except essential emergency vehicles and personnel, shall be prohibited in

the following areas: Manhattan-South of 14th Street. “b. The occupancy and use of

buildings in the following areas is prohibited: Manhattan-Below 14th Street, except

for emergency or essential personnel who have been authorized by the Police

Commissioner, Fire Commissioner or the Director of Emergency Management. ”c. ...

“§ 4. I hereby direct the Police, Fire and Health Commissioners and the Director

of Emergency Management to take whatever steps are necessary to preserve the

public safety and to render all required and available assistance to protect the

security, well-being and health of the residents of the City. ”§ 5. Any person who

knowingly violates any provision of this Order is guilty of a class B misdemeanor. “§

6. This Order shall take effect immediately. It shall remain in effect for 5 days unless

it is terminated at an earlier date. ”/s/________________ “Rudolph W. Giuliani ”

Mayor“

The proclamation by the Mayor was extended seasonably thereafter with no change

in any of the declarations relevant to this action.

2 The full text of Governor George E. Pataki's Executive Order No. 113Executive

Order No. 113 declaring a state disaster emergency is as follows:

”No. 113 “EXECUTIVE ORDER ”Declaring a Disaster Emergency in the State of

New York “WHEREAS, unspeakable atrocities have occurred today in New York

City, our nation's capital and Pennsylvania that have taken the lives and injured

unknown numbers of innocent people and have caused calamitous and pervasive

damage to property; and ”WHEREAS, these events appear to be deliberate and

coordinated acts of terrorism committed by despicable and cowardly persons or

groups unknown; “NOW, THEREFORE, I GEORGE E. PATAKI, Governor of the

State of New York, do hereby find that a disaster has occurred for which the

affected local governments are unable to respond adequately. Therefore, pursuant

to the authority vested in me by the Constitution and the Laws of the State of

New York, including Section 28 of Article 2-B of the Executive Law, I hereby

declare a State Disaster Emergency effective September 11, 2001 within the

territorial boundaries of the State of New York; ”FURTHER, pursuant to Section of

Article 2-B of the Executive Law, I direct the implementation of the State Disaster

Preparedness Plan and authorize, effective September 11, 2001 and continuing,

the State Emergency Management Office, the Department of Transportation, the

New York State Thruway Authority, the State Police, the Division of Military and

Naval Affairs, the Department of Environmental Conversation, the Department of
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Health, the Office of Mental Health, the State Department of Correctional Services,

the Public Service Commission, the Office of Fire Prevention and Control, the

Department of Labor, the Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation and

all other State agencies and authorities over which I exercise Executive authority

to take all appropriate actions to assist in every way all persons killed or injured

and their families, and protect state property and to assist those affected local

governments and individuals in responding to and recovering from this disaster,

and to provide such other assistance as necessary to protect the public health and

safety; and “FURTHER, I have designated Edward F. Jacoby, Jr., Director of the

State Emergency Management Office (SEMO) as the State Coordinating Officer

for this disaster. ”GIVEN under my hand and the Privy Seal of the State in the

City of Albany this day eleventh of September in the year two thousand one. “BY

THE GOVERNOR /s/ George E. Pataki ”/s/ Bradford J. Race, Jr. “Secretary to the

Governor”

3 The full text of the Governor's Executive Order of September 12, 2001 superceding

statutes of limitations through New York State is as follows:

“No. 113.7 ”EXECUTIVE ORDER “Temporary Suspension and Modification of

Statutory Provisions Establishing Time Limitations on Actions and Time in which

to Take an Appeal ”WHEREAS, on September 11, 2001, I issued Executive Order

Number 113Executive Order Number 113 declaring a disaster emergency in the

State of New York; “NOW, THEREFORE, I, GEORGE E. PATAKI, Governor of

the State of New York, by virtue of the authority vested in me by the Constitution

and Laws of the State of New York, do hereby continue Executive Order No.

113Executive Order No. 113, dated September 11, 2001, except that such Executive

Order is amended to read as follows: ”FURTHER, pursuant to the authority vested

in me by Section 29-a of Article 2-b of the Executive Law to temporarily suspend

specific provisions of any statute, local law, ordinance, orders, rules or regulations,

or parts thereof, of any agency during a State disaster emergency, if compliance with

such provisions would prevent, hinder or delay action necessary to cope with the

disaster, I hereby temporarily suspend, from the date the disaster emergency was

declared, pursuant to Executive Order Number 113Executive Order Number 113,

issued on September 11, 2001 until further notice, the following laws: “Section 201

of the Civil Practice Law and Rules, so far as it bars actions whose limitation period

concludes during the period commencing from the date that the disaster emergency

was declared pursuant to Executive Order Number 113Executive Order Number

113, issued on September 11, 2001, until further notice, and so far as it limits a

courts authority to extend such time, whether or not the time to commence such an

action is specified in Article 2 of the Civil Practice Law and Rules; ”Section 5513

of the Civil Practice Law and Rules, so far as it relates to a limitation period that

concludes during the period commencing from the date that the disaster emergency
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was declared pursuant to Executive Order Number 113Executive Order Number

113, issued on September 11, 2001; “ Sections 30.10 and 30.30 of the Criminal

Procedure Law, so far as it bars criminal prosecutions whose limitation period

concludes during the period commencing from the date that the disaster emergency

was declared pursuant to Executive Order Number 113Executive Order Number

113, issued on September 11, 2001, until further notice; ” Sections 460.10, 460.30,

460.50 and Article 460 of the Criminal Procedure Law, so far as it relates to a

limitation of time to appeal in which a limitation period concludes during the period

commencing from the date that the disaster emergency was declared pursuant to

Executive Order Number 113Executive Order Number 113, issued on September

11, 2001, until further notice; “In addition, I hereby temporarily suspend and modify,

for the period from the date of this Executive Order until further notice, any other

statute, local law, ordinance, order, rule or regulation or part thereof, establishing

limitations of time for the filing or service of any legal action, notice or other process

or proceeding that the courts lack authority to extend through the exercise of

discretion, where any limitation of time concludes during the period commencing

from the date that the disaster emergency was declared pursuant to Executive

Order Number 113Executive Order Number 113, issued on September 11, 2001,

until further notice. ”GIVEN under my hand and the Privy Seal of the State in the

City of Albany this twelfth day of September in the year two thousand one. “BY

THE GOVERNOR /s/ George E. Pataki ”/s/ Bradford J. Race, Jr. “Secretary to the

Governor”

By his amended order of October 4, 2001, the Governor extended the suspension

of the statutes of limitations through October 12, 2001, giving yet additional factual

support to the disaster conditions still obtaining in New York City at that time.

4 Without resolving whether actions or omissions by one or both of the defendants in

reliance upon the plaintiff's silence in the period September 12 through September

27, 2001 can, to any extent, work an equitable estoppel of the plaintiff's claim of

impossibility, it is significant to note that the defendants have offered no proof either

in the timely or untimely affidavits submitted by them on this motion that the position

of either defendant changed in any detrimental way during the period the plaintiff

claims she was objectively unable to communicate her cancellation order.

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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70 N.Y.2d 382, 516 N.E.2d
190, 521 N.Y.S.2d 653

Clark-Fitzpatrick, Inc., Appellant,
v.

Long Island Rail Road Company,
Respondent, et al., Defendant.

Court of Appeals of New York
265

Argued October 9, 1987;
decided November 17, 1987

CITE TITLE AS: Clark-
Fitzpatrick, Inc. v Long Is. R.R. Co.

SUMMARY

Appeal, by permission of the Appellate
Division of the Supreme Court in the Second
Judicial Department, from an order of that
court, entered November 3, 1986, which
unanimously affirmed an order of the Supreme
Court at Special Term (Angelo D. Roncallo,
J.), entered in Nassau County, granting a
motion by defendant Long Island Rail Road
Company to dismiss those causes of action of
the amended complaint sounding in negligence
and quasi contract and that portion of the
amended complaint seeking punitive damages.
The following question was certified by the
Appellate Division: “Was the order of this
court, dated November 3, 1986, properly
made?”

Clark-Fitzpatrick, Inc. v Long Is. R. R. Co., 124
AD2d 534, affirmed.

HEADNOTES

Damages
Punitive Damages
Exemption of Long Island Rail Road Company
from Imposition of Punitive Damages

(1) Defendant Long Island Rail Road Company
is exempt from the imposition of punitive
damages. Inasmuch as defendant is a public
benefit corporation heavily supported by tax
dollars and performs an essential government
function in providing commuter transportation,
it should receive the same immunity from
punitive damages as do the State and its
political subdivisions.

Contracts
Quasi Contracts
Action Sounding in Quasi Contract Barred--
Full Performance on Valid Written Agreement
by Plaintiff--Existence of Agreement
Undisputed-- Parties' Dispute Clearly Covered
by Scope of Agreement

(2) It is impermissible to seek damages in
an action sounding in quasi contract where
the suing party has fully performed on a
valid written agreement, the existence of
which is undisputed, and the scope of which
clearly covers the dispute between the parties.
Accordingly, in an action by plaintiff, who
had completed performance under its contract

r-17 NewYork 
~ Official Reports 
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with defendant for railroad track improvement,
seeking damages for problems encountered by
plaintiff with project design and construction
due to defendant's alleged unpreparedness to
proceed with the project, plaintiff's cause
of action sounding in quasi contract was
properly dismissed. The relationship between
the parties was defined by a written contract,
fully detailing all applicable terms and
conditions, which specifically provided for
project design changes with adjustments in
compensation contemplated in light of those
changes. Notwithstanding plaintiff's claim
that defendant breached *383  the contract,
plaintiff chose not to rescind the agreement, but
instead to complete performance of the contract
and sue to recover damages, which of course
was plaintiff's right. Having chosen this course,
however, plaintiff is now limited to recovery
of damages on the contract, and may not seek
recovery based on an alleged quasi contract.

Torts
Action Arising out of Breach of Contract--
Negligence Claims Barred Where No Violation
of Legal Duty Independent of Contract

(3) A simple breach of contract is not
to be considered a tort unless a legal
duty independent of the contract itself has
been violated. Accordingly, in an action
seeking damages for problems encountered by
plaintiff with project design and construction
in performing its contract with defendant for
railroad track improvement due to defendant's
alleged unpreparedness to proceed with the
project, plaintiff's causes of action sounding
in negligence were properly dismissed. In its

cause of action for gross negligence, plaintiff's
allegations that defendant failed to exercise
“due care” in designing the project, locating
utility lines, acquiring necessary property
rights, and informing plaintiff of problems
with the project before construction began,
merely restate, albeit in slightly different
language, the “implied” contractual obligations
asserted in plaintiff's cause of action for
breach of contract. Moreover, the damages
plaintiff allegedly sustained as a consequence
of defendant's violation of a “duty of due care”
in designing the project were clearly within
the contemplation of the written agreement, as
indicated by the design change and adjusted
compensation provisions of the contract.
Merely charging a breach of a “duty of due
care”, employing language familiar to tort law,
does not, without more, transform a simple
breach of contract into a tort claim.

TOTAL CLIENT SERVICE
LIBRARY REFERENCES

Am Jur 2d, Contracts, § 521  et seq.;  Damages,
§ 255; Restitution and Implied Contracts, § 58
et seq.;  Torts, §§23, 24.

NY Jur 2d, Contracts, §§4, 5; Damages,
§§180-182.

ANNOTATION REFERENCES

Recovery on quantum meriut where only
express contract is pleaded, under Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure 8 and 54 and similar
State statutes or rules. 84 ALR2d 1077.

POINTS OF COUNSEL
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Robald P. Mysliwiec, Sheila M. Donohue and
Edward B. Fitzpatrick, III, for appellant.
I. A party who has affirmed and completed
performance under a contract is entitled to
full compensation for its damages, including
recovery in quantum meruit, if that is what
is needed to make it whole. ( Goldsmith
v National Container Corp., 287 NY 438;
Franklin Enters. *384  Corp. v Moore, 34 Misc
2d 594; Hanlon v Macfadden Publs., 302 NY
502; Borough Constr. Co. v City of New York,
200 NY 149; Lentilhon v City of New York, 102
App Div 548, 185 NY 549; Gearty v Mayor,
Aldermen & Commonalty, 171 NY 61; Collins
v State of New York, 259 NY 200; S. T. Grand,
Inc. v Cedar Bay Park Corp., 14 Misc 2d 428;

Laburnum Constr. Corp. v United States,
325 F2d 451; Luria Bros. & Co. v United
States, 369 F2d 701.) II. A party to a contract is
entitled to plead causes of action for negligence
in addition to a cause of action for breach of
contract. ( International Prods. Co. v Erie R.
R. Co., 244 NY 331, 275 US 527; Glanzer
v Shepard, 233 NY 236; White v Guarente,
43 NY2d 356; Mathis v Yondata Corp., 125
Misc 2d 383; Rich v New York Cent. & Hudson
Riv. R. R. Co., 87 NY 382; Melodee
Lane Lingerie Co. v American Dist. Tel. Co.,
18 NY2d 57; North Shore Bottling Co. v
Schmidt & Sons, 22 NY2d 171; Albemarle
Theatre v Bayberry Realty Corp., 27 AD2d
172; Trans Caribbean Airways v Lockheed
Aircraft Service-International, 14 AD2d 749;
Rosenbaum v Branster Realty Corp., 276 App
Div 167.) III. When a corporation is not a State
agency or political subdivision of the State, and
when the State is under no obligation to fund

that entity and when State funds voluntarily
given cannot be used to pay an award for
punitive damages, that entity is subject to
punitive damages if the facts adduced at trial so
warrant. ( Walker v Sheldon, 10 NY2d 401;

Le Mistral, Inc. v Columbia Broadcasting
Sys., 61 AD2d 491; Whitney v Citibank, 782
F2d 1106; Sharapata v Town of Islip, 56
NY2d 332; Matter of Bell v Manhattan & Bronx
Surface Tr. Operating Auth., 81 Misc 2d 162;
Hyde Park Fire & Water Dist. v County of
Dutchess, 97 Misc 2d 104; Long Is. R. R. Co. v
Long Is. Light. Co., 103 AD2d 156, 64 NY2d
1088; Grace & Co. v State Univ. Constr.
Fund, 44 NY2d 84; Gembala v Audobon Assn.,
97 AD2d 345; Matter of Razzano v Crook, 101
AD2d 625.)
Justin N. Feldman, Ingrid R. Sausjord and
Thomas M. Taranto for respondent.
I. A plaintiff cannot sue in quasi contract when
it has affirmed the existence of an express
contract. (Farm Automation Corp. v Senter,
84 AD2d 757; Levi v Power Conversion, 47
AD2d 543; Soviero Bros. Contr. Corp. v City
of New York, 286 App Div 435, 2 NY2d 924;
Seneca Wire & Mfg. Co. v Leach & Co., 247
NY 1.) II. A plaintiff cannot sue in negligence
when it fails to allege a violation of a legal
duty independent of contract. ( Albemarle
Theatre v Bayberry Realty *385  Corp., 27
AD2d 172; Rich v New York Cent. & Hudson
Riv. R. R. Co., 87 NY 382; Luxonomy Cars
v Citibank, 65 AD2d 549; Charles v Onondaga
Community Coll., 69 AD2d 144, 48 NY2d 650;
Motif Constr. Corp. v Buffalo Sav. Bank, 50
AD2d 718, 38 NY2d 894.) III. As a public
benefit corporation performing an essential
governmental function, the LIRR cannot be
held liable for punitive damages. ( Sharapata
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Clark-Fitzpatrick, Inc. v Long Is. R.R. Co., 70 N.Y.2d 382 (1987)
516 N.E.2d 190, 521 N.Y.S.2d 653
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v Town of Islip, 56 NY2d 332; Grace &
Co. v State Univ. Constr. Fund, 44 NY2d 84;
Matter of Plumbing, Heating, Piping & Air
Conditioning Contrs. Assn. v New York State
Thruway Auth., 5 NY2d 420; Easley v New
York State Thruway Auth., 1 NY2d 374; Benz
v New York State Thruway Auth., 9 NY2d
486, 369 US 147; Newport v Fact Concerts,
453 US 247; Garrity v Lyle Stuart, Inc., 40
NY2d 354; Walker v Sheldon, 10 NY2d 401;
Elmwood-Utica Houses v Buffalo Sewer Auth.,
96 AD2d 174, 65 NY2d 489; Costich v City of
Rochester, 68 App Div 623.)

OPINION OF THE COURT

Alexander, J.

This litigation arises out of a multimillion
dollar track improvement of the Port Jefferson
branch of the Long Island Railroad by the
addition of a second railroad track between
Amott and Huntington. Construction on the
contract, which defendant, Long Island Rail
Road Company (LIRR), awarded to plaintiff,
Clark-Fitzpatrick, Inc., as low bidder, began
in September 1983. As alleged by plaintiff,
the contract contained detailed engineering
specifications that instructed plaintiff on
how to proceed with construction. Plaintiff
contends that, after construction began, it
discovered that defendant was unprepared to
proceed with the project--specifically, that the
engineering design was flawed, thus requiring
substantial design changes during the course
of construction; that defendant had failed
to acquire the rights to certain necessary
properties bordering the construction sites; and
that defendant had failed to locate and move
various utility lines throughout the project that

interfered with construction. Notwithstanding
these difficulties, plaintiff proceeded with
construction, which was completed in July
1986--almost one year after the scheduled
completion date.

The various problems with project design and
construction caused plaintiff, in November
of 1984, to commence this action against
the railroad and the railroad's parent, the
Metropolitan *386  Transportation Authority
(MTA), 1  sounding in breach of contract,
quasi contract, fraud, gross negligence and
negligence. Alleging that defendant entered
into the contract with full knowledge of
the problems, but intentionally concealed
them from plaintiff, plaintiff seeks to
recover compensatory and punitive damages.
Defendant moved to dismiss the causes of
action sounding in negligence and quasi
contract, and sought dismissal of the demand
for punitive damages on the ground that, as
a public benefit corporation, it was immune
from such damages. Special Term granted the
motion in its entirety. The Appellate Division
unanimously affirmed and granted leave to this
court upon the certified question: Was the order
properly made? We now affirm, answering the
certified question in the affirmative.

I.
(1) We find without merit plaintiff's contention
that defendant--a public benefit corporation
heavily supported by tax dollars and
performing an essential government function
in providing commuter transportation--may be
subject to punitive damages.
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We have held that the State and its political
subdivisions are not subject to punitive
damages ( Sharapata v Town of Islip, 56
NY2d 332). In so holding, we recognized that
the goals of punishment and deterrence are
not served when punitive damages are imposed
against the State, for in such circumstances,
it ultimately is the innocent taxpayer who is
punished (Sharapata v Town of Islip, 56 NY2d,
at 338, supra) . Although punitive damages
may be appropriately imposed against a private
profit-making corporation, a “municipality is
different” because “ '[i]t is not organized for
any purpose of gain or profit, but it is a legal
creation engaged in carrying on government
and administering its details for the general
good and as a matter of public necessity' ”
(Sharapata v Town of Islip, 56 NY2d, at 337,
supra, quoting Costich v City of Rochester, 68
App Div 623, 631).

The LIRR, of course, is not itself the State
or one of its political subdivisions; rather,
it is, pursuant to Public Authorities Law
§ 1266 (5), a public benefit subsidiary
corporation of the MTA. Although “public
benefit corporations * * * created *387  by
the State for the general purpose of performing
functions essentially governmental in nature,
are not identical to the State or any of its
agencies, but rather enjoy, for some purposes,
an existence separate and apart from the
State, its agencies and political subdivisions”
( Grace & Co. v State Univ. Constr. Fund,
44 NY2d 84, 88 [State University Construction
Fund]), we have held that a particularized
inquiry is necessary to determine whether--for
the specific purpose at issue--the public benefit
corporation should be treated like the State (see,

Grace & Co. v State Univ. Constr. Fund, 44
NY2d 84, supra) .

Applying this standard to the instant appeal, we
hold, in light of the essential public function
served by defendant in providing commuter
transportation and the public source of much
of its funding, that defendant should receive
the same immunity from punitive damages
as do the State and its political subdivisions.
This conclusion proceeds inexorably from
an examination of the enabling legislation
creating defendant's parent organization, the
MTA, and the purposes articulated therein
of furthering the development of commuter
services essential to the economic health of
the State ( Public Authorities Law § 1263,
L 1965, ch 324). Those purposes are specified
by statute as being “in all respects for the
benefit of the people of the state of New York”,
and the Legislature further commanded that
“the authority shall be regarded as performing
an essential governmental function” ( Public
Authorities Law § 1264 [2]).

As a subsidiary of the MTA, defendant
obviously plays a critical role in implementing
this legislative goal and furthering this
governmental purpose. Indeed, the Legislature
clearly recognized this when, in explaining
the urgent need for a transportation authority,
stated that “[t]hrough [the MTA] the state
[can] deal flexibly and efficiently with the
differing financial, managerial and operational
problems involved in insuring the continuation
of such essential commuter services as those
presently being provided by the Long Island
Rail Road and the New York, New Haven
and Hartford Railroad” (L 1965, ch 324, §
1 [7] [emphasis added]). Furthermore, the
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office of the State Comptroller, in a report
analyzing selected aspects of defendant's five-
year capital plan, found that it “provides a vital
transportation link between the City of New
York and the suburban counties of Nassau and
Suffolk” and that “[o]n an average weekday,
more than 700 trains carry in excess of 287,000
passengers”, making defendant the busiest
commuter railroad in the Nation (Off of State
Comptroller, *388  Long Island Rail Road:
Selected Management Aspects of the Five-Year
Capital Program, Report 84-S-135). Thus, the
essential, public nature of defendant's role in
providing commuter transportation cannot be
seriously questioned. Burdening so important a
public function by the imposition of punitive
damages would therefore not be desirable.

Moreover, the record shows that defendant
receives much of its funding from taxpayer
revenues and that, at the time this action was
commenced, 49% of defendant's total expenses
were financed from outside subsidies, most of
which were derived from public sources. The
construction project at issue was also, in large
measure, publicly financed. Thus, as was the
case in Sharapata, the imposition of punitive
damages against defendant would ultimately
punish only the innocent taxpayers of New
York State (Sharapata v Town of Islip, 56 NY2d
332, 338, supra) . Accordingly, given the
essential, governmental purpose that defendant
serves, and considering the public sources of
much of its funding, we hold that defendant
should be exempt from the imposition of
punitive damages.

II.

(2) Turning to plaintiff's cause of action
sounding in quasi contract, we conclude that
it was properly dismissed. The existence
of a valid and enforceable written contract
governing a particular subject matter ordinarily
precludes recovery in quasi contract for
events arising out of the same subject matter
(Blanchard v Blanchard, 201 NY 134, 138; see
also, 66 Am Jur 2d, Restitution and Implied
Contracts, § 6, at 949). A “quasi contract”
only applies in the absence of an express
agreement, and is not really a contract at all,
but rather a legal obligation imposed in order
to prevent a party's unjust enrichment ( Parsa
v State of New York, 64 NY2d 143, 148;

Farash v Sykes Datatronics, 59 NY2d 500,
504; Bradkin v Leverton, 26 NY2d 192,
197; Smith v Kirkpatrick, 305 NY 66, 73;

Grombach Prods. v Waring, 293 NY 609,
615; Miller v Schloss, 218 NY 400, 407;
see also, 1 Williston, Contracts § 3A [3d ed];
Calamari and Perillo, Contracts § 1-12, at 19
[2d ed]; 1 Corbin, Contracts § 19). Indeed,
we have stated that: “Quasi contracts are not
contracts at all, although they give rise to
obligations more akin to those stemming from
contract than from tort. The contract is a mere
fiction, a form imposed in order to adapt the
case to a given remedy * * * Briefly stated, a
quasi-contractual obligation is one imposed by
law where *389  there has been no agreement
or expression of assent, by word or act, on the
part of either party involved. The law creates
it, regardless of the intention of the parties, to
assure a just and equitable result” ( Bradkin
v Leverton, 26 NY2d, at 196, supra [emphasis
added]).
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Of course, a party may perform a contract under principle that a simple breach of contract is

protest, and then sue for damages resulting not to be considered a tort unless a legal

from the second party's breach (Borough duty independent of the contract itself has

Constr Co. v City of New York, 200 NY 149). been violated (E Meyers v Waverly Fabrics, 65

Alternatively, where rescission of a contract
. NY2d 75, 80, n 2; G North Shore Bottling Co.
is warranted, a party may timely rescind and

v Schmidt & Sons, 22 NY2d 171, 179 ; Rich v
seek recovery on the theory of quasi contract

(see, Soviero Bros. Contr Corp. v City of New
New York Cent. & Hudson Riv. G R. R. Co.,

York, 286 App Div 435, affd 2 NY2d 924; see
87 NY 382, 390). This legal duty must spring

also, 22 NY Jur 2d, Contracts, §462, at 402).
from circumstances extraneous to, and not

It is impermissible, however, to seek damages constituting elements of, the contract, although

in an action sounding in quasi contract where
it may be connected with and dependent upon

the suing party has fully performed on a valid
the contract (see, Rich v New York Cent. &

written agreement, the existence of which is
Hudson Riv. R. R. Co., 87 NY 382, 398,

undisputed, and the scope of which clearly supra)G. *390

covers the dispute between the parties (see,

Soviero Bros. Contr Corp. v City of New York, Here, plaintiff has not alleged the violation of

286 App Div 435, supra; see also, 12 Williston, a legal duty independent of the contract. In its

Contracts § 1459, at 69 [3d ed]; 22 NY Jur 2d, cause of action for gross negligence, plaintiff

Contracts, §465, at 410). alleges that defendant failed to exercise "due
care"

in designing the project, locating utility

Here, it is undisputed that the relationship lines, acquiring necessary property rights, and

between the parties was defined by a written informing plaintiff of problems with the project

contract, fully detailing all applicable terms before construction began. Each of these

and conditions, and specifically providing for allegations, however, is merely a restatement,

project design changes with adjustments in albeit in slightly different language, of the

compensation contemplated in light of those
"implied"

contractual obligations asserted in

changes. Notwithstanding plaintiff s claim that the cause of action for breach of contract

defendant breached the contract, plaintiff chose (cf , G Deerfield Communications Corp. v

not to rescind the agreement, but instead to Chesebrough-Ponds, Inc., 68 NY2d 954 [fraud

complete performance of the contract and sue claim held to be dressed-up version of

to recover damages, which of course was
contract cause of action]).

2
Moreover, the

plaintiff s right. Having chosen this course, damages plaintiff allegedly sustained as a

however, plaintiff is now limited to recovery consequence of defendant's violation of a "duty
of damages on the contract, and may not seek

of due
care"

in designing the project were

recovery based on an alleged quasi contract.
clearly within the contemplation of the written

agreement, as indicated by the design change

(3) Finally, we conclude that the two causes
and adjusted compensation provisions of the

of action sounding in negligence were also
contract. Merely charging a breach of a "duty of

properly dismissed. It is a well-established
due care", employing language familiar to tort

WESTLAW © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S.Govemment Works. 7
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law, does not, without more, transform a simple
breach of contract into a tort claim.

Based on the foregoing, the order of the
Appellate Division should be affirmed, with
costs, and the certified question answered in the
affirmative.

Chief Judge Wachtler and Judges Simons,
Kaye, Titone, Hancock, Jr., and Bellacosa
concur.

Order affirmed, etc. *391

Copr. (C) 2021, Secretary of State, State of New
York

Footnotes

1 Although the Metropolitan Transportation Authority is named as a defendant, the

amended complaint states no causes of action against it, and it is not involved in

this appeal.

2 Plaintiff's cause of action sounding in fraud was not challenged below and is not an

issue on this appeal.

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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11 A.D.3d 263, 782 N.Y.S.2d
708, 2004 N.Y. Slip Op. 07261

**1  Crown IT Services, Inc., Appellant
v

Janice Koval-Olsen, Also Known
as Janice Koval and as Janice

Olsen, et al., Respondents.

Supreme Court, Appellate Division,
First Department, New York

3392
October 12, 2004

CITE TITLE AS: Crown IT
Servs., Inc. v Koval-Olsen

HEADNOTES

Employment Relationships
Restrictive Covenant in Employment Contract

Plaintiff computer consulting firm was entitled
to summary judgment on cause of action
for breach of anticompetitive covenant with
liquidated damages provision since clause only
prohibited defendants from servicing plaintiff's
former clients for one year at client location,
and plaintiff met its burden of proving that
defendants' services were unique, special or
extraordinary.

Damages
Liquidated Damages

Liquidated damages provision contained in
anticompetitive covenant in employment
agreement was enforceable since it bore
reasonable relationship to amount of probable
or actual harm; liquidated damage clause
was not penalty because it was reasonable
estimate of actual damages at time contract
was negotiated and executed—there was no
indication that transaction was anything but one
at arm's length, with neither side having ability
to take undue or unfair advantage of other.

Order, Supreme Court, New York County (Jane
S. Solomon, J.), entered September 5, 2003,
which, to the extent appealed from as limited
by the briefs, denied plaintiff's motion for
summary judgment, unanimously reversed, on
the law, without costs, and the motion granted.
The Clerk is directed to enter judgment in
favor of plaintiff in the amount of $50,000 plus
statutory interest from March 4, 2002.

Plaintiff Crown IT Services, Inc. (Crown) is
a computer consulting firm. Janice Koval-
Olsen and her company Peabody Associates,
Ltd. (collectively defendants) were hired
by Crown to provide computer consulting
services to Crown's clients. On or about
August 23, 1999, defendants entered into
a Contractor Agreement which contains an
anticompetitive covenant with a liquidated
damages provision. *  The enforceability of this
provision is the central issue on appeal.

Beginning in August 1999, defendants worked
for Credit Suisse First Boston Corporation, a
preexisting client of Crown, for approximately
2½ years. Defendants terminated their services

r-17 NewYork 
~ Official Reports 
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with Crown effective March 1, 2002 because
Crown was no longer on Credit Suisse's list
of approved vendors and thereaf *264  ter
entered into an agreement with another **2
consulting firm to provide services for Credit
Suisse beginning March 4, 2002.

As a result of defendants' employment
relationship with another consulting firm,
Crown commenced this action alleging, inter
alia, that defendants continued to provide
consulting services to Credit Suisse in violation
of the terms and conditions of the parties'
agreement, and that Crown was therefore
entitled to the $50,000 finder's fee. Defendants
answered asserting various counterclaims.
After joinder of issue, plaintiff moved for
summary judgment and defendants moved for,
inter alia, summary judgment dismissing the
complaint and on their counterclaims. The
motion court, among other things, denied
plaintiff's motion. The court determined that
the covenant was reasonable in time and
area and not unduly burdensome because it
allowed defendants to work for any entity not
introduced to them by Crown. However, the
court also found that a factual issue existed as
to whether defendants' services were “unique,
special or extraordinary” so as to warrant its
enforcement. Plaintiff does not challenge on
appeal the court's award of summary judgment
on defendants' counterclaim for an account
stated.

We reverse. In order to be enforceable,
an anticompetitive covenant ancillary to an
employment agreement must be reasonable
in time and area, necessary to protect the
employer's legitimate interests, not harmful to
the public, and not unreasonably burdensome

to the employee (see BDO Seidman v
Hirshberg, 93 NY2d 382 [1999]). There is no
serious dispute that this clause, which only
prohibits defendants from servicing Crown's
former clients for one year at the client location,
was reasonable in time and area. In addition, the
clause is limited to only former clients to which
the contractor has been introduced directly or
indirectly through Crown.

The only real dispute centers on whether
defendants' services were unique or
extraordinary such that Crown is entitled to
anticompetitive protection. Defendants argue
that the court properly denied Crown's motion
because it failed to submit any evidence on
this issue. We note that where an employee's
services are deemed to be unique, special or
extraordinary, a court may enforce a restrictive
covenant through injunctive relief (see Reed,
Roberts Assoc., Inc. v Strauman, 40 NY2d
303 [1976]; Purchasing Assoc., Inc. v Weitz,
13 NY2d 267 [1963]). Here, however, Crown
does not seek injunctive relief, but rather, seeks
the distinct remedy of recovering liquidated
damages (see e.g. Karpinski v Ingrasci,
28 NY2d 45 [1971] [mere inclusion in a
covenant of liquidated damages provision does
not automatically bar grant of an injunction]).
*265

In any event, an “employer has a legitimate
interest in preventing former employees from
exploiting or appropriating the goodwill of a
client or customer, which had been created
and maintained at the employer's expense, to
the employer's competitive detriment” ( BDO
Seidman, 93 NY2d at 392). Here, Crown
had a preexisting relationship with Credit
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Suisse. Crown's president averred that during
the two years from 1997 to 1999, Crown
expended significant time and effort cultivating
a business relationship with Credit Suisse.
The record shows that defendants enjoyed
a close relationship with Credit Suisse and
indeed continued to work for Credit Suisse,
through another consulting firm, within days
of, and for at least nine months following, their
severing their employment relationship with
Crown. Thus, we find that the court erred in
determining that there were issues of fact as
to whether Crown met its burden of proving
that defendants' services were unique, special
or extraordinary.

Defendants argue, for the first time on appeal,
that the restrictive covenant is barred by
the doctrine of frustration of purpose. Thus,
defendants have failed to afford the motion
court the opportunity to pass on this claim.
In any event, this doctrine is a narrow
one which does not **3  apply “unless
the frustration is substantial” (Rockland Dev.
Assoc. v Richlou Auto Body, Inc., 173 AD2d
690, 691 [1991]). In order to invoke this
defense, the frustrated purpose must be so
completely the basis of the contract that, as both
parties understood, without it, the transaction
would have made little sense (see Restatement
[Second] of Contracts § 265 [1981]). Here,
even if, as defendants contend, Crown was
no longer an approved vendor for Credit
Suisse, the restrictive covenant was nonetheless
enforceable. Indeed, the terms of the contract
were not contingent upon Crown's status as an
approved vendor of its clients.

Accordingly, no triable issues of fact exist that
would preclude summary judgment in Crown's

favor on the ground that defendants breached
the anticompetitive covenant.

Crown further argues that the agreed liquidated
damages clause represents the anticipated loss
of one year's worth of continued consulting
work and that it reflected what Crown would
have earned during the one-year period in
which defendants provided services to Credit
Suisse following their termination of the
Contractor Agreement. Defendants maintain
that this provision bears no reasonable relation
to any loss sustained by Crown and is therefore
an unenforceable penalty.

A liquidated damages provision is “an estimate,
made by the parties at the time they enter
into their agreement, of the extent *266  of
the injury that would be sustained as a result
of breach of the agreement” ( Truck Rent-
A-Center, Inc. v Puritan Farms 2nd, Inc., 41
NY2d 420, 424 [1977]). The parties are free
to provide for such an agreement as long
as the provision “is neither unconscionable
nor contrary to public policy” (id.). However,
if “the amount fixed is plainly or grossly
disproportionate to the probable loss, the
provision calls for a penalty and will not be
enforced” ( id. at 425). On the other hand,
such a provision will be sustained if the amount
liquidated bears a reasonable proportion to the
probable loss and the amount of actual loss
is incapable or difficult of precise estimation
( id. at 425).

Applying these principles here, we find that
the fixed and agreed amount bears a reasonable
relationship to the amount of probable or
actual harm. Therefore, we find, based on this
record, that this liquidated damages clause is
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not a penalty because it was a reasonable
estimate at the time the contract was negotiated
and executed (cf. BDO Seidman, 93 NY2d at
397). Crown estimated that defendants' services
for a former client for one year would be
billed in excess of $200,000, of which roughly
$50,000 would represent Crown's share.
Indeed, defendants submitted invoices for the
period from March 2002 through December
2002 totaling approximately $150,000 for work
performed for Credit Suisse. Thus, the finder's
fee is not “grossly disproportionate” to Crown's
share of defendants' billings. Accordingly, the
liquidated damages clause is enforceable.

Defendants' numerous challenges to the
liquidated damages provision are unavailing.
Despite defendants' contrary claim, loss of
business is “very difficult[ ] to quantify” (Willis
of N.Y., Inc. v DeFelice, 299 AD2d 240,
242 [2002]). Furthermore, where a contract
contains a valid liquidated damages clause,
mitigation is irrelevant (cf. Musman v Modern

Deb, Inc., 50 AD2d 761 [1975]; Boyle v
Petrie Stores Corp., 136 Misc 2d 380 [1985]).
Nor can defendants argue against enforcement
of the clause by a claimed disparity in
bargaining power. Individual defendant Koval-
Olsen was experienced in business and a
principal of her own company. Moreover, the
record is devoid of any indication that the
transaction was anything but one at **4  arm's
length, with neither side having the ability to
take undue or unfair advantage of the other
(see Wilmington Trust Co. v Aerovias de
Mexico, S.A. de C.V., 893 F Supp 215 [1995]
[applying New York law]). Concur—Tom, J.P.,
Saxe, Williams, Friedman and Marlow, JJ.

FOOTNOTES

Copr. (C) 2021, Secretary of State, State of New
York

Footnotes

* “During the term of this Agreement and any renewals thereof, and for one year after

the expiration of the initial and renewal periods, Contractor agrees that it will pay a

finder's fee to CROWN if (a) Contractor . . . within a restricted area (i) provides or

attempts to provide . . . , directly or indirectly, any services to any client to which

Contractor has been introduced or about which Contractor has received information

through CROWN or through any client for which Contractor has performed services

or to which the Contractor was introduced under this Agreement; . . . The ‘restricted

area’ referred to above is any client location where Contractor provided or was

offered an opportunity to provide services . . . The parties agree that the finder's

fee shall be paid immediately upon commencement of the services and shall be

$50,000.00.”
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95 A.D.2d 674, 463 N.Y.S.2d 462

Edith K. Davis, Appellant,
v.

Edward S. Davis, Respondent

Supreme Court, Appellate Division,
First Department, New York

16878
June 9, 1983

CITE TITLE AS: Davis v Davis

HEADNOTE

LIMITATION OF ACTIONS
DEFENSE OR COUNTERCLAIM

(1) Only those claims which arise out of same
transaction or occurrence as that set forth
in complaint may be asserted in nature of
defense or counterclaim and then only as setoff
(CPLR 203, subd [c]) --- Plaintiff's complaint
is founded upon defendant's presumed failure
to perform under separation agreement; claim
alleging breach of contract and counterclaim
based on negotiations leading to execution of
contract do not arise out of same transaction
or occurrence --- Since defendant's time-
barred first and second counterclaims asserting
mutual mistake and fraud relate to negotiation
and articulation of agreement made between
parties prior to its execution, they are not
preserved as setoffs to complaint --- As to
fourth counterclaim, it does not arise out
of same transaction or occurrence as that
alleged in complaint in that purported loans

in question were clearly not made pursuant to
separation agreement --- Accordingly, Special
Term improperly denied plaintiff's motion to
dismiss first and second counterclaims and to
dismiss fourth counterclaim.

Order of the Supreme Court, New York County
(Richard Wallach, J.), entered on February
15, 1983, which denied plaintiff's motion
for summary judgment and for dismissal of
defendant's counterclaims, is modified, on the
law, to the extent of dismissing the first
and second counterclaims and dismissing the
fourth counterclaim except to the extent of
$500, and otherwise affirmed, without costs or
disbursements.

The parties herein were married on November
20, 1959. On or about February 9, 1971, they
entered into a separation agreement which was
subsequently incorporated, but not merged, into
a judgment of divorce granted by the Republic
of Mexico. Pursuant to paragraph 3a of the
agreement, the defendant husband promised to
pay the plaintiff wife the sum of $2,000 on the
fifth day of each month for the support and
maintenance of her and their two children. The
agreement also contained a clause requiring
that the defendant pay additional alimony in
proportion to certain increases in his annual
income. For over 11 years, the defendant
complied with the obligations imposed upon
him by the separation agreement. However,
beginning in July of 1982, he ceased to make
any further payment. Although the defendant
denies that any sum is due and owing to
his former wife, he does not dispute that the
payments in question were not made. Instead,
he has raised four affirmative defenses and
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counterclaims. Plaintiff moved for summary
judgment and for dismissal of the defendant's
counterclaims, arguing, in part, that the first
and second counterclaims were barred by the
applicable Statutes of Limitation and that the
fourth counterclaim was so barred except to the
extent of $500. In denying the motion in full,
Special Term held that since the counterclaims
at issue arose out of the same transaction as
that alleged in the complaint (execution and
delivery of the separation agreement), they
were not precluded by the relevant Statutes of
Limitation. We disagree. The first counterclaim
asserts mutual mistake in the drafting of the
support provision of the agreement. In that
regard, the defendant *675  seeks the equitable
relief of reformation of the agreement. An
action to reform an agreement based on mutual
mistake must be commenced within six years
of the occurrence ( CPLR 213, subd 6) or two
years from the discovery of the mistake (CPLR
203, subd [f]).

The alleged mutual mistake occurred some
time during or prior to 1971, when the
agreement was entered into by the parties,
and discovery of that mistake took place
no later than in 1974 when the plaintiff
informed the defendant that she had procured
employment. Applying either criterion, the
Statute of Limitations expired long before the
plaintiff instituted suit in October of 1982.
The second counterclaim is based on fraud
and contends that the plaintiff deceived the
defendant in representing to him that she
would never be able to support and maintain
herself or to obtain work. The purported fraud,
however, occurred prior to the execution of
the agreement, and the defendant supposedly
learned of that fraud no later than 1974. In both

instances, the claim is barred by the Statute of
Limitations. (CPL 213, subd 8; 203, subd [f].)
The fourth counterclaim requests repayment
of $4,875 plus interest for loans allegedly
advanced by the defendant to the plaintiff
between September of 1973 and August of
1977. Although the plaintiff admits that she
received $3,500 from the defendant in excess
of amounts due under the separation agreement,
she challenges the defendant's characterization
of the money involved as loans. At any rate,
all but $500 of the disputed payments were
made more than six years before she instituted
the instant action and are thus barred by
the Statute of Limitations. ( CPLR 213.)
According to CPLR 203 (subd [c]): “A defense
or counterclaim is not barred if it was not
barred at the time the claims asserted in
the complaint were interposed, except that
if the defense or counterclaim arose from
the transactions, occurrences, or series of
transactions or occurrences, upon which a
claim asserted in the complaint depends, it
is not barred to the extent of the demand
in the complaint notwithstanding that it was
barred at the time the claims asserted in the
complaint were interposed.” Therefore, only
those claims which arise out of the same
transaction or occurrence as that set forth in
the complaint may be asserted in the nature of
a defense or counterclaim and then only as a
setoff. Plaintiff's complaint is founded upon the
defendant's presumed failure to perform under
the separation agreement. In Matter of SCM
Corp. (Fisher Park Lane Co.) (40 NY2d 788),
the Court of Appeals held that a claim alleging
breach of contract and a counterclaim based
on the negotiations leading to the execution
of the contract do not arise out of the same
transaction or occurrence. Since the defendant's
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time-barred first and second counterclaims
asserting mutual mistake and fraud relate
“to the negotiation and articulation of the
agreement made between the parties prior to
its execution” (Matter of SCM Corp. [ Fisher
Park Lane Co.], supra, at p 792), they are not
preserved as setoffs to the complaint. As to the
fourth counterclaim, it does not arise out of the
same transaction or occurrence as that alleged
in the complaint in that the purported loans
in question were clearly not made pursuant to
the separation agreement. Moreover, despite
the defendant's contention to the contrary, he
does not attack the validity of the agreement
itself, but merely seeks reformation of the
support provision. Nor does he argue that
the agreement was improperly executed or

delivered; his claim of fraud refers to matters
which took place prior to the execution of
the agreement and are, consequently, extrinsic
to that agreement. Accordingly, Special Term
improperly denied plaintiff's motion to dismiss
the first and second counterclaims and to
dismiss the fourth counterclaim except to the
extent of $500.

Concur -- Murphy, P. J., Ross, Asch, Milonas
and Kassal JJ.

Copr. (C) 2021, Secretary of State, State of New
York

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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115 Misc. 175, 187 N.Y.S. 633

LUCY E. DOHERTY, Respondent,
v.

MONROE ECKSTEIN BREWING
COMPANY, etc., Appellant.

Supreme Court, Appellate
Term, First Department.

January Term.
Filed April, 1921.

CITE TITLE AS: Doherty
v Eckstein Brewing Co.

*175  Landlord and tenant
When tenant discharged of his duty to
pay rent when use of premises is restricted
by law --- Constitution of the United
States, Eighteenth Amendment --- Volstead
Enforcement Act
The rule that where a party by contract creates a
duty upon himself, he is bound to make good if
he can, notwithstanding any inevitable accident
or unforeseen contingency, has no application
where performance becomes impossible by a
change in the law or as a result of action taken
under governmental authority.
Since the adoption of the Eighteenth
Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States and the enactment of the Volstead
Enforcement Act, the tenant under a written
lease which in terms limited and restricted its
use of the premises to the saloon business, is
discharged of its duty to pay rent from and

after the date when said amendment became
effective.

*176  APPEAL by defendant from a judgment
of the Municipal Court of the city of New York,
borough of Manhattan, sixth district, in favor
of the plaintiff after trial by the court without
a jury.

Prince & Nathan (Sidney J. Loeb and Leon M.
Prince, of counsel), for appellant.
Levy & McMahon (Nathan D. Levy, of
counsel), for respondent.

WAGNER, J.

The plaintiff instituted suit against the
defendant brewing company for rent for the
months of January to October, 1920, for the use
of premises occupied by it as a saloon under
a written lease which included the following
provision: ‘It being expressly agreed, that the
only business to be carried on in said premises
is the saloon business.‘ A further clause
contained in the lease provided for indemnity
by the tenant for loss or damage by reason of
the maintenance by the tenant ‘of a saloon or
place for the sale of malt, strong, spirituous,
or intoxicating liquors * * *.‘ The tenant by
way of defense denied liability for rent accruing
beyond the month of January, 1920, by reason
of the passage of the Eighteenth Amendment
to the federal Constitution and the enactment
of the subsequent Volstead Act and claimed
resulting abrogation from obligation to pay rent
thereunder. This amendment forbidding the
manufacture of intoxicating liquors after one
year from its ratification, sale or transportation
was by proclamation of the acting secretary
of state dated January 29, 1919, declared duly
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ratified by the legislatures of thirty-six states,
certified as valid, and became effective from
and after the 29th day of January, 1920, which
in turn was followed by the supplemental
*177  enforcement law commonly known as
the Volstead Act.

The defendant's license to sell intoxicating
liquors having expired and none being possible
of procurance thereafter, it discontinued the
maintenance of the saloon business which it
had previously conducted and resisted the later
demands of the plaintiff for rent on the ground
that the enactment of the so-called Prohibition
Law worked an exoneration of its liability
under the lease.

The general rule is that where the law
creates a duty and a person without fault
on his part is disabled from performing it,
failure to perform is excused; but where
a party by contract creates a duty upon
himself, he is bound to make good if he
can, notwithstanding any inevitable accident
or unforeseen contingency; but the rule has
no application where performance becomes
impossible by a change in the law or as a result
of action taken under governmental authority.
The rule is thus stated by Parsons on Contracts,
at volume 2, page 674: ‘That the illegality of a
contract is in general a perfect defense must be
too obvious to need illustration. It may indeed
be regarded as an impossibility as an act of
law; and it is put upon the same footing as an
impossibility by act of God, because it would
be absurd for the law to punish a man for not
doing, or in other words to require him to do
that which it forbids his doing. Therefore if one
agrees to do a thing which is unlawful for him
to do, and it becomes unlawful by an act of
legislature, the act avoids the promise.‘

To the same effect see Brick Presbyterian
Church v. City of New York, 5 Cow. 538; Baker
v. Johnson, 42 N. Y. 126; 3 Elliott Cont. § 1901;
Bishop Cont. § 594; Wharton Cont. § 305.

The principle rests upon the maxim lex non
cogit *178  ad impossibilia, or as phrased
by Hannen, J., in Bailey v. DeCrespigny, L.
R. 4 Q. B. 180, upon the ground that it is
‘not reasonable to suppose that the legislature,
while altering the condition of things, with
reference to which the covenantor contracted,
intended that he should remain liable on a
covenant which the legislature itself prevented
his fullfilling.‘

This court in Adler v. Miles, 69 Misc.
Rep. 601, after reviewing the authorities on
this subject, held that the performance of
a contractual relation was excused by a
supervening condition brought about by the
operation of a change in the law which
made its performance illegal. In that case
the defendant when sued for rent claimed
that while originally it was lawful for him
to conduct a motion picture business on the
premises which constituted what then was
known as a ‘tenement house,‘ subsequently
an ordinance was passed which provided that
no license for such purpose should be granted
when a show was given in a building known
as a tenement house, and that consequently the
lease terminated by act of law. Justice Seabury
writing for this court said: ‘The parties to the
lease contracted to do a thing which at the
time the lease was made was lawful. Public
authority, in accordance with law, has provided
that the very thing, which the parties in their
lease contemplated, should not be done. To
carry out the lease according to its terms has
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now become unlawful. It follows, therefore,
that the lease cannot be performed according
to its terms; and under such circumstances the
obligation of the lessee to pay rent is discharged
* * *. Section 231 of the Real Property
Law recognizes the doctrine of these cases and
provides that, whenever the lessee shall use
the premises for an illegal business, the lease
shall become void. Here the lease restricted the
use of the premises to a purpose *179  which
was subsequently prohibited by law; and for the
tenant to have used the premises for the sole
purpose for which the lease authorized them to
be used would, under section 231 of the Real
Property Law, have avoided the lease.‘

In the instant case the lease made to the
brewing concern expressly limits and restricts
the lessee's use of the premises to the saloon
business. No other purpose is authorized. The
presence of words of restriction is, therefore,
equivalent to an express covenant not to put
the premises to any other use. Chautauqua
Assembly v. Alling, 46 Hun, 582Chautauqua
Assembly v. Alling, 46 Hun, 582. It follows
accordingly that if it should be found upon
the facts appearing in the record before us
that a continuation of the use of the premises
in question as intended by the parties would
be violative of the fundamental law we
would be compelled to hold that the law
as changed ex proprio vigore terminated the
lease and discharged the lessee from future
requirements in the payment of rent. For in that
event the lease became void because the use
contemplated by the parties was one in express
contravention of the statute.

Our inquiry narrowing down eventually to one
of judicial construction of the phrase ‘saloon

business‘ as used in the instant lease, we
are forced to examine the circumstances and
conditions surrounding the parties at the time of
their signature to the instrument of demise, in
order to ascertain the true intent and purpose of
the parties in its inclusion as a covenant. While
words used in contracts are ordinarily to be
interpreted in accord with their usual meaning
it is our duty as nearly as we can to place
ourselves in the situation which confronted the
parties at that time and with a view of all
the surrounding circumstances seek to arrive
at the meaning rightly to be ascribed *180  to
the language employed. Mecca Realty Co. v.
Kellogg Toasted Corn Flakes Co., 166 App.
Div. 74.

It appears that the defendant was a brewery
corporation and had for nine years prior to the
enactment of this lease been selling malt liquors
of its own manufacture in these premises
where a saloon was conducted. The plaintiff
knew that the saloon had been operated during
that period for the sale of spirituous and
intoxicating liquors, and in the light of such
knowledge as to the previous character of
business transacted prepared the present lease,
with express limitation of use to a saloon
business. We think that in view of the prior
unquestioned and concededly known use of
the premises, together with that provision of
the lease regarding indemnity by reason of the
maintenance of ‘a saloon or place for sale of
malt, strong, spirituous or intoxicating liquors,‘
the clear indications of the lease and the
circumstances which surround the parties, are
that they were specifying their own definition
of the word saloon and intending it to cover
and apply to the precise use theretofore made,
and a use later forbidden by legislative act. In
so construing the word, we are of the opinion
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that we are giving the effect to the language
which the parties clearly intended to be given,
and which further accords with the present,
common, acceptation of the term. Whatever
former distinctions or refinements in meaning
have been made with respect to the word
‘saloon,‘ we think as the Supreme Court of
Washington did in Stratford v. Seattle Brewing
Co., 162 Pac. Repr. 31, that the word saloon has
acquired a very definite general meaning as a
place where intoxicating liquors are sold and
that as such it is generally understood.

While neither counsel in their briefs nor this
court upon an extensive investigation has been
able to find *181  any decision in this state
directly in point, to our minds the case most
closely analogous and which involved as this
a brewing company as defendant is Heart v.
Brewing Co., 121 Tenn. 69. In that case the
complainant had leased a house and lot in
Knoxville to the defendant for eight years to
be used as a saloon or place for the sale of
intoxicating liquors and the action was brought
to recover rent for the month of November,
1907. The chancellor sustained a demurrer
to the appeal on the ground that the sale
of intoxicating liquors was made unlawful
and prohibited in Knoxville after November
1, 1907, and that, therefore, the purpose for
which the lease was made was illegal and
the contract void and unenforcible. The court
said upon appeal: ‘There is no error in the
action of the chancellor. When the contract
was made, the purpose for which the property
was leased--the sale of intoxicating liquors in
Knoxville--was lawful and the lease valid and
enforceable. Afterward, November 1, 1907,
that purpose was made unlawful by the acts
of the general assembly above referred to, and
thus by operation of law the lease became and is

void and unenforceable at the instance of either
party. It is a principle of general application
that all contracts are void which provide for
doing a thing which is contrary to law, morality
and public policy. * * * The rule is the same
when the purpose of the contract although
lawful when made becomes unlawful by statute
enacted before the full performance of its terms.
* * * It is not necessary in this case to determine
whether or not the contract contained in the
lease restricts the use of the property for the sale
of intoxicating liquors. It was the purpose of
both lessor and lessee, as clearly expressed in
the instrument that it should be used as a saloon,
and, *182  this being made unlawful by law the
contract is no longer enforceable.‘

It is contended, however, by respondent that a
lease of property solely for saloon purposes is
not terminated by the taking effect, during the
term, of a prohibitory liquor law, where by the
construction or conduct of the parties, either the
right was conferred on the lessees, or without
protest the lessees sold upon the premises also
non-intoxicating beverages and tobacco, so that
the right of the lessee to operate his business
was not entirely destroyed, and O'Byrne v.
Henley, 161 Ala. 620; Hecht v. Acme Coal Co.,
117 Pac. Repr. 133; Matter of Bradley, 225
Fed. Repr. 308, all decisions of courts of high
authority sustaining this position, are cited to
us. With due respect to the courts of their origin
and without discussing their distinguishable
features in certain respects, we are reluctantly
constrained to disagree with the construction
of the phrase there laid down, regarding it as
neither grounded in reason nor made in the light
of the evident intentions of the parties.

In the case at bar the cardinal purpose of the
lease and the obvious intention of the demise
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as we see it was the dispensation of intoxicants.
That was its primary and principal purpose.
Other commodities which perchance might
have been sold for the convenience of those
who patronized the premises, and of subsidiary
character and importance, were but secondary
and incidental to the main business there
conducted. Instead of qualifying the purpose
they but added to its scope without change
in that primary and dominating purpose. Terse
expression of our view is found in Stratford v.
Seattle Brewing Co., supra, where in the course
of the opinion answering the same point raised
here the court said: ‘Nor are we impressed
with idea advanced by appellants that the *183
'saloon business' does not necessarily mean a
business of selling intoxicating liquors, but may
mean a business or place for the sale of non-
intoxicating drinks. * * * The fact that what are
commonly called 'soft drinks' are also generally
sold at such places does not alter the character
of such places as 'saloons,’ nor is a place where
soft drinks only can be sold commonly known
as a saloon.‘

But it is claimed that the parties if they
wished could have avoided any doubt as to
the legal result flowing from a contingency
such as this by providing protection therefor
in the lease, and that therefore the defendant's
failure to include such a provision preempted

it from any claim of right in its subsequent
conduct. That may be so, but a like charge
of dereliction may be laid at the door of the
lessor. The contract was made in the light
of the law as it existed at that time and
they were not bound to anticipate that future
legislation would prevent a performance of
their obligations. Such contemplation cannot be
charged to the minds of the parties at the time
the contract was made.

We reach the conclusion, therefore, that upon
the facts in the case before us, the lessee
has been prevented by the enactment of
the prohibition statute from performing its
obligations under the terms of the lease and that
it was discharged of its duty to pay rent for the
premises after such enactment.

The judgment is modified by reducing the same
to the amount of rent for the month of January,
1920, only and as so modified affirmed, with
twenty-five dollars costs to appellant.

GUY and MCCOOK, JJ., concur.
Judgment modified and as so modified
affirmed, with twenty-five dollars costs to
appellant.

Copr. (C) 2021, Secretary of State, State of New
York

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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2020 WL 6526996 (N.Y.Sup.), 2020 N.Y. Slip Op. 33707(U) (Trial Order)
Supreme Court of New York.

New York County

**1  DR. SMOOD NEW YORK LLC f/k/a Dr. Smood Orchard LLC, Plaintiff,
v.

ORCHARD HOUSTON, LLC, Defendant.

No. 652812/2020.
November 2, 2020.

Decision + Order on Motion

Present: Hon. Laurence L. Love, Justice.

MOTION DATE 10/20/2020

MOTION SEQ. NO. 002

*1  The following e-filed documents, listed by NYSCEF document number (Motion 002) 20,
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50,
52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64 were read on this motion to/for INJUNCTION/
RESTRAINING ORDER.

Upon the foregoing documents, the motion is decided as follows:

On or about February 22, 2017, Plaintiff, Dr. Smood New York, LLC (“Dr. Smood”) and
Defendant, Orchard Houston, LLC (“Orchard”) entered into a ten (10) year Lease agreement for
the premises described as a portion of the ground floor and basement space of the building located
at 181-185 East Houston a/k/a 195-201 Orchard Street, New York, New York (the “Premises”).
Plaintiff last paid the monthly rent in March, 2020 and has failed to pay the monthly rent since that
time arguing that it has no obligation to pay rent during the COVID-19 pandemic, citing the lease
and a series of New York State executive orders. In June 2020, Dr. Smood and Orchard engaged in
settlement discussions to potentially revise the rental obligations under the Lease, given the effect
of the pandemic on possible performance thereof. On July 1, 2020, Orchard served Dr. Smood
with a notice to cure, declaring Dr. Smood in default of the Lease for failure to pay rent for the
months of April 2020, May 2020, and June 2020. The Notice stated that, if Dr. Smood failed to
cure the default at the end of the expiration period (July 10, 2020), Orchard would, inter **2  alia,
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draw upon Plaintiff's security deposit under the Lease. In response, Dr. Smood filed its first order
to show cause for a Yellowstone injunction and related relief, though the parties later stipulated to
withdraw the first notice to cure and the first order to show cause in an effort to settle the matter
outside of court. Thereafter, Orchard served the Dr. Smood with a second Notice to Cure, declaring
Dr. Smood in default of the Lease for failure to pay rent for the months of April 2020-September
2020, resulting in Dr. Smood's filing of a second Order to Show Cause, seeking injunctive relief.
Orchard cross-moves for an Order requiring plaintiff to pay use and occupancy at the rate specified
in the lease during the pendency of this action and directing Tenant to post an undertaking in the
amount of $250,000.00 to secure the rent arrearages in the aggregate amount of $198,764.31 for
April, May, June, July 2020, August and September 2020.

In its reply papers, plaintiff withdrew its demand for a Yellowstone injunction and now seeks only
a Preliminary Injunction and Temporary Restraining Order.

A preliminary injunction is appropriate when the party seeking injunctive relief establishes: (1)
likelihood of ultimate success on the merits; (2) irreparable injury if the injunction is not granted;
and (3) a balancing of the equities in its favor. See Four Times Square Assocs., L.L.C. v. Cigna
Investments, Inc., 306 A.D.2d 4, 5 (1st Dep't 2003) (citing Grant Co. v. Srogi, 52 N.Y.2d 496, 517
(1981)); CPLR §§ 6301, 6311. The elements to be satisfied must be demonstrated by clear and
convincing evidence. Liotta v. Mattone, 71 A.D.3d 741 (2nd Dep't, 2010). However, the moving
party is only required to make a prima facie showing of its entitlement to a preliminary injunction,
not prove the entirety of its case on the merits. The decision to grant a motion for a preliminary
injunction “is committed to the sound discretion of the trial court.” N.Y. Cnty. Lawyers' Ass'n v.
State, 192 Misc. 2d 424, 428-29 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Cnty. 2002); see also Terrell v. Terrell, 279 A.D.2d
301, 304 (1st Dep't 2001).

*2  **3  Plaintiff argues that “(i) Plaintiff will likely succeed on the merits because the government
regulations issued in response to the pandemic frustrated the purpose of Plaintiff's Lease; (ii)
Plaintiff will suffer an irreparable injury absent an injunction, as Defendant will, inter alia, unjustly
draw upon Plaintiff's security deposit on the Premises; and (iii) the equities balance in Plaintiff's
favor, as Plaintiff should not be penalized for being legally precluded from operating its business
as contemplated under the Lease while the Landlord continued to reap an unjust and un-bargained
for reward.”

In support of its motion, plaintiff submits the affidavit of Francesco Perillo, an employee of
plaintiff, a copy of the relevant lease, copies of the relevant NYS Executive Orders. The affidavit
specifically highlights Article 11, Section 11.3 of the Lease, which states that “if the Premises
are damaged by fire or other casualty, or if the Building is damaged such that Tenant is deprived
of reasonable access to the Premises...Fixed Rent, Tenant's Tax Payment and Tenant's Operating
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Payment shall be reduced in the proportion by which the area of the part of the Premises which
is not usable (or accessible) and is not used by Tenant bears to the total area of the Premises.”
Plaintiff claims that “The casualty triggering Section 11.3 of the Lease began on or about March
16, 2020, when, pursuant to the Executive Orders previously discussed herein, Plaintiff was legally
forced to close its business due to the property and physical damage caused by the COVID-19
virus and the dangerous propensity such virus poses to the public.” Plaintiff further argues that the
premises “were rendered wholly inaccessible and unusable by the Executive Orders and the novel
coronavirus from March 16, 2020 to July 6, 2020, and partially inaccessible and unusable from
July 6, 2020 onward” and that as such, plaintiff is entitled to a total rent abatement. Plaintiff further
argues that the purpose of the contract has been frustrated and same is a defense to nonperformance
under a lease when the frustrated purpose is “so completely the basis of the contract that, as both
**4  parties understood, without it, the transaction would have made little sense” Jack Kelly
Partners LLC v. Zegelstein, 140 A.D.3d 79 (1st Dept 2016); see also, Crown IT Servs., Inc. v.
Koval-Olsen, 11 A.D.3d 263 (1st Dept 2004); Restatement [Second] of Contracts §§ 265 and
269. It is undisputed that the purpose of the lease was for plaintiff to operate “a full service café
specializing in fresh and raw quick-service products with menu items to include breakfast, lunch,
and dinner, coffee and tea beverages, cold-pressed juices, shakes and smoothies, and other related
products.”

In opposition, defendant submits the affidavit of Amir Chaluts, a member of Orchard, together
with supporting documentation. At the outset, the Court notes that plaintiff failed to timely serve
the instant Order to Show Cause, however both motions will be decided on the merits. Similarly,
plaintiff's allegations that the pandemic constitutes a “casualty” are entirely without merit as there
has been no physical harm to the demised premises and the lease does not provide for a rent
abatement in such a case as plaintiff was required to obtain insurance to guarantee payment under
said circumstances. Plaintiff's argument that the lease has been frustrated is similarly without
merit as “for a party to avail itself of the frustration of purpose defense, there must be complete
destruction of the basis of the underlying contract; partial frustration such as a diminution in
business, where a tenant could continue to use the premises for an intended purpose, is insufficient
to establish the defense as a matter of law.” See Robitzek Inv. Co. v. Colonial Beacon Oil Co.,
265 AD 749, 753 (1st Dept 1943). Here, defendant has made a clear showing that the plaintiff has
been operating out of the demised premises since at least July, 2020, yet has continued to assert
that it has no obligation to pay rent. Specifically, the premises remain open for both counter service
and pickup of orders submitted online. Plaintiff has only been prevented by the relevant executive
orders from operating indoor dining services. As such, plaintiff has failed to establish a likelihood
of success on the merits and as such is not entitled to a preliminary injunction.

*3  **5  As the Court is denying plaintiff's motion seeking an injunction, plaintiff is not required
to post a bond pursuant to CPLR 6312(b). Plaintiff's obligation to pay rent and taxes pursuant
to the lease continues unabated. As such, it is hereby
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ORDERED that plaintiff's motion seeking a preliminary injunction and defendant's cross-motion
seeking an Order requiring plaintiff to pay monthly use and occupancy and post a bond are hereby
denied in their entirety.

11/2/2020

DATE

<<signature>>

LAURENCE L. LOVE, J.S.C.

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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270 A.D.2d 58, 704 N.Y.S.2d
240, 2000 N.Y. Slip Op. 02198

Heller, Horowitz &
Feit, P. C., Appellant,

v.
Stage II Apparel Corp., Respondent.

Supreme Court, Appellate Division,
First Department, New York

515N
(March 9, 2000)

CITE TITLE AS: Heller, Horowitz
& Feit v Stage II Apparel Corp.

HEADNOTE

ATTORNEY AND CLIENT
COMPENSATION

(1) Order which granted motion for summary
judgment dismissing complaint in its entirety
modified to reinstate plaintiff's causes of action
for quantum meruit and account stated insofar
as they are based upon invoices rendered in
connection with plaintiff's work on certain
matters--parties' agreement is not subject to
rescission upon ground of mutual mistake;
circumstance that litigation involving first
matter entailed more legal work than had been
expected when parties entered into fixed-fee
agreement does not amount to mutual mistake;
in any event, plaintiff ratified agreement
by sending invoices expressly referring to
that agreement and quoting terms of that
agreement, and by then accepting payment on

those invoices; thus, since agreement remains
binding and, by its terms, precludes plaintiff's
claims for additional fees for covered matters,
such claims, including those for recovery in
quantum meruit, were properly dismissed by
motion court--however, because triable issues
remain as to whether other matters were
covered under agreement, summary judgment
should not have been granted dismissing
plaintiff's claims to recover in quantum meruit
or upon account stated theory for services
rendered in those matters; there are issues
of fact as to whether defendant objected
to plaintiff's invoices with respect to other
matters.

Order, Supreme Court, New York County
(Paula Omansky, J.), entered on or about
January 14, 1999, which granted defendant's
motion for summary judgment dismissing
the complaint in its entirety, unanimously
modified, on the law, to reinstate plaintiff's
causes of action for quantum meruit and
account stated insofar as they are based
upon invoices rendered in connection with
plaintiff's work on “the Shorebreak matter” and
“the Weiner matter”, and otherwise affirmed,
without costs.

Contrary to plaintiff's argument, the parties'
March 5, 1997 agreement is not subject to
rescission upon the ground of mutual mistake.
The circumstance that the litigation involving
the Goldman matter entailed more legal work
than had been expected when the parties
entered into the fixed-fee agreement does not
amount to mutual mistake (see, Hartford
Fire Ins. Co. v Federated Dept. Stores, 723 F
Supp 976, 994; Weissman v Bondy & Schloss,

r-17 NewYork 
~ Official Reports 
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230 AD2d 465, lv dismissed 91 NY2d 887).
In any event, plaintiff ratified the March 5,
1997 agreement by sending invoices expressly
referring to that agreement and quoting the
terms of that agreement, and by then accepting
payment on those invoices. Thus, since the
agreement remains binding and, by its terms,
precludes plaintiff's claims for additional fees
for covered matters, such claims, including
those for recovery in quantum meruit (see,
Knobel v Manuche, 146 AD2d 528), were
properly dismissed by the motion court.

However, because triable issues remain as
to whether the “Shorebreak” and “Weiner”
matters were covered under the March 5, 1997
agreement, summary judgment should not have

been granted dismissing plaintiff's claims to
recover in quantum meruit or upon an account
stated theory for services rendered in those
matters. We note in this latter connection that
there are issues of fact as to whether defendant
objected to the plaintiff's invoices with respect
to the “Shorebreak” and “Weiner” matters (see,
Kaye, Scholer, Fierman, Hays & Handler v
Russel Chems., 246 AD2d 479).

Concur--Sullivan, P. J., Ellerin, Lerner and
Buckley, JJ.

Copr. (C) 2021, Secretary of State, State of New
York

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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In re Hitz Restaurant Group, 616 B.R. 374 (2020)
2020 WL 2924523, 68 Bankr.Ct.Dec. 221
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616 B.R. 374
United States Bankruptcy Court,
N.D. Illinois, Eastern Division.

IN RE: HITZ RESTAURANT
GROUP, Debtor.

Bankruptcy No. 20 B 05012
|

June 3, 2020

Synopsis
Background: Commercial landlord moved
to enforce Chapter 11 debtor-in-possession's
obligation to timely pay postpetition rent, as
well as for relief from stay based on debtor's
nonpayment of rent and lack of adequate
protection.

Holdings: The Bankruptcy Court, Donald R.
Cassling, J., held that:

[1] stay-at-home order issued during corona
virus pandemic, which prevented debtor from
providing on-premises dining at its restaurant
and limited it to takeout and curbside service,
partially relieved debtor of obligation to pay
rent under force majeure clause in lease, but

[2] debtor's argument that it should have been
excused from obligation to pay rent based on
landlord's alleged failure to make necessary
repairs was one that should have been raised in
state court lawsuit, and could not be belatedly
raised in connection with lift-stay motion.

Ordered accordingly.

Procedural Posture(s): Motion for Relief
from the Automatic Stay; Other.

West Headnotes (12)

[1] Bankruptcy Debtor's Contracts
and Leases
Provision requiring debtor-in-
possession to timely perform its
obligations under a nonresidential
lease, until such time as lease
is rejected, was added to the
Bankruptcy Code in order to relieve
landlords of burden of having to
prove, under administrative expense
provision, that the rent payments
which they sought to collect from
debtor prior to rejection were “actual
and necessary” costs of preserving
bankruptcy estate. 11 U.S.C.A. §§
365(d)(3), 503(b)(1)(A).

1 Cases that cite this headnote

[2] Bankruptcy Debtor's Contracts
and Leases
Payments that debtors-in-possession
are required to make, under
bankruptcy statute requiring debtor-
in-possession to timely perform its
obligations under its nonresidential
lease, until such time as lease is
rejected, are not mere administrative
expenses; by requiring “timely
performance,” Congress places
payment of rent before the payment
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of administrative expenses. 11
U.S.C.A. §§ 365(d)(3), 503(b).

[3] Bankruptcy Debtor's Contracts
and Leases
By requiring debtor-in-possession
to timely perform its obligations
under any nonresidential lease,
until such time as lease is
rejected, Congress placed payment
of rent before the payment of
administrative expenses, even in
cases in which the bankruptcy estate
was administratively insolvent. 11
U.S.C.A. §§ 365(d)(3), 503(b).

1 Cases that cite this headnote

[4] Bankruptcy Debtor's Contracts
and Leases
First step in determining whether a
nonresidential leasehold obligation
arises “from or after the order for
relief,” as required for debtor-in-
possession to be under a statutory
obligation to timely perform it, is
to look at the terms of debtor's
nonresidential lease. 11 U.S.C.A.
§ 365(d)(3).

1 Cases that cite this headnote

[5] Bankruptcy Debtor's Contracts
and Leases
Landlord and Tenant Particular
Grounds of Discharge from
Liability

Stay-at-home order issued by
Governor of Illinois during corona
virus pandemic, which prevented
Chapter 11 debtor from providing
on-premises dining at its restaurant
and limited debtor to takeout and
curbside service, did not affect
debtor's obligation, pursuant to force
majeure clause in its commercial
lease, to pay rent which, pursuant
to terms of the lease, became due
two weeks before stay-at-home order
went into effect, on the first of the
month; this rent obligation, being
due pursuant to terms of lease, was
one that debtor was required by
bankruptcy statute to timely perform.

11 U.S.C.A. § 365(d)(3).

[6] Contracts Discharge by
Impossibility of Performance
Force majeure clauses in contracts
supersede common law doctrine of
impossibility.

[7] Contracts Application to
Contracts in General
Under Illinois law, contracts are to be
enforced according to their terms.

[8] Contracts Discharge by
Impossibility of Performance
Under Illinois law, force majeure
clause will excuse contractual
performance only if the triggering
event cited by the nonperforming
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party was in fact the proximate cause
of that party's nonperformance.

[9] Bankruptcy Debtor's Contracts
and Leases
Landlord and Tenant Particular
Grounds of Discharge from
Liability
Stay-at-home order issued by
Governor of Illinois during corona
virus pandemic, which prevented
Chapter 11 debtor from providing
on-premises dining at its restaurant
and limited it to takeout and curbside
service, partially relieved debtor of
obligation to pay rent pursuant to
force majeure clause in lease, which
was triggered by both “governmental
action” and issuance of “order”;
debtor's decreased capacity to pay
rent while operating at reduced level
was not a mere “lack of money,”
of kind specifically excluded from
operation of force majeure clause,
and thus debtor's obligation to timely
perform its obligations under lease
did not include paying rent, from
time that stay at home order went
into effect, at full contract rate that
would have applied but for the force
majeure clause. 11 U.S.C.A. §
365(d)(3).

[10] Contracts General and specific
words and clauses
Under Illinois law, more specific
provision of contract governs when

it arguably conflicts with a more
general provision.

[11] Bankruptcy Hearing
Lift-stay motions are intended to
be summary proceedings, not full-
fledged trials to determine non-core
issues of state law. 11 U.S.C.A. §
362(d).

[12] Bankruptcy Hearing
Chapter 11 debtor-tenant's argument
that it should have been excused
from obligation to pay rent under
its commercial restaurant lease based
on landlord's alleged failure to make
necessary repairs to the restaurant's
heating and cooling system was one
that should have been raised in
state court lawsuit between parties,
and could not be belatedly raised
in connection with landlord's lift-
stay motion predicated on debtor's
nonpayment of rent. 11 U.S.C.A. §
362(d).

Attorneys and Law Firms

*375  Attorney for debtor: Jonathan D.
Golding, The Golding Law Offices, PC, 500
N. Dearborn Street, Second Floor, Chicago, IL
60654.
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Attorney for movant: Mario Sullivan, Johnson
& Sullivan, Ltd., 11 East Hubbard Street, Suite
702, Chicago, IL 60611.

MEMORANDUM OPINION

Donald R. Cassling, United States Bankruptcy
Judge

**1  *376  Kass Management Services, Inc.
(“Creditor”) has presented two motions to
the Court. The first seeks to enforce the
obligation of Hitz Restaurant Group (“Debtor”)
to pay post-petition rent under 11 U.S.C.
§ 365(d)(3), and the second seeks to modify
the automatic stay under § 362(d)(1). (Dkt.
Nos. 21 & 29.) Specifically, Creditor requests
that, if the Court does not grant its motion to
modify the stay, the Court should order Debtor
to immediately pay post-petition rent in the
amount of $31,473.86 and to timely perform
all future rent obligations. (Dkt. No. 21, p. 3.)
Additionally, Creditor seeks an order requiring
Debtor to vacate the premises immediately
unless the post-petition rent is paid, and future
obligations are kept current. (Id.)

Section 365(d)(3) requires a debtor-in-
possession to “timely perform all the
obligations of the debtor ... arising from and
after the order for relief under any unexpired
lease of nonresidential real property until such
lease is assumed or rejected, notwithstanding §
503(b)(1) of this title.” 11 U.S.C. § 365(d)
(3).

[1]  [2]  [3] This section was added to the
Bankruptcy Code in order to relieve landlords

from the burden of proving that the rent
payments they sought to collect from debtors
prior to rejection were “actual and necessary”
costs of preserving the bankruptcy estate. See

In re Handy Andy Home Improvement Ctrs.,
Inc., 144 F.3d 1125, 1128 (7th Cir. 1998).
The legislative history reflects congressional
concern that lessors of nonresidential real
property had frequently been forced to extend
credit to an estate during the time given for
assumption or rejection of the lease. In
re Telesphere Comm'ns, Inc., 148 B.R. 525,
529 (Bankr. N.D. Ill. 1992). Thus, payments
required by § 365(d)(3) are not mere
administrative expenses under § 503(b)(1).

Id. at 530. “ Section 365(d)(3) requiring
‘timely performance’ places payment of rent
before the payment of administrative expenses.
That is true even where the bankruptcy estate
is administratively insolvent. Congress has
spoken clearly.” In re C.Q., LLC, 343 B.R. 915,
916 (Bankr. W.D. Wis. 2005).

[4] Under § 365(d)(3), the first step in
determining whether an obligation arises “from
or after the order for relief” is to look at the
terms of the lease. See In re Consolidated
Indus. Corp., 234 B.R. 84, 86-87 (Bankr. N.D.
Ind. 1999). Under section 2.1 of the parties'
lease agreement and its accompanying exhibit
labelled “Minimum Base Rent Schedule,” rent
is due on the first of each month. (Dkt. No.
21, Ex. Part 1, p. 9, citing Dkt. No. 21,
Ex. Part 2, p. 18.) Debtor filed its Chapter
11 petition on February 24, 2020. (Dkt. No.
1.) Thus, Debtor's contractual duty to pay
February 2020 rent is a pre-petition obligation;
its contractual duty to pay March 2020 rent
is a post-petition obligation because it arose
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on March 1, 2020, after the order for relief.
Accordingly, § 365(d)(3) would ordinarily
require full payment of the March 2020 rent
and all rental payments falling due thereafter.
See In re HA-LO Indus. Inc., 342 F.3d 794,
800-01 (7th Cir. 2003).

**2  Debtor argues that its obligation to pay
any post-petition rent is excused by the lease's
force majeure clause and by Creditor's failure to
make necessary repairs to the leased premises.
(Dkt. No. 43.) The Court will first address
Debtor's force majeure argument.

The lease's force majeure clause provides:

Landlord and Tenant shall
each be excused from
performing its obligations or
*377  undertakings provided
in this Lease, in the event,
but only so long as the
performance of any of its
obligations are prevented or
delayed, retarded or hindered
by ... laws, governmental
action or inaction, orders
of government.... Lack of
money shall not be grounds
for Force Majeure.

(Dkt. No. 21, Part 2, pp. 9 & 10.)

Debtor argues that this clause was triggered
on March 16, 2020, the effective date of an
executive order issued by Illinois Governor J.
B. Pritzker addressing the Covid-19 pandemic

in Illinois. Section 1 of that executive order
pertains to restaurants:

Beginning March 16, 2020
at 9 p.m. through March
30, 2020, 1  all businesses
in the State of Illinois that
offer food or beverages for
on-premises consumption—
including restaurants, bars,
grocery stores, and food halls
—must suspend service for
and may not permit on-
premises consumption. Such
businesses are permitted and
encouraged to serve food and
beverages so that they may
be consumed off-premises,
as currently permitted
by law, through means
such as in-house delivery,
third-party delivery, drive-
through, and curbside pick-
up. In addition, customers
may enter the premises to
purchase food or beverages
for carry-out However,
establishments offering food
or beverages for carry-out,
including food trucks, must
ensure that they have an
environment where patrons
maintain adequate social
distancing.

Ill. Exec. Order 2020-7 § 1.
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[5] Because the March lease payment became
fully due and payable on March 1, 2020, and
Governor Pritzker's executive order did not
become effective until two weeks thereafter, the
lease's force majeure clause does not excuse
payment of the past-due March rent. However,
the Court concludes that the force majeure
clause unambiguously applies, at least in part,
to the rental payments which became due
thereafter.

[6] Force majeure clauses in contracts
supersede the common law doctrine of
impossibility. See Commonwealth Edison
Co. v. Allied-General Nuclear Servs., 731 F.
Supp. 850, 855 (N.D. Ill. 1990). Determining
whether Governor Pritzker's executive order
triggered the force majeure clause in the lease is
a matter of contractual interpretation. For that,
the Court turns to Illinois state law.

[7]  [8] In Illinois, contracts are enforced
according to their terms. See Consol. Coal
Co. of St. Louis v. Schneider, 163 Ill. 393,
401, 45 N.E. 126 (1896). Under Illinois
law, a force majeure clause will only excuse
contractual performance if the triggering event
cited by the nonperforming party was in
fact the proximate cause of that party's
nonperformance. Northern Ill. Gas Co. v.
Energy Co-op., Inc., 122 Ill.App.3d 940, 78
Ill.Dec. 215, 461 N.E.2d 1049, 1058 (1984).

[9] The force majeure clause in this lease
was unambiguously triggered by § 1 of
Governor Pritzker's executive order. First,
his order unquestionably constitutes both
“governmental action” and issuance of an
“order” as contemplated by the language of the
force majeure clause. Second, that order and its

extensions unquestionably “hindered” Debtor's
ability to perform by prohibiting Debtor
from offering “on-premises” consumption of
food and beverages. Finally, the order was
unquestionably the proximate cause of Debtor's
inability to pay rent, at least in part, because
*378  it prevented Debtor from operating
normally and restricted its business to take-out,
curbside pick-up, and delivery.

**3  As discussed later in this opinion, it is
significant to the analysis of Debtor's force
majeure argument that Governor Pritzker's
executive order did not prohibit all restaurant
operations in Illinois. Indeed, his order not only
permitted, but also encouraged, restaurants to
continue to perform take-out, curbside pick-up,
and delivery services. However, Creditor did
not address that issue. Instead, it raised three
arguments why the lease's force majeure clause
had no effect at all on Debtor's obligation to pay
post-petition rent under § 365(d)(3). Before
turning to the issue of whether a force majeure
clause can partially excuse performance, the
Court addresses Creditor's three arguments that
the force majeure clause does not apply to this
situation at all.

Creditor first argues that the force majeure
clause was not triggered because Governor
Pritzker's executive order did not shut down the
banking system or post offices in Illinois, and
Debtor therefore would have physically been
able to write and send rental checks to Creditor.
(Dkt. No. 45, p. 3.) This is a specious argument
that is unresponsive to Debtor's arguments and
one that lacks any foundation in the actual
language of the force majeure clause of the
lease. The Court rejects it out of hand.
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[10] Second, Creditor characterizes Debtor's
failure to perform as arising merely from a
“lack of money,” which it argues is not grounds
for force majeure according to the lease's own
terms. (Id.) But Debtor has not argued that
lack of money is the proximate cause of its
failure to pay rent. Instead, it is arguing that
Governor Pritzker's executive order shutting
down all “on-premises” consumption of food
and beverages in Illinois restaurants is the
proximate cause of its inability to generate
revenue and pay rent. The Court agrees, at least
in part, and rejects Creditor's argument to the
contrary. 2

Creditor finally argues that Debtor could have
obtained the money to pay the rent, despite
the Governor's partial shutdown, by applying
to receive a Small Business Administration
loan. (Id. at p. 4.) Its failure to apply for such
a loan prevents it from seeking to enforce
the force majeure clause. (Id.) But Creditor
has not cited any language from the lease
or any case-law authority to support this
argument. Nor does it acknowledge or address
the plain language of the force majeure clause
in the lease. As previously discussed, that
clause is triggered by “governmental action”
and governmental “orders.” Nothing in that
clause requires the party adversely affected by
governmental action or orders to borrow money
to counteract their effects.

The Court therefore rejects Creditor's three
arguments and concludes that the *379
force majeure clause partially excuses Debtor's
obligation to pay rent for April, May, and June
2020. Nevertheless, Debtor is not off the hook
entirely. Governor Pritzker's executive order
did not prohibit Debtor from performing carry-

out, curbside pick-up, and delivery services.
Instead, it encouraged Debtor and other
Illinois restaurants to perform those services.
It follows that, to the extent that Debtor could
have continued to perform those services, its
obligation to pay rent is not excused by the
force majeure clause. The Court therefore holds
that Debtor's obligation to pay rent is reduced
in proportion to its reduced ability to generate
revenue due to the executive order.

**4  Neither party offered much assistance to
the Court in determining the amount of the
rent reduction caused by the force majeure
clause. Creditor did not address the issue at
all, and Debtor offered only its estimation
that 75 percent of the square footage of
the restaurant, consisting of its dining room
and bar, was rendered unusable by Governor
Pritzker's executive order. Debtor concedes,
however, that the remaining 25 percent of
the restaurant's square footage, consisting of
the restaurant's kitchen, could have been used
for carry-out, curbside pick-up, and delivery
purposes. (Dkt. No. 43, p. 5.) Although the
Court has not yet conducted an evidentiary
hearing to determine the final amount of rent
due under the lease during the pendency of
Governor Pritzker's executive order, the Court
preliminarily interprets Debtor's estimation as
an admission that it owes at least 25 percent of
the rental payments for April, May, and June
2020. Monthly rental payments due thereafter
are likely to increase as the government's
shut-down restrictions are gradually lifted. 3

Therefore, the Court concludes that Debtor still
owes at least 25 percent of the rent amount to
Creditor under § 365(d)(3), *380  even after
application of the force majeure clause.
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[11]  [12] The Court next addresses Debtor's
argument that it is excused from paying rent due
to Creditor's alleged failure to make necessary
repairs to the restaurant's HVAC system. The
Court rejects that argument because it is
one that should be raised in state court, not
here. In this Circuit, lift-stay motions are
intended to be summary proceedings, not full-
fledged trials to determine non-core issues
of state law. In re Vitreous Steel Prods.
Co., 911 F.2d 1223, 1232 (7th Cir. 1990)
(“Many cases hold that the issues considered
at a § 362 hearing are limited strictly to
adequacy of protection, equity, and necessity
to an effective reorganization.” (citations
omitted)). The legislative history supports this
conclusion:

**5  At the expedited
hearing under subsection
(e), and at all hearings
on relief from the stay,
the only issue will be
the claim of the creditor
and the lack of adequate
protection or existence of
other cause for relief from
the stay. This hearing will
not be the appropriate time
at which to bring in other
issues, such as counterclaims
against the creditor on
largely unrelated matters.
Those counterclaims are not
to be handled in the summary
fashion that the preliminary
hearing under this provision
will be.

Id. (citing H.R. Rep. No. 595, 95th Cong., 1st
Sess. 344 (1977), U.S. Code Cong. & Admin.
News, 1978, pp. 5787, 6300).

But what is appropriate for the Court to
address is the question of whether Debtor has
adequately protected Creditor's interests. In
line with the Court's previous conclusions, it
follows that Debtor so far has failed to do so
because it has failed to pay any post-petition
rent at all. However, because this opinion offers
the parties their first look at the Court's analysis
of Debtor's post-petition rental obligations, the
Court will give Debtor a limited amount of time
to make those payments.

Specifically, the Court sets a deadline of June
16, 2020, for Debtor to pay the full rent
amount for March 2020. Under the terms of
the lease, the rental payment due for March
is $10,561.25, plus common area maintenance
fees and real estate taxes for March 2020. (Dkt.
No. 21, Part 2, p. 18.) By the same deadline,
Debtor must pay $2,640.31 per month (25
percent of the base rent Debtor currently owes
each month) for the months of April, May, and
June 2020, plus 25 percent of both the common
area maintenance fees and real estate taxes for
those months. (Id.)

The total amount Debtor must therefore pay
by June 16, 2020, is $18,482.18, plus the full
common area maintenance fees and real estate
taxes for March 2020 and 25 percent of its
share of both the common area maintenance
fees and real estate taxes for April, May, and
June 2020. Failure to pay this amount by June
16, 2020, will result in entry of an order by this
Court holding that Creditor has “cause” under
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§ 362(d)(1) to lift the automatic stay because of
Debtor's failure to adequately protect Creditor's
interest in the leasehold. A status hearing on
this matter will be held on June 23, 2020, at 10
a.m.

All Citations

616 B.R. 374, 2020 WL 2924523, 68
Bankr.Ct.Dec. 221

Footnotes

1 Gov. Pritzker twice extended the duration of this section: First, to April 30, 2020 via

Ill. Exec. Order 2020-18 and then again to May 29, 2020 via Ill. Exec. Order 2020-33.

2 To the extent that there is a conflict between the lease's general provision that “lack

of money” does not trigger the force majeure clause, while the lease's more specific

provision that a “governmental action” or “orders of government” does, the Court

concludes that the “governmental action” or “orders of government” provision must

prevail. In interpreting an Illinois contract, when there is a conflict between a clause

of general application and a clause of specific application, the more specific clause

prevails. “[T]he more specific provision of a contract governs where it arguably

conflicts with a more general provision.” Aeroground, Inc. v. CenterPoint Props.

Trust, 738 F.3d 810, 816 (7th Cir. 2013) (citing Grevas v. U.S. Fidelity and Guar.

Co., 152 Ill.2d 407, 411, 178 Ill.Dec. 419, 604 N.E.2d 942 (1992)). In this case, a

lessee's lack of money could arise from any number of events, including but not

limited to the effect of governmental action or orders. By contrast, the Debtor's

failure to pay post-petition rent is the direct and proximate result, at least in part, of

Governor Pritzker's executive order.

3 On May 5, 2020, Governor Pritzker unveiled “Restore Illinois,” a five-phase plan

for “reopening” Illinois. (RESTORE ILLINOIS: A PUBLIC HEALTH APPROACH

TO SAFELY REOPEN OUR STATE, May 5, 2020, .pdf available at http://

www.coronavirus.illinois.gov.) The five-phase plan calls for incrementally relaxed

restrictions by region (northeast, north-central, central, and southern Illinois) for

commerce, healthcare, and social gatherings based on criteria that measures

Covid-19's prevalence. Illinois is currently in phase three of five, which requires

restaurants to observe the same restrictions as those in Executive Order 2020-7,

except that Governor Pritzker amended phase 3 to allow restaurants to provide

outdoor dine-in service. (Restaurants Can Open With Outdoor Seating in Phase 3

of Illinois' Reopening: Pritzker, NBC CHICAGO (May 20, 2020, updated at 10:32

PM), https://www.nbcchicago.com/news/local/restaurants-can-open-with-outdoor-

seating-in-phase-3-of-illinoisreopening-pritzker/2275370/). Phase four permits

restaurants to resume on-site service and consumption, both indoor and outdoor,
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but at limited capacity. Finally, phase five allows all restaurants to resume regular

service with no restrictions.

However, Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot did not allow Chicago to join the rest of the

Northeast region as it moved to phase 3 on May 29, 2020. (Chicago Announces

Guidelines for Businesses to Reopen in Phase 3, NBC CHICAGO (May 26, 2020,

updated at 5:09 PM), https://www.nbcchicago.com/news/local/chicago-announces-

guidelines-for-businesses-to-reopen-in-phase-3/2278309/.) Mayor Lightfoot has

set out her own timetable instead. (SARAH SCHULTE & MICHELLE

GALLARDO, Coronavirus Chicago: Mayor Lori Lightfoot Releases Phase 3

Reopening Guidelines for Specific Industries, ABC 7 CHICAGO, (May 27, 2020,

5:39 PM), https://abc7chicago.com/business/lightfoot-releases-phase-3-reopening-

guidelines-for-specific-industries/6214744/.) Chicago will enter Phase 3 of Mayor

Lightfoot's reopening plan on Wednesday, June 3, 2020, which allows restaurants

to have outdoor dining, but with limited capacity. (Chicago Will Enter Phase 3 of

Reopening Wednesday As Planned, Lightfoot Says, NBC CHICAGO (June 2, 2020,

updated at 11:34 AM), https://www.nbcchicago.com/news/local/chicago-will-enter-

phase-3-of-reopening-as-planned-lightfoot-says/2282601/.)

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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2020 WL 7416600 (N.Y.Sup.) (Trial Order)
Supreme Court of New York,

Part IAS Motion 28EFM.
New York County

INTERNATIONAL PLAZA ASSOCIATES L.P., Plaintiff,
v.

AMOREPACIFIC US, INC.,d/b/a Innisfree, Defendant.

No. 155158/2020.
December 14, 2020.

*1  MOTION DATE 12/01/2020
MOTION SEQ. NO. 001

Decision * Order on Motion

Carol Ruth Feinman, AJSC.

HON. CAROL RUTH FEINMAN:

The following e-filed documents, listed by NYSCEF document number (Motion 001) 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25 were read on this motion to/for SUMMARY
JUDGMENT(BEFORE JOIND)

Upon the foregoing documents, it is decided as follows:

Plaintiff, landlord, moved for summary judgment against defendant, commercial tenant, on the
grounds that that, as a matter of law, this Court should grant plaintiff a judgment of at least
$314,000.00 in rent arrears. These arrears were incurred from the period from March 2020 through
the present time and defendant claims that they are due to the covid19 pandemic and the Governor's
Executive Orders relating to the opening of retail stores which sell and demonstrate cosmetics and
personal products. The motion is denied by this Court.

This motion was brought by plaintiff almost immediately after its commencement of the case.
Plaintiff claims that it is not seeking to evict defendant, so that he would not be bound by Governor
Cuomo's moratorium on evictions until at least January 1, 2021. Instead plaintiff is seeking to
recover the rent owed by defendant as a commercial debt. Defendant does not deny that it has
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not paid the full rent amounts owed for the period of arrears although it has paid partial rent and
plaintiff has accepted these payments. Defendant argues that there are factual issues necessary to
seek out through discovery especially due to what, if anything, is the role played by the covid 19
pandemic and its resultant governmental shutdown and then restrictions of retail sale of the goods
sold by defendant. Contrary to plaintiff's claims covid 19 could not have been foreseen and a clause
in the lease could not have been designed by defendant. Plaintiff also does not state that it would
have agreed to such a clause and it is unlikely that it would have. Also, contrary to plaintiff's claim
in its memorandum of law, the defendant's loss and at times a lack of income due to covid 19 is
not just part of the up and downs during a commercial tenant's lease period.

It is well accepted that summary judgment is a “drastic remedy and should not be granted where
there is any doubt as to the existence of a triable issue” (Rotuba Extruders, Inc. vs. Ceppos, 46
NY2d 223 [1978]. Defendant raises several defenses to justify a denial of summary judgment
but the primary one is “Frustration of Purpose.” Namely that the shutdown of the defendant's
shop from March, 2020 to June, 2020 and the continuing restrictions made it almost impossible
for defendant to fulfill its function for which it signed a lease with plaintiff. Defendant is a
manufacturer and purveyor of cosmetics and other beauty supplies and part of its business includes
allowing customers to test the product. That is limited with the important requirement that people
who walk into the store must wear a face mask and that they keep a six foot distance from each
other. With the present second wave of covid 19 it cannot be foreseen when the situation will
return to “normal.” A good part of this defense requires defendant to present facts on how it has
attempted to conduct its business and its alleged failure to do so for a reason never imagined let
alone foreseen by either defendant or plaintiff. These changes in circumstances cannot be shown
by legal memoranda or oral arguments alone. They require discovery. (See, PPF Sageguard, LLC
v. BCR Safeguard Holding LLC, 924 NY2d 391 [1 st  Dept. 2011].

*2  One of the questions to answer is that of foreseeability. As Defendant states this must be
determined by findings of fact, especially in this crisis that has never occurred in most of our
lifetimes. Findings of summary judgment based on previously occurred events cannot be applied
to the present case. There is a need to begin the fact finding discovery process in order to enable
defendant to make its case. This is not saying that a finding of summary judgment can never be
found. It is just premature at this point.

Based on the record of this case, as well as oral arguments made by the attorneys, Plaintiff's motion
is denied without prejudice. The case is restored to the Preliminary Conference Part in IAS Part 28.

The Clerk of this Court is directed to deny Plaintiff's motion for summary judgment without
prejudice and to retain the case for preliminary conference in IAS Part 28.

This is the order and decision of this Court.
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DATED: December 14 2020

New York, NY

<<signature>>

Carol Ruth Feinman, AJSC

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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KeyCite Yellow Flag - Negative Treatment
 Distinguished by Center for Specialty Care, Inc. v. CSC Acquisition I, LLC,

N.Y.A.D. 1 Dept., June 25, 2020

140 A.D.3d 79
Supreme Court, Appellate Division,

First Department, New York.

JACK KELLY PARTNERS
LLC, Plaintiff–Appellant,

v.
Elsa ZEGELSTEIN, et al.,

Defendants–Respondents.

May 12, 2016.

Synopsis
Background: Tenant who leased space in
building for commercial purposes brought
action against landlord for breach of contract,
rescission, and a declaration that lease was
invalid, unenforceable, and illegal, arising from
tenant's discovery that certificate of occupancy
for building required it to be used for residential
purposes. Landlord counterclaimed for breach
of contract and breach of covenant of good
faith and fair dealing. The Supreme Court,
New York County, Paul Wooten, J., 2014
WL 10706774, granted summary judgment for
landlord. Tenant appealed.

[Holding:] The Supreme Court, Appellate
Division, Tom, J.P., held that fact issues
precluded summary judgment for landlord.

Reversed.

Procedural Posture(s): On Appeal; Motion
for Summary Judgment.

West Headnotes (4)

[1] Judgment Landlord and tenant
cases
Genuine issues of material fact
regarding whether certificate of
occupancy for leased building
could have been corrected to
allow for commercial uses and
whether landlord was willing
to have it corrected precluded
summary judgment for landlord on
tenant's claims for rescission of
lease on grounds of impossibility,
fraud, or misrepresentation and for
termination of lease on basis of
frustration of purpose, in tenant's
action against landlord arising out of
tenant's discovery that certificate of
occupancy for building required it to
be used for residential purposes.

1 Cases that cite this headnote

[2] Contracts Contracts subject to
rescission
There is no hard and fast rule
on the subject of rescission, for
the right usually depends on the
circumstances of the particular case.

[3] Contracts Fraud and
Misrepresentation
Contracts Intent to deceive
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Fraud sufficient to support rescission
requires only a misrepresentation
that induces a party to enter into a
contract resulting in some detriment;
proof of scienter is not necessary and
even an innocent misrepresentation
is sufficient for rescission.

1 Cases that cite this headnote

[4] Contracts Discharge by
Impossibility of Performance
In order to invoke the defense of
frustration of purpose, the frustrated
purpose must be so completely the
basis of the contract that, as both
parties understood, without it, the
transaction would have made little
sense.

2 Cases that cite this headnote

Attorneys and Law Firms

**7  Moulinos & Associates LLC, New York
(Peter Moulinos and Ian Henri of counsel), for
appellant.

Port & Sava, Lynbrook (George S. Sava of
counsel), for respondents.

PETER TOM, J.P. JOHN W. SWEENY,
JR. ROSALYN H. RICHTER SALLIE
MANZANET–DANIELS, JJ.

Opinion

TOM, J.P.

*81  Plaintiff, as tenant, and defendants,
as owner, entered into a commercial lease
agreement dated March 7, 2006 for second
floor space of a building located at 210 East
60th Street in Manhattan for a term of five
years and two months, commencing March
1, 2006, at a monthly rent of $4,000. Under
Paragraph 57(B), the lease stated that “Tenant
shall use and occupy the Demised Premises
for general offices of an executive recruiting
firm” and “no other **8  purpose.” Paragraph
57(A) provides that plaintiff was not permitted
to use the premises in any manner that “violates
the certificate of occupancy for the Demised
Premises, if any, or for the Building,” or that
violates any other laws or regulations.

Plaintiff asserts that in December 2007, it
discovered that the certificate of occupancy
(CO) for the building required that the leased
premises be used only for residential purposes.
Plaintiff further claims that, it requested
defendants to amend and correct the CO to
permit the demised premises to be used for
commercial purposes, but defendants refused
to comply. Plaintiff vacated the premises on
May 8, 2009 and commenced this action
asserting causes of action for rescission, a
declaratory judgment that the lease was invalid,
unenforceable and illegal, and breach of
contract.

Plaintiff's breach of contract claim was
dismissed by a prior order of the Supreme
Court. Thereafter, the parties moved and
cross-moved for summary judgment relating
to plaintiff's remaining causes of action,
and defendant's counterclaims for breach of
contract and breach of the covenant of good
faith and fair dealing.
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The court denied plaintiff's cross motion for
summary judgment on its causes of action
for rescission and for a declaratory judgment,
declared that the lease between the parties was
valid and enforceable, and granted defendants'
motion for summary *82  judgment dismissing
the complaint and granting them judgment on
their counterclaim for breach of contract.

[1]  Because there are issues of fact as to
whether plaintiff's cause of action for rescission
of the lease can be proved on the grounds of
impossibility, fraud or misrepresentation, and
also whether the lease should be terminated
based on frustration of purpose, defendants'
motion for summary judgment dismissing the
amended complaint should not have been
granted.

While there is case law holding that “[t]he
mere failure of a landlord to obtain a certificate
of occupancy before a commercial tenant's
date of occupancy does not, without more,
give the tenant the right to terminate the
lease” ( Progressive Image Gruppe v. 162
Charles St. Owners, 272 A.D.2d 66, 66, 707
N.Y.S.2d 98 [1st Dept.2000] ), those cases are
clearly distinguishable from the facts of this
case. Notably, Progressive cites to Jordache
Enters. v. Gettinger Assoc., 176 A.D.2d 616,
575 N.Y.S.2d 58 [1st Dept.1991], which in
turn relies on 56–70 58th St. Holding Corp.
v. Fedders–Quigan Corp., 5 N.Y.2d 557, 561,
186 N.Y.S.2d 583, 159 N.E.2d 150 [1959].
Significantly, both Jordache Enters. and 56–
70 58th St. deal with situations in which the
absence of a valid CO could be readily cured
by obtaining a corrected CO, whereas it is
unknown from this record whether the CO

could be corrected based on zoning or other
local ordinances or regulations to allow the
demised premises to be used for commercial
purposes, or whether defendants were willing
to have it corrected.

Further, in 56–70 58th St., “[t]he tenant knew,
when it signed the lease and immediately
entered into possession, that plans had to
be drawn and approved and the specified
alterations completed before a new certificate
would issue.” The tenant agreed but failed to
afford the landlord the opportunity to “exhaust
all remedies” to obtain a new certificate and
prematurely vacated the premises ( id. at
561–562, 186 N.Y.S.2d 583, 159 N.E.2d 150).
The Court of Appeals pointed out that a
conforming CO was issued within days after
tenant vacated the premises, and found that
the tenant breached the lease agreement. In the
present case, plaintiff was not aware that the
use intended by the lease as represented by
defendants was prohibited by **9  the CO or
that a new CO would have to be requested
and issued, and when requesting defendants to
assist in conforming the CO, plaintiff claims
defendants refused.

In any event, in Progressive, this Court, in
denying the tenant's motion for summary
judgment, also found, that there were issues of
fact “as to whether defendant made a specific
*83  representation concerning permitted uses
under the certificate of occupancy, and, if so,
whether plaintiff's alleged reliance thereon was
reasonable” ( 272 A.D.2d at 67, 707 N.Y.S.2d
98). According to the present complaint,
defendants advertised and conveyed to the
general public that the premises was suitable
for commercial use, and the executed lease
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indicated that only such use was permitted.
Plaintiff thus claimed it relied on defendants'
statements and representations concerning the
use of the premises. Plaintiff stated, in an
affidavit from Jack Kelly, plaintiff's founder
and President, that it had relied on defendants'
representation that the premises may be used as
an office, and that when it informed defendants
that the commercial use of the space was not
in conformity with the CO, defendants failed
to assist plaintiff's attempt to revise the CO.
In fact, at his deposition, Kelly explained that
although he confirmed with the Department
of Buildings (DOB) that the premises was
only to be used for residential purposes,
defendant Debra Zegelstein insisted that the
DOB had made a mistake and defendants
directed plaintiff to continue to occupy the
premises to conduct its business. Concluding
that further discussions with defendants would
be futile, and fearing that the space posed a
danger to its employees and clients, plaintiff
vacated the premises. Plaintiff argued that
under Reference Standard 9–2 of the New York
City Building Code, commercial office space
must be certified to withstand a live load of
50 pounds per square foot, while a residential
CO only requires the building to be certified
to withstand a live load of 40 pounds per
square foot. Plaintiff argued that this live load
deficiency put plaintiff's employees and guests
at risk and vacated the space within a matter of
months.

In support of defendants' motion for summary
judgment, defendant Elsa Zegelstein submitted
her affidavit stating that when Kelly
approached her about the CO, she “indicated
a desire to assist him” but Kelly was not
interested. Defendants also submitted Kelly's

deposition testimony wherein he stated that he
did not know whether the CO could be changed
with regard to the premises and that plaintiff
did not submit paperwork in order to change the
CO.

Paragraph 6 of the lease agreement provides:

“Tenant, at Tenant's sole
cost and expense, shall
promptly comply with all
present and future laws,
orders and regulations of
all state, federal, municipal
and local governments ...
which shall impose *84  any
violation, order or duty upon
Owner or Tenant with respect
to the demised premises,
whether or not arising out of
Tenant's use or manner of use
thereof, (including Tenant's
permitted use) ...”

However, notwithstanding Paragraph 6, there
are issues of fact as to whether plaintiff's
cause of action for rescission can be proved.
While the purpose of the lease was for the
space to be used as an office and plaintiff
is in fact prohibited from any other use, the
lease also prohibits plaintiff from using the
premises in violation of the CO, and the CO
itself prohibits commercial use of the space.
Therefore, plaintiff properly raises the excuse
of impossibility of performance as its ability
to perform under the lease was destroyed
by law (see 407 E. 61st Garage v. Savoy
Fifth Ave. **10  Corp., 23 N.Y.2d 275, 281,
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296 N.Y.S.2d 338, 244 N.E.2d 37 [1968] ).
Absent defendants' willingness to alter the CO
it was impossible for plaintiff to perform its
obligations under the lease, and the evidence
raises an issue of fact as to whether defendants
were willing to cooperate in this regard.

Nor should defendants be shielded by plaintiff's
obligation in the lease to obtain any necessary
licenses or permits for the premises under
Paragraph 57(D) of the lease. Indeed, that
obligation specifically excepts changes to the
CO, and defendants would certainly have to,
at a minimum, participate in changing the CO
(cf. Kosher Konvenience v. Ferguson Realty
Corp., 171 A.D.2d 650, 567 N.Y.S.2d 131 [2d
Dept.1991] [finding lease valid where language
used in the lease indicates that the parties
intended that the defect in the CO be corrected
and the premises legally occupied, and where
the lease specifically provided that the tenant
would procure a certificate of occupancy at its
own expense in the event one was required by
any governmental authority] ).

Moreover, as a matter of equity, defendants
should not be able to hide behind the “no
representations” clauses included in the lease
while at the same time having represented
to plaintiff that the premises are suitable for
commercial use, and in fact stating in the lease
that plaintiff's use of the space as an office
is “deemed to be a material inducement to
the Landlord to enter into this Lease” and
that tenant shall use the space for “no other
purpose.” The same paragraph provided that
the parties “agree ... that any use or occupancy
by Tenant of the Demised Premises for a
purpose not specifically set forth above shall
be deemed a material default by Tenant.”

Under this scenario, plaintiff was in “default”
immediately *85  upon the execution of the
lease since the stated commercial use was in
violation of the CO, an incongruous result.

[2]  [3]  Of course, “[t]here is no hard and
fast rule on the subject of rescission, for the
right usually depends on the circumstances of
the particular case” ( Callanan v. Keeseville,
Ausable Chasm & Lake Champlain R.R. Co.,
199 N.Y. 268, 284, 92 N.E. 747 [1910]
). Further, fraud sufficient to support the
rescission requires only a misrepresentation
that induces a party to enter into a
contract resulting in some detriment; proof
of scienter is not necessary and even
an innocent misrepresentation is sufficient
for rescission (see D'Angelo v. Hastings
Oldsmobile, 89 A.D.2d 785, 453 N.Y.S.2d
503 [4th Dept.1982], affd. 59 N.Y.2d 773,
464 N.Y.S.2d 724, 451 N.E.2d 471 [1983];
see also Seneca Wire & Mfg. Co. v. Leach
& Co., 247 N.Y. 1, 8, 159 N.E. 700 [1928]
). Accordingly, even assuming defendants
were truly unaware that the CO prohibited
commercial use of the premises and made an
innocent misrepresentation, rescission may be
appropriate (see e.g. New Talli Enters., Inc.
v. Van Gordon, 2003 N.Y. Slip Op. 51066(U)
[Civ.Ct., Richmond County 2003] [granting
rescission of a lease where, unbeknownst to the
parties, use of premises not permitted under the
CO, even though the lease included boilerplate
provision that the landlord had made no
promises or representations with respect to the
demised premises] ).

[4]  Finally, as an alternative consideration,
there is an issue of fact as to whether the
lease should be terminated on the ground of
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frustration of purpose. In order to invoke this
defense, “the frustrated purpose must be so
completely the basis of the contract that, as both
parties understood, without it, the transaction
would have made little sense” (see Crown IT
Servs., Inc. v. Koval–Olsen, 11 A.D.3d 263,
265, 782 N.Y.S.2d 708 [1st Dept.2004]; see
**11  also Restatement [Second] of Contracts,
§ 265, Comment a). Here, without the ability
to use the premises as an office, the transaction
would have made no sense, and the inability
to lawfully use the premises in that manner
combined with defendants' alleged failure
and refusal to correct the CO constitutes a
frustration of purpose entitling plaintiff to
terminate the lease (see Elkar Realty Corp.
v. Kamada, 6 A.D.2d 155, 175 N.Y.S.2d 669
[1st Dept.1958], lv. dismissed 5 N.Y.2d 844,
181 N.Y.S.2d 786, 155 N.E.2d 669 [1958]; see
also Two Catherine St. Mgt. Co. v. Yam Keung
Yeung, 153 A.D.2d 678, 544 N.Y.S.2d 676
[2d Dept.1989] [“Since the intended purpose
of the lease may have become impossible to
effectuate through no fault of the defendant
tenant, he may have been entitled to terminate
the lease”] ).

Accordingly, the order of the Supreme Court,
New York County (Paul Wooten, J.), entered
October 23, 2014, which, to *86  the extent

appealed from, denied plaintiff's cross motion
for summary judgment on its causes of action
for rescission and for a declaratory judgment,
declared that the lease between the parties is
valid and enforceable, and granted defendants'
motion for summary judgment dismissing the
amended complaint and for summary judgment
on their breach of contract counterclaim, should
be modified, on the law and the facts, to
vacate the declaration that the lease between
the parties is valid and enforceable, and to deny
defendants' motion for summary judgment
dismissing the amended complaint and for
summary judgment on their breach of contract
counterclaim, and otherwise affirmed, without
costs.

Order, Supreme Court, New York County
(Paul Wooten, J.), entered October 23, 2014,
modified, on the law and the facts, to vacate the
declaration and deny defendants' motion, and
otherwise affirmed, without costs.

All concur.

All Citations

140 A.D.3d 79, 33 N.Y.S.3d 7, 2016 N.Y. Slip
Op. 03820

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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467 F.Supp.3d 74
United States District

Court, W.D. New York.

Vernon JONES, et al., Petitioners,
v.

Chad WOLF, et al., Respondents.

20-CV-361
|

Signed 04/02/2020

Synopsis
Background: Civil immigration detainees
filed emergency petition for writ of habeas
corpus and moved for issuance of temporary
restraining order on theory that current
conditions of their confinement, during the
corona virus pandemic, violated their Fifth
Amendment right to due process given the
special threats to their health posed by the
virus given their age and/or underlying medical
conditions.

Holdings: The District Court, Lawrence J.
Vilardo, J., held that:

[1] movants demonstrated a likelihood of
success in showing that officials at facility,
in housing them in communal setting with
general population, were acting with deliberate
indifference to the serious risk to their health
posed by conditions of their confinement;

[2] movants satisfied burden of showing that
they would be irreparably harmed in the
absence of some sort of restraining order;

[3] both movants and the general public
would benefit from the issuance of temporary
restraining order to ameliorate the risks
posed by the current conditions of movants'
confinement; but

[4] movants were not entitled, at least at current
time, to an order directing their temporary
release from facility.

Motion granted in part and denied in part.

Procedural Posture(s): Motion for Temporary
Restraining Order (TRO).

West Headnotes (35)

[1] Injunction Nature of remedy in
general
Injunction Discretionary Nature
of Remedy
Preliminary injunction is an
equitable remedy, the issuance of
which is an act of discretion by court.

[2] Injunction Relation or
conversion to preliminary injunction
Same standard governs requests for
preliminary injunction and for a
temporary restraining order.
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[3] Injunction Grounds in general; 
 multiple factors
Plaintiff seeking a preliminary
injunction must establish that he is
likely to succeed on the merits, that
he is likely to suffer irreparable
harm in the absence of preliminary
injunctive relief, that the balance of
equities tips in his favor, and that
issuance of an injunction is in the
public interest.

1 Cases that cite this headnote

[4] Injunction Injunctions against
government entities in general
While plaintiff may be able to
obtain a preliminary injunction
without establishing that he is
likely to succeed on the merits,
by demonstrating sufficiently serious
questions going to the merits to
make them a fair ground for
litigation plus a balance of hardships
tipping decidedly in his favor, that
less rigorous standard cannot be
employed where the plaintiff seeks
to preliminarily enjoin governmental
action.

[5] Injunction Mandatory
injunctions;  restoration of status
quo
Injunction Clear, unequivocal
or existing right to relief
Injunction Substantial nature of
injury

Injunction Clear showing or
proof
Mandatory injunction, that is, an
injunction commanding a positive
act as opposed to one which merely
maintains the status quo, should
issue only upon a clear showing that
the moving party is entitled to the
relief requested, or when extreme or
very serious damage will result from
a denial of preliminary injunctive
relief.

1 Cases that cite this headnote

[6] Constitutional Law Restraint,
commitment, and detention
Constitutional
Law Imprisonment and
Incidents Thereof
Freedom from imprisonment, i.e.,
from government custody, detention,
or other forms of physical restraint,
lies at the heart of the liberty that the
Due Process Clause protects. U.S.
Const. Amend. 5.

1 Cases that cite this headnote

[7] Constitutional Law Persons and
Entities Protected
Constitutional Law Non-
citizens;  aliens
Due Process Clause protection
applies to all persons within the
United States, including aliens,
whether their presence there is
lawful, unlawful, temporary, or
permanent. U.S. Const. Amend. 5.
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[8] Constitutional Law Restraint,
commitment, and detention
Constitutional
Law Confinement and
conditions thereof
Constitutional
Law Imprisonment and
Incidents Thereof
Government detention violates the
Due Process Clause unless the
detention is ordered in a criminal
proceeding with adequate procedural
protections, or in certain special and
narrow nonpunitive circumstances,
where a special justification,
such as harm-threatening mental
illness, outweighs the individual's
constitutionally protected interest in
avoiding physical restraint. U.S.
Const. Amend. 5.

[9] Constitutional Law Custody or
restraint;  special relationship
When the State takes a person into its
custody and holds him there against
his will, due process imposes upon
it a corresponding duty to assume
some responsibility for his safety
and general well being. U.S. Const.
Amend. 5.

2 Cases that cite this headnote

[10] Sentencing and
Punishment Conditions of
Confinement
When the State, by affirmative
exercise of its power, so restrains an
individual's liberty that it renders him
unable to care for himself and at the
same time fails to provide for his
basic human needs, it transgresses
the substantive limits on state action
set by the Eighth Amendment. U.S.
Const. Amend. 8.

1 Cases that cite this headnote

[11] Prisons Care, Custody,
Confinement, and Control
Pretrial detainee's rights not to
be involuntarily restrained by the
government under circumstances
that fail to provide for his basic
human needs are at least as great as
the Eighth Amendment protections
available to a convicted prisoner.
U.S. Const. Amend. 8.

2 Cases that cite this headnote

[12] Constitutional Law Conditions
Constitutional Law Medical
treatment
To evaluate the merits of
pretrial detainee's due process
conditions-of-confinement claim or
denial-of-medical-care claim, courts
consider whether the complained-
of conditions or deprivation amount
to “punishment,” since a pretrial
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detainee, consistent with due process
of law, may not be punished prior to
an adjudication of guilt. U.S. Const.
Amend. 5.

2 Cases that cite this headnote

[13] Constitutional Law Medical
treatment
Complained-of condition of
pretrial detainee's confinement or
deprivation of medical care amounts
to “punishment” that is imposed in
violation of pretrial detainee's due
process rights if: (1) the disability is
imposed for purpose of punishment,
that is, there is an expressed intent
to punish on part of detention facility
officials; (2) no alternative purpose
to which the condition or deprivation
may rationally be connected is
assignable to it; or (3) the condition
or deprivation is excessive in relation
to the alternative purpose assigned to
it. U.S. Const. Amend. 5.

1 Cases that cite this headnote

[14] Constitutional Law Status,
rights, and disabilities in general
Nature of protection that is provided
to a noncitizen under the Due Process
Clause may vary depending upon the
noncitizen's status and circumstance.
U.S. Const. Amend. 5.

[15] Constitutional Law Restraint,
commitment, and detention

Civil detainee may establish that
he is subjected to “excessive”
conditions of confinement, of kind
that violate his due process rights,
only by making a two-pronged
showing: (1) an objective showing
that the challenged conditions are
sufficiently serious to constitute
objective deprivations of right to
due process, and (2) a subjective
showing that officials act with at least
deliberate indifference to challenged
conditions, that is, that officials
act intentionally to impose the
challenged conditions, or recklessly
fail to act with reasonable care
to mitigate the risk which the
conditions pose, even though the
officials know, or should know, that
the conditions pose an excessive
risk to health or safety. U.S. Const.
Amend. 5.

[16] Constitutional Law Restraint,
commitment, and detention
To establish that challenged
conditions of confinement are
sufficiently serious to constitute
objective deprivations of his right
to due process, detainee must
show that the conditions, either
alone or in combination, pose an
unreasonable risk of serious damage
to his health, which includes the
risk of serious damage to physical
and mental soundness; there is no
static test to determine whether a
deprivation is sufficiently serious,
but rather, conditions themselves
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must be evaluated in light of
contemporary standards of decency.
U.S. Const. Amend. 5.

[17] Constitutional Law Restraint,
commitment, and detention
Any analysis of whether challenged
conditions of detainee's confinement
are sufficiently serious to constitute
objective deprivations of his right to
due process must consider both the
duration and severity of detainee's
experience in being exposed to
unsanitary conditions. U.S. Const.
Amend. 5.

1 Cases that cite this headnote

[18] Constitutional Law Restraint,
commitment, and detention
While seriousness of the harms
suffered by detainee as result of
conditions of his confinement may
shed light on the severity of an
exposure, serious injury is not a
necessary element of a due process
claim based on an “unconstitutional
conditions” theory. U.S. Const.
Amend. 5.

[19] Constitutional Law Restraint,
commitment, and detention
Civil detainee may show that his
detention amounts to punishment
and therefore violates the Due
Process Clause by demonstrating
that officials are acting with

deliberate indifference to his serious
medical needs; that is true
whether the deliberate indifference is
manifested by medical professionals
in their response to a detainee's
needs, or by officials who
intentionally deny or delay access to
medical care or intentionally deny
or delay access to treatment once
prescribed. U.S. Const. Amend. 5.

4 Cases that cite this headnote

[20] Constitutional Law Restraint,
commitment, and detention
Civil detainee may establish a
deprivation of medical care in
violation of his due process rights
by showing (1) that he has an
objectively serious medical need,
and (2) that the defendants have
acted with deliberate indifference to
such needs. U.S. Const. Amend. 5.

7 Cases that cite this headnote

[21] Constitutional Law Restraint,
commitment, and detention
Objective, serious-medical-needs
prong of test for whether a civil
detainee has been deprived of
medical care in violation of his
due process rights contemplates a
condition of urgency, such as one that
may produce death, degeneration, or
extreme pain. U.S. Const. Amend. 5.
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[22] Constitutional Law Restraint,
commitment, and detention
In deciding whether a medical
need is sufficiently serious to be
cognizable as a basis for a due
process claim by civil detainee for
deprivation of medical care, courts
consider factors such as whether a
reasonable doctor or patient would
find the injury to be important
and worthy of treatment, whether
the medical condition significantly
affects the detainee's daily activities,
and whether the illness or injury
inflicts chronic and substantial pain.
U.S. Const. Amend. 5.

1 Cases that cite this headnote

[23] Constitutional Law Restraint,
commitment, and detention
Civil detainee asserting a due process
claim for deliberate indifference
to his medical needs can allege
either that defendants knew that
failing to provide the complained
of medical treatment would pose
substantial risk to his health, or
that defendants should have known
that failing to provide the omitted
medical treatment would pose a
substantial risk to his health. U.S.
Const. Amend. 5.

3 Cases that cite this headnote

[24] Civil Rights Presumptions,
Inferences, and Burdens of Proof

Constitutional Law Questions
of law or fact
Whether government official knew
or should have known of substantial
risk of harm to civil detainee
from denial of medical care, as
required for a denial of such
care to rise to the level of due
process violation, is question of
fact subject to demonstration in
the usual ways, including inference
from circumstantial evidence, and
factfinder may conclude that official
knew of a substantial risk from the
very fact that the risk was obvious.
U.S. Const. Amend. 5.

[25] Aliens, Immigration, and
Citizenship Judicial Review or
Intervention
While movants, civil immigration
detainees of advanced age or
with serious underlying medical
conditions, who were seeking a
temporary restraining order to
compel their temporary release from
federal detention facilities where
they were housed based upon
threat to their health posed by
corona virus pandemic, failed to
demonstrate that they had requisite
likelihood of success on the merits
in demonstrating that officials at
the detention facility would not
provide them with adequate care if
they contracted COVID-19, they did
demonstrate a likelihood of success
in showing that officials at facility,
in housing them in communal setting
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with general population, with whom
they ate together, shared rest rooms,
and were housed in dorm-style
housing, were acting with deliberate
indifference to the serious risk to
their health posed by conditions of
their confinement.

1 Cases that cite this headnote

[26] Evidence Facts relating to
human life, health, habits, and acts
On motion filed by civil immigration
detainees of advanced age or with
serious underlying health conditions,
for temporary restraining order
to compel their temporary release
from federal detention facilities
where they were housed based
on threat to their health posed
by the corona virus pandemic,
district court could take judicial
notice of the fact that, for people
of advanced age, with underlying
health problems, or both, COVID-19
caused severe medical conditions
and had increased lethality. Fed. R.
Evid. 201.

23 Cases that cite this headnote

[27] Injunction Irreparable harm
Showing of irreparable harm is
perhaps the single most important
prerequisite for the issuance of
temporary restraining order.

[28] Injunction Irreparable harm

Injunction Availability or
Adequacy of Other Remedies
Under “irreparable harm” prong of
the four-pronged test that movants
must satisfy in order to obtain a
temporary restraining order (TRO),
movants seeking a TRO must show
that, on the facts of case and in
the absence of a TRO, they will
suffer a harm that cannot be remedied
after a final adjudication, whether
by damages or by a permanent
injunction.

[29] Injunction Irreparable harm
To constitute “irreparable harm” of
kind required for issuance of a
temporary restraining order, alleged
harm, in addition to not being
remediable after a final adjudication,
must also be neither remote nor
speculative, but actual and imminent.

[30] Civil Rights Preliminary
Injunction
Movants, civil immigration
detainees of advanced age or
with serious underlying medical
conditions, who were seeking a
temporary restraining order to
compel their temporary release from
federal detention facilities where
they were housed based upon threat
to their health posed by the corona
virus pandemic, satisfied burden
of showing that they would be
irreparably harmed in the absence
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of some sort of restraining order,
based not only on their likelihood
of success in demonstrating a
due process violation based on
conditions of their confinement, but
based on imminent threat to their to
their health and their lives posed by
the communal conditions in which
they were forced to live during the
pandemic. U.S. Const. Amend. 5.

1 Cases that cite this headnote

[31] Civil Rights Preliminary
Injunction
Alleged violation of constitutional
right triggers a finding of
“irreparable harm,” of kind required
for issuance of a temporary
restraining order, without need for
any further showing of harm.

[32] Injunction Irreparable harm
“Irreparable harm” exists, of kind
required for issuance of a temporary
restraining order. where movants
face imminent risk to their health,
safety, and lives.

2 Cases that cite this headnote

[33] Injunction Injunctions against
government entities in general
When government is the opposing
party, the final two factors
in “temporary restraining order”
analysis, i.e., the balance of the

equities and the public interest,
merge.

[34] Aliens, Immigration, and
Citizenship Judicial Review or
Intervention
Both the movants, civil immigration
detainees of advanced age or
with serious underlying medical
conditions, and the general public
would benefit from the issuance
of temporary restraining order to
ameliorate the risks that the current
conditions of detainees' confinement,
in communal setting with the general
population of detention facility in
which they were housed, caused
them to contract the corona virus and
thereby exposed them to increased
risk of significant adverse health
consequences based on their age and/
or underlying medical conditions.

23 Cases that cite this headnote

[35] Civil Rights Preliminary
Injunction
While movants, civil immigration
detainees of advanced age or
with serious underlying medical
conditions, who were currently
living in communal setting with
general population of federal
detention facility where they were
housed during the corona virus
pandemic, satisfied their burden
of demonstrating that they were
entitled to temporary restraining
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order to address the injury to
their due process rights posed
by the current conditions of their
confinement, an order directing
their temporary release from facility
was not appropriate remedy, at
least not currently, where facility
was only at roughly half of its
capacity, and it appeared plausible
that movants could be separated
out from general population and
provided with housing that would
allow them to socially distance,
with limited interaction with other
detainees and staff, who could be
screened for fevers and provided
with masks to wear when contact was
necessary. U.S. Const. Amend. 5.

4 Cases that cite this headnote

Attorneys and Law Firms

*79  Joseph David Moravec, John H. Peng,
Prisoners' Legal Services of New York, Albany,
NY, Grace Ellen Zaiman, Journeys End
Refugee Services, Rochester, NY, Nicholas
John Phillips, Prisoners' Legal Services of New
York, Robert F. Graziano, The Law Office
of Robert F. Graziano, Buffalo, NY, Siana
McLean, Muscato & Shatkin, LLP, Niagara
Falls, NY, for Petitioners.

Adam A. Khalil, U.S. Attorney's Office,
Rochester, NY, United States Attorney's Office,
Western District of New York, for Respondents.

DECISION & ORDER

LAWRENCE J. VILARDO, UNITED
STATES DISTRICT JUDGE

**1  On March 25, 2020, the petitioners,
civil immigration detainees held in the custody
of the Department of Homeland Security,
Immigration and Customs Enforcement
(“ICE”) at the Buffalo Federal Detention
Facility in Batavia, New York (“BFDF”), filed
an “Emergency Petition for Writ of Habeas
Corpus Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2241 and
Complaint for Injunctive Relief.” Docket Item
1. The following day, the petitioners filed
a motion for a temporary restraining order
(“TRO”). See Docket Item 8. The petitioners
allege that their continued civil detention
in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic
violates their substantive rights under the Due
Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment to
the United States Constitution, and they seek
their immediate release from ICE custody. *80
Docket Item 1 at 23-24. Each petitioner is
“either over the age of fifty and/or [has] a
serious underlying medical condition, making
[him] more vulnerable to complications arising
from COVID-19.” Id. at 4. On March 31, 2020,
this Court held oral argument on the TRO. See
Docket Item 43.

For the reasons that follow, the Court
GRANTS IN PART and DENIES IN PART
the petitioners’ motion for a TRO. More
specifically, the Court finds that holding the
petitioners in the current conditions at the
BFDF during the COVID-19 epidemic violates
their substantive Due Process rights. Immediate
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release, however, is not the appropriate remedy
—at least at this juncture. The Due Process
violation stems from failing to take the steps
recommended by public health officials to
protect high-risk individuals from contracting
COVID-19. Thus, as explained in more detail
below, the respondents shall submit a
detailed plan to the Court by 5:00 p.m. on
April 3, 2020, demonstrating how they will
provide those petitioners who are vulnerable
individuals, as defined by the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (“CDC”),
with a living situation that facilitates “social
distancing.” No later than 9:00 a.m. on April
6, 2020, the respondents shall report to the
Court as to whether any or all of the steps
outlined in the plan have been taken and, if so,
which ones. They also shall identify for which
petitioners the measures have been taken and
provide a brief explanation why any petitioner
does not meet the CDC's high-risk criteria.

BACKGROUND

The petitioners are twenty-two 1  civil
immigration detainees, 2  currently held in the
custody of ICE at the BFDF. Docket Item
1. Each petitioner is “either over the age of
fifty and/or [has] a serious underlying medical
condition, making [him] more vulnerable to
complications arising from COVID-19,” a
novel coronavirus that has created a global
pandemic. Id. at 4. In less than four months,
951,901 people have been diagnosed with the
disease. See Coronavirus Resource Center,
Johns Hopkins Univ. & Med. (Apr. 2, 2020,
6:31 AM), https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/. 48,283
have died. Id.

**2  Most of the petitioners allege that
they suffer from one or more of the
following “medical conditions that influence
higher risks of severe illness or death
from COVID-19”: “lung disease, including
moderate to severe asthma; heart disease;
immunodeficiency, including cancer; diabetes;
and severe obesity.” Docket Item 1 at 2. The
petitioners’ medical expert, Joe Goldenson,
M.D., classifies such petitioners as being “at
grave risk of developing serious complications
or dying if [they] contract[ ] COVID-19.”
Docket Item 14 at 4-7 (“Goldenson Decl.
II”). The remaining petitioners allege that they
are at a “higher risk” because of their age
or other serious medical conditions. Docket
Item 1 at 2. Dr. Goldenson classifies these
petitioners as being “at increased risk of
developing serious complications or dying if
[they] contract[ ] COVID-19.” Docket Item 14
at 3, 5 (Goldenson Decl. II).

Medical professionals, including professionals
employed by the United States government,
are advising individuals vulnerable to serious
complications from COVID-19 to self-isolate
in order to reduce their risk of exposure—
a measure the petitioners *81  allege is not
possible in the congregate settings in which
they currently are housed at BFDF. See Section
(I)(B), infra. The petitioners have not pointed
to any confirmed cases at BFDF but highlight
that there are at least two confirmed cases at
the Wende Correctional Facility, through which
all persons transferring from a New York State
prison into ICE custody at BFDF are processed.
Docket Item 1 at 4.
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LEGAL STANDARD

[1]  [2]  [3]  [4]  [5] “A preliminary
injunction is an equitable remedy and an
act of discretion by the court.” Am. Civil
Liberties Union v. Clapper, 804 F.3d 617, 622
(2d Cir. 2015). The same standard governs
consideration of an application for a TRO.
Andino v. Fischer, 555 F. Supp. 2d 418,
419 (S.D.N.Y. 2008). “A plaintiff seeking a
preliminary injunction must establish that he is
likely to succeed on the merits, that he is likely
to suffer irreparable harm in the absence of
preliminary relief, that the balance of equities
tips in his favor, and that an injunction is in
the public interest.” Trump v. Deutsche Bank
AG, 943 F.3d 627, 640 (2d Cir.), cert. granted,
––– U.S. ––––, 140 S. Ct. 660, 205 L.Ed.2d 418
(2019) (quoting Winter v. Natural Resources
Defense Council, Inc., 555 U.S. 7, 20, 129 S.Ct.
365, 172 L.Ed.2d 249 (2008)). 3  Moreover, the
Second Circuit has instructed that a mandatory
injunction—that is, an injunction commanding
a positive act, as opposed to one that merely
maintains the status quo—“should issue ‘only
upon a clear showing that the moving party
is entitled to the relief requested, or where
extreme or very serious damage will result from
a denial of preliminary relief.’ ” Tom Doherty
Assocs., Inc. v. Saban Entm't, Inc., 60 F.3d 27,
34 (2d Cir. 1995) (quoting Abdul Wali v.
Coughlin, 754 F.2d 1015, 1025 (2d Cir. 1985)).

DISCUSSION

I. LIKELIHOOD OF SUCCESS

[6]  [7] The petitioners allege that their
continued detention during the COVID-19
pandemic violates their substantive rights
under the Due Process Clause of the Fifth
Amendment to the United States Constitution.
See Docket Item 1. The Due Process
Clause prohibits the federal government from
depriving any “person ... of ... liberty
without due process of law.” U.S. Const.
amend. V. “Freedom from imprisonment—
from government custody, detention, or other
forms of physical restraint—lies at the heart of
the liberty that Clause protects.” Zadvydas
v. Davis, 533 U.S. 678, 690, 121 S.Ct. 2491,
150 L.Ed.2d 653 (2001). The protection applies
to “all ‘persons’ within the United States,
including aliens, whether their presence here
is lawful, unlawful, temporary, or permanent.”

Id. at 693, 121 S.Ct. 2491.

**3  [8] “[G]overnment detention violates
the Due Process Clause unless the detention
is ordered in a criminal proceeding with
adequate procedural protections, or, in certain
special and narrow nonpunitive circumstances,
where a special justification, such as harm-
threatening mental illness, outweighs the
individual's constitutionally protected interest
in avoiding *82  physical restraint.” Id.
(citations omitted) (alteration in original); see
also United States v. Haymond, ––– U.S.
––––, 139 S. Ct. 2369, 2373, 204 L.Ed.2d
897 (2019) (explaining that, other than those
unique, special, and narrow circumstances,
“[o]nly a jury, acting on proof beyond
a reasonable doubt, may take a person's
liberty”—a “promise [that] stands as one of
the Constitution's most vital protections against
arbitrary government”); United States v.
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Salerno, 481 U.S. 739, 755, 107 S.Ct. 2095, 95
L.Ed.2d 697 (1987) (“In our society liberty is
the norm, and detention prior to trial or without
trial is the carefully limited exception.”).

A. Substantive Due Process Violation:
Deliberate Indifference

[9]  [10]  [11] The petitioners’ claim is
best understood as an amalgam of two
theories of substantive Due Process violations:
unconstitutional conditions of confinement
and deliberate indifference to serious medical
needs. 4  Both theories derive from the same
principle:

[W]hen the State takes
a person into its custody
and holds him there
against his will, the
Constitution imposes upon
it a corresponding duty to
assume some responsibility
for his safety and general
well being.... The rationale
for this principle is simple
enough: when the State by
the affirmative exercise of
its power so restrains an
individual's liberty that it
renders him unable to care
for himself, and at the same
time fails to provide for
his basic human needs—e.g.,
food, clothing, shelter,
medical care, and reasonable
safety—it transgresses the
substantive limits on state

action set by the Eighth
Amendment ....

Helling v. McKinney, 509 U.S. 25, 32, 113
S.Ct. 2475, 125 L.Ed.2d 22 (1993) (alterations
in original) (quoting DeShaney v. Winnebago
Cty. Dept. of Soc. Svcs., 489 U.S. 189,
199-200, 109 S.Ct. 998, 103 L.Ed.2d 249
(1989)). This rationale applies here because a
detainee's rights are “at least as great as the
Eighth Amendment protections available to a
convicted prisoner.” See City of Revere, 463
U.S. 239, 244, 103 S.Ct. 2979, 77 L.Ed.2d 605
(1983).

[12] To evaluate the merits of either a
conditions-of-confinement or a denial-of-
medical-care claim, courts consider whether
the complained-of conditions or deprivation
“amount to punishment.” Bell v. Wolfish, 441
U.S. 520, 535, 99 S.Ct. 1861, 60 L.Ed.2d 447
(1979). 5  That is so because “a detainee may
not be punished prior to an adjudication of
guilt in accordance with due process of law.”

Id. at 535, 99 S.Ct. 1861; see also Darnell
v. Pineiro, 849 F.3d 17, 29 (2d Cir. 2017)
(“A pretrial detainee's claims are evaluated
under the Due Process Clause because[ ]
pretrial detainees have not been convicted of
a crime and thus may not be punished in
any manner—neither cruelly and unusually nor
otherwise.” (citations omitted)).

[13] A complained-of condition or deprivation
amounts to punishment if: (a) *83  “the
disability is imposed for the purpose of
punishment”—that is, there is “an expressed
intent to punish on the part of detention facility
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officials”; (b) no “alternative purpose to which
[the condition or deprivation] may rationally
be connected is assignable for it”; or (c)
the condition or deprivation is “excessive in
relation to the alternative purpose assigned [to
it].” See Bell, 441 U.S. at 538, 99 S.Ct.
1861 (third and fourth quoting Kennedy v.
Mendoza-Martinez, 372 U.S. 144, 168-169, 83
S.Ct. 554, 9 L.Ed.2d 644 (1963)).

**4  [14] The petitioners here do not advance
the first theory. Nor do they advance
the second, and wisely so. There is no
dispute that an individual's unlawful presence
in this country is a “special justification”
that in many circumstances outweighs the
individual's interest in avoiding restraint. See

Zadvydas, 533 U.S. at 690, 121 S.Ct.
2491 (recognizing the government's interests
in detaining noncitizens to “ensur[e] the
appearance of aliens at future immigration
proceedings” and to “prevent[ ] danger to
the community” (citations omitted)); see also

Demore v. Kim, 538 U.S. 510, 528, 123 S.Ct.
1708, 155 L.Ed.2d 724 (2003) (“[D]etention
of deportable criminal aliens pending their
removal proceedings ... necessarily serves the
purpose of preventing deportable criminal
aliens from fleeing prior to or during their
removal proceedings, thus increasing the
chance that, if ordered removed, the aliens
will be successfully removed.” (alterations
omitted)). 6

The central dispute is therefore whether the
petitioners’ detention at the BFDF under
current conditions during the COVID-19 *84
pandemic is “excessive” in relation to the

government's legitimate interests in keeping
them detained.

1. Unsanitary Conditions of Confinement

**5  [15] A civil detainee may establish that
he is subject to “excessive” and therefore
unconstitutional conditions of confinement by
showing that “officers acted with deliberate
indifference to the challenged conditions.”

Darnell, 849 F.3d at 29 (2d Cir. 2017)
(citation omitted). That showing requires
the detainee to “satisfy two prongs”: (1)
an “objective prong showing that the
challenged conditions were sufficiently serious
to constitute objective deprivations of the right
to due process,” and (2) a “subjective” or “mens
rea prong ... showing that the officer acted with
at least deliberate indifference to the challenged
conditions”—that is, that the official “acted
intentionally to impose the alleged condition,
or recklessly failed to act with reasonable care
to mitigate the risk that the condition posed ...
even though the [official] knew, or should have
known, that the condition posed an excessive
risk to health or safety.” Id. at 29, 35.

[16]  [17]  [18] With respect to the first
prong, “to establish an objective deprivation,
the inmate must show that the conditions,
either alone or in combination, pose an
unreasonable risk of serious damage to his
health, which includes the risk of serious
damage to physical and mental soundness.”

Id. at 30 (citations omitted). “There is no
static test to determine whether a deprivation
is sufficiently serious; instead, the conditions
themselves must be evaluated in light of
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contemporary standards of
decency."

EId. complain[ed] of to be so grave that it violate[d]

(citations omitted). For example, in the context contempora[neous] standards of decency to

of the Eighth Amendment, the Second Circuit expose anyone unwillingly to such a risk"-

has explained that "whether exposure to that is, the plaintiff would need to produce

[a specific condition] is cruel and unusual "more than a scientific and statistical inquiry

depends on both the duration and the severity
into the seriousness of the potential harm and

of the
exposure."

EWilley v. Kirkpatrick, 801 the likelihood [of)
injury."

EId. at 35, 36, 113

F.3d 51, 68 (2d Cir. 2015). "The severity
S.Ct. 2475 (emphasis in original).

of an exposure may be less quantifiable

than its duration, but its qualitative offense In so holding, the Court rejected the

to a prisoner's dignity should be given due
defendants'

argument that the plaintiff s claim

was not cognizable because he had not allegedconsideration."
EId. "[A]ny analysis must

any present harm, explaining: *85 "We have
consider both the duration and the severity .

, great difficulty agreeing that prison authonties
of an inmate s experience of being exposed .

may not be deliberately mdifferent to an
to unsanitary conditions

"
EId. "[A]lthough

inmate's current health problems but may
the seriousness of the harms suffered ... may ignore a condition of confinement that is sure
shed light on the severity of an exposure, or very likely to cause serious illness and
serious injury is unequivocally not a necessary needless suffering the next week or month or
element of an [unconstitutional conditions] year."

EId. at 33, 113 S.Ct. 2475. The Court
claim."

EId. (citations omitted).
noted several other examples of circumstances

where inmates might obtain an
"injunction"

to

In E Helling, the Supreme Court held that a remedy a "plainly ... unsafe, life-threatening

prisoner could state a cognizable claim under condition in their
prison"

even though "nothing

the Eighth Amendment where he alleged that
yet had happened to

them."
EId. One such

officials had, "with deliberate indifference, circumstance was "exposure of inmates to a
exposed him to levels of [environmental

serious, communicable disease [even if the]
tobacco smoke] that pose[d] an unreasonable

inmate shows no serious current
symptoms."

risk of serious damage to his future
health."

EId. In short, the Court found that "a remedy
E509 U.S. at 35, 113 S.Ct. 2475. To succeed on

for unsafe conditions need not await a tragic
the subjective prong, the plaintiff would need ,, .

event. EId.
to show that "the prison

authorities'
current

attitudes and
conduct"

evinced deliberate

indifference. EId. at 36, 113 S.Ct. 2475.

To succeed on the objective prong, the 2. Serious Medical Needs

Court explained, the plaintiff would need

to show both that "he himself [was] being
**6 [19] [20] A civil detainee also may show

exposed to unreasonably high levels of
that his detention "amounts to

punishment"

[environmental tobacco
smoke]"

and that
and therefore violates the Due Process Clause

"society consider[ed] the risk that the prisoner by demonstrating that officials are acting with
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deliberate indifference to his serious medical
needs. “That is true whether the deliberate
indifference is manifested by prison doctors
in their response to the prisoner's needs, or
by prison guards who intentionally deny or
delay access to medical care or intentionally
deny or delay access to the treatment once
prescribed.” Charles v. Orange Cty., 925
F.3d 73, 85 (2d Cir. 2019). A civil detainee
may establish an unconstitutional deprivation
of medical care by showing “(1) that [he
has] a serious medical need ..., and (2) that
the [d]efendants [have] acted with deliberate
indifference to such needs.” Id. at 86 (citation
omitted).

[21]  [22] The “objective,” serious-medical-
needs prong “contemplates a condition of
urgency such as one that may produce death,
degeneration, or extreme pain.” Id. (citation
omitted). “In determining whether a medical
need is sufficiently serious to be cognizable
as a basis for a constitutional claim for
deprivation of medical care, [courts] consider
factors such as whether a reasonable doctor
or patient would find the injury important
and worthy of treatment, whether the medical
condition significantly affects an individual's
daily activities, and whether the illness or injury
inflicts chronic and substantial pain.” Id.
(citation omitted).

[23]  [24] The “mens rea,” deliberate-
indifference prong mirrors the standard
discussed above in the context of a conditions-
of-confinement claim. See id. at 86-87. “[A]
detainee asserting a [Due Process] claim for
deliberate indifference to his medical needs
can allege either that the defendants knew that

failing to provide the complained of medical
treatment would pose a substantial risk to his
health or that the defendants should have known
that failing to provide the omitted medical
treatment would pose a substantial risk to the
detainee's health.” Id. at 87 (emphasis in
original). “Whether the state knew or should
have known of the substantial risk of harm
to the detainee is a question of fact subject
to demonstration in the usual ways, including
inference from circumstantial evidence.” Id.
(citations omitted). “A factfinder may conclude
that a prison official knew of a substantial risk
from the very fact that the risk was obvious.”

Id. (quoting Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S.
825, 842, 114 S.Ct. 1970, 128 L.Ed.2d 811
(1994)).

B. Application

1. Objective: Unsanitary Conditions
and/or Serious Medical Needs

[25] The petitioners make two separate
(though related) arguments. The first is that
the conditions at BFDF subject them to a
heightened risk of contracting COVID-19.
They argue that this heightened risk—together
with the high death rates among those over
a certain age or with underlying conditions
like theirs who *86  contract COVID-19,
even if they receive treatment—amounts to
an unreasonably high risk of serious injury
or death. The second is that if they contract
COVID-19, they will not receive adequate care
at or through BFDF.

This Court is unpersuaded by the second
argument. The petitioners have not presented
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any evidence that BFDF could not provide
them with adequate care, including by
transporting them to local hospitals. The point
of reference must be what someone would
receive were he or she not in state custody.
And the petitioners have not persuaded the
Court that BFDF could not provide, or would
deny them, such care. The respondents, on
the other hand, have shown that they are
providing detainees with 24/7 access to medical
professionals, see Docket Item 42-4 at 2
(Declaration of Jeffrey Searls, administrator of
BFDF (“Searls Decl.”)), and have represented
that if a detainee is infected, he or she
would be kept in isolation and immediately
hospitalized if necessary, see Docket 42-1 at
3 (Declaration of Captain Abelardo Montalvo,
M.D. (“Montalvo Decl.”)).

**7  So the question is whether the petitioners’
first argument has any teeth. In other words,
is the expected risk to the petitioners’ health
and safety from COVID-19 so high that the
respondents cannot, as a constitutional matter,
force the petitioners to live in conditions
that pose a heightened risk of contracting
the disease? If so, does their current living
situation heighten the risk of contraction? In
Due Process language: Does forcing high-
risk detainees to live in a congregate setting
during the COVID-19 pandemic pose a risk
that “society considers ... so grave that it
violates contemporary standards of decency to
expose anyone unwillingly to such a risk”?
See Helling, 509 U.S. at 36, 113 S.Ct. 2475
(emphasis in original). If so, are the efforts the
respondents have taken to ameliorate that risk
of contraction sufficient?

This Court is trained in the law, not medicine.
The best it can do in this situation is turn to
the experts. And the guidance from experts,
including many government experts, is that the
health risks posed by COVID-19 to individuals
over a certain age or with certain underlying
medical conditions are indeed grave.

a. Health and Safety Risks
Posed by COVID-19

First, COVID-19 poses a grave risk for those
over 65 or with certain underlying health
conditions. According to one of the petitioners’
medical experts, Robert B. Greifinger, M.D.,
“COVID-19 is a serious disease, ranging from
no symptoms or mild ones for people at
low risk, to respiratory failure and death
in older patients and patients with chronic
underlying conditions.” Docket Item 3 at 1-2
(“Greifinger Decl.”); see also Docket Item 4
at 2 (“Goldenson Decl. I”); Docket Item 7
at 2 (declaration of Jonathan Louis Golob,
M.D., Ph.D. (“Golob Decl.”)). There is no
vaccine to prevent COVID-19, nor is there
a known cure or anti-viral treatment at this
time. Docket Item 7 at 2 (Golob Decl.).
Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases,
estimated on March 31, 2020, that between
100,000 and 240,000 will die of COVID-19.
Michael D. Shear et al., Coronavirus May
Kill 100,000 to 240,000 in U.S. Despite
Actions, Officials Say, N.Y. Times, Mar. 31,
2020, https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/31/
us/politics/coronavirus-death-toll-united-
states.html.
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The CDC has concluded that “[p]eople aged
65 years and older” might be at higher risk
for severe illness from COVID-19. See People
who are at higher risk for severe illness, Ctrs.
for Disease Control and Prevention (March 31,
2020), https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/need-extra-precautions/people-at-higher-
risk.html?CDC_AA_refVal=https% 3A% 2F
% *87  2Fwww.cdc.gov% 2Fcoronavirus%
2F2019-ncov% 2Fspecific-groups% 2Fhigh-
risk-complications.html; see also Docket Item
3 at 1-2 (Greifinger Decl.) (“[T]he risk of
serious disease and death among those with
COVID-19 increases with age, with 78% of
reported deaths occurring in people over the
age of 65. More than 50% of COVID-19
related intensive care admissions and more
80% of COVID-19 deaths were among people
65 years old or older.”); cf. Docket Item 4 at
2 (Goldenson Decl. I) (“Older individuals ...
are at greater risk of becoming seriously ill
or dying from the illness. (It is well-accepted
within the medical community that, due to
the burden of chronic illnesses and unhealthy
lifestyle choices of many of many those
housed in correctional facilities, incarcerated
individuals over the age of 50 years old are
considered to be elderly.)”); Docket Item 5 at
1 (Declaration of Marc F. Stern, M.D. (“Stern
Decl.”)) (“Vulnerable people include people
over the age of 50.”); Docket Item 7 at 1 (Golob
Decl.) (“People over the age of fifty are at
higher risk, with those over 70 at serious risk.”).

**8  The CDC also has advised that
“[o]ther high-risk conditions could include:
[p]eople with chronic lung disease or
moderate to severe asthma[; p]eople who
have serious heart conditions[; p]eople who
are immunocompromised ... [; p]eople of

any age with severe obesity (body mass
index [BMI] of 40 or higher)[; p]eople with
diabetes[; p]eople with chronic kidney disease
undergoing dialysis[; or p]eople with liver
disease.” See People who are at higher risk
for severe illness, supra; see also Docket Item
4 at 2 (Goldenson Decl. I) (“[T]hose with
serious chronic medical conditions, such as
heart disease, diabetes and lung disease, are
at greater risk of becoming seriously ill or
dying from the illness.”); Docket Item 5 at 1
(Stern Decl.) (“The effects of COVID-19 are
very serious, especially for people who are
most vulnerable[,] ... includ[ing] people ... of
any age with underlying health problems such
as—but not limited to—weakened immune
systems, hypertension, diabetes, blood, lung,
kidney, heart, and liver disease, and possibly
pregnancy.”).

The CDC recently released an analysis of 7,162
cases of COVID-19 in the United States for
which data on the patient's underlying health
was available. CDC COVID-19 Response
Team, Preliminary Estimates of the Prevalence
of Selected Underlying Health Conditions
Among Patients with Coronavirus Disease
2019—United States, February 12–March
28, 2020, Morbidity and Mortality Weekly
Report, at 1-2 (Mar. 31, 2020), http://
dx.doi.org/10.15585/mmwr.mm6913e2. 78%
of those admitted to the intensive care unit had
at least one pre-existing condition, including
diabetes, lung disease, cardiovascular disease,
renal disease, or an otherwise compromised
immune system. Id.

[26] This Court therefore “takes judicial
notice that, for people of advanced age,
with underlying health problems, or both,
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COVID-19 causes severe medical conditions
and has increased lethality.” Basank v.
Decker, 449 F.Supp.3d 205, 211 (S.D.N.Y.
Mar. 26, 2020) (citing Fed. R. Evid. 201(b))
(additional citations omitted). Numerous
Courts, including several in this circuit, have
reached similar conclusions. See Coronel v.
Decker, 449 F.Supp.3d 274, 283–84 (S.D.N.Y.
Mar. 27, 2020); Hernandez v. Decker, 2020
WL 1547459, at *3 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 31, 2020);

Basank, 449 F.Supp.3d at 214–15.

b. Risk of COVID-19 Infection
in a Congregate Setting

The petitioners also have shown that they face
a heightened risk of contracting COVID-19. At
oral argument, the respondents confirmed that
the petitioners are *88  currently being housed
within the general population at the BFDF.
They eat communally, use shared restrooms,
and are housed in either shared cells or
in dorm-style housing. 7  Government experts
and the petitioners’ experts agree that such
a communal-living style congregate setting
increases the infection rate.

For example, the CDC advises:

People in correctional
and detention facilities
are at greater risk for
some illnesses, such as
COVID-19, because of
close living arrangements
with other people. The
virus is thought to spread

mainly from person-to-
person, through respiratory
droplets produced when an
infected person coughs or
sneezes. These droplets can
land in the mouths or noses
of people who are nearby
or be launched into the air
and inhaled into someone's
lungs. It is possible that a
person can get COVID-19
by touching a surface or
object that has the virus on
it and then touching their
own mouth, nose, or eyes;
however, this is not the most
likely way the virus spreads.

See FAQs for administrators, staff, people who
are incarcerated, families, Ctrs. for Disease
Control and Prevention (Mar. 28, 2020), https://
www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/
community/correction-detention/faq.html. The
United States Attorney General largely
concurs. See, e.g., Docket Item 15 at 4
(United States Attorney General, Memorandum
to the Director of the Federal Bureau of
Prisons: Prioritization of Home Confinement
as Appropriate in Response to COVID-19
Pandemic (March 26, 2020)) (“I am hereby
directing you to prioritize the use of your
various statutory authorities to grant home
confinement for inmates seeking transfer
in connection with the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic. Many inmates will be safer in BOP
facilities where the population is controlled
and there is ready access to doctors and
medical care. But for some eligible inmates,
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home confinement might be more effective in
protecting their health.”).

**9  For their part, the petitioners’ experts
assert strongly that congregate settings like
those at BFDF heighten the risk of contracting
COVID-19. “The conditions of congregate
settings, such as jails and immigration
detention facilities, pose a heightened public
health risk to the spread of COVID-19, even
greater than other non-carceral institutions.”
Docket Item 3 at 3 (Greifinger Decl.). The
experts point to a host of reasons for
this heightened risk of contraction, including
crowding, the proportion of vulnerable people
detained, the lack of ventilation, and often
scant medical-care resources. Docket Item 3
at 4-5 (Greifinger Decl.); Docket Item 5 at 2
(Stern Decl.). They point in particular to the
fact that detainees cannot practice the “social
distancing” measures needed to contain the
spread because detainees share toilets, sinks,
and showers; sleep in communal dorms or
barracks-style rooms and eat communally; and
eat food prepared and served communally as
well. Docket Item 3 at 5 (Greifinger Decl.);
Docket Item 5 at 2 (Stern Decl.). They also
highlight that daily staff rotations increase
the risk of infection. Docket Item 3 at 5
(Greifinger Decl.); Docket Item 5 at 2 (Stern
Decl.); see also Docket Item 5 at 2 (Stern
Decl.) (“To the extent that detainees are housed
in close quarters, unable to maintain a six-
foot distance from others, and sharing or
touching objects used by others, infectious
diseases that are transmitted via the air or
touch are more likely to spread, placing
people at risk.... For these reasons, if—but
more likely when—COVID-19 is introduced
*89  into the facility, the risks of spread

is greatly, if not exponentially, increased as
already evidenced by spread of COVID-19 in
two other congregate environments: nursing
homes and cruise ships.”).

What is more, the findings regarding the risk of
contracting COVID-19 in a communal setting
are true even though there presently are no
reported cases at BFDF. Docket Item 42-1
at 4. 8  Community spread is nationwide at
this point, and there are reported cases in
all eight of Western New York's counties.
See Live: Coronavirus Cases in Western
New York, Rochester Regional Health (Apr.
1, 2020), https://www.rochesterregional.org/
news/2020/02/coronavirus-in-new-york.
Moreover, there are least two confirmed cases
at the Wende Correctional Facility, through
which all persons transferring from a New
York State prison into ICE custody at BFDF
are processed. Docket Item 1 at 4. And
the petitioners’ expert has concluded that
“it is highly likely, and perhaps inevitable,
that COVID-19 will reach the immigration
detention facilities in New York.” Docket Item
3 at 3 (Greifinger Decl.). “[A] remedy for
unsafe conditions need not await a tragic
event.” Helling, 509 U.S. at 33, 113 S.Ct.
2475; see also Coronel, 449 F.Supp.3d at 280
(granting four immigration detainees’ motion
for a TRO and ordering their immediate release
where they “represented ... that there [had] been
confirmed cases at two of the three facilities
where [they were] detained”). What then of
the respondents’ efforts to ameliorate the
heightened risk of contracting this dangerous
disease?
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2. “Mens Rea”: Deliberate Indifference

**10  As an initial matter, there is no dispute
that the respondents have actual knowledge
of the petitioners’ serious needs. On March
22, 2020, and again on March 25, *90  2020,
the petitioners notified the government about
the particular circumstances of their cases and
their high risk of harm. See Docket Item 9 at
10 (Petitioners’ Memorandum of Law). The
question is what the respondents have done
with the knowledge.

The respondents have taken substantial steps
toward protecting the health and safety of
the individuals detained at BFDF. Captain
Abelardo Montalvo, M.D., the Eastern
Regional Clinical Director with ICE Health
Services Corps, reviewed the measures
currently being taken at BFDF to protect the
detainees’ health and safety. He attests to the
following facts. Docket Item 42-1 (Montalvo
Decl.).

Since March 12, 2020, incoming detainees
at BFDF are “checked with a thermometer
for fever.” Docket Item 42-1 at 3. They
also are “asked to confirm if they have had
close contact with a person with laboratory-
confirmed COVID-19 in the past 14 days, and
whether they have traveled from or through
areas with sustained community transition in
the past two weeks.” Id. at 2-3. “Detainees who
present symptoms compatible with COVID-19
will be placed in isolation, where they will be
tested. If testing is positive, they will remain
isolated and treated. In case of any clinical
deterioration, they will be placed in the BFDF
medical bay or referred to a local hospital.”

Id. at 3. Detainees with known exposure to a
person with confirmed COVID-19 but who are
asymptomatic “are placed in a quarantine with
restricted movement for” up to 14 days and
“monitored daily for fever and symptoms of
respiratory illness.” Id. Quarantine “involves
housing [exposed but asymptomatic] detainees
together.” Id. And new detainees arriving at the
facility “will be placed in quarantined dorms
and separated from the general population for
14 days until cleared. If new persons are
added, or someone becomes ill, then the 14-day
quarantine restarts.” Id. at 4. 9

BFDF also “has increased sanitation frequency
and thoroughness.” Id. at 4. The facility uses
paid “detainee workers to reduce the contact
rate between ICE staff and detainees and ...
limit any exposure between populations.” Id.
at 4. Personal visits have been temporarily
suspended—though counsel is able to visit
in “no-contact” rooms—and BFDF has been
providing and continues to provide education
to detainees regarding best practices to
prevent the spread of COVID-19. Id. at 4-5.
Additionally, “[g]atherings of detainees have
been cancelled or are being completed in dorms
and their respective outdoor areas.” Id. at 5.

These measures are commendable and likely
have prevented some measure of spread
and mitigated some of the risks facing the
respondents. But the fact is that none of the
steps discussed by Capt. Montalvo includes
the “social distancing” measures recommended
—especially for high-risk individuals—by the
CDC, the New York State Department of
Health, and the petitioners’ experts, to name a
few.
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**11  The CDC has recommended that people
who are at higher risk should “[s]tay home.”
See People who are at higher risk for severe
illness, supra. The State of New York has
said even more. On March 20, *91  2020,
the Governor issued an executive order with
the following guidance for New Yorkers over
70 and with underlying health conditions:
“[r]emain indoors; ... go outside [only] for
solitary exercise; [p]re-screen all visitors and
aides by taking their temperature and seeing if
person is exhibiting other flu-like symptoms;
[d]o not visit households with multiple people;
[w]ear a mask when in the company of
others; [t]o the greatest extent possible,
everyone in the presence of vulnerable
people should wear a mask; [a]lways stay
at least six feet away from individuals; and
[d]o not take public transportation unless
urgent and absolutely necessary.” Governor
Cuomo Signs the ‘New York State on
Pause’ Executive Order, New York State
Office of Governor Andrew Cuomo (Mar.
20, 2020), https://www.governor.ny.gov/news/
governor-cuomo-signs-new-york-state-pause-
executive-order.

In fact, the Governor and state health officials
have concluded that the risks posed by
COVID-19 are so grave that it has taken
a number of unprecedented steps affecting
all New Yorkers, even those with no
particular vulnerability to the disease. On
March 7, 2020, Governor Cuomo declared
a state of emergency for all of New York
State. See N.Y. Exec. Order No. 202 (Mar.
7, 2020), https://www.governor.ny.gov/sites/
governor.ny.gov/files/atoms/files/EO_202.pdf.
And in stages beginning on March 16, 2020,
the Governor ordered the closing of all schools

and universities, as well as nearly all businesses
and places of public accommodation, and
he has prohibited non-essential gatherings of
any size through at least April 15, 2020. 10

Governor Cuomo is far from alone in ordering
these drastic measures. See Coronavirus:
Three out of four Americans under some
form of lockdown, BBC World News (Mar.
31, 2020), https://www.bbc.com/news/world-
us-canada-52103066. And the New York State
Department of Health advises that “[w]hen
in public[,] individuals must practice social
distancing of at least six feet from others.”
Governor Cuomo Signs the ‘New York State
on Pause’ Executive Order, supra (emphasis
added).

The petitioners’ experts urge the importance
of these same “social distancing” measures.
“The only way to mitigate the rapid spread
of COVID-19 is to use scrupulous hand
hygiene and social distancing, self-quarantine
for individuals who may have been exposed,
and isolation at a home or care facility for
those who have been infected.” Docket Item 3
at 2 (Greifinger Decl.); see also Docket Item
4 at 2 (Goldenson Decl. I); Docket Item 5 at
1 (Stern Decl.) (“COVID-19 is a novel virus.
There is no vaccine for COVID-19, and there
is no cure for COVID-19. No one has prior
immunity. The only way to control the virus
is to use preventive strategies, including social
distancing.”).

The respondents so far have not made
it possible for individuals with the CDC-
identified vulnerabilities to take these steps.
It has not, for example, isolated higher risk
individuals from other detainees or from staff
who rotate daily in and out of the *92  facility.
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Nor is it testing all incoming detainees or
the staff that comes and goes. That failure
is particularly concerning given that the CDC
recently reported that as many as 25 percent
of people infected with COVID-19 may not
show symptoms. See Apoorva Mandavelli,
Infected but Feeling Fine: The Unwitting
Coronavirus Spreaders, N.Y. Times (Mar. 31,
2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/31/
health/coronavirus-asymptomatic-
transmission.html?action=click &
module=Spotlight & pgtype=Homepage; see
also Docket Item 5 at 1 (Stern Decl.) (“It
is believed that people can transmit the virus
without being symptomatic and, indeed, that
a significant amount of transmission may be
from people who are infected but asymptomatic
or pre-symptomatic.”). The petitioners also
continue to eat their meals in communal
settings and share bathing facilities, indicating
that “social distancing” is not possible at this
time. And the respondents have not provided
the petitioners or other high-risk detainees with
masks as recommended by the New York
State Department of Health. Cf. Docket Item
42-1 at 4 (Montalvo Decl.) (explaining that
“[d]etainee workers” are provided goggles”
and “gloves” (emphasis added)).

**12  In light of the decisions of a number
of executive branch officials at both the
state and federal level, it seems clear that
“social distancing” for those with heightened
COVID-19 risks is the most effective form
of preventing a serious threat to the health
and safety of those persons. Moreover, the
recommended measures for preventing the
spread of COVID-19 are unprecedented.
Indeed, this Court is not aware of any other
disease that caused New York State—let alone

most of the nation—to decide that the only
reasonable course of action was to shutter the
economy, shelter in place, and isolate at home
for weeks on end.

In short, the government's recommendations
to the public suggest that those with certain
conditions should not assume the risk of
social contact. Indeed, New York State has
prohibited individuals from assuming that risk.
A measure that the government has forcibly
—under threat of civil penalties—imposed on
all persons within its jurisdiction cannot, at the
same time, be forcibly denied to some portion
of that population. The result compelled by
this finding is that the respondents are acting
with deliberate indifference to the health and
safety of those petitioners with the conditions
identified by the CDC by holding them in
a congregate, communal-living setting where
“social distancing is an oxymoron.” See Docket
Item 9-1 at 5 (Letter from Scott Allen, M.D.,
F.A.C.P., and Josiah D. Rich, M.D., M.P.H., to
the House Committees on Homeland Security
and Oversight and Reform, Mar. 19, 2020)
(“Allen Letter”); see also Hernandez, 2020
WL 1547459 at *3 (finding that measures
such as “modification of the intake process
and increasing sanitation frequency ... [were]
‘patently insufficient’ to protect any detainees
from infection absent ‘enforcement of requisite
social distancing’ ” (alteration in original)
(quoting Basank, 449 F.Supp.3d at 214–15)).

In other words, the respondents have actual
knowledge of serious risks to the health
and well-being of individuals with the
vulnerabilities identified by the CDC and
have not taken adequate steps to protect
the petitioners who have such vulnerabilities
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against those risks. See also Hernandez,
2020 WL 1547459 at *2 (concluding that
the civil-immigration-detainee petitioner was
likely to succeed on his deliberate-indifference
claim because the respondents had “not taken
any action to address the particular risks that
COVID-19 poses to high-risk individuals like
[the p]etitioner”); Coronel, 449 F.Supp.3d at
285–86 (same);  *93  Basank, 449 F.Supp.3d
at 214–15 (same). But see Sacal-Micha
v. Longoria, 449 F.Supp.3d 656 (S.D. Tex.
Mar. 27. 2020); Dawson v. Asher, 2020
WL 1304557, at *3 (W.D. Wash. Mar. 19,
2020). Because the high-risk petitioners are
held in the respondents’ “custody ... against
[their] will” and therefore “unable to care
for [themselves],” see Helling, 509 U.S.
at 32, 113 S.Ct. 2475 (citation omitted), the
respondents’ failure to take these steps is a
violation of their substantive rights under the
Due Process Clause.

C. Conclusion
This Court finds that those petitioners who
have the COVID-19 vulnerabilities identified
by the CDC have demonstrated a likelihood of
succeeding on their claim that the respondents
are acting with deliberate indifference to
unreasonably unsafe conditions at BFDF
and to those petitioners’ serious medical
needs. The Court acknowledges both that
such a finding is extraordinary and that the
respondents themselves have been impacted by
the COVID-19 pandemic in a variety of ways
that have affected their ability to respond to
the outbreak. But the Court's goal is neither
to assign blame nor to justify past efforts.
It is instead to ensure that the petitioners’

constitutional rights—here, their right to liberty
and possibly life—are protected.

II. IRREPARABLE HARM
**13  [27]  [28]  [29] “The showing of
irreparable harm is ‘[p]erhaps the single most
important prerequisite for the issuance of a’
” temporary restraining order. Kamerling v.
Massanari, 295 F.3d 206, 214 (2d Cir. 2002)
(quoting Bell & Howell: Mamiya Co. v.
Masel Supply Co., 719 F.2d 42, 45 (2d Cir.
1983)). Under this prong, parties seeking a
TRO “must show that, on the facts of their case”
and in the absence of the requested injunction,
they will suffer a harm that “cannot be remedied
after a final adjudication, whether by damages
or a permanent injunction.” Salinger v.
Colting, 607 F.3d 68, 81-82 (2d Cir. 2010).
In addition, the harm must be “neither remote
nor speculative, but actual and imminent.”

Freedom Holdings, Inc. v. Spitzer, 408 F.3d
112, 114 (2d Cir. 2005) (citation omitted).

[30]  [31] The petitioners have established
irreparable harm in two different ways. First,
“the alleged violation of a constitutional right ...
triggers a finding of irreparable harm.” Jolly
v. Coughlin, 76 F.3d 468, 482 (2d Cir.
1996) (emphasis in original) (citation omitted).
As discussed above, the petitioners have
adequately alleged that their substantive due
process rights have been violated. Accordingly,
“no further showing of irreparable injury is
necessary.” Mitchell v. Cuomo, 748 F.2d
804, 806 (2d Cir. 1984) (“When an alleged
deprivation of a constitutional right is involved,
most courts hold that no further showing
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of irreparable injury is necessary.” (citations
omitted)).

[32] Second, irreparable harm exists where, as
here, the moving individuals “face imminent
risk to their health, safety, and lives.”

Henrietta D. v. Giuliani, 119 F. Supp. 2d
181, 214 (E.D.N.Y. 2000) (citation omitted),
aff'd sub nom. Henrietta D. v. Bloomberg,
331 F.3d 261 (2d Cir. 2003). For all the reasons
discussed above, those petitioners with the
CDC-identified vulnerabilities face a grave,
irreparable risk to their health and safety if
they remain confined under current conditions
at BFDF.

III. BALANCE OF EQUITIES AND
PUBLIC INTEREST
[33] Where the government is the opposing
party, the final two factors in the temporary
restraining order analysis—the balance of the
equities and the public interest—merge. 
*94  Planned Parenthood of New York City,
Inc. v. U.S. Dep't of Health & Human Servs.,
337 F. Supp. 3d 308, 343 (S.D.N.Y. 2018).

[34] The petitioners and the public both
benefit from ensuring public health and safety.
See Grand River Enterprises Six Nations,
Ltd. v. Pryor, 425 F.3d 158, 169 (2d Cir.
2005) (referring to “public health” as a
“significant public interest”). Moreover, under
the circumstances here, the public interest in
ensuring public health is also best served by
the petitioners’ being confined in conditions
that do not pose a substantial risk of their
contracting COVID-19. As one of their medical
experts points out, a COVID-19 outbreak at
a detention facility “could result in multiple

detainees—five, ten or more—being sent to
the local community hospital where there may
only be six or eight ventilators over a very
short period. As they fill up and overwhelm
ventilator resources, those ventilators become
unavailable for all the usual critical illnesses.”
Docket Item 9-1 at 5 (Allen Letter). And
ventilators used to treat detainees cannot be
used to treat others who contract the virus. See
Docket Item 5 at 3 (Stern Decl.) (“Reducing
the spread and severity of infection in a federal
immigration detention center slows, if not
reduces, the number of people who will become
ill enough to require hospitalization where they
will be using scarce community resources (ER
beds, general hospital beds, ICU beds) which in
turn reduces the health and economic burden to
the local community at large.”); Docket Item 3
at 5 (Greifinger Decl.) (“Releasing individuals,
and prioritizing the most vulnerable, reduces
the burden on local health care resources, as it
reduces the risk of transmission of the disease
to a large number of people living in close
proximity for an extended period of time. It
also reduces the risk of transmission to staff.”).
“In the alternate scenario where detainees” are
either confined in conditions facilitating “social
distancing” or are released, “the tinderbox
scenario of a large cohort of people getting
sick all at once is less likely to occur, and the
peak volume of patients hitting the community
hospital would level out.” Docket Item 9-1 at 5
(Allen Letter).

**14  The respondents argue that the Western
New York community would be able to serve
the needs of the petitioners and that the
public interest therefore tips in their favor.
In support of that claim, they have presented
data on available health beds in the area
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surrounding BFDF. See Docket Item 42-3 at seek a remedy short of release-and this

6. But they have not provided data on, for Court is not convinced that the unconstitutional

example, the number of available ventilators. conditions at BFDF cannot be remedied

Nor have they provided projections on the through an injunction.

rate of spread in the surrounding community

or any expert testimony to the effect that That is so because BFDF currently is at roughly

the community could sustain an outbreak at half of its capacity to house detainees. Docket

BFDF as community spread outside the facility Item 42-1 at 4. So it remains plausible that the

-including in other carceral facilities-also respondents could rectify the ongoing violation

increases. The Court therefore finds that the by providing those petitioners who meet the

public interest favors the petitioners. CDC's definition of vulnerable individuals

with a living situation that facilitates "social

distancing." 12
The respondents might, for

IV. REMEDY . . .
example, house those mdividuals m mdividual

[35] For the reasons stated above, the . .
cells or units with a hmited number of

petitioners have met the criteria for a TRO. . .
mdividuals akin to a family unit outside the

The next question is what remedy is appropriate
facility; eat their meals, bathe, and shower in

under the circumstances. The petitioners seek . .
isolation or only among those m their smaller

their immediate release under conditions of . . .
unit; have extremely limited contact with both

supervision and, ultimately, a writ of habeas
other detainees and staff, all of whom are

corpus under E 22 U.S.C. § 2241. screened for fevers; and are provided masks

to wear when contact is necessary. The Court

E Section 2241(c)(3) provides: "The writ leaves the task of identifying which petitioners

of habeas corpus shall not extend to a satisfy the CDC criteria, and how to facilitate

prisoner unless ... [h]e is in custody in their "social
distancing,"

to the
respondents'

violation of the Constitution or laws or medical staff-at least in the first instance.
13

treaties of the United
States."

Courts are

divided on whether E section 2241 provides

a vehicle for challenging (and a remedy ORDER
for addressing) allegedly unconstitutional

conditions of confinement.
ll

**15 The respondents shall report to the

Court no later than 5:00 p.m. on April 3,

*95 This Court need not resolve these *96 2020, with a detailed plan explaining

difficult questions at this junction because how they will identify which petitioners meet

the Second Circuit "has long interpreted the CDC's high-risk criteria and how they will

[E section] 2241 as applying to challenges to ... facilitate those
individuals'

taking any or all of

prison
conditions," GThompson v. Choinski,

the "social
distancing"

measures recommended

525 F.3d 205, 209 (2d Cir. 2008) (citation by the CDC and New York State Department

omitted)-at least to the extent the petitioners
of Health. No later than 9:00 a.m. on April

6, 2020, the respondents shall report to the
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Court as to whether any or all of the steps
outlined in the plan have been taken and,
if so, which ones. They also shall identify
for which petitioners the measures have been
taken and provide a brief explanation why any
petitioner does not meet the CDC's high-risk
criteria. The Court then will decide whether the

constitutional violation has been remedied and
whether further action of the Court is required.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

All Citations

467 F.Supp.3d 74, 2020 WL 1643857

Footnotes

1 Petitioner Shantadewie Rahmee was released on March 30, 2020. See Docket Item

42-5 at 1 n.1.

2 An exhaustive review of the law governing immigration detention is not possible—or

necessary—here. It is sufficient, for purposes of this motion, to state that immigration

detention is a form of civil detention. See Zadvydas v. Davis, 533 U.S. 678, 690,

121 S.Ct. 2491, 150 L.Ed.2d 653 (2001).

3 Although the Second Circuit also recognizes a “less rigorous standard” of

“sufficiently serious questions going to the merits to make them a fair ground for

litigation plus a balance of hardships tipping decidedly in their favor,” that standard

“cannot be used”—as the petitioners here seek to do—“to preliminarily enjoin

governmental action.” Deutsche Bank, 943 F.3d at 637 (citations omitted); see

also Able v. United States, 44 F.3d 128, 131 (2d Cir. 1995) (“As long as the

action to be enjoined is taken pursuant to a statutory or regulatory scheme, even

government action with respect to one litigant requires application of the ‘likelihood

of success’ standard.”).

4 Cf. LaBounty v. Coughlin, 137 F.3d 68, 74 (2d Cir. 1998) (“[The plaintiff] claims

that his continuous health problems caused by exposure to friable asbestos in the

air went unattended at [the prison] as [the] defendants failed to rid the premises of

the asbestos or take measures to insulate [the plaintiff] from the asbestos particles.

[The plaintiff's] request to be kept in an asbestos-free environment constituted a

serious medical need.”).

5 See also Charles v. Orange Cty., 925 F.3d 73, 86 (2d Cir. 2019) (explaining

that because “ ‘deliberately indifferent conduct’ is ‘egregious enough to state a

substantive due process claim,’ ” a court “need not ... conduct a separate analysis,

over and above the deliberate indifference analysis, of whether the state's conduct
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‘shocks the conscience’ ” (quoting Cty. of Sacramento v. Lewis, 523 U.S. 833,

849, 118 S.Ct. 1708, 140 L.Ed.2d 1043 (1998))).

6 When analyzing the process due to noncitizens, there is a relevant “distinction

between an alien who has effected an entry into the United States and one

who has never entered.” Zadvydas, 533 U.S. at 693, 121 S.Ct. 2491; see also

Shaughnessy v. United States ex rel. Mezei, 345 U.S. 206, 212, 73 S.Ct. 625, 97

L.Ed. 956 (1953) (explaining that “an alien on the threshold of initial entry stands on

a different footing” when it comes to Due Process rights). After all, if release from

physical confinement means that noncitizens who have never “entered” our country

will “be released into American society,” Chi Thon Ngo. v. I.N.S., 192 F.3d 390,

394 (3d Cir. 1999) (quoting Barrera-Eschavarria v. Rison, 44 F.3d 1441, 1448 (9th

Cir. 1995)), release may “ultimately result in our losing control over our borders,”

id. (quoting Jean v. Nelson, 727 F.2d 957, 975 (11th Cir. 1984)). Therefore,

the nature of protection under the Due Process Clause “may vary depending upon

[a noncitizen's] status and circumstance.” Zadvydas, 533 U.S. at 694, 121 S.Ct.

2491. Although it appears that petitioner Patrick Maduabuchi Nwankwo was never

admitted to the United States, see Docket Item 26, this Court does not find that his

interests as an excludable alien are materially lower than those of removable aliens

for purposes of this analysis and, more importantly, for purposes of the injunctive

relief ordered today. Both the excludable- and removable-alien petitioners claim

that the government is forcing them to live in conditions that fall below acceptable

societal standards of decency. By holding Nwankwo in detention, the respondents

have assumed a burden they cannot ignore—his status as an excludable alien

notwithstanding.

This Court also notes that, in light of the injunctive relief it orders today, it need not

consider the penological ramifications of releasing the detainees. It nevertheless

notes that the analysis in the criminal context would involve a decidedly more

intense analysis of the individual's dangerousness to the community upon release.

Cf. Salerno, 481 U.S. at 749, 50, 107 S.Ct. 2095 (“The government's interest in

preventing crime by arrestees is both legitimate and compelling ... [and] heightened

when the [g]overnment musters convincing proof that the arrestee, already indicted

or held to answer for a serious crime, presents a demonstrable danger to the

community.” (citation omitted)). While it is true that many immigration detainees have

criminal histories—including some of the petitioners in this matter—it also is true

that all petitioners with criminal records have served their sentences and so any risk

of danger to society is necessarily not as high as that posed by someone who has

not yet completed his period of rehabilitation.

7 The government could not confirm, however, how many individuals are in each room

in the dormitories.
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8 The government argues that the petitioners have not met their burden in this case

because they have not shown that they would be at lower risk in many of the

locations to which they would travel if released. Indeed, the government asserts that

most of the petitioners would be no safer outside BFDF than inside because they

plan to travel to areas of the country with significant outbreaks of COVID-19. See

Docket Item 42-5 at 2, 16-17. A majority of the petitioners represent that, if released,

they would reside with friends or family in the New York metropolitan area. See

Docket Items 16, 28.

In light of the injunctive relief ordered today, the Court need not address this

argument in depth. It notes, however, that the government misconstrues the nature

of the legal claims at issue here. The Fifth Amendment right to confinement in

conditions that do not pose an unreasonable risk to health and safety derives

from the fact that “when the State takes a person into its custody and holds him

there against his will, the Constitution imposes upon it a corresponding duty to

assume some responsibility for his safety and general well being.... [because] it

[has] render[ed] him unable to care for himself.” Helling, 509 U.S. at 32, 113 S.Ct.

2475 (alterations in original) (quoting DeShaney, 489 U.S. at 199-200, 109 S.Ct.

998). So a condition can be unconstitutional only when an individual forcibly is held

in state custody. The violation necessarily ends when the individual no longer is in

state custody. At that point, the state no longer owes him a duty of reasonable care.

See DeShaney, 489 U.S. at 199-200, 109 S.Ct. 998.

What is more, the respondents’ argument does not, as a factual matter, address the

petitioners’ claim. Even if it is true that the petitioners would face greater hurdles to

accessing treatment and care in New York, that does not carry the day. As this Court

already has found, the petitioners are not being denied access to care. The relevant

factual question is whether the petitioners are at an unconstitutionally greater risk of

contracting the disease at BFDF than if they were not detained. And on that question,

the respondents have not presented any data to that effect. If the petitioners follow

the “social distancing” measures put in place by the Governor—and the Court has

no reason to believe they would not, given their risk factors—there is no reason to

believe they would be at greater risk of contraction in New York than at BFDF.

9 At oral argument, the respondents stated that all new arrivals are isolated from the

general population upon arrival. The respondents’ declarations leave some question

as to whether this policy indeed applies to all new arrivals or only to those who

confirm contact with an infected individual, see Docket Item 42-1 at 3 (Montalvo

Decl.), those arriving from a hospital, see id. at 4, and those arriving from other

detention facilities, see Docket Item 42-4 at 4 (Searls Decl.). The Court assumes

the veracity of the respondents’ counsel's representation at argument but expects

confirmation of that fact in the isolation plan it orders today.
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10 See N.Y. Exec. Order No. 202.3 (Mar. 16, 2020), https://www.governor.ny.gov/

sites/governor.ny.gov/files/atoms/files/EO_202.3.pdf; N.Y. Exec. Order No. 202.4

(Mar. 16, 2020), https://www.governor.ny.gov/sites/governor.ny.gov/files/atoms/

files/EO% 20202.4.pdf; N.Y. Exec. Order No. 202.5 (Mar. 18, 2020), https://

www.governor.ny.gov/sites/governor.ny.gov/files/atoms/files/EO_202_5.pdf; N.Y.

Exec. Order No. 202.8 (Mar. 20, 2020), https://www.governor.ny.gov/sites/

governor.ny.gov/files/atoms/files/EO_202.8.pdf; N.Y. Exec. Order No. 202.11

(Mar. 27, 2020), https://www.governor.ny.gov/sites/governor.ny.gov/files/atoms/

files/EO_202_11.pdf; N.Y. Exec. Order No. 202.12 (Mar. 30, 2020), https://

www.governor.ny.gov/sites/governor.ny.gov/files/atoms/files/EO_202.13.pdf.

11 Compare Thompson v. Choinski, 525 F.3d 205, 209 (2d Cir. 2008) (“This court

has long interpreted [ section] 2241 as applying to challenges to the execution

of a federal sentence” [and seeking injunctive relief], “including such matters as

the administration of parole, ... prison disciplinary actions, prison transfers, type of

detention and prison conditions.” (citations omitted)), with Spencer v. Haynes, 774

F.3d 467, 469 (8th Cir. 2014) (drawing a bright line between claims that challenge the

“validity” or “length” of a conviction, which may be brought under section 2241, and

those that challenge “the conditions of confinement,” which may not) and Glaus

v. Anderson, 408 F.3d 382, 388 (7th Cir. 2005) (distinguishing between a section

2241 petitioner who requests a “quantum change in the level of custody, which must

be addressed by habeas corpus,” and a petitioner who requests “a different program

or location or environment, which raises a civil rights claim” and holding that “[i]f

an inmate establishe[s] that his medical treatment amounts to cruel and unusual

punishment, the appropriate remedy would be to call for proper treatment, or to

award him damages; release from custody is not an option.” (citation omitted)) and

Gomez v. United States, 899 F.2d 1124 (11th Cir. 1990) (same) and Crawford

v. Bell, 599 F.2d 890, 891 (9th Cir. 1979) (same) and Cook v. Hanberry, 596 F.2d

658, 660 (5th Cir. 1979) (same). Cf. Bell, 441 U.S. at 526 n.6, 99 S.Ct. 1861 (1979)

(“[L]eav[ing] to another day the question of the propriety of using a writ of habeas

corpus to obtain review of the conditions of confinement, as distinct from the fact or

length of the confinement itself.” (citation omitted)).

12 Governor Cuomo, in concert with the New York State Department of Health, advises

the following actions: “[r]emain indoors; ... go outside [only] for solitary exercise;

[p]re-screen all visitors and aides by taking their temperature and seeing if person

is exhibiting other flu-like symptoms; [d]o not visit households with multiple people;

[w]ear a mask when in the company of others; [t]o the greatest extent possible,

everyone in the presence of vulnerable people should wear a mask; [a]lways stay

at least six feet away from individuals; and [d]o not take public transportation unless
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urgent and absolutely necessary.” Governor Cuomo Signs the ‘New York State on

Pause’ Executive Order, supra.

13 As discussed above, the CDC explains that “[o]ther high-risk conditions could

include: [p]eople with chronic lung disease or moderate to severe asthma[; p]eople

who have serious heart conditions[; p]eople who are immunocompromised ... [;

p]eople of any age with severe obesity (body mass index [BMI] of 40 or higher)[;

p]eople with diabetes[; p]eople with chronic kidney disease undergoing dialysis[; or

p]eople with liver disease.” See People who are at higher risk for severe illness,

supra.

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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KeyCite Yellow Flag - Negative Treatment
 Superseded by Statute as Stated in KDG Albany, LP v. Dixon, N.Y.City

Ct., December 4, 2018

70 N.Y.2d 900, 519 N.E.2d
295, 524 N.Y.S.2d 384

Kel Kim Corporation et al., Appellants,
v.

Central Markets, Inc.,
et al., Respondents.

Court of Appeals of New York
344

Argued November 18, 1987;
decided December 21, 1987

CITE TITLE AS: Kel Kim
Corp. v Central Mkts.

SUMMARY

Appeal from an order of the Appellate Division
of the Supreme Court in the Third Judicial
Department, entered June 23, 1987, which,
with two Justices dissenting, affirmed an order
of the Supreme Court (Robert Doran, J.),
entered in Saratoga County, inter alia, granting
defendants' motion for summary judgment,
declaring that a lease between the parties was
nullified, and directing plaintiff to vacate the
leased premises.

Kel Kim Corp. v Central Mkts., 131 AD2d 947,
affirmed.

HEADNOTES

Landlord and Tenant
Lease
Impossibility of Performance--Force Majeure
Clause

(1) In an action to declare the rights of the
parties with respect to a lease of real property,
specifically a provision requiring the lessee to
obtain liability insurance in a certain amount,
an order of the Appellate Division, which
affirmed an order granting summary judgment
to defendant lessor and declaring the lease
nullified, should be affirmed. Impossibility
excuses a party's performance only when the
destruction of the subject matter of the contract
makes performance objectively impossible.
Moreover, the impossibility must be produced
by an unanticipated event that could not
have been foreseen or guarded against in the
contract. Applying these principles to plaintiff's
inability to obtain the required amount of
liability insurance due to a liability insurance
crisis and consequent refusal of insurers to
offer policies, it is concluded that plaintiff's
predicament is not within the embrace of
the doctrine of impossibility, since plaintiff's
inability to procure and maintain coverage
could have been foreseen and guarded against
when it specifically undertook that obligation
in the lease. Similarly, performance is not
excused under the force majeure provision
of the policy since that provision did not
specifically include the inability to procure or
maintain insurance, nor does this inability fall
within the catchall “or other similar causes
beyond the control of such party”. *901

r-17 NewYork 
~ Official Reports 
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APPEARANCES OF COUNSEL

Paul Pelagalli and Richard C. Miller, Jr., for
appellants.
John P. Miller for respondents.

OPINION OF THE COURT
The order of the Appellate Division should be
affirmed, with costs.

In early 1980, plaintiff Kel Kim Corporation
leased a vacant supermarket in Clifton Park,
New York, from defendants. The lease was for
an initial term of 10 years with two 5-year
renewal options. The understanding of both
parties was that plaintiff would use the property
as a roller skating rink open to the general
public, although the lease did not limit use of
the premises to a roller rink.

The lease required Kel Kim to “procure and
maintain in full force and effect a public
liability insurance policy or policies in a solvent
and responsible company or companies * *
* of not less than Five Hundred Thousand
Dollars * * * to any single person and in
the aggregate of not less than One Million
Dollars * * * on account of any single
accident”. Kel Kim obtained the required
insurance coverage and for six years operated
the facility without incident. In November
1985 its insurance carrier gave notice that the
policy would expire on January 6, 1986 and
would not be renewed due to uncertainty about
the financial condition of the reinsurer, which
was then under the management of a court-
appointed administrator. Kel Kim transmitted
this information to defendants and, it asserts,

thereafter made every effort to procure the
requisite insurance elsewhere but was unable to
do so on account of the liability insurance crisis.
Plaintiff ultimately succeeded in obtaining a
policy in the aggregate amount of $500,000
effective March 1, 1986 and contends that no
insurer would write a policy in excess of that
amount on any roller skating rink. As of August
1987, plaintiff procured the requisite coverage.

On January 7, 1986, when plaintiff's initial
policy expired and it remained uninsured,
defendants sent a notice of default, directing
that it cure within 30 days or vacate
the premises. Kel Kim and the individual
guarantors of the lease then began this
declaratory judgment action, urging that
they should be excused from compliance
with the insurance provision either because
performance was impossible or because the
inability to procure insurance was within the
lease's force *902  majeure clause. *  Special
Term granted defendants' motion for summary
judgment, nullified the lease, and directed
Kel Kim to vacate the premises. A divided
Appellate Division affirmed.

Generally, once a party to a contract has
made a promise, that party must perform or
respond in damages for its failure, even when
unforeseen circumstances make performance
burdensome; until the late nineteenth century
even impossibility of performance ordinarily
did not provide a defense (Calamari and
Perillo, Contracts § 13-1, at 477 [2d ed
1977]). While such defenses have been
recognized in the common law, they have
been applied narrowly, due in part to judicial
recognition that the purpose of contract law
is to allocate the risks that might affect
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performance and that performance should be
excused only in extreme circumstances (see,
Wallach, The Excuse Defense in the Law of
Contracts: Judicial Frustration of the U.C.C.
Attempt to Liberalize the Law of Commercial
Impracticability, 55 Notre Dame Law 203,
207 [1979]). Impossibility excuses a party's
performance only when the destruction of the
subject matter of the contract or the means
of performance makes performance objectively
impossible. Moreover, the impossibility must
be produced by an unanticipated event that
could not have been foreseen or guarded
against in the contract (see, 407 E. 61st
Garage v Savoy Fifth Ave. Corp., 23 NY2d
275; Ogdensburg Urban Renewal Agency v
Moroney, 42 AD2d 639).

Applying these principles, we conclude that
plaintiff's predicament is not within the
embrace of the doctrine of impossibility.
Kel Kim's inability to procure and maintain
requisite coverage could have been foreseen
and guarded against when it specifically
undertook that obligation in the lease, and
therefore the obligation cannot be excused on
this basis.

For much the same underlying reason,
contractual force majeure clauses--or clauses
excusing nonperformance due to circumstances
beyond the control of the parties--under the
common law provide a similarly narrow
defense. Ordinarily, only if the force majeure
clause specifically includes the event that
actually prevents a party's performance will
that party *903  be excused. (See, e.g., United
Equities Co. v First Natl. City Bank, 41
NY2d 1032; Squillante & Congalton, Force
Majeure, 80 Com LJ 4 [1975].) Here, of course,

the contractual provision does not specifically
include plaintiff's inability to procure and
maintain insurance. Nor does this inability fall
within the catchall “or other similar causes
beyond the control of such party.” The principle
of interpretation applicable to such clauses is
that the general words are not to be given
expansive meaning; they are confined to things
of the same kind or nature as the particular
matters mentioned (see, 18 Williston, Contracts
§ 1968, at 209 [3d ed 1978]).

We agree with the conclusion reached by
the majority below that the events listed in
the force majeure clause here are different in
kind and nature from Kel Kim's inability to
procure and maintain public liability insurance.
The recited events pertain to a party's ability
to conduct day-to-day commercial operations
on the premises. While Kel Kim urges
that the same may be said of a failure
to procure and maintain insurance, such an
event is materially different. The requirement
that specified amounts of public liability
insurance at all times be maintained goes
not to frustrated expectations in day-to-
day commercial operations on the premises--
such as interruptions in the availability of
labor, materials and utility services--but to
the bargained-for protection of the landlord's
unrelated economic interests where the tenant
chooses to continue operating a public roller
skating rink on the premises.

Chief Judge Wachtler and Judges Simons,
Kaye, Alexander, Titone, Hancock, Jr., and
Bellacosa concur.

Order affirmed, with costs, in a memorandum.
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Copr. (C) 2021, Secretary of State, State of New
York

Footnotes

* The clause reads: “If either party to this Lease shall be delayed or prevented

from the performance of any obligation through no fault of their own by reason

of labor disputes, inability to procure materials, failure of utility service, restrictive

governmental laws or regulations, riots, insurrection, war, adverse weather, Acts of

God, or other similar causes beyond the control of such party, the performance of

such obligation shall be excused for the period of the delay.”

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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KeyCite Yellow Flag - Negative Treatment
 Distinguished by Elliott Associates, L.P. v. Republic of Peru, S.D.N.Y.,

August 6, 1998

177 F.2d 694
United States Court of

Appeals Second Circuit.

L. N. JACKSON & CO., Inc.
v.

ROYAL NORWEGIAN
GOVERNMENT.

No. 30, Docket 21391.
|

Argued Oct. 7, 1949.
|

Decided Nov. 10, 1949.

Synopsis
L. N. Jackson & Co., Inc., brought action for
breach of contract for carriage of goods by sea
against Oivind Lorentzen, individually and as
Director of Shipping on behalf of the Royal
Norwegian Government, and the Norwegian
Shipping and Trade Mission, for whom the
Royal Norwegian government appeared and
assumed defense of action.

The United States District Court for the
Southern District of New York, 83 F.Supp.
486, rendered judgment for the plaintiff, and the
Royal Norwegian Government appealed.

The Court of Appeals, Clark, Circuit Judge,
reversed the judgment, holding that when
the Assistant Director of the Division of
Emergency Shipping of the United States
Maritime Commission ordered the Royal
Norwegian Government to substitute wool in

place of copra when World War II broke out,
the contract to carry copra was discharged and
that the Royal Norwegian Government was not
liable for breach thereof.

L. Hand, Circuit Judge, dissented.

West Headnotes (3)

[1] Contracts Discharge by
Impossibility of Performance
A contractual duty is discharged, in
absence of circumstances showing
either a contrary intention or
contributing fault on part of
person subject to the duty,
where performance is subsequently
prohibited by an administrative order
made with due authority by an officer
of the United States.

7 Cases that cite this headnote

[2] Shipping Contracts of
Affreightment in General
Where owner of foreign vessel
applied to United States Maritime
Commission for priority warrants
for all of its ships, thereafter it
contracted with buyer of copra to
carry copra from Africa to United
States, but before owner of vessel
could perform contract, attack on
Pearl Harbor occurred, and United
States was precipitated into World
War II, and Assistant Director of
Division of Emergency Shipping
of Maritime Commission ordered
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owner of vessel to substitute wool
for copra, contract to carry copra
was discharged, and owner of vessel
was not liable for breach thereof.
Executive Order Aug. 26, 1941, No.
8871; 50 U.S.C.A.App. §§ 1281 et
seq., 1271, 1152(a)(7).

2 Cases that cite this headnote

[3] Contracts Excuses for
Nonperformance or Defects
Where the external circumstances
present a case for the fair operation
of a rule excusing performance
of a contract, excuse for non-
performance should not be denied
unless fault in not providing against
such non-performance seems clear
and unilateral.

2 Cases that cite this headnote

Attorneys and Law Firms

*694  Wharton Poor, of New York City
(Haight, Deming, Gardner, Poor & Havens and
James McKown, Jr., all of New York City, on
the brief), for defendant-appellant.

Copal Mintz, of New York City, for plaintiff-
appellee.

Before L. HAND, Chief Judge, and SWAN and
CLARK, Circuit Judges.

Opinion

CLARK, Circuit Judge.

This is an action for breach of a contract
for the carriage of goods by sea, entered into
on November 7, 1941. Federal jurisdiction
rests upon the diverse citizenship *695  of the
parties. The defense for the conceded failure
to transport the goods was based upon a
contract direction of the United States Maritime
Commission. A further defense, added by
permission of the court after the parties were at
issue, was that of res judicata based upon a state
court judgment exonerating the defendant's
berth agent from liability to the plaintiff on
this contract. After a trial to the court below,
Judge Goddard rejected both defenses in an
opinion reported in 83 F.Supp. 486, and gave
judgment for the plaintiff for its loss of profits,
together with interest and costs, in the total sum
of $91,381.51. This appeal followed.

Although the action was brought against the
Royal Norwegian Government's Director of
Shipping, Oivind Lorentzen, the defense was
assumed by the Government itself, which,
during the period in question, operated and
managed the Norwegian steamship ‘Tropic
Star.’ This it had earlier requisitioned from the
ship's owners. In November, 1941, the vessel
was undergoing repairs at Durban, East Africa.
The Seas Shipping Co., Inc., an American
company, was acting as berth agent to book
cargo for the vessel on its expected voyage
from Beira, East Africa. On November 7, 1941,
the berth agent sent a letter to plaintiff's agent
acknowledging a letter of the previous day
and confirming ‘that we have booked 1,000
tons Copra, in bags, for the SS ‘Tropic Star,’
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expected to be ready to load at Beira on
November 25th, destination New York, rate
$22.00 per 2240#, brokerage 1 1/4%.' This
somewhat informal document-reproduced in
full at 83 F.Supp. 488- is the contract here
sued upon. It contained two further paragraphs,
one that the agent was cabling its agents at
Beira to arrange with the vendors for the
delivery of the copra to the steamer and
the other that it was understood that ‘the
freight is collect and will be paid by your
principals, Messrs. L. N. Jackson & Co., Inc.,
upon cable advice that the cargo has been
loaded.’ And it showed that copies were going
forward to ‘Mr. A. E. King, Asst. Director,
Emergency Shipping, Maritime Commission,
Washington, D.C.,’ as well as to representatives
of defendant.

At this time there was in operation the system
of ship warrants operated by the Maritime
Commission pursuant to the Presidential Order
of August 26, 1941, Executive Order 8871,
33 CFR, Cum. Supp., implementing the Ship
Warrants Act of July 14, 1941, 55 Stat.
591, 50 U.S.C.A.Appendix, § 1281 et
seq. This Act provided that the Maritime
Commission might issue to American ships,
and to such foreign ships as applied therefor,
warrants entitling those ships to priority over
merchant vessels not holding such warrants
with respect to the use of facilities for loading,
discharging, lighterage or storage of cargoes,
the procurement of bunker fuel or coal, and
the towing, overhauling, drydocking, or repair
of such vessels. As a condition of these
warrants, shipowners were required to file
an undertaking accepting the orders of the
Maritime Commission with respect to the
trades in which a vessel might be employed,

the voyages it should undertake, the class or
classes of cargo or passengers to be carried, the
fair and reasonable maximum rate of charter
hire or equivalent, and such other matters as
seemed necessary or expedient to the Maritime
Commission. Disobedience of any order issued
under the Ship Warrants Act entailed a fine of
up to $5,000 or two years' imprisonment or
both.

On October 4, 1941, more than one month
previous to the booking in question, the
Royal Norwegian Government had filed an
application with the Maritime Commission for
all of its ships which would or might come
to United States ports. Although the actual
warrants for the individual ships were not
requested or issued until the ships were about to
come within American jurisdiction, yet the trial
court found defendant's intent to submit to the
ship warrants system complete from the time of
this application.

Due to war conditions the repairs to the
steamer took longer than had been anticipated.
The plaintiff was notified of the delays and
continued to extend the time for loading at
Beira. Meanwhile, on December 7, occurred
the attack on Pearl Harbor and the precipitation
of the United States into World War II. The
combination of the delay in the repairs to
the ship and these *696  world events led
to a re-evaluation of shipping conditions,
and that, in turn, to the dislocation of this
particular transshipment. On December 22,
1941, Mr. A. E. King, Assistant Director
of the Division of Emergency Shipping of
the United States Maritime Commission,
telephones Mr. S. J. Maddock, vice-president
of Seas Shipping Co., Inc., that the 1,000 tons
of copra, booked for the ‘Tropic Star,’ would
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have to be cancelled and wool substituted.
Maddock objected vigorously; but King was
firm that the copra could not be moved,
and later that day King sent Seas Shipping
a confirmatory telegram to the same effect.
Immediately upon receiving King's telegram
ordering cancellation of the shipment of copra,
Seas Shipping notified plaintiff's brokers by
telephone, and wrote them a letter formally
cancelling the booking. The shipper apparently
tried unsuccessfully to have King rescind his
order; and Seas Shipping, on December 31,
1941, sent King a telegram with the same
purpose, but received a reply on January 2,
1942, reiterating King'  previous orders. 1  In
consequence the ‘Tropic Star’ transported the
wool, instead of the copra; and the plaintiff, not
obtaining other shipping accommodations, has
made claim for its loss.

The plaintiff first sued Seas Shipping Co., Inc.,
as the contracting party in the New York state
court. The case was tried by Justice Irving L.
Levey, sitting without a jury, in March, 1945;
and his opinion dismissing the suit is reported
as L. N. Jackson & Co. v. Seas Shipping Co.,
185 Misc. 94, 56 N.Y.S.2d 501. Dismissal was
on two grounds: (1) that the direct intervention
of a governmental mandate worked such a
frustration of the contract as to excuse without
question nonperformance by the defendant; and
(2) that Seas Shipping was the agent of a
disclosed principal, and not therefore liable to
the plaintiff. The judgment was affirmed by
the Appellate Division, 270 App.Div. 830, 61
N.Y.S.2d 371, and by the Court of Appeals,
296 N.Y. 529, 68 N.E.2d 605, without written
opinion in either court. Then plaintiff sought a
rehearing because of the decision just rendered
by this court in Baker Castor Oil Co. v.

Insurance Co. of North America, 2 Cir., 157
F.2d 3, certiorari denied 329 U.S. 800, 67 S.Ct.
494, 91 L.Ed. 684 (also relied on by the plaintiff
and by the court below in this action); but
the motion for reargument was denied without
opinion. 296 N.Y. 635, 69 N.E.2d 483.

Thereafter plaintiff instituted this action and
obtained the judgment from which this appeal
is taken. Defendant here, as below, relies on
the defenses that the order of the Maritime
Commission cancelling the booking of copra
excused performance, or alternatively that the
findings, conclusions, and judgment of the
New York Supreme Court, to the effect that
the telegram from the Maritime Commission
requiring the cancellation of the copra booking
was a complete legal excuse for the noncarriage
of that copra, are res judicata here. In rejecting
these arguments, the district court awarded
plaintiff damages based upon the difference
between the sale price of the copra in East
Africa, plus transportation charges, and its
market value in New York in February, when
the vessel should have arrived after a normal
voyage. This was $64.19 a ton. Hence the
shipper's loss of profits was $64,190, which,
together with interest and costs, made up
the total judgment of $91,381.51. On this
appeal we shall direct our attention to the first
contention.

With every succeeding war in which this
nation has engaged, the impact of conflict
upon the civilian populace has been more
demanding and more complex. The ‘total war’
now affecting all citizens, even upon what is
now significantly termed the ‘home front,’ is
quite different from the far distant battles of
the Army and Navy in the Spanish American
War, or even the substantially greater effort
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at war production of the First World War.
Now it has become a recognized function
of government to regulate industry, business,
and even the personal lives of all to advance
the war effort; and necessarily courts must
interpret, supervise, and enforce these controls.
True, *697  actual war had not come in the
summer and fall of 1941, though we were
steadily limping along toward preparedness, as
the legislation discussed in this case shows.
It was of course the attack on Pearl Harbor
which finally startled all into a realization of
the need of governmental directives toward a
common goal. After that, and with the onset
of the submarine war, uncontrolled shipping
was unthinkable. Of such revolutionary events
the law must take note; indeed, there is high
authority for the view that the precedents from
former wars are inadequate guides for the
mammoth conflicts of the present era. Writing
in prophetic strain in the lee of World War
I, Professor Dodd had urged that ‘courts are
free to regard the problems arising out of
governmental interference in wartime as to a
large degree sui generis, and that they need
not adhere strictly in cases of this sort to
the precedents which have been established
in the law of impossibility of performance in
general, but are at liberty to reach the results
most consistent with justice and public policy,
as long as these results can be attained with
due regard to the more fundamental principles
of the law of contracts.’ Dodd, Impossibility
of Performance of Contracts Due to War-
Time Regulations, 32 Harv.L.Rev. 789, 791.
So Judge Rose expressed similar views. The

Isle of Mull, D.C. Md., 257 F. 798, 809,
though, ironically, his decision was reversed
for more complete exoneration of the promisor
in 4 Cir., 278 F. 131, certiorari denied 257

U.S. 662, 42 S.Ct. 270, 66 L.Ed. 423. An
ultimate conclusion may well be the legislation
which was passed during the recent crisis and
which is urged to be widely applicable. Pedrick
and Springfield, War Measures and Contract
Liability, 20 Tex.L.Rev. 710; Frey, Contract
Defaults and Cancellations in Wartime, 38
Ill.L.Rev. 167, 169.
[1]  [2]  But all this seems in truth more
the application of older principles to the
new circumstances than a definite change or
reversal of precedent. For it is well settled that
a contractual duty is discharged, in the absence
of circumstances showing either a contrary
intention or contributing fault on the part of the
person subject to the duty, where performance
is subsequently prohibited by an administrative
order made with due authority by an officer
of the United States. Restatement, Contracts §
458(b), 1932; Williston on Contracts §§ 1938,
1939, Rev. Ed. 1938. And this, in turn, is but the
analogue of the situation where performance
cannot be had because of the destruction of the
subject matter or the death of the promisor or
like cause. Restatement, Contracts §§ 457, 459.
A pat example is found in the law of shipping
itself, where the loss of the ship, before the time
of voyage, dissolves the contract of carriage.

Texas Co. v. Hogarth Shipping Corp., 256
U.S. 619, 630, 631, 41 S.Ct. 612, 65 L.Ed.
1123; The Tornado, 108 U.S. 342, 349-351,
2 S.Ct. 746, 27 L.Ed. 747. Here the parties, the
court below, and the state court have framed the
issue in terms of the ‘frustration’ of a contract;
but that, as Professor Corbin has said, may be
‘only perpetuating the use of a bad term to state
the result.’ Corbin, Frustration of Contract in
the United States of America, 29 J. Comp. Leg.
& Int. L., Pts. III and IV, pp. 1, 7. It is more than
the situation where the objectives of a contract
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are no longer possible of achievement, for the
performance itself has become impossible. See
also McElroy, Impossibility of Performance
130, 131, 169 et seq., 194, 1941. And since the
parties may have stipulated as to, or at least had
in mind, the very occurrence, the issue becomes
one as to the fairness and justice of excusing
performance in the light of the circumstances
affecting the parties at the time they made their
contract.

In fact that is the very issue to which the
state court and the district court addressed
themselves, though they reached opposing
results. We agree that this is the sole issue
on this branch of the case, notwithstanding
the vigorous arguments of the plaintiff that
supervening impossibility of performance was
not shown. To us the overriding power of the
American government seems so clear that the
plaintiff's stress on this point suggests some
sense of weakness on the main issue. Neither
court was impressed by the claim that the
governmental mandate here was not a real one;
nor are we. Plaintiff's argument that Mr. King
did not *698  have the authority vested in the
Maritime Commission is belied by the proof
as to the duties he performed, the showing
of the nature of his formal appointment, and
the explicit testimony of his superior officer;
the findings of his authority are more than
justified. The same is true as to the findings that
defendant intended to submit itself to the Ship
Warrants system from October 5, 1941, on,
notwithstanding that a warrant was not actually
issued to this vessel, and in fact was not needed
by it until it came later into American waters.

Finally the assertion that defendant, as a
sovereign power, was not bound to obey the

commands of an ally overlooks the realities
of defendant's position, as well as the terms
of its own commitment. This was a year
and a half after the German invasion of
Norway. Defendant was then a government
in exile. Neither then nor later did it give
sign of lack of loyalty to the allied cause;
and it was one of the twenty-six countries
which on January 2, 1942, subscribed to the
‘Declaration by the United Nations,’ as a
pledge to pursue a common purpose against
a common foe and to cooperate with each
other in their common struggle. It was not
likely, therefore, that it would join with the
three countries of known Fascist sympathies-
Argentina, Portugal, Spain- against the vast
body of the world's neutral merchant marine,
in refusing to accept the Ship Warrants
system. Had it done so, the President's power
to requisition foreign merchant vessels in
American waters had already been granted by
the Act of June 6, 1941, c. 174, 55 Stat.
242, 50 U.S.C.A.Appendix, § 1271, and
was available for as effective use here as was
its operation against, for example, the Danish
vessels. Actually no question of that kind arose,
for defendant clearly intended to accept the
burdens of the Ship Warrants system and to
carry out its obligations under it. The testimony
by defendant's representatives, to the general
purport that no dispute of power had occurred
or would occur, bore this out rather than the
contrary as plaintiff would have us believe.
There is not the slightest doubt that Congress,
in authorizing this system, intended it to have
coercive effect; indeed this is stated by no
means indirectly. 2  In fact, much less show
of immediate and direct coercion would, it
seems, have been adequate in law as a showing
of impossibility by governmental command.
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Moore & Tierney, Inc., v. Roxford Knitting Co.,
D.C.N.D.N.Y., 250 F. 278, affirmed 2 Cir.,
265 F. 177, 11 A.L.R. 1415, certiorari denied
253 U.S. 498, 40 S.Ct. 588, 64 L.Ed. 1032;
Hulton & Co. v. Chadwick & Taylor, 34 T.L.R.
230; Dodd, supra at 767. And the reality of the
coercion upon the defendant to carry the wool,
instead of the copra, is not subject to doubt upon
this record.

Hence we shall turn to the controlling question
whether the defendant's promise was so
without exception in law that, notwithstanding
the governmental coercion, it must pay the
plaintiff's lost profits on the transaction. In
approaching this question the court below
quoted in substance from an annotator in 157
A.L.R. 1446 in stating that the ‘doctrine of
commercial frustration’ is directed to affording
relief ‘where the parties could not provide
themselves by the *699  terms of the contract
against the happening of subsequent events,
but it does not apply where the intervening
event was reasonably foreseeable and could
and should have been controlled by provisions
of such contract.’ 83 F.Supp. at page 490.
It carries forward this idea by asserting that
this defendant, after making its ‘contract
with the United States Government under the
conditions of the Ship Warrants Act’ then
‘knew or should have known that its future
contracts for carriage were subject to the
conditions and potential limitations' of that act
and under such circumstances ‘cannot claim
that the orders of the Maritime Commission
were not foreseeable.’ And finally the act
of the Maritime Commission ‘was not an
exercise of vis major, but merely the exercise
of a contractual right granted to it by the
defendant.’ Id., 83 F.Supp.at pages 490,

491. This approach practically puts the burden
upon the promisor to show non-foreseeability.
Carried to its logical limits such a view would
practically destroy the doctrine of supervening
impossibility, notwithstanding its present wide
and apparently growing popularity. Certainly
the death of a promisor, the burning of a ship,
the requisitioning of a merchant marine on the
outbreak of a war could, and perhaps should, be
foreseen. In fact, the more common expression
of the rule appears to be in terms which tend
to state the burden the other way, e.g., that
‘the duty of the promisor is discharged, unless
a contrary intention has been manifested’ or
‘in the absence of circumstances showing
either a contrary intention or contributing fault
on the part of the person subject to the
duty.’ Restatement, Contracts §§ 457, 458;
6 Williston on Contracts § 1953, pp. 5475,
5476, Rev. Ed. 1938; Pedrick and Springfield,
supra at 735; Texas Co. v. Hogarth Shipping
Corp., supra; The Kronpinzessin Cecile, 244
U.S. 12, 22, 24, 37 S.Ct. 490, 61 L.Ed. 960;
W. J. Tatem, Limited v. Gamboa, (1939) 1
K.B. 132, 137, 138, citing Viscount Haldane
in F. A. Tamplin Co. v. Anglo-Mexican Co.,
(1916) 2 A.C. 397, 406; Bank Line Ld. v.
Arthur Capel & Co., (1919) A.C. 435; Joseph
Constantine Steamship Line, Ltd. v. Imperial
Smelting Corp., Ltd., (1941) 2 All Eng.R. 165;
McNair, Frustration of Contract by War, 56
L.Q.Rev. 173, 178.
[3]  Whether or not these authorities go so
far as to state a definitive rule of preferred
interpretation, they do certainly suggest that,
where the external circumstances present a
case for the fair operation of a rule excusing
performance, that shall not be denied unless
the fault in not providing against it seems clear
and unilateral. We think the court below placed
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too heavy a burden upon the defendant and
that fairness and justice require the acceptance
of the excuse as being both compelling and
beyond the terms of the defendant's obligation,
properly considered. Several circumstances
lead to this conclusion. Among those, we may
note the general knowledge and means of
knowledge of all those having to deal with
American shipping at the time, the informal and
incomplete form of the ‘booking’ agreement
itself, the drastic and unexpected nature of the
crisis following upon Pearl Harbor, the view
of the courts generally and of the courts of
the forum, New York, in particular in excusing
performance in like situations, and the attitude
of Congress in enacting protective legislation
for the relief of contracting parties caught by
the enforcement of government priorities. We
now consider these matters in more detail.

On the first point, it seems to have
been assumed that only the defendant
had knowledge of the shipping conditions
prevailing under the Ship Warrants system on
November 7, 1941. This passes belief. It is to
be noted that plaintiff presented no evidence on
this point at all, its entire case being limited
to the documents showing the agreement and
its cancellation. These disclose that each of
the parties acted through an American shipping
agent. That the agent acting for plaintiff had
so little knowledge of his business that he did
not know the then most important development
in it, that, indeed, he had no suspicion even
when the crucial letter showed on its face that
it was going forward to the governmental agent
in actual control of American shipping, is not
easy to accept. Were such to be the fact, *700  it
would mean that he knew no more than to ship
by a vessel for which there was no assurance

of its ever docking and unloading in contrast
to the more favored carriers who either were of
necessity under the system or had accepted it.
At most this seems to us clearly a case within
the authorities that plaintiff should have known
of the existence and operation of the system
substantially as fully as the defendant, that
defendant could reasonably have so concluded,
and hence that there was no arbitrary obligation
on the defendant to protect itself by express
stipulation against the operation of the system.
This is borne out by the nature of the contract
itself, which is in form a reservation of space
for the goods in this vessel for the voyage.
Obviously it does not assume to set forth
the detailed obligations of the parties. No
obligation at all is stated for the shipper, except
to pay the freight upon the cabled advice that
the cargo has been loaded. On the carrier's side,
it may be noted that no attempt is made to state
even the standard condition, referred to above,
that the vessel shall not have been destroyed
before the start of the voyage.

Next we have the nature of the governmental
crisis which was the direct cause of the
mandate here. After all, we need not consider
what would have been the legal effect of
a direction from the Maritime Commission
for the substitution of a cargo in the place
of the one contracted for had it been given
before December 7. That did not happen.
It is clear that the Maritime Commission,
which originally suggested the availability of
the ‘Tropic Star’ to Seas Shipping for this
voyage, expected the arrangement to be carried
out, as did all the other parties at the time
it was initiated. Actually it was the Pearl
Harbor calamity, the resulting wars over the
world, and the immediate shipping crisis which
furnished the real occasion for the chain of
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events precipitating this case. To say that this,
the greatest naval disaster in our history, was
unexpected is of course an understatement.
The contract is pointed up by a case not
cited below, Madeirense Do Brasil S/A v.
Stulman-Emrick Lumber Co., 2 Cir., 147 F.2d
399, certiorari denied 325 U.S. 861, 65 S.Ct.
1201, 89 L.Ed. 1982, where a Brazilian carrier
was held not excused from failing to deliver
goods for the lack of shipping because of war
conditions in Europe known to it at the time.
‘There was no startling change in conditions.
The war in Europe had been under way for
more than a year, and Pearl Harbor was still in
the future. Neither the United States nor any
of the South American countries entered the
war for a year or more after the making of the
contract. Hence the lack of ships in January,
1941, was a foreseeable risk which plaintiff
willingly took upon itself; and it cannot under
such circumstances plead the defense of ‘force
majeure.“ Id., 147 F.2d at page 403.

Our conclusion seem to us thoroughly borne
out by the more direct analogies in the
precedents. Of the cases cited supra, the leading
case of The Kronprinzessin Cecile, 244 U.S.
12, 24, 37 S.Ct. 490, 492, 61 L.Ed. 960,
perhaps goes further, since there the contract
of shipment, made July 27, 1914, when war
was threatening, had actually been entered
upon when on July 31, the master, then two-
thirds of the way on his journey, turned back
by direction of his owners. Here it was that
Justice Holmes made his famous statement
that the contract ‘embodied simply an ordinary
bailment to a common carrier, subject to
the implied exceptions which it would be
extravagant to say were excluded because they
were not written in. Business contracts must be

construed with business sense, as they naturally
would be understood by intelligent men of
affairs.’ See also Texas Co. v. Hogarth Shipping
Corp., supra; Allanwilde Transport Corp. v.
Vacuum Oil Co., 248 U.S. 377, 39 S.Ct. 147,
63 L.Ed. 312, 3 A.L.R. 15; The Claveresk, 2
Cir., 264 F. 276, affirming Earn Line S.S. Co.
v. Sutherland S.S. Co., D.C.S.D.N.Y., 254 F.
126, per L. Hand, J.; Edward Maurer Co. v.
Tubeless Tire Co., 6 Cir., 285 F. 713; New
York Trust Co. v. S.E.C., 2 Cir., 131 F.2d 274,
276, certiorari denied 318 U.S. 786, 63 S.Ct.
981, 87 L.Ed. 1153; Patch v. Solar Corp., 7
Cir., 149 F.2d 558, 560, certiorari denied 326
U.S. 741, 66 S.Ct. 53, 90 L.Ed. 442. ‘The risk
of such government action is not one that the
owner has agreed to bear, even in the absence
*701  of a force majeure clause; and it is not
one that by common practice and opinion he
should be required to bear.’ Corbin, supra at
7. See also McElroy, op. cit. supra at 37, 38;
Dodd, supra at 804; Robinson on Admiralty
652-663, 1939. The case of Baker Castor Oil
Co. v. Insurance Co. of North America, supra
(157 F.2d 4), cited below, is not in point. There
the plaintiff attempted to rely on a ‘restraint of
princes' clause to recover on a policy of marine
insurance for additional expense on a shipment
from Brazil for rail transportation from New
Orleans to New York occurring because the
War Shipping Administration had directed the
vessel to put in at that port during the submarine
warfare, instead of proceeding directly to New
York City. The court, however, found that this
change in voyage was done to secure a policy
of war risk insurance upon the hull, granted by
the Administration only on condition that the
deviation was had; it was therefore a matter of
agreement, rather than of official governmental
command.
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Turning to New York, the law of the
forum, we find perhaps even more insistence
on exoneration of one who yields to
the government's demands in wartime. In

Mawhinney v. Millbrook Woolen Mills, 231
N.Y. 290, 299, 300, 132 N.E. 93, 96, 15
A.L.R. 1506, it was the seller's own doing
that led the government to give him such
large orders that he was forced to cancel
his contracts to make civilian goods. In
exonerating him for his nonperformance, the
court aptly said: ‘The willingness and desire
of a manufacturer to serve the government
under such circumstances and conditions in
preference to civilian trade cannot be presumed
to be a mere desire to profiteer. But, whether
it be or not, it is the government we must
think of and its necessity for preservation; it
needed equipment at once and this required
that all else be laid aside irrespective of the
motive of the manufacturer in complying. The
one who gave his service with alacrity under
such conditions should at least be considered
with as much favor as he who held back until
threatened or his property commandeered. The
laggard who feared the financial results under
his civilian contracts merits no encouragement.
The fact that the defendant may have sought or
welcomed the government work is immaterial.’
A similar result was reached in Nitro Powder
Co. v. Agency of Canadian Car & Foundry Co.,
233 N.Y. 294, 135 N.E. 507. Finally we have
the decision of this very issue in L. N. Jackson
& Co. v. Seas Shipping Co., supra, where the
trial justice placed his primary holding on this
point; though the affirmances by the appellate
courts were without opinion, it is at least
apparent that these courts felt no compulsion

to repudiate Justice Levey's direct and forceful
decision on these facts.

Finally we turn to an important enunciation
of public policy in situations of this sort as
made by Congress in the Act of May 31,
1942, 55 Stat. 236, amending the prior Act
of June 28, 1940, and now set forth in 50
U.S.C.A.Appendix, § 1152(a)(7). This act
authorized the President to assign priorities
on delivery of materials and then provided:
‘No person, firm, or corporation shall be held
liable for damages or penalties for any default
under any contract or order which shall result
directly or indirectly from his compliance
with any rule, regulation, or order issued
from this section.’ (Later it was amended to
add that this should be so, even though the
rule, regulation, or order should thereafter be
declared invalid, Second War Powers Act, Sec.
301, 56 Stat. 177.) Since the Commission's
order was a step to carry out the priority
requirements as established by the Office of
Production Management, there is ground for
asserting that this statute is directly applicable
to the circumstances of this case. Pedrick and
Springfield, supra at 719; cf. Nash v. Southern
Pac. Co., D.C.N.D. Cal., 260 F. 280, 284. But
we need not go that far here in view of the basis
we find in the common law for our conclusion.
At the very least the Act, particularly against
the background of its legislative history, 3  is
ample *702  demonstration of the legislative
view that person co-operating with the war
effort should not be held liable for civil
damages because of their acts. Frey, supra
at 169. It thus re-enforces and supports the
common-law principle.
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In rejecting the defense of res judicata based
upon the state court judgment, the district
court pointed out the separate grounds for
decision stated by the trial justice and held
that the affirmance of this judgment, without
opinion, by the state appellate courts was not an
adoption of the reasoning or legal conclusions
of the trial court, but merely an approval of
the result. In view of our conclusion upon the
other branch of this case, decision upon this
issue is unnecessary. We hold that the defense
is sustained and the action must fail.

Reversed and remanded for dismissal of the
action.

L. HAND, Circuit Judge (dissenting).

If the plaintiff had known, when the contract
was made, that the defendant had already
consented to take out warrants under the Act,
I should agree that the case fell within the
well=settled doctrine of the Kronprinzessin
Cecile; 1  because, although the defendant was
not absolutely prevented from lifting the copra,
the reprisals to which it would have subjected
itself, if it did, were so serious that they would
have excused performance. The basis of such
an excuse is stated in the opinion of Holmes,
J., in the case I have just cited: performance
is excused, when ‘it cannot be believed that
the contractee would have demanded or the
contractor would have assumed’ the risks
which it entails. The course of the law away
from an unyielding adherence to the literal
meaning of the words, is no different in the
case of contracts from its course in other legal
transactions. As courts become increasingly
sure of themselves, interpretation more and

more involves an imaginative projection of
the expressed purpose upon situations arising
later, for which the parties did not provide and
which they did not have in mind. Out of the
rivers of ink that have been spilled upon that
subject I know nothing that has emerged which
enlightens us beyond the caution that departure
from the text- necessary as it is- must always be
made with circumspection.

It is an obvious corollary of such a canon of
interpretation that the risks which the promisor
would have insisted that he should not be
obliged to accept, and which the promisee
would have agreed that he need not, must
be the same. And it follows that, when the
promisor offers as an excuse a burden upon his
performance which he did not provide against,
he must be content to have the question decided
by the facts that both he and the promisee
knew in common when the contract was made.
For instance, although a promise to perform
personal service is excusable by the death of
the promisor, it would not be so, if the promisor
knew that his death was imminent. For this
reason in the case at bar the defendantS *703
excuse is to be judged as though it had not
in fact consented to take out warrants for all
its ships; and, while I agree that we cannot
say affirmatively that our entrance into the
war would not in that case have excused the
defendant's performance, this record does not
satisfy me that it would. True, the plaintiff did
urge upon the Commission that a cancellation
of its contract would involve it in loss, and the
Commission was obdurate; but, the defendant
was in a much weaker position to press such a
claim because of its consent. Perhaps it would
not have been successful had it not consented;
but I do not see how we can say that a priori.
After all, although it was at the time a feeble
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government in exile, it represented a friendly
power and an ally, which by hypothesis had
not yet agreed to pool its many ships; and
surely it would have been highly desirable to
us that it should do so voluntarily. I do not
suggest that the Commission could not have
forced it to comply, but I do suggest that it
might have thought that less than one third the
cargo space of the ‘Tropic Seas' was not at stake
which would have justified coercive measures,
while the defendant's consent still remained in
abeyance; or indeed a stake which, all things
considered, would have justified even a request
to repudiate its contract with the plaintiff.
Whether such a request unaccompanied by any
intimation of coercion would have been an
excuse is a question which I am not prepared to
answer, and it is not necessary to do so, since
my views are not to prevail.

Therefore, I think that the defendant had
the burden of proving either (1) that the
Commission would have coerced or at least
would have requested the defendant to
repudiate its contract; or (2) that the plaintiff
would have engaged the space in the ‘Tropic
Seas,’ even if it had known that the defendant
had already consented to take out warrants for
its ships. Strictly, we might therefore affirm the
judgment because of this failure in the proof;
but that I think would be scarcely just, for the
trial was not conducted on such theory. I would
therefore reverse the judgment; but, instead of
dismissing the complaint I would remand the
cause for a new trial.

All Citations

177 F.2d 694, 1950 A.M.C. 80

Footnotes

1 King's telegrams and Seas Shipping Co.‘s letter to the shipper are set forth in 83

F.Supp. 488, 489; and see also 185 Misc. 94, 56 N.y.S.2d 501, 503.

2 Thus the stated purpose of the Ship Warrants Act was to plan the operation of the

merchant fleet ‘in such manner as will make their cargo space immediately effective

in accomplishing our objective of all-out aid to the democracies.’ H.R. Rep. No.

526, 77th Cong., 1st Sess., 2, 1941; Sen. Rep. No. 484, 77th Cong., 1st Sess.,

2, 1941. And Rep. Dirksen, in reporting this bill in the House, said: ‘There is an

ancient technique in this bill. It does not say that a vessel owner must go and get a

warrant. The same technique is employed that we employed in the farm legislation.

* * * This is what we say in this bill. No man must go and get a warrant for his

vessel, but if he does not get a warrant, it means that he is foreclosed so far as

certain facilities are concerned, so far as docks and wharves and fuel and loading

facilities are concerned. So there is the indirect pressure by which vessel owners and

operators must go and get themselves a warrant from the Maritime Commission.’

87 Cong.Rec. 4288, May 20, 1941. Sen. Bailey, chairman of the Senate Committee
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on Commerce, spoke to similar effect in reporting the bill to the Senate. Id. at 5660,

June 28, 1941.

3 ‘There is another serious disadvantage in these voluntary preferences: the

manufacturer who recognizes them and gives priority to deliveries under them, runs

the risk of damage suits by any and all private customers if the deliveries to such

private customers under contracts and orders already placed are postponed by the

recognition of such voluntary preference ratings. To suggest that the manufacturer

can protect himself by obtaining the consent of each private customer is an

inadequate answer, since such private customers may, within their rights, refuse to

grant such consent. * * * Thus, the issuance of such voluntary preference ratings

places an unfair burden upon the manufacturer who is expected to recognize them.

Each manufacturer may be putting his head in a noose which may not draw tight until

6 years hence when sued for damages at the expiration of the period of the statute

of limitations.’ H.R. Rep. No. 460, 77th Cong. 1st Sess., 4, 1941. ‘It is important to

give clear statutory protection to all manufacturers who comply with priority orders.’

Id. at 6. This report was also adopted by the Senate Committee on Naval Affairs,

Sen. Rep. No. 309, 77th Cong., 1st Sess., 1941. The debate in the House, 87

Cong.Rec. 3802, 3803, May 8, 1941, shows that the Committee rejected the idea of

government recompense for losses thus incurred for the principle ‘that everything

must stand aside for the national-defense program’ and that ‘the individual must

make sacrifices, everybody must make sacrifices.’ Per Rep. Vinson, Chairman of

the Committee on Naval Affairs.

1 244 U.S. 12, 37 S.Ct. 490, 491, 61 L.Ed. 960.

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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230 N.Y. 634, 130 N.E. 923

EDGAR A. LEVY LEASING
COMPANY, INC., Appellant,

v.
JEROME SIEGEL, Respondent.

Court of Appeals of New York.
Argued January 19, 1921.
Decided March 8, 1921.

CITE TITLE AS: Levy
Leasing Co. v Siegel

*634  Landlord and tenant

Action for rent -- Defense that rent was
unjust and unreasonable -- Constitutionality of
chapter 944 of Laws of 1920
Levy Leasing Co., Inc., v. Siegel, 194 App. Div.
482, affirmed.

APPEAL, by permission, from an order of the
Appellate Division of the Supreme Court in the
first judicial department, entered December 24,
1920, which affirmed an order of Special Term
denying a motion by plaintiff for judgment
upon the pleadings in an action for rent.

The answer sets up two affirmative defenses:
(1) That defendant executed the lease sued
on under duress, and (2) that the rent
reserved under the renewal lease is unjust,
unreasonable and oppressive, the latter defense

being predicated on chapter 944 of the Laws of
1920.

The following questions were certified: First.
Is the first alleged affirmative defense pleaded
in said answer sufficient in law on the
face thereof? Second. Is the second alleged
affirmative defense set forth in the answer
sufficient in law upon the face thereof? Third.
Is chapter 944 of the Laws of 1920 a
constitutional act? Fourth. Does chapter 944
of the Laws of 1920 deprive the plaintiff of
his liberty or property without due process of
law, in violation of article 1, section 6, of
the New York Constitution, and section 1 of
the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution
of the United States? Fifth. Does chapter 944
of the Laws of 1920 constitute the taking
of private property belonging to the plaintiff
for private use without just compensation, in
violation of article 1, section 6, of the New
York Constitution? Sixth. Does chapter 944 of
the Laws of 1920 deny to the plaintiff the
equal protection of the law, in violation of
the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution
of the United States? Seventh. Does chapter
944 of the Laws of 1920 impair the obligation
of the contract between the plaintiff and the
defendant, in violation of article 1, section 10,
of the Constitution of the United States?

*635  Louis Marshall and Lewis M. Isaacs for
appellant.
Alfred L. Rose and Benjamin G. Paskus for
respondent.
Francis M. Scott, I. Maurice Wormser and
Julius H. Zieser for Real Estate Investors of
New York, Inc., amici curiœ.

r-17 NewYork 
~ Official Reports 
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Joseph J. Schwartz and A. H. Spigelgass for
Kings County Taxpayers Association, amici
curiœ.
Order affirmed, with costs, on opinion of
POUND, J., in People ex rel. Durham Realty
Corp. v. La Fetra (230 N. Y. 429), and questions
certified answered as follows: Nos. 1, 4, 5, 6
and 7 in the negative; Nos. 2 and 3 in the
affirmative.

Concur: HISCOCK, Ch. J., HOGAN,
CARDOZO, POUND, and ANDREWS, JJ.;
CRANE, J., concurs in result on opinion
in Guttag v. Shatzkin (230 N. Y. 647);
MCLAUGHLIN, J., dissents in following
opinion:

MCLAUGHLIN, J. (dissenting).

The complaint in this action alleged, in
substance, that on the 26th of June, 1918, the
plaintiff, a domestic corporation, leased to the
defendant an apartment in the city of New York
for a period of two years commencing October
1, 1918, at an annual rental of $1,450, payable
in equal monthly installments on the first day
of each month; that defendant went into and
continued in possession under the lease until
the expiration of the term therein provided; that
on the 3d of May, 1920, the parties entered
into a written agreement, renewing the lease
for a further term of two years from the
1st of October, 1920, at an annual rental of
$2,160, payable in equal monthly installments
on the first day of each month; that defendant
neglected and refused to pay the rent falling due
on the 1st of October, 1920, amounting to $180,
which sum was due and owing the plaintiff, and
for which judgment was demanded.

The answer admitted all the allegations of
the complaint, except that the amount of rent
was due and payable, which was denied. This
denial did not raise an issue, since it was a
mere legal conclusion. The answer then set
up two affirmative defenses: First, that *636
the parties executed the lease and renewal as
mentioned in the complaint; that prior to the
execution of the renewal, plaintiff, with intent
to coerce defendant into signing the same,
stated in words or substance that unless he did
so at the increased rental it would terminate his
tenancy at the end of the then leased term, and
he would be obliged to move; that ‘defendant
believed and relied upon said statement and
was fearful that plaintiff would carry out said
threat * * * and that defendant would be unable
to secure any suitable or similar apartment,
owing to the scarcity of such apartments;‘ ‘that
solely by means of such threats and coercion
and duress, the plaintiff induced defendant
to sign the alleged renewal of lease above
mentioned providing for such increased rental;‘
and that defendant had tendered and offered to
pay the rent for the month of October, 1920, to
the extent of $120.83, which was the monthly
installment paid for said premises for the month
of September, 1920.

The second affirmative defense realleged the
facts set forth in the first, and in addition thereto
alleged that the rent reserved in the instrument
purporting to be the renewal lease, and claimed
by plaintiff for the month of October, 1920, was
‘unjust, unreasonable and oppressive.‘

The judgment demanded was that the alleged
renewal lease be ‘rescinded, vacated and set
aside‘ and that the complaint be dismissed.
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After issue had been joined, plaintiff moved,
under section 547 of the Code of Civil
Procedure, for judgment on the pleadings.
The motion was denied, an appeal taken to
the Appellate Division, where the order was
affirmed, two of the justices dissenting, and
leave given to appeal to this court, certifying
certain questions. Two of the questions
certified were whether the affirmative defenses
constituted a defense to the plaintiff's claim,
and the others whether chapter 944 of the Laws
of 1920 were constitutional.

The facts pleaded in the first affirmative
defense were insufficient upon the face thereof
and in this all the members of the court agree.
Such facts do not constitute *637  duress, nor
do they show that plaintiff was coerced into
signing the renewal; on the contrary, they
show that defendant voluntarily executed it
with full knowledge of its contents. He had
been told that unless he renewed the lease at
the increased rental he would have to vacate
and surrender the premises at the end of the
term under which he was then in possession.
He states that he relied upon what plaintiff
told him and believed it would compel him
to vacate the premises unless he executed the
renewal. This is precisely what he agreed to do
when he executed the lease and what the law
obligated him to do. He does not allege as a
fact that he had been unable to secure another
apartment, or that he had made any effort at
all in that direction. He alleges he was fearful
plaintiff would terminate the lease, cause him to
remove from the premises, and that he would,
in that event, be unable to secure a similar
apartment owing to the scarcity thereof; in
other words, this allegation is based entirely
upon what he feared might take place. There

is no allegation that he had, at any time prior
to the commencement of the action, claimed
that the renewal lease was obtained by duress
or that he had attempted to have it rescinded on
that account, nor did he offer to rescind; on the
contrary, he continued in possession and sought
to hold the same under the lease which he
claims was obtained by duress. The defense of
duress is predicated on the alleged threat of the
landlord to exercise his lawful right to regain
possession of the premises at the expiration
of the term then in force. It never constitutes
duress for a person to threaten to enforce his
legal rights by lawful means. (McPherson v.
Cox, 86 N. Y. 472; Dunham v. Griswold, 100 N.
Y. 224.) If he had been coerced into signing the
renewal, he could rescind for that reason, but in
order to do so he had to surrender possession
of the property. This is the general rule. A party
cannot rescind while retaining the fruits of the
contract. In case of real estate he must surrender
possession before he can maintain an action
for rescission of the instrument under which be
obtained possession. *638  (Schiffer v. Dietz,
83 N. Y. 300; Tompkins v. Hyatt, 28 N. Y. 347,
353; Oregon Pacific R. R. Co. v. Forrest, 128
N. Y. 83.)

The second affirmative defense realleges the
facts set forth in the first, and then alleges that
the rent reserved in the writing purporting to
be a renewal lease, and claimed by plaintiff
for the month of October, 1920, was ‘unjust,
unreasonable and oppressive.‘ This defense is
predicated on chapter 944 of the Laws of 1920.
If that be valid, then the defense pleaded is
good. If the act be void, it furnishes no defense;
in other words, if the act be unconstitutional,
it is not a law. ‘It confers no rights; it
imposes no duties; it affords no protection; it
creates no office; it is, in legal contemplation,
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as inoperative as though it had never been
passed.‘ ( Norton v. Shelby County, 118 U. S.
425, 442.)

Appellant contends the act is unconstitutional
in that it impairs the obligation of the contract
of lease (Federal Const. art. 1, sec. 10); deprives
the plaintiff of its property without due process
of law; denies to it the equal protection of the
law (Federal Const. Fourteenth Amendment);
and takes private property for a private use
without compensation. (Const. State of New
York, art. 1, sec. 6.)

This act purports to amend, but is really
designed to entirely supersede, chapter 136 of
the Laws of 1920. It provides that it shall be
a defense to an action for rent accruing under
an agreement for premises in a city of the first
class, or in a city in a county adjoining a city of
the first class, occupied for dwelling purposes,
that such rent is unjust, unreasonable and the
agreement under which the same is sought to
be recovered is oppressive. (Sec. 1.) That where
the answer contains the defense mentioned
in section 1, the plaintiff, within five days
thereafter (unless upon good cause shown the
time be enlarged), must file with the clerk of the
court a verified bill of particulars setting forth
certain specified facts, and if he does not, the
complaint shall, upon motion of the defendant,
be dismissed. (Sec. 2.) That where it *639
appears that the rent has been increased over the
rent as it existed one year prior to the agreement
under which the rent is sought to be recovered,
such agreement shall be presumptively unjust,
unreasonable and oppressive. (Sec. 3.) That the
plaintiff may plead and prove in such action a
fair and reasonable rent for the premises and
recover judgment therefor. (Sec. 4.) That if the
plaintiff recover judgment by default it shall

contain a provision that if the same be not
fully satisfied within five days after entry and
service upon the defendant of a copy thereof,
plaintiff shall be entitled to the premises and a
warrant may be issued to put him in possession.
(Sec. 5.) That in such action, if the defendant
raise the issue of fairness and reasonableness
of the amount of rent demanded, he must, at
the time of answering, deposit with the clerk
of the court such sum as equals the amount
paid as rent during the preceding month or
such as is reserved as the monthly rent in the
agreement under which he obtained possession.
(Sec. 6.) That if judgment be taken by default,
the court may, under certain conditions, open
such default, vacate the judgment and grant a
new trial. (Sec. 7.) That if defendant appeals
from the judgment he shall, pending the appeal,
deposit with the clerk of the court the amount
of the judgment and thereafter, monthly, until
the final determination of the appeal, an amount
equal to one month's rental, computed on the
basis of the judgment. (Sec. 8.) That the act
shall not apply to a room or rooms in a hotel
containing one hundred and twenty-five rooms
or more, or to a lodging or rooming house
occupied under a hiring of a week or less. (Sec.
9.) That the act shall not apply to a new building
in the course of construction at the time the act
takes effect, or commenced thereafter, and shall
be in force until November 1, 1922.

I agree with the majority of the court
that in determining whether or not the act
be constitutional, it must be considered in
connection with chapters 942 and 947, passed
at the same extraordinary session of the
legislature. These three acts, with others
not here involved, indicate *640  an intent
on the part of the legislature to regulate
rents of dwellings until November 1, 1922.
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Chapter 942 amends certain sections of the
Code of Civil Procedure by providing that
summary proceedings shall not be maintained
by a landlord to recover possession of leased
premises until November 1, 1922, unless it
be proved that the tenant holding over is
objectionable, or the landlord wants to occupy
the premises for a dwelling for himself or
family, or intends to demolish the building for
the purpose of building a new one, or has
sold it to a co-operative ownership corporation.
Chapter 947 also amends certain sections of
the Code of Civil Procedure by prohibiting
a landlord from obtaining, during the same
period, possession of his premises by an action
of ejectment, except in the cases specified in
chapter 942. The purpose of chapter 944, when
thus read and considered, was to make tenants
in possession a preferred class until November
1, 1922, by denying to the landlord, until that
time, the aid of the courts to obtain possession
of the premises leased, where the tenant's lease
had terminated or he had defaulted in the
payment of rent, providing he were willing to
pay a reasonable rent, to be determined in a
judicial proceeding.

This brings us to the determination of the
fundamental question already suggested: Is
chapter 944, as applied to leases made prior
to its passage, unconstitutional? I am of the
opinion that it is. First, it impairs the obligation
of a contract, and is thus directly in conflict
with the Federal Constitution. (Art. 1, sec. 10.)
The defendant, several months prior to the
passage of the act, freely, deliberately, and with
full knowledge of what he was doing, entered
into the renewal lease. But he can violate
the agreement, because, according to the act,
it is, presumptively, unjust, unreasonable and
oppressive. The landlord, however, is bound.

He cannot get possession of his property and
must accept what the court finds to be the
fair rental value. It is the substitution of a
new contract which the parties never made,
and to the terms of which they never agreed.
Such *641  substitution not only impairs
the obligation of the contract of renewal,
but destroys it, and, therefore, comes within
the constitutional prohibition. ( Edwards v.
Kearzey, 96 U. S. 595; Effinger v. Kenney,
115 U. S. 566; Barnitz v. Beverly, 163 U.
S. 118; Bradley v. Lightcap, 195 U. S. 24.)
But it is suggested that the contract of renewal
was entered into subsequent to the passage of
chapter 136 of the Laws of 1920, which chapter
944 of the Laws of 1920 purports to amend.
The answer to this suggestion has already been
given. What purported to be an amendment, in
fact operated if not as a repeal then certainly
as the substitution of one statute for the other.
The two acts, when examined, will show a well-
defined legislative intent to eliminate chapter
136 by substituting in its place chapter 944.

Second. It deprives the plaintiff of its property
without due process of law and denies to it
the equal protection of the law. It binds the
landlord to give to each tenant in possession
when the act took effect the right to occupy
the premises for at least two years if he so
desires, but imposes no obligation to do so. The
landlord must permit him to remain, while he
is at liberty to depart whenever he sees fit. Not
only this, but the landlord is compelled to take
the rent which the court fixes as reasonable.
This he must accept whether satisfied or not,
and if not satisfied, then he is denied the
right to regain possession of his property. The
tenant, if dissatisfied with the amount fixed,
may refuse to pay, and without notice quit and
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surrender the premises. If this does not amount
to depriving a landlord of his property without
due process of law, it is difficult to imagine
what would. (People ex rel. Herrick v. Smith,
21 N. Y. 595; Matter of Tuthill, 163 N. Y.
133.) In determining what is due process of
law, regard must be had to substance and not
to form. ( Chicago, B. & Q. R. R. Co. v.
Chicago, 166 U. S. 226, 235.) The protection
of property involves the protection of its value.
( Southern Ry. Co. v. Greene, 216 U. S. 400;

Ames v. Union Pacific Ry. Co., 64 Fed. Rep.
165.) It is not difficult to see how the value of
property *642  occupied by tenants, when the
act went into effect, might be very materially
impaired or reduced. There is no way in which
the landlord can obtain possession for upwards
of two years. Indeed, he cannot sell it if required
to give immediate possession.

The landlord is also denied the equal protection
of the law. He must accept the fair rental value,
irrespective of what the tenant has agreed to
pay, while the owner of a building in process
of construction, or one constructed after the
passage of the act, may exact whatever rent
he sees fit. The act, therefore, is not uniform
upon the same class of persons. One class is
compelled arbitrarily to retain tenants whether
desired or not, and to accept what the court
fixes as a fair rental, while the other class may
select its tenants and fix the rent at an amount
upon which the parties agree. It is perfectly
obvious that under the provisions of the act one
who becomes a tenant after its passage might,
and probably would, pay substantially more
than a tenant in possession of like property
in the same locality, and surrounded by the
same conditions. The act was not intended to be
uniform in its operations. It affected property

leased when it took effect in one way, and
property not then ready to be leased in another.
One class was to be benefited at the expense of
the other. (Willson v. McDonnell, 265 Fed. Rep.
432.)

Third. It takes private property for a private use.
The plaintiff and defendant are private citizens,
engaged in a private business. The renting of
property can no more be said to be for a public
use in the city of New York than can the sale
of food, clothing or any other article. Of course
the landlord is a ‘vendor of space.‘ The baker
is a vendor of bread; the butcher is a vendor of
meat; the tailor is a vendor of clothes; indeed,
every person who sells any kind of property
is a vendor of the article sold; all are engaged
in a private enterprise. But this does not give
the state the right to fix the price at which the
sale shall be made, unless it be for the public
health, public morals, or the general welfare.
If it does, *643  there is little if anything left
of the constitutional provisions relating to the
protection of property and the right to contract
with reference to it. The power to fix rental rates
between private individuals is not analogous
to nor controlled by the decisions which have
upheld the power of the legislature to fix rates
for service where the owner has devoted the
business affected to a public use.

In Munn v. Illinois (94 U. S. 113), chiefly
relied upon by the respondent, the owner
of a grain elevator had for years devoted
it to a public use in handling grain for
the public generally. The same principle is
applied in German Alliance Insurance Co.
v. Lewis (233 U. S. 389); Union Dry Goods
Co. v. Georgia Public Service Corp. (248
U. S. 372); Producers Transportation Co. v.
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Railroad Commission (251 U. S. 228) and other
authorities cited by respondent's counsel. The
renting of property for housing purposes in the
city of New York, as I have already said, is
a private business and cannot be made public
or impressed with a public interest merely by
legislative fiat. Such interest cannot be created
in this way or property rights be divested under
the guise or pretense of the exercise of the
police power. In Producers Transportation Co.
v. Railroad Commission (supra) Mr. Justice
VAN DEVANTER, speaking for the court, said:
‘It is, of course, true that if the pipe line was
constructed solely to carry oil for particular
producers under strictly private contracts and
never was devoted by its owner to public use,
that is, to carrying for the public, the State could
not by mere legislative fiat or by any regulating
order of a commission convert it into a public
utility or make its owner a common carrier; for
that would be taking private property for public
use without just compensation, which no State
can do consistently with the due process of law
clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.‘ (p. 230.)

The police power is not superior to
the Constitution; on the contrary, it is
subject to applicable constitutional limitations.
( Hamilton v. Kentucky Distilleries &
Warehouse Co., 251 U. S. 146.)

*644  In Matter of Jacobs (98 N. Y. 98,
108) this court, referring to this power, said:
‘The limit of the power cannot be accurately
defined, and the courts have not been able or
willing definitely to circumscribe it. But the
power, however broad and extensive, is not
above the Constitution. When it speaks, its
voice must be heeded. It furnishes the supreme
law, the guide for the conduct of legislators,

judges and private persons, and so far as it
imposes restraints, the police power must be
exercised in subordination thereto.‘ (See, also,

Slaughterhouse Cases, 16 Wall. 36, 87.)

The statutes regulating interest are not
analogous. No one would contend that the
legislature would have power to pass a statute
reducing the rate of interest on outstanding
obligations. When interest was reduced from
seven to six per cent, the statute was silent as to
whether it applied to obligations outstanding at
the time of its passage, but the courts held it did
not apply to such contracts.

The statutes are not analogous in another
respect, because there is no statute which
compels a person to loan money unless he
so desires. The statutes under consideration
compel the leasing of property without the
consent of the landlord and upon terms which
the court itself determines. They are in many
respects like the provisions of the act of
Congress known as the ‘Ball Rent Law,‘ for
the relief of tenants in the District of Columbia.
This act was declared unconstitutional by the
Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia.
( Hirsh v. Block, 267 Fed. Rep. 614.)

In the recent case of Stell v. Mayor, etc.,
of Jersey City, decided by the Supreme
Court of New Jersey, and reported in 111
Atlantic Reporter, 274 (No. 6 Advance Sheets),
a resolution of a municipal corporation,
providing that city money should be advanced
to defend proceedings to dispossess tenants,
was held illegal and void. Justice SWAYZE,
speaking for the court, said: ‘It is enough to
say that any authority of the city government
to protect property certainly cannot include
authority to deprive *645  owners of property
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of the beneficial use thereof. The general
welfare and good government of the city
requires that the city should see that so far as it
is concerned all of the citizens are secured their
rights, and it is a manifest perversion of the very
object of the statute to use the power and money
of the municipality for the protection of one
class of citizens at the expense of another. No
doubt it is desirable that there should be houses
for all citizens, but they cannot be provided
legally by using, without leave, or confiscating
the property of house owners. Housing can only
be provided either in the ordinary commercial
way, or by private charity.‘

I am also of the opinion that the statute is
unconstitutional in so far as it attempts to
confer upon the Municipal Court equitable
jurisdiction. Article 6, section 18 of the State
Constitution provides: ‘The Legislature shall
not hereafter confer upon any inferior or local
court of its creation, any equity jurisdiction or
any greater jurisdiction in other respects than
is conferred upon County Courts by or under
this article.‘ This inhibition is not confined
to local or inferior courts created after the
adoption of the present Constitution. It is
equally applicable to those theretofore created.
(Lewkowicz v. Queen Aeroplane Co., 207 N.
Y. 290.) The Municipal Court of the city of
New York is a continuation of the old District
Court. (Worthington v. London Guarantee &
Accident Co., 164 N. Y. 81.) It is a local
court of legislative creation. While it is true
that it has jurisdiction of equitable defenses
to the extent of defeating a plaintiff's claim,
it is nevertheless true that such defense must
be a defense, pure and simple, and the test is
the relief asked. This act clothes the Municipal

Court (in which a large percentage of the rent
cases is brought) with equitable powers. It may,
in effect, proceed to vacate and set aside the
lease under which a tenant is in possession
and then determine what is a fair rental, and
having ascertained that fact, enter judgment
accordingly. This is the exercise of equitable
powers. (Simon v. Schmitt, 137 App. Div. 625.)

*646  A statute ought not to be pronounced
unconstitutional unless it clearly appears to be
so. This, to me, does so appear. All citizens
should have houses in which to live, but if
there are not enough for all that is no reason
why those who are in should be kept there
and those who are out should be allowed to
care and shift for themselves. The state has
the same regard for one class as the other.
Nor should one landlord be treated differently
from another. All in the same class should be
treated alike. This is what the State and Federal
Constitutions require. These safeguards cannot
be overthrown by the exercise of the police
power, a power which no one has as yet
attempted accurately to define or state just
where it commences or ends. It seems to
me much better to adhere strictly to the
Constitution, the anchor of good, safe and
sound government, rather than to embark on the
sea of paternalism, the dangers of which cannot
be foreseen or the perils foretold.

Entertaining the views above expressed I
dissent, vote to reverse the orders of the
Appellate Division and Special Term, and grant
the motion for judgment on the pleadings.

Copr. (C) 2021, Secretary of State, State of New
York

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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Prior to the passage of prohibition
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were to be occupied for a saloon and
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FELSENTHAL, STRUCKMANN &
BERGER, for appellee; A. R. MILLER, of
counsel.

Opinion

MR. JUSTICE MORRILL delivered the
opinion of the court.

Plaintiff, who is appellant here, brought suit
in the county court of Cook county to recover
the amount claimed to be due her under the
provisions of a lease to defendant of certain
premises which are described as the entire first
floor and basement of the building known as
Nos. 724 and 726 Milwaukee avenue and 1020
West Huron street in Chicago. Plaintiff is the
assignee of the lessor's interest in said lease.

The declaration contained two counts, the
first of which sets forth the lease and alleges
that prior to its expiration defendant vacated
the demised premises and refused to pay
rent therefor. Plaintiff sought to recover the
stipulated rent of $175 per month for the
months of February, March and April, 1920,
with interest thereon, and the sum of $14.08, the
amount of a *302  water tax on the premises.
The other count consisted of the consolidated
common counts and alleged that there was due
from defendant the sum of $900. Plaintiff's
affidavit, attached to the declaration, stated that
“the nature of her demand is rent due upon the
lease aforesaid.”

Defendant filed a plea of the general issue and
a special plea setting forth that the lease sued
upon contained, among others, the following
provisions with reference to the uses and
purposes of the demised premises: “To be
occupied for a saloon and sale of wines and

liquors and for no other purpose whatever.”
The plea further avers that on July 1, 1919,
in pursuance of an act passed by the United
States Congress, it became and was illegal
and criminal to sell any intoxicating beverages
in the United States during the period of the
war then existing between the United States
and the German Empire and its allies; also
that on January 16, 1920, in pursuance of the
Eighteenth Amendment of the United States
Constitution, passed by the Congress of the
United States and thereafter ratified by the
legislatures of the necessary number of States,
it became and was illegal and criminal to
sell any intoxicating beverages in the United
States after January 16, 1920. The plea further
avers that during the period from July 1,
1919, to January 16, 1920, the United States
continued in a state of war with the German
Empire and its allies and that it was illegal and
criminal to sell intoxicating beverages during
that entire period and that by virtue of the
above laws of the United States defendant was
prohibited from using the demised premises
for the only purpose mentioned in said lease
and that defendant was thereby relieved and
discharged from all liability to pay rent for said
premises.

Plaintiff filed a similiter to the first plea and a
general demurrer to the special plea. The plea of
the general issue was subsequently withdrawn
by defendant *303  pursuant to leave of court.
The trial court held that the matters set forth in
the special plea constituted a good defense to
the action and overruled the demurrer thereto.
Plaintiff elected to stand by its demurrer to the
plea and thereupon the court entered judgment
in favor of defendant. A reversal is sought upon
the ground that the court erred in overruling this
demurrer. The question is fairly raised by the
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pleadings as to whether or not the prohibition
legislation set forth in the special plea, in
its effect, relieved defendant of its obligation
under the lease.

**2  It is unnecessary to set forth the provisions
of the lease in detail. It was in the form
ordinarily and generally used in Chicago where
premises are rented for saloon purposes to
be used as a place for the sale at retail
and for consumption on the premises of
such alcoholic beverages as beer, wine and
liquors and other intoxicating drinks. It is
ordinarily denominated a “saloon lease.” The
rent reserved was $175 per month up to April
30, 1920, and thereafter $200 per month. The
term of the lease was from May 1, 1915, to
April 30, 1925. It contained the usual covenants
on the part of the lessee to keep the premises in
repair, to surrender possession at the expiration
of the term and to pay rent and water and
gas bills. It was expressly stipulated that the
demised premises were to be occupied for “a
saloon and sale of wines and liquors and for
no other purpose whatever.” It also contained
a further provision which is peculiar to saloon
leases and indicates that both parties knew and
intended that the premises would be used as
a place for the retail sale and consumption of
intoxicating liquors. Under this provision the
lessee agreed, in substance, to protect, save
harmless and indemnify the lessor from and
against all loss, cost or damage arising from the
use of the premises as a saloon (which was then
generally understood to be a place where beer,
wine and liquors are sold and drunk) and from
*304  the unlawful sale of intoxicating liquors
upon the premises. It seems obvious that such a
provision would be unnecessary and improper
in a lease of premises to be used otherwise than
as above indicated.

Much importance is attached by counsel to
the meaning of the word “saloon” as used in
the lease and it is contended by appellant that
notwithstanding the reference in the lease to
the use of the demised premises, defendant
was still entitled to keep the premises for
any purpose within the scope of its corporate
objects as enumerated in its certificate of
incorporation and that defendant might well
have continued after the enactment of the
prohibition legislation to keep the said premises
as a place for the sale of groceries, ice cream
or nonintoxicating beverages or as a restaurant
or billiard hall. In support of this contention
appellant relies upon the case of Brewer &
Hofmann Brewing Co. v. Boddie, 181 Ill.
623. In that case it was held that a lease of
premises for “saloon” purposes entered into
by a corporation authorized to manufacture
and sell soda water is not void so as to
preclude the collection of rent, although the
corporation sells intoxicating liquors on the
premises in excess of its chartered powers.
The brewing company relied upon the defense
that the lease in question was ultra vires
the corporation. This lease stipulated that the
demised premises were “to be occupied for a
saloon and no other purpose whatever,” and
the court properly held that the use of the
word “saloon” did not preclude defendant from
using the premises as a place to manufacture
and sell soda water, in view of the fact that
the defendant corporation was authorized to
transact such business and was not authorized
to sell intoxicating liquors. In other words, the
mere fact that defendant had engaged in the
unauthorized business of retailing intoxicating
liquors did not relieve it of its obligation to pay
rent. A consideration of the words used in the
present lease leads to the conclusion *305  that
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the above authority is not applicable to the case
at bar. In the present lease it was stipulated that
the demised premises were to be used for “a
saloon and sale of wines and liquors and for
no other purpose whatever.” These were the
only purposes for which the demised premises
could be used under the lease. The sale of
intoxicating liquors was not merely incidental
to the transaction of defendant's business, as
in the case of Brewer & Hofmann Brewing
Co. v. Boddie, supra. It is true, as stated by
the court in that case, that “there may be
many different kinds of saloons.” A saloon
may be a large room used for social events,
musicales, art displays or public entertainment.
It may be the main cabin of a steamship
used for carrying passengers. A dining room
is sometimes called a dining saloon. However,
in the United States, prior to the passage of
the prohibition legislation mentioned in the
pleadings herein, a saloon was understood to
be a place devoted to the sale at retail and the
drinking of intoxicating beverages of various
kinds. Such was the accepted meaning of the
word. Century Dictionary, p. 5313. This word
in the present lease was followed by the words
“and sale of wines and liquors,” which we
regard as supplementary to and descriptive of
the preceding word “saloon.” The meaning of
the word “saloon” should be limited by the
associated words used in connection with it.

Street v. Lincoln Safe Deposit Co., 254 U. S.
88; Jensen v. State, 60 Wis. 582; Blake v. Blake,
75 Wis. 339.

**3  Impossibility of performance due to the
intervention of domestic legislation has been
held to be a good defense in actions arising fom
a failure to fulfill the obligations of a contract
in many instances prior to the existence of

the present prohibition laws. As a general
rule, performance is excused where it becomes
impossible owing to a change in domestic law
after the making of a contract, provided the
promisor has not expressly assumed the risk of
such change.  *306  Adler v. Miles, 69 N.
Y. Misc. 601, 126 N. Y. Supp. 135; Thomas
v. Hartshorne, 45 N. J. Eq. 215; Baylies v.
Fettyplace, 7 Mass. 325; Cordes v. Miller, 39
Mich. 581. This rule had its origin in the case
of Brewster v. Kitchell, 1 Salk. 198. It was
discussed and applied in the later case of Baily
v. DeCrespigny, L. R. 4 Q. B. 180, wherein
the defendant was charged with having violated
the covenant of a lease whereby it was agreed
that during the demised term he would not
permit any structure to be erected on a certain
paddock fronting the demised premises, and
it was alleged, as breaches of this covenant,
that the defendant had permitted a railway
station to be built on the paddock and that
he had assigned the paddock to the railway
company which had erected the said station.
It was alleged by way of defense that after
the making of the lease the railway company
was empowered to take the paddock under an
act of Parliament for the purpose of building a
railway station. It was held that defendant was
discharged from his covenant by the subsequent
act of Parliament, which compelled him to
assign to the railway company, thereby putting
it out of his power to perform the covenant.
This rule has been generally followed. It has
been held also that where the event which is
set up by way of defense is of such a character
that it cannot be reasonably supposed to have
been in the contemplation of the contracting
parties at the time when the contract was made,
they will not be bound by words which were
not used with reference to the possibility of
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the particular contingency which afterwards
happens. Chicago, M. & St. P. Ry. Co. v. Hoyt,
149 U. S. 1. It would be unjust if the law should
hold a promisor liable for failing to perform the
promised act after the law itself had prohibited
its performance, provided at the time of the
contract the undertaking was legal, “and it may
be said broadly that where the law forbids
or prevents the performance of a promise,
legal when made, the *307  promisor is freed
from liability.” 3 Williston on Contracts, 1938,
and cases cited in support of the text. Since
the enactment of the prohibition legislation
a number of cases have arisen involving the
question now under consideration in which it
has been held that the tenant was justified
in terminating a lease of property which the
parties intended to be used as a saloon. Heart
v. East Tennessee Brewing Co., 121 Tenn. 69;

Stratford, Inc. v. Seattle Brewing & Malting
Co., 94 Wash. 125. The court said in the
Tennessee case that it was unnecessary to
determine whether the lease restricted the use
of the property to the sale of liquor; it was
enough that it was the purpose to do so. It
has also been held in a number of cases that
in order to justify a tenant in terminating a
lease under such circumstances as are involved
herein, it must appear that the use for which
the premises were leased is limited solely to
the maintenance of a saloon. Greil Bros. Co.
v. Mabson, 179 Ala. 444; Kahn v. Wilhelm,
118 Ark. 239; Hooper v. Mueller, 158 Mich.
595. In the case of McCullough Realty Co.
v. Laemmle Film Service, 181 Iowa 594, where
the lease provided that “the premises are leased
for film exchange and film and theater supply
purposes only, and are not to be used for
any unlawful or offensive purposes whatever,”
the tenant was held justified in vacating the

premises and refusing to pay rent when a city
ordinance made it illegal to store or handle
inflammable films in a building which was not
fireproof. This rule was announced, although
it was not impossible for the tenant to have
used the demised premises for office purposes
and to have stored the films elsewhere. Counsel
for appellants cite in their reply brief a number
of those cases to which we have referred for
the purpose of showing that even though the
use of the premises is restricted to saloon
purposes, the tenant has been held bound to
continue in the performance of his covenants.
A review of *308  these cases will show that
they were based upon the same rule which
was held applicable by our Supreme Court in
the case of Brewer & Hofmann Brewing Co.
v. Boddie, supra, that nonintoxicating drinks
and other articles of merchandise might be sold
upon the demised premises. These authorities
apply only in cases where the lease does not
restrict the use of the premises to a single
purpose. 7 A. L. R. 836. As already indicated,
the lease involved in this case is not susceptible
of that construction. The view which we have
expressed as to the meaning to be given to the
word “saloon” in this case is sustained by Greil
Bros. Co. v. Mabson, supra, in which it was held
that a lease of certain premises to be occupied
as “a bar and not otherwise” necessarily
required the sale of intoxicants, and upon the
enactment of prohibition legislation the lessee
was held excused from the performance of the
covenants.

**4  We are of the opinion that the judgment of
the county court was correct in overruling the
demurrer to the special plea in this case.

The judgment of the county court is affirmed.
Affirmed.
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GRIDLEY, P. J., and BARNES, J., concur.

All Citations

224 Ill.App. 300, 1922 WL 2397

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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194 N.Y.S. 475
Supreme Court, Appellate

Term, New York,
First Department.

McKEEVER
v.

ARONOW et al.

June 9, 1922.

Synopsis
Appeal from Municipal Court, Borough of
Manhattan, Ninth District.

Summary proceeding by Florence G.
McKeever, landlord, against Harry Aronow
and another, doing business as Aronow Bros.,
tenants. Judgment for the defendants, entered
on verdict, and plaintiff appeals. Judgment
reversed.

West Headnotes (2)

[1] Landlord and
Tenant Conditions precedent to
rescission
Where the landlord made false
representations in obtaining the
lease, the tenant has a right to
rescind the contract, but to effect
such rescission the tenant must give
up possession of the premises.

2 Cases that cite this headnote

[2] Landlord and Tenant Defenses

A tenant cannot set up as a
defense to summary proceedings for
nonpayment of rent the fraudulent
representations of the landlord
inducing the tenant to execute
the lease, where the tenant, on
discovering the falsity of such
representations, offers to restore
possession of the premises to the
landlord, but does not actually give
up possession.

1 Cases that cite this headnote

Attorneys and Law Firms

*475  Norwood & Walsh, of New York City
(Thomas L. Walsh, of New York City, of
counsel), for appellant.

Jacob J. Lazaroe, of New York City (Arthur
C. Mandel, of New York City, of counsel), for
respondents.

Argued May term, 1922, before GUY, BIJUR,
and MULLAN, JJ.

Opinion

PER CURIAM.

In this summary proceeding for nonpayment
of rent of a loft for the month of December,
1921, the tenants set up as a defense that the
lease was made as the result of the fraudulent
representation of the landlord that another
tenant of the same building had agreed to pay
$8,500 a year for the tenants' loft, and that
by reason of such representation the tenants
agreed to renew the lease at said annual
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rental of $8,500. Under the renewal lease the
tenants paid rent from February to December,
1921, when, as claimed, they learned that the
representation was untrue. A counterclaim for
damages for the alleged fraud was withdrawn
on the trial.

Assuming that the jury was authorized in
finding that the alleged representation was
fraudulent, the tenants could have availed of the
fraud as a defense by rescinding the contract.
To effect such rescission, however, it was
necessary for them to give up possession of
the premises. A party, while he may retain
possession and obtain his damages for fraud,
cannot rescind while retaining the fruits of the
contract. Pryor v. Foster, 130 N. Y. 171,
29 N. E. 123; Edgar A. Levy Leasing Co. v.

Siegel, 230 N. Y. 634, 637, 130 N. E. 923;
Stayton Realty Corporation v. Rhodes, 200
App. Div. 108, 192 N. Y. Supp. 683; Driggs
v. Hendrickson, 89 Misc. Rep. 421, 151 N.
Y. Supp. 858. In the case at hand the tenants
did not give up possession, claiming that it
was sufficient to offer to restore possession to
the landlord, and in this position they were
sustained by the court below.

Final order reversed, with $30 costs, and final
order directed in favor of the landlord, with
costs, without prejudice to the tenants' alleged
counterclaim.

All Citations

194 N.Y.S. 475

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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Ltd., 5th Cir.(La.), August 29, 2011

86 A.D.2d 407, 449 N.Y.S.2d 986

Metpath, Inc., Appellant-Respondent,
v.

Birmingham Fire Insurance Company
of Pennsylvania, Respondent-Appellant

Supreme Court, Appellate Division,
First Department, New York

13134
May 13, 1982

CITE TITLE AS: Metpath, Inc. v
Birmingham Fire Ins. Co. of Pa.

SUMMARY

Cross appeals from an order of the Supreme
Court at Special Term (Frank J. Blangiardo,
J.), entered December 14, 1981 in New
York County, which denied cross motions for
summary judgment.

HEADNOTES

Insurance
Policy for Loss during Air Traffic Controllers'
Strike

(1) Defendant insurer is not liable for extra
expenses incurred by plaintiff insured, which
utilizes air transportation in connection with
the nationwide laboratory services it provides,

as a result of an air traffic controllers'
strike, under a policy of insurance covering
losses only during a strike or slowdown and
only after seven days have elapsed from the
commencement thereof, since the President
of the United States caused the striking air
traffic controllers to be terminated within three
days of a strike, thereby ending it during the
seven-day noncovered period and the policy
did not include labor interruption, business
interruption, transportation interruption or
other types of insurance which might
have covered plaintiff's strike-related losses;
however, although defendant's further liability
was excused by reason of supervening
impossibility, defendant is nevertheless liable
to plaintiff for what the latter paid in premiums
under the terms of their agreement.

APPEARANCES OF COUNSEL

Charles H. Miller of counsel (Maura J. Wogan
and Robert J. Kipnees with him on the brief;
Marshall Bratter, Greene, Allison & Tucker,
attorneys), for appellant-respondent.
Michael A. Ellenberg of counsel (LeBoeuf,
Lamb, Leiby & MacRae, attorneys), for
respondent-appellant.

OPINION OF THE COURT

Asch, J.

Plaintiff Metpath, Inc. (Metpath), supplies
clinical laboratory services nationwide but does
its primary laboratory work in New Jersey.
It utilizes air transportation for shipment of
specimens to its laboratory. Many of its services
must be performed within 24 hours after

r-17 NewYork 
~ Official Reports 
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obtaining a specimen to prevent spoilage and to
obtain quick responses. *408

When an air traffic controllers' strike was
threatening to take place in June of 1981,
Metpath sought to protect itself by obtaining
a policy of insurance to protect against the
increased costs which would be incurred if
private air service or other means of transport
would have to be used during the strike.

On June 18, 1981, Melvin M. Overman, a vice-
president of Metpath, contacted an insurance
broker, Johnson & Higgins (J&H), to place
that insurance for Metpath. J&H procured
the Birmingham Fire Insurance Company
of Pennsylvania (Birmingham) to undertake
such insurance. Birmingham's underwriting
manager, Charles E. Flood, agreed to accept the
risk and signed a two-page binder on June 19,
1981, providing that policy “wording [would]
follow”.

The strike anticipated for June 22 did not take
place and an agreement was made on June 24
to issue a one-year contract to accommodate
Metpath. The device of a flat one-year contract
was used because the premium was $340,000,
of which $170,000 was deemed earned even if
no strike took place. Metpath could not justify
a $170,000 expenditure to its auditors absent at
least a hypothetical one-year term.

The proposed policy was subject to drafts
and revisions and was finally issued with a
date of August 2, 1981. The strike took place
on August 3, 1981. Metpath filed a claim
with Birmingham but Birmingham declined to
make payment. The basis for refusal was that
the policy provided for a seven-day waiting

period before claims could arise, and that the
strike ended before the seven-day period had
elapsed, when the employment of controllers
was terminated by declaration of the President
of the United States on August 5, 1981.

Special Term denied summary judgment to
both sides noting that there were such issues
of fact as the termination date of the strike,
the effect of the strike on Metpath's usual
business practices and other issues related to
ascertaining the dollar losses incurred.

On this appeal Metpath argues that the losses
were covered under the policy and that
it is entitled to summary *409  judgment.
Birmingham argues that under the contract it is
entitled to judgment dismissing the complaint
since the ending of the strike terminated any
coverage, and that any ambiguity should be
resolved against Metpath, the alleged drafter of
the policy.

The coverage terms of the policy specifically
provided that:

“4. COVERAGE

“This policy covers the necessary Extra
Expense, as hereinafter defined, incurred
by the Assured in order to continue as
nearly as practicable the normal operation of
the Assured's business following disruption
of the Assured's business caused by or
resulting from strike or slowdown of Air
Traffic Controllers because of failure to reach
agreement and ratification of a collective
bargaining agreement which is approved by
Congress.
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“Coverage exists only for the strike or
slowdown originally scheduled to begin June
22, 1981 and subsequent postponements of
that strike. If that originally scheduled strike is
delayed or postponed for any reason including,
but not limited to, agreement by the parties
involved in the strike talks, a court order, or a
cooling-off period, this policy provides Extra
Expense coverage for that strike or slowdown
when, and if, it occurs.

“Coverage will cease 12 hours after a new
contract has been ratified by the Air Traffic
Controllers and approved by Congress.

“The strike or slowdown must commence
during the policy period but is not limited by
the date of expiration of the policy.

“Extra Expense shall mean the excess (if any)
of the total cost incurred during the period
of a strike or slowdown chargeable to the
operation of the Assured's business, over and
above the total cost that would normally have
been incurred to conduct the business during
the same period had no strike or slowdown
occurred.

“5. DEDUCTIBLE

“There shall be no liability under this policy
until seven days from the commencement of
a strike or slowdown of *410  Air Traffic
Controllers. The period of 7 days shall be
cumulative and not necessarily consecutive. In
no event shall more than a total 7 day waiting
period be imposed.”

The language in the second full paragraph
above quoted is clear and unequivocal. It states

that “coverage exists only for the strike or
slowdown originally scheduled to begin June
22, 1981, and subsequent postponements of
that strike.”

The last paragraph entitled “Deductible”
expressly states that “There shall be no liability
under this policy until seven days from the
commencement of a strike or slowdown of Air
Traffic Controllers.”

There is no dispute that the air traffic controllers
engaged in a strike commencing on August
3, 1981. The crucial issues presented on this
appeal are: Has the strike by the air traffic
controllers ended, and if so, was this before the
expiration of the seven-day deductible period
provided for in the policy?

The court in United States v Professional Air
Traffic Controllers Organization (524 F Supp
160, 164) concluded: “When an employer has
terminated employees and has stated that it will
not permit them to return to work, there is, by
definition, no longer a strike, for under such
circumstances the employees cannot return to
work, even if they are of a mind to do so.”
Thus, it was held by a Federal District Judge
that President Reagan caused the striking air
traffic controllers to be terminated effective
8:00 a.m. on August 6, 1981 and that the
strike ended on that date. (See, also, United
States v Professional Air Traffic Controllers
Organization, 525 F Supp 820.)

Statutory definitions and governmental acts
frequently control the application of insurance
policies. (Insurance Co. of North Amer. v
Rosenberg, 25 F2d 635; Brous v Imperial Assur.
Co., 130 Misc 450, 452, affd 223 App Div 713.)
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New York courts have relied on governmental
acts and pronouncements to resolve disputes
over insurance coverage (Neidle v Prudential
Ins. Co. of Amer., 299 NY 54; Wilkinson v
Equitable Life Assur. Soc. of U.S., 2 Misc
2d 249), even those of foreign governments
( Vanderbilt v Travelers Ins. Co., 112 Misc
248, affd 202 App Div 738, affd *411  235 NY
514; Shneiderman v Metropolitan Cas. Co. of
N. Y., 14 AD2d 284; see, also, Stawski v John
Hancock Mut. Life Ins. Co., 7 Misc 2d 424, app
dsmd 4 AD2d 940).

The strike by the air traffic controllers ended
on August 6, 1981, a date well within the
seven-day deductible provision in the insurance
policy.

The dissent rewards the diligence of Metpath
for its prescience of the strike and its attempt
to minimize its anticipated extraordinary
expenses. Unfortunately Metpath's legitimate
expectations were restricted by the express
limitations of the policy which it had such
an important role in drafting. These risks to
which Birmingham, as a correlative, agreed and
upon which it calculated its premiums were
also restricted by the express limitations of the
policy. The termination of the strike by ukase
of President Reagan, frustrated the possibility
of compliance with the liability requirements
of the policy. To change and broaden the
coverage of the insurance contract between the
parties, in derogation of its express provisions,
would impose an unjustifiable hardship on the
insurance company, and confer an unjustifiable
windfall to the assured.

The doctrines of “impossibility” or “frustration
of purpose”, excusing performance of contract,
is at the present time established law in
most civil-law and common-law jurisdictions
outside of the United States (Smit, Frustration
of Contract: A Comparative Attempt at
Consolidation, 58 Col L Rev 287), and in the
last 50 years has gained wider acceptance here.
(See, e.g., 18 Williston, Contracts [3d ed], §
1931.)

There is ample authority holding that where
performance becomes impossible because of
action taken by government, performance is
excused. (See 10 NY Jur, Contracts, § 373, and
cases there cited.)

This was recognized by the court when it held
it to be error to grant the City of New York
summary judgment against a defendant tugboat
operator for failing to supply towing services
during a port-wide strike which commenced
after a contract had been made between
the parties for such services. (City of New
York v Local 333, Mar. Div., *412  Int.
Longshoremen's Assn., 79 AD2d 410, affd 55
NY2d 898.)

Justice Silverman there explained that since
the contract contained no express provision
either excusing or not excusing defendant from
performance in the event of a strike, without a
more complete record, it could not be said, as
a matter of law, that defendant was not excused
from performance or liability on the grounds of
“impossibility” of performance.

In the case presently before the court, there is no
uncertainty with respect to the facts concerning
the negotiations of the parties and as to what
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they anticipated. They did not anticipate, nor
could they reasonably contemplate that the
President would unilaterally end the strike by
fiat in three days.

Contracts of insurance are to be construed in the
same way as any other contract. As the court
so aptly said in Johnson v Travelers Ins. Co.
(269 NY 401, 407): “Unless we are prepared
to adopt the theory of the cynic that language
was invented for the purpose of concealing
thought, we have no right to disregard the clear
provisions which defendant [insurer] inserted
in the policy and which plaintiff [insured]
accepted.”

It is not the function of a court to reconstruct a
contract of insurance negotiated by the parties
themselves to accomplish the court's notions
of what is proper. (See Breed v Insurance
Co. of North Amer., 46 NY2d 351, 355;

Government Employees Ins. Co. v Kligler, 42
NY2d 863; Novak v All City Ins. Co., 43 NY2d
854.)

“While parties to an insurance contract
cannot foresee the myriad of possible future
happenings, they can agree to terms which
encompass their intent” (Zimring v English &
Amer. Ins. Co., NYLJ, Oct. 5, 1981, p 14, cols
4, 5). The intent of the parties is obvious from
the insurance policy.

The policy language at issue here, considering
that it was negotiated by the parties, through
their representatives, demonstrates that the
coverage was only to be effective during the
period of a strike. Nonetheless, even if the
policy language is considered ambiguous or
open to doubt, any ambiguity or doubt must

be resolved against Metpath *413  and in
favor of Birmingham since the drafter of the
insurance policy was Metpath's agent, J&H,
and those provisions requested by Metpath's
representatives are the very provisions which
limit the coverage to the period of the strike.
( Hodom v Stearns, 32 AD2d 234, 236, app
dsmd 25 NY2d 722; 731 West Lake Rd. v
Boheen, 58 AD2d 1038, 1038-1039; see, also,
De Cillis v E. G. & B., Inc., 55 AD2d 1031.)

In this case, Metpath purchased necessary
extra expense insurance for losses it might
incur “during the period of a strike or
slowdown” by the air traffic controllers.
Metpath did not request or purchase
labor interruption, business interruption,
transportation interruption or some other type
of insurance. The extra expense insurance
purchased by Metpath or any of these other
types of insurance which could have been
purchased by Metpath could have included
provisions to protect Metpath from disruption
of its business prior to, during and after the
strike ended. The policy purchased by Metpath
only covered losses “during the period of a
strike or slowdown”.

During the course of the negotiations, none
of the participants could reasonably anticipate
that the Federal Government would discharge
the striking air traffic controllers. Neither
the possibility nor effect of this eventuality
was ever discussed by any of the parties
or their representatives during the extensive
negotiations.

Under the circumstances here presented, the
insurance policy came to an end, rescinded
by the occurrence of the unexpected action
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of President Reagan in terminating the strike.
Birmingham, whose further liability is excused
by reason of supervening impossibility, is
nevertheless liable to Metpath for what the
latter has paid in premium under the terms of
their agreement. (See 10 NY Jur, Contracts, §
378, and cases there cited.)

Accordingly, the order of the Supreme Court,
New York County (Blangiardo, J.), entered
December 14, 1981, denying defendant's
motion and plaintiff's cross motion for
summary judgment should be modified, on the
law, to the extent of granting plaintiff's cross
motion for summary judgment for all sums paid
as premiums to defendant *414  pursuant to
the policy of insurance and otherwise affirmed,
without costs.

Silverman, J.

(Dissenting).

I would modify the order appealed from to
the extent that I would grant plaintiff's motion
for partial summary judgment on the issue
of liability only, and remand the matter for
assessment of damages.

Plaintiff bought an insurance policy to insure
against extra expense “caused by or resulting
from strike” of air traffic controllers. The
strike took place and plaintiff suffered the
damage. The policy provided that there should
be no liability until seven days from the
commencement of the strike. Three days after
commencement of the strike, in accordance
with the orders of the President and Secretary
of Transportation, all striking air traffic
controllers were discharged; and it is therefore

argued that the strike did not last seven days and
that therefore there is no liability on the policy.
I think this argument is fallacious.

It may be that for purposes of injunction
against, or punishment of, the union or the
employees, the strike terminated at the point at
which the employer said it would not permit
the employees to come back. But we are here
concerned with the proper interpretation of
a contract and the guiding rule of course is
the intention of the parties and the reasonable
expectations of the parties. The damage
suffered by plaintiff, whether before or after
the discharge of the employees because of the
strike, was “caused by or resulting from strike”
of the air traffic controllers. Within the meaning
of the policy, there was an ongoing labor
dispute and strike, even after the discharge of
the employees. We take judicial notice of the
fact that the employees continued to picket and,
at least for some period, were unwilling to
return to work. The whole country knew there
was an air traffic controllers' strike and that it
was not just a three-day matter.

The policy provided that coverage would cease
12 hours after a new contract had been ratified
by the air traffic controllers and approved by
Congress. It may be that this will never happen.
Whatever problems that may pose as to the
maximum duration of the strike, it poses none
as to the *415  minimum duration of the strike
-- at least seven days. Incidentally it does not
even necessarily follow that the strike must
be deemed to continue indefinitely. Perhaps
the strike and its effects ended within the
contemplation of the parties when the airlines
had adjusted to normal operations, i.e., normal
and predictable in the existing situation. But
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that, it seems to me, goes to the issue of
damages. The risk the parties were insuring
against was extra expense caused or resulting
from strike of the air traffic controllers. That
risk materialized and unquestionably continued
for more than a week. I think plaintiff is entitled
to the protection it bargained for.

Sullivan, J. P., and Fein, J., concur with Asch,
J.; Silverman and Lynch, JJ., dissent in an
opinion by Silverman, J.

Order, Supreme Court, New York County,
entered on December 14, 1981, modified, on
the law, to the extent of granting plaintiff's cross
motion for summary judgment for all sums paid
as premiums to defendant pursuant to the policy
of insurance and otherwise affirmed, without
costs and without disbursements. *416

Copr. (C) 2021, Secretary of State, State of New
York

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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46 N.Y.2d 223, 385 N.E.2d 1068, 413
N.Y.S.2d 141, 25 UCC Rep.Serv. 765

Rotuba Extruders, Inc., Appellant,
v.

Kenneth Ceppos et al., Respondents.

Court of Appeals of New York
Submitted October 27, 1978;
decided December 27, 1978

CITE TITLE AS: Rotuba
Extruders v Ceppos

SUMMARY

Appeal, by permission of the Appellate
Division of the Supreme Court in the First
Judicial Department, from an order of said
court, entered June 16, 1977, which (1)
reversed, on the law, an order of the Supreme
Court at Special Term (Manuel A. Gomez,
J.), entered in New York County, granting a
motion by the plaintiff for summary judgment
on its first cause of action, and (2) denied the
motion. The following question was certified
by the Appellate Division: “Was the order of
this Court, which reversed the order of the
Supreme Court, properly made?”

Plaintiff sought summary judgment against
defendant Kenneth Ceppos on seven
promissory notes delivered to plaintiff in
payment for goods sold and delivered to
Kenberg Lighting Industries, Inc., a close
corporation of which defendant was the chief

executive officer. Each note was signed by
Kenneth Ceppos, and, in a space immediately
above his signature, were the words “Kenbert
Lighting Ind. Inc.” No word or symbol
appeared to signify that Ceppos was acting
in a representative capacity in affixing his
signature, nor was there any designation of
any office or position that Ceppos held with
Kenberg. Ceppos, in contending that he was not
personally liable on the notes and that there was
a triable issue of fact, argued that the notes were
ambiguous on their faces and his intention was
only to sign them in a representative capacity.
In reversing the Appellate Division stated that
there was a question of fact inherent on the face
of each note as to who was liable for payment.

The Court of Appeals reversed the order of
the Appellate Division, reinstated the order of
the Supreme Court and answered the question
certified in the negative, holding, in an opinion
by Judge Fuchsberg, that summary judgment
was properly granted to plaintiff, the holder
of the seven promissory notes, where the
defendant, an authorized representative, signed
his own name to the notes, which named
the principal represented but did not show
that the defendant signed in a representative
capacity, since to bring a note within the
exception clause of section 3-403 (subd [2],
par [b]) of the Uniform Commercial Code,
which provides that an authorized *224
representative who signs his own name to
an instrument is personally obligated if the
instrument names the person represented but
does not show that the representative signed in
a representative capacity, or if the instrument
does not name the person represented but
does show that the representative signed in
a representative capacity, except as otherwise

r-17 NewYork 
~ Official Reports 
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established between the immediate parties,
there must be more than the mere self-
serving allegation of the signer's subjective
intent to sign as representative; to escape
personal liability, the signer must establish an
agreement, understanding or course of dealing
to the contrary, and without an affirmative
demonstration that the taker of the note knew or
understood that the signer intended to execute
the instrument in a representative status only,
there can be no defense that, notwithstanding
the form of the note, representative liability was
otherwise established between the parties.

Rotuba Extruders v Ceppos, 58 AD2d 537,
reversed.

HEADNOTES

Bills, Notes and Checks
Personal Liability of Authorized
Representative

(1) To make commercial paper freely
negotiable without undue risk, the basic law is
that resort to extrinsic proof is impermissible
when the face of the instrument itself does not
serve to put its holder on notice of the limited
liability of a signer (Uniform Commercial
Code, § 3-403, subd [2], par [a]).

Bills, Notes and Checks
Personal Liability of Authorized
Representative

(2) Summary judgment was properly granted to
the holder of a series of negotiable promissory

notes where an authorized representative
signed his own name to the instruments,
which named the principal represented but
did not show that the representative signed
in a representative capacity, since to bring a
note within the exception clause of section
3-403 (subd [2], par [b]) of the Uniform
Commercial Code, which provides that an
authorized representative who signs his own
name to an instrument is personally obligated
if the instrument names the person represented
but does not show that the representative signed
in a representative capacity, or if the instrument
does not name the person represented but
does show that the representative signed in
a representative capacity, except as otherwise
established between the immediate parties,
there must be more than the mere self-
serving allegation of the signer's subjective
intent to sign as representative; to escape
personal liability, the signer must establish an
agreement, understanding or course of dealing
to the contrary, and without an affirmative
demonstration that the taker of the note knew or
understood that the signer intended to execute
the instrument in a representative status only,
there can be no defense that, notwithstanding
the form of the note, representative liability
was otherwise established between the parties.
*225

Judgments
Summary Judgment

(3) Summary judgment is a drastic remedy
and should not be granted where there is any
doubt as to the existence of a triable issue,
but only the existence of a bona fide issue
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raised by evidentiary facts and not one based on
conclusory or irrelevant allegations will suffice
to defeat summary judgment.

TOTAL CLIENT SERVICE
LIBRARY REFERENCES

2 NY Jur, Agency §§ 283-285; 42 NY Jur,
Negotiable Instruments and Other Commercial
Paper § 414

Uniform Commercial Code §3-403

11 Am Jur 2d, Bills and Notes §§ 550-554

Am Jur Pl & Pr Forms (Rev), Article 3,
Commercial Paper, Forms 3:421-3:424

18 Am Jur Legal Forms 2d, Article 3--
Commercial Paper §§ 253:2061- 253:2066

ANNOTATION REFERENCES

Status of signer of face of instrument. 35
ALR2d 1034.

Personal liability of one who signs or indorses
without qualification commercial paper of
corporation. 82 ALR2d 424.

POINTS OF COUNSEL

Murray L. Skala and Gabriel Kaszovitz for
appellant.
I. Summary judgment is mandated in the instant
case by reason of the form of the signature
on the notes and the failure of respondents to
raise any triable issue of fact. The court below
erred in its reversal. (Star Dairy v Roberts, 37
AD2d 1038; Paul v Weiss, 48 Misc 2d 683,

24 AD2d 1054; Welch v Campbell, 197 Misc
165, 278 App Div 605.) II. The affirmation by
respondents' attorney submitted in opposition
to the motion for summary judgment should
properly be disregarded since it was made by a
person lacking personal knowledge of the facts.
The affirmation and sur reply affidavit should
both be disregarded because they fail to present
evidentiary facts necessary to overcome the
liability created by the Uniform Commercial
Code (§ 3-403, subd [2], par [b]). (Capelin
Assoc. v Globe Mfg. Corp., 34 NY2d 338;
Penney Co. v McLean Trucking Co., 42 AD2d
508, 36 NY2d 733; V. A. W. of Amer. v General
Elec. Co., 38 AD2d 989; Iandoli v Lange, 35
AD2d 793; Snelson v SGM Catering, 47 AD2d
903; Rosemont Enterprises v Choppy Prods.,
74 Misc 2d 1003; Mallad Constr. Corp. v *226
County Fed. Sav. & Loan Assn., 32 NY2d 285;
Newmark v Weingrad, 43 AD2d 983; Shapiro
v Health Ins. Plan of Greater N. Y., 7 NY2d
56; Holdridge v Town of Burlington, 32 AD2d
581.)
Bernard Levy for respondents.
I. The court below correctly reversed the
order granting summary judgment because
respondents clearly demonstrated a triable
issue of fact as to the capacity in which the
notes were executed. (Gray v Unigard Mut.
Ins. Co., 47 AD2d 691; Nesbitt v Nimmich,
34 AD2d 958, 30 NY2d 622; RKO-Stanely
Warner Theatres v Shore, 41 AD2d 730, 33
NY2d 823; Welch v Campbell, 197 Misc
165, 278 App Div 605.) II. The court below
was not required to specifically address the
Uniform Commercial Code (§ 3-403, subd
[2], par [b]) on a summary judgment motion
inasmuch as that statute governs questions of
ultimate liability. (Esteve v Abad, 271 App Div
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725; Sillman v Twentieth Century-Fox Film
Corp., 3 NY2d 395.)

OPINION OF THE COURT

Fuchsberg, J.

This appeal, in an action between the
immediate parties to a series of negotiable
instruments, calls upon us to determine what
measure of proof is required to free from
personal liability an authorized representative
who signs his own name to a series
of negotiable instruments that name the
principal represented but do not show that
the representative signed in a representative
capacity. The issue falls squarely within section
3-403 (subd [2], par [b]) of the New York
Uniform Commercial Code.

Pursuant to CPLR 3213, plaintiff, the Rotuba
Extruders, Inc., initiated the action by the
service of a summons, complaint and notice
of motion for partial summary judgment in
lieu of complaint. The summary judgment was
sought on the first cause of action, which was
brought against the defendant Kenneth Ceppos
on seven promissory notes in the aggregate
face amount of $33,898.80. These notes had
been delivered to plaintiff between February
and May, 1976, in payment for goods sold
and delivered to Kenbert Lighting Industries,
Inc., a close corporation of which Kenneth
Ceppos was the chief executive officer and
of which Robert Ceppos and Daniel Ceppos
were the other principals. Rotuba apparently
then considered Kenbert so precarious a credit
risk that, as set *227  forth in its verified

complaint, it was insistent that one of the three
Ceppos' guarantee payment for goods sold to
Kenbert. When the first notes went unpaid upon
presentation for payment, Rotuba first brought
an action against Kenbert. Shortly thereafter, as
the due date of the remaining notes approached,
Kenbert filed a voluntary petition under chapter
11 of the Federal Bankruptcy Laws. Rotuba
thereupon initiated the present action against
the individual defendants. 1

Except for the dates, amounts and bank where
they were to be presented which were in
handwriting, and the face amount for which
each was made, which had been inserted by
a mechanical check-writing device, the notes
were each on an identical printed form. In
addition, the word “we” had been written
in a blank space obviously provided for the
insertion of a plural or singular pronoun. On
the single printed line provided for a signature
in the lower right-hand corner of each note
appeared the signature of Kenneth Ceppos and,
in a space immediately above this, in what is
apparently a different handwriting, were the
words “Kenbert Lighting Ind. Inc.” No word
or symbol, not even as much as “by” or “for”,
appeared to signify that Kenneth Ceppos was
acting in a representative capacity in affixing
his signature. Nor was there any designation of
any office or position that Kenneth Ceppos held
with Kenbert.

The exact language of the first note, which save
for differences in the amount and date of each
is for all practical purposes a duplicate of the
other six, appears as follows:

$3,000.00
 

February 11, 1976
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May 25, 1976 after date we promise to pay to
the order of Rotuba Extruders, Inc. The Sum of

$3,000 dols 00 cents Dollars at Chemical Bank
Randall and Faile Sts. Bronx New York 10474

Value Received
 

No interest
 

Kenbert Lighting Ind. Inc.
 

No.______________________
 

Due 5/25/76
 

Kenneth Ceppos
 

*228  It is Rotuba's position on the motion
for summary judgment that the notes indicate
on their very faces that Kenneth Ceppos
is personally liable on them. In opposition,
Ceppos contends that a triable issue of fact
exists because, as he asserts, the notes are
ambiguous on their faces and his intention was
only to sign them in a representative capacity.
The Supreme Court rejected this argument and
granted Rotuba's motion. On appeal, however,
the Appellate Division unanimously reversed
in a short memorandum which concluded that
“a question of fact is inherent on the face of
each note as to who is liable for payment”

(58 AD2d 537). For the ensuing reasons, we
disagree with that determination.

The pertinent subdivision of section 3-403
of the New York Uniform Commercial Code
provides:

“An authorized representative who signs his
own name to an instrument

“(a) is personally obligated if the instrument
neither names the person represented nor
shows that the representative signed in a
representative capacity;

“(b) except as otherwise established between
the immediate parties, is personally obligated
if the instrument names the person represented
but does not show that the representative signed
in a representative capacity, or if the instrument

does not name the person represented but
does show that the representative signed in a
representative capacity.”

(1)Section 3-403 aims to foster certainty and
definiteness in the law of commercial paper,
requirements deriving from the “necessity for
takers of negotiable instruments to tell at a
glance whose obligation they hold” (White &
Summers, Uniform Commercial Code, § 13-2,
p 399). 2  To make commercial paper “freely
negotiable without undue risk” (Financial
Assoc. v Impact Marketing, 90 Misc 2d 545,
547), the basic law is that resort to extrinsic
proof is impermissible when the face of the
instrument itself does not serve to put its holder
on notice of the limited liability of a signer
(Uniform Commercial Code, § 3-403, subd
[2], par [a]; cf. Uniform Commercial Code, §
3-402).

As the statute states, the only exception
has to be one that *229  is “otherwise
established between the immediate parties”. In
adopting this exception, the drafters of the code
followed the more liberal pre-existing New
York rule permitting proof of an agreement
or understanding that personal liability of the
signer was not intended (Official Comment
3, McKinney's Cons Laws of NY, Book 62
1/2, Uniform Commercial Code, § 3- 403; see
Megowan v Peterson, 173 NY 1, 5-6; Central
Bank of Rochester v Gleason, 206 App Div 28,
31). 3
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(2)But the type of showing needed to bring the
note within the “except” clause of section 3-403
(subd [2], par [b]) must necessarily amount
to more than the mere self-serving allegation
of the signer's subjective intent to sign as
representative. To escape personal liability,
the signer has the burden to “establish” an
agreement, understanding or course of dealing
to the contrary (cf. Uniform Commercial Code,
§ 1-201, subd [3]; § 2-208). Thus, without
an affirmative demonstration that the taker
of the note knew or understood that the
signer intended to execute the instrument in
a representative status only, there can be no
defense that, notwithstanding the form of the
note, representative liability was “otherwise
established between the *** parties” (see

Jackson Chevrolet v Oxley, 564 P2d 633,
635-636 [Okla]; Fanning v Hembree Oil Co.,
245 Ark 825).

Clearly, the notes in this case fall within
the situation contemplated by the statute
and, in factual circumstances that meet its
requirements, would have permitted Ceppos to
rebut the presumption of individual liability
(see Official Comment 3, subd [f], McKinney's
Cons Laws of NY, Book 62 12, Uniform
Commercial Code, § 3-403). Yet, Ceppos
neither alleged nor made any evidentiary
showing of the mutuality of intent necessary to
constitute such an agreement or understanding
and, consequently, his affidavit, even when
considered with that of his attorney, 4  does
not serve to deny Rotuba summary judgment
(Commonwealth Bank & Trust Co. v Plotkin,
355 NE2d 917, 919 [Mass]; *230  Seale
v Nichols, 505 SW2d 251, 253, revg 493

SW2d 589 [Tex]; cf. Slayton v Lomar Constr.
Corp., 4 UCC Rep Serv 955 [NYLJ, Dec. 20,
1967, p 18, col 8]).

Indeed, the affidavits submitted by Ceppos and
by his attorney contain no factual allegations
that, given the explicit statutory language,
would create a triable issue on whether Rotuba
knew or should have known that it was Ceppos'
intention to sign the notes in a representative
capacity only. The undisclosed intention of
Ceppos, without more, does not establish the
understanding between the parties required
by section 3-403 (subd [2], par [b]) of the
Uniform Commercial Code (Southern Nat.
Bank of N. C. v Pocock, 29 NC App 52,
57-58). Ceppos' affidavit does not even disclose
such elementary facts as who acted for Rotuba
in accepting the notes, what disclosure was
made of Ceppos' unilateral intention, or what
manifestation or knowledge of such intention,
if any, was made anywhere or to anyone on
behalf of Rotuba (see Commonwealth Bank &
Trust Co. v Plotkin, supra, at p 919).

Nor was there any evidence to establish that
such an understanding between Rotuba and
Kenbert was implicit in any alleged course of
dealing (cf. Citibank Eastern N. A. v Minbiole,
50 AD2d 1052, 1053). The only documentary
evidence alluded to by Ceppos is contained
in the affidavit of Rotuba's president, Albert
Bell. It consists of correspondence between
Bell and Kenbert's comptroller approximately
one year prior to the transactions here at issue.
It confirms that Rotuba requested that Kenneth
Ceppos sign as guarantor on a 1975 note in
the amount of $3,864. While Ceppos' lawyer's
hearsay affidavit refers to this transaction as
a “prior course of dealing”, it disappears as
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a possible prop to support any such theory
because of Ceppos' own admission in his own
affidavit that this was a single “instance”.
Ceppos nevertheless would use this isolated
and remote event to mount a theory that,
because he had personally guaranteed the note
in that year-old instance by indorsing it on
the reverse side, this had to be taken to be
the “practice” between the parties whenever
his individual liability was intended. But the
letters do not say so. And there is no claim
that an express understanding to that effect was
ever the subject of even a single conversation.
Above all, by no stretch of the imagination
could such a rationalization constitute the
“sequence of previous conduct” that it would
take to comprise a trade practice or “course of
dealing” (Uniform Commercial Code, § 1-205;
see Starnheim v *231  Silver Bell of Roslyn, 66
Misc 2d 726; Baumgold Bros. v Allan Fox Co.
East, 375 F Supp 807).

In short, Ceppos pointed to nothing that
would tend to show that the parties regarded
the obligation as a corporate one alone (see
Central Bank of Rochester v Gleason, 206
App Div 28, 31, supra.;; Chips Dist. Corp.
v Smith, 48 Misc 2d 1079, 1081-1082).
The nature of the transaction here gives no
indication that regardless of the faces of
the notes, corporate liability and none other
was intended by the parties (see Pollin v
Mindy Mfg. Co., 211 Pa Super 87, 91-92).
Certainly, there was nothing unusual about
it. It is common business practice to treat
such an obligation as a corporate one, and
creditors of small corporations often demand
that officers personally obligate themselves on
corporate notes (White & Summers, Uniform
Commercial Code, § 13-4, pp 403-405; see

Britton, Bills & Notes [2d ed, 1961], § 164, p
486).

(3)Nevertheless, because “summary judgment
is a drastic remedy and should not be granted
where there is any doubt as to the existence of a
triable issue” (Moskowitz v Garlock, 23 AD2d
943, 944), we have scrutinized the affidavits
carefully, in the light most favorable to Ceppos.
But only the existence of a bona fide issue
raised by evidentiary facts and not one based
on conclusory or irrelevant allegations will
suffice to defeat summary judgment (Mallad
Constr. Corp. v County Fed. Sav. & Loan
Assn., 32 NY2d 285, 290; Rosenberg v Del-
Mar Div., Champion Int. Corp., 56 AD2d
576-577). So appraised, in the case before us,
the conclusion is unavoidable that the showing
Ceppos essayed was lacking in substance. His
submissions simply lacked the evidentiary facts
on which a meritorius defense could be made
out (see 4 Weinstein-Korn- Miller, NY Civ
Prac, par 3212.10).

Therefore, the certified question must be
answered in the negative, the order of the
Appellate Division should be reversed and the
order granting summary judgment on the first
cause of action must be reinstated.

Chief Judge Breitel and Judges Jasen, Gabrielli,
Jones, Wachtler and Cooke concur.
Order reversed, with costs, and the order of
the Supreme Court, New York County, granting
summary judgment to plaintiff on the first
cause of action reinstated. Question certified
answered in the negative. *232
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Copr. (C) 2021, Secretary of State, State of New
York

Footnotes

1 The action was brought against all three. The first cause of action, the only one on

the notes, was against Kenneth Ceppos alone. A second cause of action alleged that

Robert Ceppos and Daniel Ceppos also had guaranteed the underlying obligation.

The third cause of action named all three in a suit to recover approximately $25,000

due for additional merchandise for which no notes had been issued. The latter two

causes of action were severed from the first in the order granting the motion for

partial summary judgment.

2 The expediting procedural section under which this action was commenced

( CPLR 3213) is one of the many reflections of this policy to be found in our law

(see 4 Weinstein-Korn-Miller, NY Civ Prac, par 3212.02a, pp 32.210-32.211).

3 Interestingly, under an earlier version of the code, section 3-403 (subd [2]) would

have imposed personal liability on any representative who signs an instrument that

does not both name the person represented and disclose the fact of representative

capacity. According to that draft, parol evidence would have been excluded for any

purpose except reformation (1955 Report of NY Law Rev Comm, vol 2, p 225).

4 Ceppos' counsel's affidavit was not made on personal knowledge of the facts and,

hence, could not defeat the motion for summary judgment ( CPLR 3212, subd

[b]; see Columbia Ribbon & Carbon Co. v A-1-A Corp., 42 NY2d 496, 500). In

any event, it no more than reiterates Ceppos' barebones recitation of his subjective

intent.

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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88 A.D.3d 1224, 931 N.Y.S.2d
436, 2011 N.Y. Slip Op. 07556

**1  Route 6 Outparcels,
LLC, Respondent

v
Ruby Tuesday, Inc., Appellant.

Supreme Court, Appellate Division,
Third Department, New York

511918
October 27, 2011

CITE TITLE AS: Route 6 Outparcels,
LLC v Ruby Tuesday, Inc.

HEADNOTE

Contracts
Breach or Performance of Contract
Noncompliance Due to Economic Hardship

Epstein, Becker & Green, P.C., New York
City (Robert M. Travisano of counsel), for
appellant.
Sills, Cummis & Gross, P.C., New York City
(Mark S. Olinsky of counsel) and Carter,
Conboy, Case, Blackmore, Maloney & Laird,
P.C., Albany (Michael J. Catalfimo of counsel),
for respondent.

Spain, J. Appeal from an order of the Supreme
Court (Platkin, J.), entered May 13, 2010
in Albany County, which granted plaintiff's
motion for partial summary judgment.

Pursuant to a 2006 ground lease agreement,
defendant agreed to construct and open a
restaurant on plaintiff's real property, located
in Pennsylvania, by March 2009, and to pay
plaintiff an annual fixed rent in addition
to a percentage of the restaurant's gross
sales. Although defendant has consistently paid
the fixed rent on the property, it did not
construct the anticipated restaurant, prompting
plaintiff to commence this breach of contract
action. Plaintiff successfully moved for partial
summary judgment on the issue of liability, and
defendant now appeals.

We affirm. Defendant does not dispute that
plaintiff has established a prima facie case
for breach of contract under Pennsylvania
law, *  but argues that its performance was
excused under the agreement's force majeure
provision. “In order to use a force majeure
clause as an excuse for non-performance, the
event alleged as an excuse must have been
beyond the party's **2  control and not due to
any fault or negligence by the non-performing
party” ( *1225  Martin v Com., Dept. of
Envtl. Resources, 120 Pa Commw 269, 272,
548 A2d 675 678 [1988]). “Furthermore, the
non-performing party has the burden of proof
as well as a duty to show what action was
taken to perform the contract, regardless of the
occurrence of the excuse” (id.; accord Rohm
& Haas Co. v Crompton Corp., 2002 WL
1023435, *2, 2002 Phila Ct Com Pl LEXIS 20,
*6-7 [2002]).

Here, the agreement's force majeure provision
provides: “Except for any payments due
[plaintiff] in accordance with this [l]ease,
[plaintiff] and/or [defendant] shall be excused
for the period of any delay and shall not

r-17 NewYork 
~ Official Reports 
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be deemed in default with respect to the
performance of any of the terms, covenants,
and conditions of this [l]ease when prevented
from so doing by cause or causes beyond
the [plaintiff's] and/or [defendant's] control,
which shall include, without limitation, all
labor disputes, governmental regulations or
controls, fire or other casualty, inability to
obtain any material, services, acts of God, or
any other cause, whether similar or dissimilar
to the foregoing, not within the control of
the [plaintiff] and/or [defendant]” (emphasis
added). Defendant argues that the “global
economic downturn that took hold in 2008”
prevented its performance under the contract
and, thus, its nonperformance was excused
under the force majeure provision. Specifically,
defendant relies on an affidavit of its vice-
president and corporate controller, attesting
that due to the economic crisis that began in
early 2008, defendant experienced a drastic
decline of its stock price, forcing defendant
to reclassify over $500 million of its long
term debt and to determine that complying
with the lease provisions requiring construction
of a new restaurant “would divert needed
funds away from meeting debt obligations and
leverage thresholds under its loan covenants.”
As a result, defendant communicated to
plaintiff in March 2008 that it would not
construct the store anticipated by the parties'
agreement.

We agree with Supreme Court that the
economic factors that led defendant to make
this decision cannot, as a matter of law,
excuse its nonperformance. “[W]hen the parties
have themselves defined the contours of force
majeure in their agreement, those contours
dictate the application, effect, and scope of

force majeure” (Rohm & Haas Co. v Crompton
Corp., 2002 WL 1023435, *3, 2002 Phila Ct
Com Pl LEXIS 20, *9, quoting R & B Falcon
Corp. v American Exploration Co., 154 F Supp
2d 969, 973 [SD Tex 2001]). Here, although
the parties did, after identifying particular force
majeure events, agree on a fairly broad clause
by including the language “any other cause,
whether similar or dissimilar to the foregoing,”
they still expressly limited the contemplated
force majeure events to those beyond the
control *1226  of the nonperforming party.
While defendant, of course, had no control
over the world economy, the decisions it made
with respect to how to cope with the financial
downturn—notwithstanding that its options
may have been limited—remained within
defendant's power and control. Defendant made
a calculated choice to allocate funds to the
payment of its debts rather than to perform
under the subject lease. Economic factors are
an inherent part of all sophisticated business
transactions and, as such, while not predictable,
are never completely unforeseeable; indeed,
“financial hardship is not grounds for avoiding
performance under a contract” (Rohm & Haas
Co. v Crompton Corp., 2002 WL 1023435, *5,
2002 Phila Ct Com Pl LEXIS 20, *14, quoting
Macalloy Corp. v Metallurg, Inc., 284 AD2d
227, 227 [2001]; see In re Millers Cove Energy
Co., Inc., 62 F3d 155, 158 [6th Cir 1995]
[“Courts and commentators generally refuse
to excuse lack of compliance with contractual
provisions due to economic hardship, unless
such a ground is specifically outlined in
the contract”]; Morgantown Crossing, L.P. v
Manufacturers & Traders Trust Co., 2004 WL
2579613, *6, 2004 US Dist LEXIS 22949,
*15 [ED Pa 2004]; Stand Energy Corp. v
Cinergy Servs., Inc., 144 Ohio App 3d 410,
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416, 760 NE2d 453, 457 [2001] [“worsening
economic conditions . . . do not qualify as a
force majeure”]; **3  Hanover Petroleum
Corp. v Tenneco Inc., 521 So 2d 1234,
1239-1240 [La App 3d Cir 1988] [“adverse
economic conditions . . . which tend to render
performance burdensome and unprofitable do
not constitute force majeure”], writ denied 526
So 2d 800 [La 1988]).

Further, having decided not to construct the
restaurant as early as March 2008, defendant
has failed to demonstrate an attempt to perform,
despite the alleged excuse, as required by
Pennsylvania law (see Martin v Com., Dept.
of Envtl. Resources, 120 Pa Commw at 272,

548 A2d at 678). Accordingly, we conclude
that defendant's performance was not excused
under the agreement's force majeure clause and
plaintiff was properly granted partial summary
judgment.

Peters, J.P., Stein, McCarthy and Garry, JJ.,
concur. Ordered that the order is affirmed,
with costs. [Prior Case History: 27 Misc 3d
1222(A), 2010 NY Slip Op 50846(U).]

FOOTNOTES

Copr. (C) 2021, Secretary of State, State of New
York

Footnotes

* The parties agree that Pennsylvania law governs the substantive issues in this

action.

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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KeyCite Yellow Flag - Negative Treatment
 Called into Doubt by Nycal Corp. v. Inoco PLC, S.D.N.Y., December

12, 1997

7 F.3d 1091
United States Court of Appeals,

Second Circuit.

Richard E. SAYERS,
Plaintiff–Appellant,

v.
The ROCHESTER TELEPHONE

CORPORATION SUPPLEMENTAL
MANAGEMENT PENSION PLAN;

William H. Cherry; James B.
Loughlin; Joanne H. Miller; Donna

L. Reeves–Collins; Kenneth P.
Schirmuhly; Mary L. Sickel, as

Members of the Rochester Telephone
Corporation Employees' Benefit

Committee; Rochester Telephone
Corporation, Defendants–Appellees.

No. 1650, Docket 93–7217.
|

Argued June 18, 1993.
|

Decided Oct. 28, 1993.

Synopsis
Retired executive for telephone company
brought action under Employee Retirement
Income Security Act to recover benefits owing
him under pension plan which were denied
when he accepted position with competitor. The
United States District Court for the Western
District of New York, Michael A. Telesca,
Chief Judge, entered summary judgment for
telephone company, and executive appealed.
The Court of Appeals, Cardamone, Circuit

Judge, held that material issue of fact
as to how rider to retirement agreement
reconciled retirement agreement's two-year ban
on competition with pension plan's three-year
ban on inimical activity precluded summary
judgment for company.

Reversed and remanded.

West Headnotes (13)

[1] Federal Courts Summary
judgment
Court of Appeals' review of grant
of summary judgment is de novo,
employing the same tests as those
employed by district court.

5 Cases that cite this headnote

[2] Federal Courts Summary
judgment
When reviewing grant of summary
judgment, Court of Appeals may
not resolve disputed issues of fact,
but instead must determine whether
there are genuine issues of fact to be
resolved at trial.

5 Cases that cite this headnote

[3] Contracts Language of contract
Primary objective in contract
interpretation is to give effect to
intent of the contracting parties as
revealed by language they chose to
use.
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66 Cases that cite this headnote

[4] Federal Civil
Procedure Contract cases in
general
In a contract dispute, summary
judgment motion may be granted
only where agreement's language is
unambiguous and conveys a definite
meaning.

97 Cases that cite this headnote

[5] Federal Civil
Procedure Contract cases in
general
If contract language is susceptible to
different reasonable interpretations
and there is relevant extrinsic
evidence of parties' actual intent,
then contract's meaning becomes
issue of fact precluding summary
judgment.

90 Cases that cite this headnote

[6] Contracts Ambiguity in general
Ascertaining whether contract is
ambiguous is question of law for trial
court.

45 Cases that cite this headnote

[7] Federal Courts Contracts
Court of Appeals reviews trial court's
determination as to whether writing

is ambiguous, which is question of
law, de novo.

7 Cases that cite this headnote

[8] Contracts Existence of
ambiguity
Contract language is ambiguous if
it is capable of more than one
meaning when viewed objectively
by reasonably intelligent person who
has examined context of entire
integrated agreement and who is
cognizant of customs, practices,
usages and terminology as generally
understood in the particular trade or
business.

180 Cases that cite this headnote

[9] Contracts Existence of
ambiguity
No ambiguity exists when contract
language has definite and precise
meaning, unattended by danger of
misconception in the purport of the
contract itself and concerning which
there is no reasonable basis for
difference of opinion.

162 Cases that cite this headnote

[10] Contracts Construction as a
whole
Although parties dispute meaning
of specific contract clauses, court's
task is to determine whether such
clauses are ambiguous when read
in context of the entire agreement
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and, by examining entire contract,
court safeguards against adopting
interpretation that would render any
individual provision superfluous.

122 Cases that cite this headnote

[11] Contracts Existence of
ambiguity
Parties to a contract may not
create ambiguity merely by urging
conflicting interpretations of their
agreement.

28 Cases that cite this headnote

[12] Evidence Contracts in General
If ambiguity exists, then extrinsic
evidence of parties' intent may be
looked to as an aid to construing
contractual language.

35 Cases that cite this headnote

[13] Federal Civil
Procedure Employees and
Employment Discrimination,
Actions Involving
Material issue of fact as to how rider
to retirement agreement reconciled
retirement agreement's two-year ban
on competition with pension plan's
three-year ban on inimical activity
precluded summary judgment for
telephone company with respect to
retired executive's ERISA action to
recover benefits owing him under
pension plan which were denied
when he accepted position with

competitor in company's geographic
area more than two years after he
left company. Employee Retirement
Income Security Act of 1974, §
502(e)(1), 29 U.S.C.A. § 1132(e)
(1).

Attorneys and Law Firms

*1092  Kenneth A. Payment, Rochester, NY
(A. Paul Britton, Harter, Secrest & Emery, of
counsel), for plaintiff-appellant.

William D. Eggers, Rochester, NY (Nixon,
Hargrave, Devans & Doyle, of counsel), for
defendants-appellees.

Before: CARDAMONE and MAHONEY,
Circuit Judges, and CEDARBAUM, District
Judge. *

Opinion

CARDAMONE, Circuit Judge:

This appeal requires an interpretation of a
contract between a telephone company and
one of its high-level executives, Richard E.
Sayers, who thinks this a classic case of lawyers
negotiating the language of a deal, the parties
signing it, and then its validity and meaning
being left to be later contested. Perhaps it is true
that everything that can be said or written can
be said or written clearly; certainly the parties
before us on this appeal think their written
agreement is clear and unambiguous. But, in
light of the claimed clarity, surprisingly each of
them interprets the writing differently. Hence,
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as is the case with so many litigated disputes,
this appeal arises from the unclear use of words.

BACKGROUND

Sayers worked for appellee Rochester
Telephone Corporation, based in Rochester,
N.Y. (Rochester Tel), from 1968 to 1990,
and most recently had held the position of
Executive Vice President of the company's
Telecommunications Group. That changed
in *1093  1990 when his employer forced
Sayers to retire. On June 1, 1990 the parties
executed a Retirement Agreement to govern
his departure. Under its terms, Sayers received
$50,000 in exchange for a release of all
claims against Rochester Tel. The company
also agreed to pay him $255,000 in two
installments in exchange for his promise not
to compete against his former employer for
two years and not to divulge confidential
company information for an indefinite period.
Section 2 of the Retirement Agreement defined
forbidden competitive activity and set forth
the geographic areas to which the noncompete
clause applied.

Sayers also was entitled to retirement
benefits under the terms of Rochester
Tel's Supplemental Management Pension Plan
(Plan), which the company established in 1984
for high-level employees. Under § 3.1 of the
Plan Sayers agreed that if he engaged in “any
activity inimical to the interests” of Rochester
Tel for three years following his retirement
without the consent of Rochester Tel's Board
of Directors, he would forfeit all retirement
benefits.

Appellant states he was troubled about how
the two contracts—the Retirement Agreement
with its two-year ban on competition and the
Plan with its three-year prohibition on inimical
activity—could be read together consistently.
To meet this concern the parties included the
following Rider to the Retirement Agreement:

Sayers acknowledges that,
except to the extent set
forth in this paragraph of
this Section 3 [Default],
Company may terminate
Sayer's benefits under the
[Plan] if Sayers engages
in any activity inimical to
the interests of Company,
as and to the extent
provided in the [Plan];
provided, however, that
Company may not terminate
such benefits because Sayers
either engages, directly or
indirectly, in any capacity,
or assists another to engage
in any work or activity in
any way connected with the
development, manufacture
or sale of any product or
service, so long as Sayers
does not, by so engaging or
assisting another to engage in
such work or activity, violate
the provisions of Section 2 of
this Agreement.

Sayers' attorney drafted this language after
rejecting a similar draft offered by Rochester
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Tel's counsel. With the inclusion of the Rider,
the Retirement Agreement was complete. It
was signed by two Rochester Tel executives—
its President and Chief Executive Officer and
its Executive Vice President and President of
the Telecommunications Group.

Appellant stopped working at the company
in June 1990, but he continued on paid
leave through December 18, 1990, when
his retirement officially began. From the
fall of 1990 until mid–1992 Sayers worked
as an independent consultant for cellular
telephone companies overseas and in the
states of Kentucky and Michigan. On
several occasions he checked with executives
of his former employer before accepting
consulting assignments to ensure that he
would not violate the Retirement Agreement's
noncompete clause. In one case he declined
to take on a project because Rochester Tel
expressed reservations about his doing it.

On August 5, 1992—more than two years
after he left the company—appellant accepted
a position as President and Chief Operating
Officer of ACC Corp., a telecommunications
company based in Rochester. Before taking
the position, he asked Rochester Tel to
approve the move. Both the Employees' Benefit
Committee, which directly administers the
Plan, and the company's Board of Directors
refused Sayers' request in June and July
1992, respectively. They determined that the
proposed job with ACC Corp. would be
inimical to Rochester Tel's interests and
contrary to the Plan. On September 1, 1992 the
company stopped paying retirement benefits to
Sayers, declaring that he had violated the Plan's
three-year ban on inimical activity.

Invoking jurisdiction under the civil
enforcement provision of the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, 29
U.S.C. § 1132(e)(1) (1988), Sayers filed suit
against Rochester Tel on October 5, 1992 in
the United States District Court for the Western
District of New York (Telesca, C.J.). In his
complaint Sayers sought to recover benefits
due and owing him under the Plan and to
clarify his right to future benefits under it.
Plaintiff contended that the Rider to the *1094
Retirement Agreement reconciled that contract
and the Plan so that he was required to refrain
from competitive activity for only two years.
Rochester Tel claimed the Rider did not change
the Plan, but merely clarified the meaning
of “inimical activity” in it. Both parties then
moved for summary judgment based on the
language of the contracts. In an opinion dated
February 25, 1993 the district court adopted
Rochester Tel's view of the contract and granted
summary judgment in its favor. Sayers appeals.
We reverse.

DISCUSSION

A. Contract Ambiguity

Both parties contend the language of
the Retirement Agreement is clear
and unambiguous, yet urge opposing
interpretations of it. According to Sayers, the
Retirement Agreement Rider stipulated what
the meaning of inimical conduct was under the
Plan with regard to competitive activity. In his
view, Rochester Tel can terminate his pension
benefits under the Plan for competitive activity
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only if he engaged in that activity within two
years of retirement. That is to say, only if he
violated § 2 of his Retirement Agreement. In
contrast, Rochester Tel insists the Rider merely
clarifies that Sayers could engage in telephone
business that was either outside Rochester
Tel's territory or not competitive with the
company's products and services at any time
after retirement without being bound by
either the Retirement Agreement's noncompete
clause or the Plan's inimical activity clause.
Under this reading the Plan's three-year ban
on inimical activity still embraces competitive
activity undertaken in Rochester Tel's territory,
and Sayers, the company asserts, violated that
clause.

Faced with these conflicting views, the
district court held the contracts unambiguously
supported Rochester Tel's interpretation
because it “is reasonable, is consistent with
the rest of the [default] Section and with
the [Retirement] Agreement, and does no
violence to the [Plan] which it references.”
In the alternative, the district court held
that Rochester Tel's “unrebutted” affidavit
testimony concerning the parties' intent amply
supported the company's view. Sayers disputes
both reasons advanced by the trial court in
support of its grant of summary judgment.

[1]  [2]  Our review of such a grant is de
novo, employing the same tests as those applied
at the district court. See Taggart v. Time
Inc., 924 F.2d 43, 45–46 (2d Cir.1991). We of
course may not resolve disputed issues of fact,
but instead must determine whether there are
genuine issues of fact to be resolved at trial.
See Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S.

242, 249, 106 S.Ct. 2505, 2510, 91 L.Ed.2d 202
(1986).

[3]  [4]  [5]  The legal principles governing
this dispute are familiar and well settled. The
primary objective in contract interpretation is
to give effect to the intent of the contracting
parties “as revealed by the language they chose
to use.” Seiden Assocs. v. ANC Holdings,
Inc., 959 F.2d 425, 428 (2d Cir.1992); accord,

Care Travel Co. v. Pan American World
Airways, Inc., 944 F.2d 983, 987 (2d Cir.1991);
W.W.W. Assocs. v. Giancontieri, 77 N.Y.2d
157, 162, 565 N.Y.S.2d 440, 566 N.E.2d 639
(1990); Hartford Accident & Idem. Co. v.
Wesolowski, 33 N.Y.2d 169, 171, 350 N.Y.S.2d
895, 305 N.E.2d 907 (1973). In a contract
dispute a motion for summary judgment may be
granted only where the agreement's language is
unambiguous and conveys a definite meaning.
See Seiden, 959 F.2d at 428; see also

Rothenberg v. Lincoln Farm Camp, Inc.,
755 F.2d 1017, 1019 (2d Cir.1985). If the
language is susceptible to different reasonable
interpretations, and “where there is relevant
extrinsic evidence of the parties' actual intent,”
then the contract's meaning becomes an issue of
fact precluding summary judgment. Seiden,
959 F.2d at 428; see also Hartford, 33 N.Y.2d
at 172, 350 N.Y.S.2d 895, 305 N.E.2d 907.

[6]  [7]  [8]  [9]  Ascertaining whether or not
a writing is ambiguous is a question of law
for the trial court, W.W.W. Assocs., 77 N.Y.2d
at 162, 565 N.Y.S.2d 440, 566 N.E.2d 639;
see also Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. v. RJR
Nabisco, Inc., 906 F.2d 884, 889 (2d Cir.1990),
and we review the trial court's determination de
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novo. See Two Guys from Harrison–N.Y., Inc.
v. S.F.R. Realty Assocs., 63 N.Y.2d 396, 403,
482 N.Y.S.2d 465, 472 N.E.2d 315 (1984); see
also  *1095  Garza v. Marine Transp. Lines
Inc., 861 F.2d 23, 27 (2d Cir.1988). Contract
language is ambiguous if it is “ ‘capable
of more than one meaning when viewed
objectively by a reasonably intelligent person
who has examined the context of the entire
integrated agreement and who is cognizant of
the customs, practices, usages and terminology
as generally understood in the particular trade
or business.’ ” Walk–In Medical Centers,
Inc. v. Breuer Capital Corp., 818 F.2d 260,
263 (2d Cir.1987) (quoting Eskimo Pie Corp.
v. Whitelawn Dairies, Inc., 284 F.Supp. 987,
994 (S.D.N.Y.1968)); accord, Care Travel,
944 F.2d at 988; Garza, 861 F.2d at 27. No
ambiguity exists when contract language has
“a definite and precise meaning, unattended by
danger of misconception in the purport of the
[contract] itself, and concerning which there is
no reasonable basis for a difference of opinion.”
Breed v. Insurance Co. of North America, 46
N.Y.2d 351, 355, 413 N.Y.S.2d 352, 385 N.E.2d
1280 (1978); accord, Seiden, 959 F.2d at
428; Metropolitan Life, 906 F.2d at 889.

[10]  [11]  [12]  Although the parties dispute
the meaning of specific contract clauses, our
task is to determine whether such clauses are
ambiguous when “read in the context of the
entire agreement.” W.W.W. Assocs., 77 N.Y.2d
at 163, 565 N.Y.S.2d 440, 566 N.E.2d 639;
see also Williams Press, Inc. v. New York, 37
N.Y.2d 434, 440, 373 N.Y.S.2d 72, 335 N.E.2d
299 (1975). By examining the entire contract,
we safeguard against adopting an interpretation
that would render any individual provision

superfluous. See Two Guys, 63 N.Y.2d at
403, 482 N.Y.S.2d 465, 472 N.E.2d 315; see
also Rothenberg, 755 F.2d at 1019; Muzak
Corp. v. Hotel Taft Corp., 1 N.Y.2d 42, 46, 150
N.Y.S.2d 171, 133 N.E.2d 688 (1956). Parties
to a contract may not create an ambiguity
merely by urging conflicting interpretations of
their agreement. See Seiden, 959 F.2d at 428;
accord, Metropolitan Life, 906 F.2d at 889;

Garza, 861 F.2d at 27. But, if ambiguity
exists, then extrinsic evidence of the parties'
intent may be looked to as an aid to construing
the contractual language. See Curry Rd.
Ltd. v. K Mart Corp., 893 F.2d 509, 511 (2d
Cir.1990); accord, Care Travel, 944 F.2d at
988; Hudson–Port Ewen Assocs. v. Kuo, 78
N.Y.2d 944, 945, 573 N.Y.S.2d 637, 578 N.E.2d
435 (1991); O'Neil Supply Co. v. Petroleum
Heat & Power Co., 280 N.Y. 50, 55–56, 19
N.E.2d 676 (1939).

[13]  With these principles in mind, we hold
that the Rider to the Retirement Agreement
is susceptible to more than one reasonable
interpretation. Thus, it is ambiguous. Both
parties offer interpretations with a sound
basis in the language of the two instruments.
The Rider language supports Rochester Tel's
position because it does not explicitly mention
the time period of either contract. The
Plan itself further supports this interpretation
because it states that consent from Rochester
Tel's Board of Directors is required to suspend
the three-year ban. The Board's consent
was not sought prior to the execution of
the Retirement Agreement or at any time
before Sayers decided to accept a position
with ACC Corp. Sayers' assertion that the
company's interpretation would render the

t 
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Rider meaningless is misconceived because the
Rider at a minimum somewhat clarifies the
meaning of “inimical activity” in the Plan.

On the other hand, appellant's construction of
the contract's meaning finds strong support in
the contract language. The Rider specifically
states that Rochester Tel may not terminate
Sayers' pension benefits “so long as Sayers
does not ... violate the provisions of Section
2 of this [Retirement] Agreement,” and § 2
expressly provides for only a two-year ban on
competitive activity. Sayers contends that the
term “inimical activity” in the Plan is broader
than the Retirement Agreement's noncompete
clause. According to this view, the Rider lifts
the ban on competitive activity in the third
year after Sayers' retirement, but it leaves intact
the three-year ban on other kinds of inimical
activity, such as business torts, defamation, or
crimes directed at the company.

Looking beyond the contract language,
Rochester Tel argues that appellant's position is
undermined fatally by his asking the company
for permission to take the ACC Corp. post.
Rochester Tel believes this request constitutes
an admission by Sayers that the Rider did
not alter the Plan's three-year ban on inimical
activity. We disagree. *1096  Appellant's
equally plausible explanation of his behavior
is inconsistent with such an admission. At the
time he requested permission to take the ACC
Corp. position—before this lawsuit began—
Sayers informed the company that he requested
approval simply to avoid conflict because he
had “no desire to spend additional financial
resources on legal haggling.”

Therefore, we believe that the plain language
of the Retirement Agreement and Plan, when
considered together, lacks “a definite and
precise meaning, unattended by a danger of
misconception.” Breed, 46 N.Y.2d at 355, 413
N.Y.S.2d 352, 385 N.E.2d 1280. Since the
language is ambiguous, summary judgment
was improperly granted.

B. Parol Evidence

The district court additionally found that
even were the contract ambiguous, summary
judgment in favor of appellee was appropriate
because Rochester Tel's parol evidence—an
affidavit by corporate attorney Zamboni—
supporting the company's interpretation was
unrebutted. In our view the Zamboni affidavit
is immaterial to any determination of the
parties' intent. On the whole, the affidavit is
argumentative and conclusory. In addition, it
deals primarily with the intent of Rochester Tel
rather than the joint intent of the parties.

More importantly, contrary evidence of the
parties' intent was attached to the Zamboni
affidavit. This evidence was in the form of
a July 6, 1992 letter to Sayers from Robert
F. Mechur, the attorney who negotiated the
Retirement Agreement on Sayers' behalf. In
relevant part, the letter stated:

It was your and our
view that the provision in
the [Plan], unless modified,
might be construed so as to
effectively extend the two
year covenant not to compete
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contained in the [Retirement]
Agreement to three years,
if competition were found
to be “inimical” to the best
interests of [Rochester Tel].
It was also clear at the
time, however, that it would
have been unwise to seek
the consent of the Board
of Directors of [Rochester
Tel] to a modification
or waiver of the [Plan]
provision. Therefore, we and
[Rochester Tel] negotiated
a provision which would
have the same effect as a
waiver, by acknowledging
that competition which
does not violate the non-
competition provision of the
[Retirement] Agreement also
would not violate the [Plan].

Appellees' attempt to isolate from this letter
one sentence—that concerning Board consent
—mischaracterizes the entire document that
plainly supports Sayers' position. In addition
to this evidence, appellant submitted a sworn
declaration in which he attested to his aim
during contract negotiations. Sayers' intent,
contrary to its description in the Zamboni
affidavit, is also expressed in a June 20, 1992
letter that appellees attached to the Zamboni
affidavit. Consequently, conflicting extrinsic
evidence of the contracting parties' intent
exists, creating a genuine issue of material fact
barring the grant of summary judgment.

C. Contract Authorization

In addition to their contentions regarding
the proper interpretation of the Retirement
Agreement Rider, the parties dispute its effect
in light of the Plan's requirement that Rochester
Tel's Board of Directors consent to employee
ventures that otherwise would violate the three-
year prohibition on inimical activity. Both
Sayers and Rochester Tel insist that the Rider
interpretation each advocates does not change
the Plan but merely clarifies the meaning of
“inimical activity” in that contract. Rochester
Tel strenuously contends that the interpretation
urged by appellant “produced an irreconcilable
conflict with the [Plan]” and would amend
the pension plan so that Board consent would
be required. According to appellant, the Rider
permissibly limited the period under which
Rochester Tel could terminate his benefits for
competing against Rochester Tel from three
years to two years.

In any event, appellant contends that Rochester
Tel ratified the Rider—and any attendant
modification to the Plan's three-year ban—
because for two years the Board failed to
repudiate the Rider and instead received the
benefit of Sayers' compliance. Rochester Tel
responds that the Board had no reason to
disclaim the Rider because Sayers complied
with its terms as Rochester Tel has interpreted
them and as Rochester Tel *1097  believed
Sayers had interpreted them. Appellees further
state that once Sayers violated the Plan's
inimical activity clause, the company acted
promptly to protect its position. Resolution
of these contentions depends upon what the
parties believed to be the effect of the Rider.
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Sayers finally argues that the Retirement
Agreement is an independently enforceable
contract to pay benefits notwithstanding the
Plan so long as Sayers did not violate the
Retirement Agreement's terms. This argument
relies on an interpretation in which the Rider
not only does not amend the Plan, but also
fails to incorporate its terms. We do not
adopt this contention insofar as it avers the
Retirement Agreement does not incorporate
the Plan's benefit forfeiture provisions because
such an interpretation is contrary to the
language of the Retirement Agreement. In
fact, the entire dispute before us concerns
the conceded interaction between these two

documents. Consequently, resolving the issue
of whether the Retirement Agreement Rider
was executed effectively only can occur after
the Rider itself is interpreted by a finder of fact.

CONCLUSION

The grant of summary judgment is reversed,
and this case is remanded to the district
court for further proceedings on the unresolved
factual issues consistent with this opinion.

All Citations

7 F.3d 1091, 17 Employee Benefits Cas. 1917

Footnotes

* Hon. Miriam Goldman Cedarbaum, United States District Court Judge for the

Southern District of New York, sitting by designation.

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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2020 WL 3104371 (N.Y.Sup.), 2020 N.Y. Slip Op. 31842(U) (Trial Order)
Supreme Court of New York.

New York County

**1  SEOUL GARDEN BOWERY INC, Plaintiff,
v.

Wilson NG and Tien Yick Co., Inc., Defendants.

No. 653635/2018.
June 8, 2020.

Decision + Order on Motion

Present: Hon. Debra A. James, Justice.

MOTION DATE 11/08/2018

MOTION SEQ. NO. 001

*1  The following e-filed documents, listed by NYSCEF document number (Motion 001) 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 were read on this motion to/for DISMISS.

ORDER

Upon the foregoing documents, it is

ORDERED that the defendants' motion to dismiss the complaint is GRANTED ONLY AS TO the
second through sixth causes of action and is otherwise DENIED; and it is further

ORDERED that defendants shall serve an answer to the complaint within 20 days of service of a
copy of this order with notice of entry; and it is further

ORDERED that counsel are directed to appear for a preliminary conference by court approved
video platform or, if possible, “in person” appearance, 60 Centre Street, Room 331, New York,
New York, on July 14, 2020, 9:30 AM.
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**2  DECISION

The court shall grant in part defendants' motion to dismiss the complaint.

Plaintiff alleges that it entered into a lease for commercial space from defendant owners based
upon representations from the defendants that the defendants would assist plaintiffs in obtaining
a certificate of occupancy for the premises that would allow plaintiff to operate a restaurant.
Plaintiff's first cause of action seeks rescission of the lease and a declaration that the lease is void
along with a return of the security deposit. The second cause of action seeks damages for breach of
contract and the third cause of action is for breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing.
The fourth cause of action is for unjust enrichment and the fifth cause of action asserts fraudulent
inducement. The sixth cause of action asserts that defendants violated the Administrative Code of
the City of NY provision against harassment of commercial tenants.

The complaint states that the plaintiff was aware that the leasehold premises did not have
a certificate of occupancy although a fast-food restaurant had previously operated out of the
premises. The complaint alleges that plaintiff relied on assurances from the defendants that
defendants would assist in obtaining a proper certificate. Paragraph 2.01 of the Lease **3
states that “The Tenant shall use and occupy the Premises as a restaurant (not ‘fast food similar
McDonalds, Burger King etc.’) and for no other purposes. . . . Any use of the Premises in violation
of this Article 2 shall be deemed to be a breach of a substantial obligation this Lease.” Paragraph 19
of the Lease states that “Except as may be specifically set forth in this Lease, neither the Landlord
nor its agents have made any representations with respect to the Building, . . . This Lease constitutes
the complete and exclusive agreement between the parties and supersedes all prior written and oral
statements, including any prior representations, statements, conditions or warranties.” Paragraph
24.06 of the lease states that the tenant is taking the premises “as is” and that “Landlord shall
have no obligation to perform any work at the Premises. All agreements and representations of
the parties are merged into this Lease.”

Defendants now move to dismiss the complaint on the grounds that they have carried out all of their
obligations under the lease and that the terms of the lease supersede any alleged representations.
In support of their position the defendants cite Casilia v Webster LLC) 140 AD3d 530 [1st Dept
2016]) wherein the Court on similar facts stated that

*2  “Plaintiff Casilia's alleged inability to use the leased premises as a catering hall due to the
certificate of occupancy does not relieve her of **4  the obligation to pay rent for the period of
time during which she occupied the premises. The lease did not require defendant landlord to
obtain a certificate of occupancy that would permit plaintiff's intended use of the premises, and
there is no evidence that defendant fraudulently induced plaintiff to execute the lease or made a
specific representation that her intended use would comply with the certificate of occupancy.”
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Id. (citations omitted).

The court agrees with defendants that principles outlined in Casilia renders plaintiff's second
through fifth causes of action unsupportable. Plaintiff concedes that it was aware of the lack of
certificate of occupancy thus rendering its fraudulent inducement claim unsupportable as there is
no misrepresentation alleged by defendants in connection with the lease. The lease also contains
an express merger clause rendering reliance upon any oral representations not actionable. Further,
the complaint fails to set forth any obligation under the terms of the lease that was breached. With
respect to the sixth cause of action for harassment, there are no facts alleged to support the violation
of the statute.

However, as to the first cause action, the court agrees with plaintiff that it is not subject to dismissal
because of the terms of the lease. The lease expressly limits the plaintiff's use of the premises
to the operation of the restaurant. To the extent that it is alleged that such use is not permitted,
the plaintiff has made out a valid claim of the **5  impossibility of contractual performance. As
cited by the plaintiff, “Because there are issues of fact as to whether plaintiff's cause of action for
rescission of the lease can be proved on the grounds of impossibility, fraud or misrepresentation,
and also whether the lease should be terminated based on frustration of purpose, defendants'
motion for summary judgment dismissing the amended complaint should not have been granted.”

Jack Kelly Partners LLC v Zegelstein, 140 AD3d 79, 82 (1st Dept 2016). On the facts alleged
here, plaintiff has sufficiently pled a cause of action for rescission based upon impossibility of
performance, as allegedly the leasehold use restriction prevent its performance. Therefore, such
claim survives defendants' motion.

6/8/2020

DATE

<<signature>>

DEBRA A. JAMES, J.S.C.

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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2020 WL 6435136 (N.Y.Sup.), 2020 N.Y. Slip Op. 33623(U) (Trial Order)
Supreme Court of New York.

New York County

**1  THE GAP, INC., Plaintiff,
v.

170 BROADWAY RETAIL OWNER, LLC, Defendant.

No. 652732/2020.
October 30, 2020.

Decision + Order on Motion

Present: Hon. Debra A. James, Justice.

MOTION DATE 10/08/2020

MOTION SEQ. NO. 001 002

*1  The following e-filed documents, listed by NYSCEF document number (Motion 001) 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33,
34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59 were
read on this motion to/for INJUNCTION/RESTRAINING ORDER.

The following e-filed documents, listed by NYSCEF document number (Motion 002) 62, 63, 64,
65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79 were read on this motion to/for DISMISS.

ORDER

Upon the foregoing documents, it is hereby

ORDERED that the motion to dismiss the complaint (Motion Sequence Number 002) is granted
only to the extent that “count two” declaratory judgment to the extent that it is based upon “failure
of consideration”; “count five” reformation of Lease”; “count six” “money had and received”; and
“count seven” “unjust enrichment” are dismissed, and the motion is otherwise denied; and it is
further
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**2  ORDERED that the plaintiff's motion for a Yellowstone injunction (Mot. Seq. No. 001)
is GRANTED, retroactive to July 15, 2020, and the cure period is hereby tolled pending a
determination of whether the plaintiff is in default under the Lease dated February 5, 2014 pursuant
to such Notice of Default; and it is further

ORDERED that defendant is, effective July 15, 2020, preliminarily enjoined from terminating
plaintiff's leases pending the outcome of this action and a declaration determining the rights,
remedies and liabilities of the parties; and it is further

ORDERED that the Yellowstone injunction granted above is hereby conditioned upon plaintiff
filing with the Clerk of the County an undertaking in the form of a bond in the total amount
of $5,500,000.00, comprised of the sum of $2,500,000.00 to secure payment of future use and
occupancy, pendent lite, for the period November 1, 2020 until a final determination of this action
plus $3,000,000.00 to secure the payment of rent arrears allegedly owed by plaintiff to defendant
for the monthly fixed rent due under the Lease dated February 5, 2020, from April 1, 2020 to date;
and it is further

ORDERED that counsel are directed to file with IAS Part 59 (59nyef@nycourts.gov) and
NYSCEF a proposed preliminary discovery conference order or proposed competing preliminary
**3  discovery conference order(s) on or before November 30, 2020, which shall include a
proposed date for the submission of a proposed discovery compliance conference order.

DECISION

Defendant's Cross Motion to Dismiss

On a motion to dismiss brought under CPLR 3211, the court must “accept the facts as alleged
in the complaint as true, accord the plaintiff the benefit of every possible favorable inference,
and determine only whether the facts as alleged fit within any cognizable legal theory” ( Leon
v Martinez, 84 NY2d 83, 87-88 [1994] [citations omitted]). Ambiguous allegations must be
resolved in the plaintiff's favor (see JF Capital Advisors, LLC v Lightstone Group, LLC, 25
NY3d 759, 764 [2015]). A motion to dismiss will be denied “if from [the] four corners [of the
complaint] factual allegations are discerned which taken together manifest any cause of action
cognizable at law” ( Guggenheimer v Ginzburg, 43 NY2d 268, 275 [1977]). However, “the
court is not required to accept factual allegations that are plainly contradicted by the documentary
evidence or legal conclusions that are unsupportable based upon the undisputed facts” (Robinson
v Robinson, 303 AD2d 234, 235 [1st Dept 2003]). “[F]actual allegations . . . that consist of bare
legal conclusions, or that are inherently incredible . . . are not entitled to such consideration” ( **4
Mamoon v Dot Net Inc., 135 AD3d 656, 658 [1st Dept 2016] [internal quotation marks and citation
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omitted]). Moreover, “[w]hen documentary evidence is submitted by a defendant ‘the standard
morphs from whether the plaintiff stated a cause of action to whether it has one’ ” ( Basis Yield
Alpha Fund (Master) v Goldman Sachs Group, Inc., 115 AD3d 128, 135 [1st Dept 2014] [internal
citation omitted]).

1. “Court One” Breach of Contract

*2  In “count one” of the complaint, plaintiff retail store tenant seeks damages in the form of a
refund from defendant landlord of a prorated amount of rent for March 2020, for breach of the
Lease dated February 5, 2014 (Lease). The complaint and plaintiff's papers in opposition to this
motion, considered collectively, allege that defendant breached paragraph Article 2, paragraph C.
of the Lease when landlord did not provide an “abatement or reduction in Fixed Rent due to loss or
use of all or a portion of the Demised Premises due to Casualty” 1  attributable to the period after
March 19, 2020, when, due to the governmental shut-down of non-essential businesses, plaintiff
could not lawfully use the premises in the manner set forth in the Lease. Contrary to defendant's
argument, plaintiff, thereby, identifies the portion of the lease that defendant purportedly violated.
**5  Benderson Development Co., Inc. v Commenco Corp., (44 AD2d 889 [4th Dept. 1974])
supports plaintiff's position, as paragraph C of Article 2 of the Lease at bar, under which defendant
promises plaintiff a refund to the extent that a Casualty renders the Demised Premises not useable
is akin to the provision under which the landlord warranted the use of the subject premises as a
restaurant in that case. As plaintiff does allege a portion of the lease that defendant breached, the
“count one” breach of contract claim is sufficiently pled and shall not be dismissed.

2. “Count Two” and “Count Three” Declaratory Judgment and Injunctive Relief

CPLR 3001 provides, in part, that the “court may render a declaratory judgment having the
effect of a final judgment as to the rights and other legal relations of the parties to a justiciable
controversy whether or not further relief is or could be claimed.” A declaratory judgment action
requires an actual controversy (see Long Is. Light. Co. v Allianz Underwriters Ins. Co., 35 AD3d
253 [1st Dept 2006], appeal dismissed, 8 NY3d 956 [2007]). On a motion seeking to dismiss a
declaratory judgment claim, “the only question is whether a proper case is presented for invoking
the jurisdiction of the court to make a declaratory judgment, and not whether the plaintiff is entitled
to a declaration favorable to him”. (Law Research Serv. v Honeywell, Inc., 31 AD2d 900, 900 [1st
Dept 1969] [collecting cases]).

**6  Relief on a declaratory judgment claim is limited to a declaration of the parties' legal rights
based on the facts presented (see Thome v Alexander & Louisa Calder Found., 70 AD3d 88,
100 [1st Dept 2009], lv denied 15 NY3d 703 [2010]).
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Here, the allegations asserted in “counts” two and three plead the existence of a justiciable
controversy. In such counts, plaintiff asserts that it is excused from performing under the Lease,
i.e. remitting rent, as the result of the destruction of the means of performance of the contract
of the contract, i.e., its use of the premises as a retail store under the Lease. It alleges in some
factual detail, that such performance has been made objectively impossible, by an unanticipated
event that could not have been foreseen or guarded against in the Lease, a credible description of
the current worldwide pandemic, shutting down New York City “brick and mortar” retail stores.
Plaintiff's action for a declaration that it is excused due to the impossibility of performance as a
result of “the destruction of the means of performance by an act of God, vis major, or by law”,
states a viable claim (see 407 East 81st Garage, Inc. v Savoy Fifth Ave. Corp., 23 NY2d 275,
281 [1968]). Nor is this a case where the court can determine as matter of law that defendant is
entitled to a declaration in **7  its favor. 2  However, to the extent that plaintiff seeks a declaration
that there is a failure of consideration, such cause of action is duplicative of its cause of action and
defendant's counterclaim for breach of contract. Compare Strobe v Netherland Co., 245 AD 573,
575 (4th Dept. 1935). To that extent, the declaratory judgment cause of action fails, and must be
dismissed. Finally, the remedy of “injunctive relief” enjoining the defendant from terminating the
Lease is available should a declaratory judgment be granted in favor of plaintiff. Therefore, except
to the extent that a failure of consideration is alleged, “counts” two and three of the complaint
shall not be dismissed.

3. “Count Four” Rescission/Cancellation of Lease

*3  Rescission on the grounds of impossibility or frustration of purpose is a viable cause of action,
which, as for the reasons stated above, plaintiff has sufficiently pled. See Jack Kelly Partners
LLC v Zegelstein, 140 AD3d 79 (1st Dept. 2016).

**8  4. “Count Five” Reformation of Lease

Plaintiff alleges neither mutual mistake nor fraud. Thus, its claim for reformation is insufficiently
pled and must be dismissed. New York First Avenue CVS, Inc. v Wellington Tower Associates,
L.P, 299 AD2d 205 (1st Dept. 2002).

5. “Count Six” and “Count Seven” Money Had and Received and Unjust Enrichment

“Since a valid contract exists governing the subject matter in dispute, the cause of action for unjust
enrichment is untenable” (G&G Investments, Inc. v Revlon Consumer Products Corp., 283 AD2d
253 [1st Dept. 2001]). Likewise, a “quasi-contract claim for money had and received is barred
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by the existence of a written contract” (see Atria Builders, LLC v Morgan 32 Holdings, LLC, 84
AD3d 508 [1st Dept. 2011]).

Yellowstone Injunction

As discussed above, this declaratory judgment action seeks an adjudication of the rights of
plaintiff-tenant and defendant landlord under a certain commercial lease. Plaintiff now seeks a
Yellowstone injunction pursuant to First National Stores v Yellowstone Shopping Center, 21
NY2d 630 (1968).

Plaintiff has demonstrated that it (1) holds a commercial lease; (2) received from the landlord a
notice [of default with a cure period]; (3) requested injunctive relief before the termination of the
lease; and (4) is prepared and maintains the **9  ability to cure the alleged default by any means
short of vacating the premises. See Graubard Mollen Horowitz Pomeranz & Shapiro v 600 Third
Avenue Associates, 93 NY2d 508, 514 (1999).

This court agrees with plaintiff that although the ten-day cure period under the Default Notice has
expired, the Lease remains extant as defendant never terminated the Lease. See Graubard Mollen
Horowitz Pomeranz & Shapiro v 600 Third Ave. Associates, 93 NY2d 508, 514 (1999) (the party
seeking a Yellowstone injunction must demonstrate that “it requested injunctive relief prior to the
termination of the lease”). The decision of the Appellate Division, First Department, in KB
Gallery LLC v 875 W. 181 Owners Corp., 76 AD3d 909 (1st Dept. 2010), is consistent to the
extent that it held:

“The motion court properly found that plaintiff did not timely seek Yellowstone relief, since
plaintiff did not make its application until after the applicable cure period had expired and the
notice of termination had been served.” (Citations omitted; underscoring supplied.)

The court agrees with plaintiff that the statement of the First Department in KB Gallery LLC,
“We reject plaintiff's contention that a Yellowstone injunction brought after the expiration of the
applicable cure period will be deemed timely as long as it is made before the lease in question
actually terminated” is dicta, and at odds with that portion of the opinion of the Court of Appeals
in Graubard, supra, at 514, that states that the **10  issuance of a Yellowstone injunction turns on
whether “[the tenant] requested injunctive relief prior to the termination of the lease”, as opposed
to whether such relief was sought prior to the termination of the cure period.

*4  With respect to the undertaking, plaintiff has convinced this court that the posting of a
bond rather than the direct payment of outstanding rent arrears and future use and occupancy
to defendant is appropriate under the circumstances, as the alleged default involves a monetary
conditional limitation in the Lease. See Graubard, supra, at p. 515 (“The escrow account was
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simply a condition of the Yellowstone injunction, much like a bond, to ensure that [the landlord]
was paid when the day of reckoning finally arrived in this protracted litigation.”). See also

Lexington Ave. & 42nd St. Corp. v Lexchamp Operating, 205 AD2d 421, 423-424 (1st Dept.
1994).

10/30/2020

DATE

<<signature>>

DEBRA A. JAMES, J.S.C.

Footnotes

1 Lease Article 39 captioned “Definitions” contains no definition of the word “Casualty”.
2 The implication of the presence of a “business interruption insurance” provision and the

absence of a force majeure clause in the Lease for the declaration of the parties rights
thereunder would be the subject of inquiry on a motion for summary judgment (see Kel
Kim Corp. v Central Markets, Inc., 70 NY2d 900 [1987]), 407 E. 61st Garage v Savoy
Fifth Ave. Corp., 23 NY2d 275 (1968) and Decision and Order dated September 23, 2020
in BKNY1, Inc. d/b/a 132 Lounge v 132 Capulet Holdings, LLC, Kings County Supreme
Court, Index No. 508647/2016, (Knipel, J.), but not the motion at bar that challenges the
pleadings.

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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Unreported Disposition
47 Misc.3d 1222(A), 17 N.Y.S.3d
386 (Table), 2015 WL 2401237

(N.Y.Sup.), 2015 N.Y. Slip Op. 50746(U)

This opinion is uncorrected and will not be
published in the printed Official Reports.

*1  Pat Torpey and STEVE
DELCORSO, Plaintiff-, Respondents,

v.
TJ Realty of Orange County Inc., and

THOMAS LEISMAN, Defendants.

2850/2013
Supreme Court, Orange County

Decided on May 19, 2015

CITE TITLE AS: Torpey v TJ
Realty of Orange County Inc.

ABSTRACT

Fraud
Fraud in Inducement
Lease

Torpey v TJ Realty of Orange County Inc.,
2015 NY Slip Op 50746(U). Fraud—Fraud in
Inducement—Lease. (Sup Ct, Orange County,
May 19, 2015, Colangelo, J.)

APPEARANCES OF COUNSEL
LEVINSON, REINEKE & ORNSTEIN, P.C.
Attorneys for Defendants
P.O. Box 244
Central Valley, New York 10917
OSTRER & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
111 Main Street
P.O. Box 509
Chester, New York 10918

OPINION OF THE COURT

John P. Colangelo, J.

The following papers were read on the
Defendants' motion for summary judgment and
Plaintiffs' cross-motion to strike Defendants'
answer or alternatively, for an order of
preclusion or conditional preclusion subject
to Defendants' compliance with court-ordered
discovery:

Notice of Motion, Affidavit, Affirmation-Exhibits A-F.......................................
 

1-18
 

Notice of Cross-Motion, Affirmation, Affidavit, Exhibits A-H,
 

Memorandum of Law in Support of Cross-Motion..........................................
 

19-46
 

Affidavit, Affirmation in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment................
 

47-56
 

Plaintiffs' Reply Memorandum of Law............................................................
 

57-61
 

*2  FACTUAL AND
PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

The above-captioned action was commenced
by plaintiffs/tenants Pat Torpey and Steve
Delcorso (“Plaintiffs” or “Tenants”) against

r-17 NewYork 
~ Official Reports 
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Defendants TJ Realty of Orange County, Inc.
(“TJ Realty”) and its President, defendant
Thomas Leisman ( “Leishman”, as used by
Defendant) (collectively “Defendants” or the
“Landlord”) by summons and complaint filed
on April 4, 2013. The complaint sets forth
five causes of action: Fraudulent Inducement,
Unjust Enrichment, Reformation, Rescission,
and Violation of General Business Law
§349.

The action arises from a lease entered into
between Plaintiffs and Defendants in March
2012 (the “Lease”) for a restaurant and bar
located in Highland Mills, New York that
had been operated by Defendants for several
years as the Savory Grill Restaurant. (The
“Premises”) (See Lease, Exhibit D to Defts.
Motion). The effective date of the Lease was
April 1, 2012; the Lease is for a five year term,
with two five-year renewal options as well as a
purchase option. According to the terms of the
Lease, Plaintiffs are obligated to pay an annual
minimum rent of $60,000.00 (Lease ¶ 2), and
are permitted to make reasonable alterations
of and additions to the Premises as long as
such alterations or additions did not change
the general character or reduce the fair market
value of the Premises. Plaintiffs are required to
obtain the written consent of the Defendants as
well as meet other conditions if the estimated
cost of such alterations or additions exceeds
$10,000.00.(Lease ¶ 7). Plaintiffs' intended use
of the Premises was expressly stated as follows:
“Lessee covenants that the Demised Premises
shall be used solely for A RESTAURANT
WITH ON PREMISE LIQUOR LICENSE and
for no other purpose, unless approved in writing
by Lessor.” (Id. ¶ 4; emphasis in original).

The fulcum of this action is Plaintiffs' claim
that they were fraudulently induced to enter
into the Lease by virtue of Defendants alleged
knowing and deliberate concealment of certain
claimed New York State Liquor Authority
(“SLA”) violations that had been issued against
Defendants during Defendants' operation of the
Premises (See Complaint, 34-38). The SLA
mailed a written notice dated August 10, 2012
to Leishman concerning pending cancellation/
revocation proceedings based upon violations
that allegedly occurred on or before November
3, 2011. (See Exh. H. To Pls. Cross-Motion).
Plaintiffs maintain that Leishman knew of such
charges prior to the execution of the Lease.
As a result of such SLA proceedings, a final
order of cancellation of Defendants' liquor
license for the Premises was eventually issued,
effective March 13, 2013. (see Defts. Exhibit
F). It is undisputed that the pendency of such
revocation proceedings against Defendants was
the reason behind the denial by the SLA
licensing board of Plaintiffs' application for a
Temporary Retail Liquor Permit on January 17,
2013. (See Deft. Exhibit E).

While the instant action was pending,
Defendants filed a notice of petition and
petition dated May 17, 2013 in the Town
of Woodbury Justice Court (the “May 2013
Woodbury Proceeding”) seeking possession
of the Premises, a judgment in the amount
of $16,500.00 and a final judgment of
eviction. Defendants agreed to withdraw
the May 2013 Woodbury Proceeding and
consolidate the claims therein with the instant,
previously commenced Supreme Court action.
Defendants then filed an answer to the
summons and complaint herein, and interposed
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a counterclaim for unpaid rent, to which
Plaintiffs filed a reply. (Plaintiffs' Exhibit A).

Thereafter, on February 27, 2014 and
notwithstanding the previous discontinuance
*3  of the May 2013 Woodbury Proceeding,
Defendants again served Plaintiffs with a
notice of petition and petition in the Town
of Woodbury Justice Court for non-payment
of rent, termination of the lease and eviction
of Plaintiffs from the premises. (The “2014
Woodbury Proceeding”; see Exhibit J to
Plaintiffs' Exhibit A). Plaintiffs promptly
moved in this Court by Order to Show Cause
to remove the 2014 Woodbury Proceeding to
this Court and to consolidate it with this action.
The Court granted Plaintiffs' motion by Order
dated May 12, 2014 (the “Order,” annexed as
Exh. B to Plaintiffs Cross-Motion). The Order
further directed Plaintiffs to pay Defendants
$7,500.00 on or before April 8, 2014 to be
credited against any arrears alleged to be owed,
and to thereafter make monthly payments of
$3,000.00 to Defendants during the pendency
of this action. Plaintiffs were also directed to
provide proof of insurance for the Premises on
or before May 1, 2014.

By the instant Motion, Defendants seek
summary judgment dismissing the Complaint
and an order directing a trial on Defendants'
counterclaims. Plaintiffs opposed Defendants'
motion and interposed a Cross-Motion
pursuant to CPLR 3126 to strike Defendants'
Answer, preclusion, or in the alternative, to
compel Defendants to comply with Plaintiffs'
discovery requests.

In opposing Defendants' motion, Plaintiffs
rely in large part upon the affidavit of

Plaintiff Steve Delcorso submitted in March
2014 in the context of the 2014 Woodbury
Proceeding and support of Plaintiffs' Order
to Show Cause to remove and consolidate
(the “Delcorso Affid.”), and the Affidavit of
Plaintiff Pat Torpey, submitted in January
2015 in connection with Plaintiffs' instant
Opposition and Cross-Motion. (the “Torpey
Affid.”). According to the Delcorso Affidavit,
Plaintiffs received a letter from the SLA dated
January 17, 2013 denying their application for a
liquor license. (Delcorso Affid. 8-9). Plaintiffs
claim that they then learned - - for the first
time - - about the Defendants' alleged SLA
violations and the possibility that Defendants'
liquor license could be revoked which carried
with it the potential inability of Plaintiffs to
obtain their own license for at least two years.
Plaintiffs fears were realized, but only in part;
although Leishman pleaded “no contest” to the
SLA charges on January 21, 2013, his liquor
license for the Premises was cancelled and
not revoked (see Exhibit F to Defts. motion);
Plaintiffs were thereafter issued their own
liquor license but not until June 10, 2013 - -
over one year after the Lease was signed.

Plaintiffs contend, in essence, that Defendants
wrongfully failed to advise Plaintiffs before
they signed the Lease of the pending charged
SLA violations from November 2011. Plaintiffs
also claim that Defendants concealed or
misrepresented material facts relating to the
condition of the Premises.

The Instant Complaint.

Plaintiffs first cause of action is for
fraudulent inducement. Plaintiffs allege that
Defendants, by their conduct and by omission,
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intentionally concealed from Plaintiffs the
issuance of potential SLA violations and the
pending revocation/cancellation proceeding
against Defendants, thereby inducing Plaintiffs
to enter into the Lease - - a Lease, which
by its terms, contemplated the operation
of a “Restaurant With on Premises Liquor
License” privileges. Plaintiffs also allege that
Defendants' failure to disclose the true, tawdry
condition of the Premises also wrongfully
induced them to enter into the Lease and
ultimately required them to make unanticipated
and extensive improvements. By their second
cause of action, Plaintiffs *4  allege that
Defendants have been unjustly enriched by
Defendants' fraudulent conduct. The third and
fourth causes of action seek relief in the form
of reformation and rescission of the Lease in
the event that Plaintiffs were to prove unable
to obtain a liquor license for the Premises.
Finally, for a fifth cause of action, Plaintiffs
assert that Defendants engaged in deceptive
acts or practices in violation of § 349 of the
General Business Law. The relief demanded
in the Complaint includes a money judgment
for rent paid, lost profits, payment for costs
of repairs and improvements, abatement of
rent, reformation of the lease, recision of the
lease and/or restoration of the status quo which
existed prior to execution of the lease.

Defendants' Motion

By their motion, Defendants seek to dismiss
the Complaint and demand a trial on their
counterclaims for unpaid rent and eviction of
Plaintiffs from the Premises. In support of
their motion, Defendants submit the affidavit of
Thomas Leishman, a named co-Defendant and
President and 50% stockholder of TJ Realty.

(Affid. of Thomas Leishman In Support of
Defendants' Summary Motion to Dismiss the
Complaint, sworn to on November 25, 2014
(the “Leishman Affid.”).

In his Affidavit, Leishman denies that Plaintiffs
were expressly told that no SLA violations
were pending, and correctly points out that
the Lease is silent as to whether any SLA
violations were extant. Leishman disdainfully
added that P]laintiffs' “failure to look into my
violation history, which I even told them about,
or to determine a reasonable time frame for
obtaining the license was just another example
of their incompetence.” (See Leishman Affid.
10; emphasis added). Leishman contends that
he was contacted by the SLA and issued
the initial violation - - his “first violation
in approximately fifteen years in business”
- - “[j]ust prior to signing the Lease,” and
further states that he contested the violations
and “immediately advised Plaintiffs of the
circumstances” (Id. ¶6). It should be noted,
however, that whether Leishman advised
Plaintiff of the cited SLA violations before or
after the Lease was signed remains unclear.
Leishman goes on to maintain that as soon as
he “became aware of the problem the alleged
violations on the license caused,” he pled “no
contest” to the violations and accepted the
lesser penalty of license cancellation. Plaintiffs
“were then able to obtain a license a few
months later.” (Leishman Affid. 12). Leishman
essentially concedes that had the license been
revoked instead of cancelled, the consequences
to Plaintiffs would likely have been more dire.
(Id.).

While Leishman claims that he told Plaintiffs
of the charged violations, he further contends
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that even if he had remained silent or had
lied, Plaintiffs cannot establish the essential
element of reliance since “my liquor license
violation history was readily available to
the public”. (Id. 14). Put simply, Leishman
contends that Plaintiffs failed to do their
homework. Defendants argue that Plaintiffs
relied upon Defendants' silence or, at worst,
misstatements at their own peril, since they
could have and should have, at minimum,
conducted a “basic internet search” or placed
“a simple telephone call to the [SLA],” either
of which would have revealed the Premises'
violation history.“ (Id. 14).

Similarly, Leishman maintains that Plaintiffs
were free to and did fully inspect the
Premises prior to the execution of the
Lease and therefore had no right to rely
on any alleged misrepresentation regarding
its condition (Leishman Reply Affid., sworn
to Feb. 3, 2015, 10-11). With respect to
the improvements to the Premises made by
Plaintiffs, Defendants also maintain that since
the cost of such improvements exceeded
$10,000.00 and were not approved *5  by
Defendants, they were made in violation of
the Lease and therefore no reimbursement to
Plaintiffs is due. According to the Leishman
Affidavit, ”TJ Realty never received a request
for consent to due [sic] any improvements
on the property, as is required by the terms
of the lease. All of the alleged improvements
were done without my knowledge and
consent.“ (Leishman Affid. ¶ 15).

In short, Defendants' contend that the terms
of the Lease effectively eliminate all material
issues of fact and mandate judgment in their
favor as matter of law. Defendants claim that

Plaintiffs should have exercised due diligence
and researched the Premises' SLA violation
history, particularly in light of the disclaimer
in paragraph 5 of the Lease, Condition of
Demised Premises which states that ”Lessor
makes no representation or warranty, express
or implied in fact or by law, as to the nature
or condition of the Demised Premises, or its
fitness or availability for any particular use, or
the income from or expenses of operation of
the Demised Premises.“ Similarly, Defendants
maintain that despite the fact that the Lease
clearly requires Plaintiffs to make all of the
repairs on the Premises and Plaintiffs visited
the property on at least four occasions, they
never hired an engineer or other professionals
to inspect the property and made no effort to
ascertain what repairs were necessary at any
time before the Lease was signed. (Leishman
Reply Affid. 11).

In opposing Defendants' motion for summary
judgment, Plaintiffs contend that Leishman
never disclosed the SLA violations pending
against him and the possible impact of such
violations on the sole use of the Premises
- - a restaurant with an on-premise liquor
license - - as clearly stated in the Lease.
Contrary to Leishman's assertion that he was
contacted by the SLA shortly before signing
the lease in March 2012, Plaintiffs refer to the
SLA Notice of Pleading against him entitled
”In the Matter of Proceedings to Cancel or
Revoke“ [Defendants' License] (Pls. Exh. H)
which reflects that the Premises were cited by
the SLA several months earlier for violations
that occured on or before November 3, 2011.
(Torpey Affid. 6-7). Thus, Plaintiffs contend
that Leishman was notified that such violations
were pending four months prior to Plaintiffs
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execution of the lease and during ongoing lease
negotiations.

According to the Torpey Affidavit and contrary
to Leishman's assertion, while Leishman did
explicitly tell Plaintiffs that he had a valid
liquor license for the Premises and showed
the license to Plaintiffs, he did not mention
the pending violation proceeding at any time
before the Lease was executed. (See Torpey
Affid. 4). To the contrary, before the signing
of the Lease, Plaintiffs claim that Leishman
represented to them that the restaurant was
”turn key “, that everything was ”perfect“ and
ready to go, and he hoped [Plaintiffs] could
”live up to [his] reputation.“ (Id. 10). However,
according to Torpey, the Premises were hardly
in move-in condition. Aside from the liquor
license issue, when Plaintiffs took possession,
they learned that telephone and cable bills
were delinquent which required Plaintiffs to
change carriers in order to have any telephone
and television service; the electric bill was
delinquent, requiring Plaintiffs to tender a
deposit on the amount of $25,000.00 to obtain
electricity; there were delinquent bills with
various suppliers; (id. ¶ 11); and, the septic
tank was inoperable, requiring excavation of
the sewer main to remove and replace the sewer
line. (Id. ¶12). Plaintiffs annexed to their papers
a ”List of Improvements to Restaurant“, which
itemizes the work done which, they claim,
further demonstrate that the restaurant could
not have been opened and operated on a full
time basis at the time the Lease was signed. (Id.
15).

*6  Legal Analysis.

CPLR §3212(b) states in pertinent part that
a motion for summary judgment ” shall be
granted if, upon all of papers and proof
submitted, the cause of action or defense shall
be established sufficiently to warrant the court
as a matter of law in directing judgment in favor
of any party.“

In Andre v Pomeroy, 35 NY2d 361, 364 (1974),
the Court of Appeals held that:

”Summary judgment is designed to expedite
all civil cases by eliminating from the
Trial Calendar claims which can properly be
resolved as a matter of law . . . [W]hen there
is no genuine issue to be resolved at trial,
the case should be summarily decided, and an
unfounded reluctance to employ the remedy
will only serve to swell the Trial Calendar and
thus deny to other litigants the right to have
their claims promptly adjudicated.“

The law is clear that ”[t]he proponent of a
summary judgment motion must make a prima
facie showing of entitlement to judgment as
a matter of law, tendering sufficient evidence
to eliminate any material issues of fact from
the case. “ Winegrad v New York University
Medical Center, 64 NY2d 851, 853 (1985);

Ayotte v Gervasio, 81 NY2d 1062, 1063
(1993); S.J. Capelin Associates, Inc. v. Globe
Manufacturing Corp., 34 NY2d 338, 341
(1974). Finkelstein v. Cornell University
Medical College, 269 AD2d 114, 117 (1st Dept.
2000). Once the moving party has sustained
his burden of making a prima facie showing of
entitlement to summary judgment, the burden
shifts to the opposing party to ” produce
evidentiary proof in admissible form“ sufficient
to establish the existence of material issues
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of fact which require a trial of the action.
Zuckerman v. City of New York, 49 NY2d

557, 562 (1980). Failure of the proponent of a
motion for summary judgment to make a prima
facie showing of entitlement requires denial
of the motion, regardless of the sufficiency
of the opposing papers. Winegrad v New York
University Medical Center, 64 NY2d 851, 853
(1985).

In this case, Defendants have made a prima
facie showing of entitlement to summary
judgment on the first and second causes of
action set forth in the complaint. However,
Plaintiffs have produced evidentiary proof in
admissible form sufficient to establish the
existence of material issues of fact which
require a trial on those causes of action.
The Affidavits of Torpey and Delcorso raise
material issues of fact as to whether and
to what extent Defendants misrepresented or
concealed essential and material facts regarding
SLA cancellation/proceedings that potentially
placed in jeopardy Plaintiffs' ability to obtain
a liquor license, as well as delinquency of
bills and code violations which necessitated
extensive expenditures, all of which were
allegedly relied upon by Plaintiffs to their
detriment. Where a complaint states a case of
action for fraud, the parole evidence rule is
not a bar to showing the fraud, either in the
inducement or execution, despite a statement in
the writing that no representations have been
made. O'Keefe v. Hicks, 74 AD2d 919 (2d
Dept. 1980). By the same token, the affidavits
of Plaintiffs raise material issues of fact as
to whether Defendants have been unjustly
enriched as a result of their misrepresentations
or concealment of essential facts, and whether
Plaintiffs are entitled to damages.

Accordingly, Defendants' motion for summary
judgment is denied with respect to the causes
of action for fraudulent inducement and unjust
enrichment. However, Plaintiffs *7  remaining
causes of action - - for rescission, reformation
and violations of GBL § 349 - - cannot
pass muster.As far as Plaintiffs' reformation and
rescission claims are concerned, since Plaintiffs
have now obtained a liquor license, the causes
of action for reformation and rescission - -
which are predicated upon a potential failure
to do so because of Defendants' conduct
(Complaint, 45-54) - - now appear to be moot.
In addition, by remaining in the Premises,
Plaintiff essentially affirmed the Lease and
thereby undermined any potential rescission or
reformation claim. Where, as here, a tenant
claims that it was fraudulently induced to enter
into a lease, the law is clear that such tenant then
has a decision to make: the tenant may elect to
affirm the lease, remain in the premises while
adhering to its terms and seek damages caused
by the alleged fraud; or the tenant may elect
to vacate the premises and seek rescission of
the lease and damages. As a leading treatise,
Rasch's Landlord and Tenant, Vol. 1 (4th Ed.
1998), pp. 115-116 states:

”A tenant who has been induced to enter into
a lease by fraudulent misrepresentations has
a choice of remedies. He may disaffirm or
rescind the lease. Upon rescission, he ceases to
be obligated to pay any rent accruing after the
rescission. He also may recover such moneys
as he may have paid under the lease, such
as deposit monies, rents, and the like, as
a consequence of the fraudulent acts of the
landlord, as moneys had and received. But
a tenant cannot rescind the lease upon the
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ground of fraud, where he fails to promptly
surrender possession of the property upon the
discovery of the fraud, If he continues the use
and occupancy of the premises received under
the lease, he will be deemed to have elected
to affirm the lease. His remedy thereafter, if,
any, is to recover damages suffered as a result
of the fraud.“ (Emphasis added). See, e.g.,
Stayton Realty Corp. v. Rhodes, 200 A.D.108
(1st Dept.); aff'd, 234 NY 515 (1922); Cochran
v. Scherer, 117 Misc. 765, 771 (Mun. Ct., NYC
1922). (The Court granted summary judgment
to plaintiff landlord and dismissed tenant's
defense of fraud since ”defendant is still in
possession of the premises. If he desired to
claim fraud and for that reason repudiate or
rescind the lease, he should have promptly
on the discovery of the fraud surrendered
possession of the property. This, however,
the defendant failed to do but continued in
physical possession of the premises long after
the alleged fraud was discovered.“); McKeever
v. Aronow, 194 N.Y.S. 475 (Appel. Term, 1st
Dept. 1922) (”A party, while he may retain
possession and obtain his damages for fraud,
cannot rescind while retaining the fruits of
the contract. “); Gould v. Cayuga County
National Burke, 86 NY 75, 82 (1881).

Put simply, Plaintiffs Tenants herein cannot
have it both ways. In the instant case, as in
Cochran, and as stated in Rasch, since Plaintiffs
remain in possession, they have elected to
affirm the lease and seek damages. Since they
are enjoying the benefit of remaining in the
Premises - - deficient as they may allegedly be -
- and operating their restaurant, they must bear
the burden of complying with the Lease while
suing for compensatory damages. Accordingly,
during the pendency of this action, Plaintiffs

are required to abide by the Lease's terms,
including their obligation to pay to Defendants
the monthly rent due under the Lease - - here,
$5,000.00 per month. Payment in that amount
is to be made by Plaintiffs to Defendants on a
monthly basis beginning on June 15, 2015 and
continuing thereafter until further order of the
Court. Such payments are in lieu of the $3,000
per month payment which the Court directed
Plaintiffs to pay in its March 2014 Order, and
such Order is revised accordingly.

Finally, Plaintiffs' fifth cause of action based
upon § 349 of the General Business Law
is *8  also meritless. General Law Business
Law Section 349 - - essentially a consumer
protection statute - - is inapposite in situations,
such as the instant case, which involve an
isolated commercial transaction between two
parties operating at arms length. As the Federal
District Court held in denying a commercial
defendant's attempt to invoke BGL § 349 in

Wells Fargo Bank Northwest, N.A. v. Taca
International Airlines, S.A., 247 F. Supp.2d
352, 371 (S.D.NY 2002):

”Defendants final counterclaim maintains that
Wells Fargo and C-S Aviation violated New
York's consumer protection law, NY Gen.
Bus. Law § 349 (a), which prohibits “deceptive
acts or practices in the conduct of any business,
trade or commerce or in the furnishing of
any service in this state,” and which does not
require reasonable reliance.

****

To establish a claim under NY Gen. Bus.
Law § 349 (a), a plaintiff must, at a minimum
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plead and prove that the conduct at issue is
consumer-oriented. Oswego Laborers' Local
214 v. Marine Midland Bank, 85 NY2d, 20,
25, 623 N.Y.S.2d 529, 647 N.E.2d 741
(1995) . . . In other words, the typical
violation contemplated by the statute involves
an individual consumer who is misled by a
seller of consumer goods, usually by way
of false and misleading advertising. The
statute s concern with individual consumers is
further evidenced by the remedies the statute
provides, the derivation of the statute, and the
case law, which demonstrates that successful
plaintiffs are uniformerly those that bring
claims involving recurring transactions where
the amount in controversy is small and holds
that business competitors have standing to rely
on the statute only if they can prove that
there has been harm to the public at large.

Securitron Magnalock v. Schnablock, 65 F.3d
256, 264 (2d Cir. 1995).

Defendants' claims cannot meet this standard.
The transaction described in the instant
claims is between two business, for a limited
number of specifically-negotiated transactions
for substantial amounts of money.“ (Emphasis
added). See also, e.g., Oswego Laborers'
Local 214 v. Marine Midland Bank, 85 NY2d
20, 25 (1995).

As in Wells Fargo, the instant case involves
an isolated business transaction, not repetitive
consumer sales. Accordingly, GBL § 349
does not apply as a matter of law and Plaintiff
fifth cause of action must be dismissed.

Plaintiffs' Cross-Motion

As far as Plaintiffs' cross-motion is concerned,
this Court issued a disclosure order at the
compliance conference held on January 12,
2015. (see Exhibit E). According to the
Moving Affirmation submitted by the attorney
for Plaintiffs, David L. Darwin, ”discovery
demands were served upon Defendants on July
17, 2014 in compliance with the discovery
order, together with a cover letter containing
[P]laintiffs' disclosure of statements, witnesses
and photographs.“ (Id. ¶ 7). Defendants have
neither requested an extension of time to
respond to Plaintiffs demands nor objected to
any of the demands. (Id. ¶ 10). Accordingly,
Plaintiffs' cross-motion is granted to the
extent that Defendants are ordered to respond
to Plaintiff's disclosure requests within 45
days of *9  the date of this decision.
Should Defendants fail to do so, the Court
will impose the appropriate relief under

CPLR 3126 which may include striking
Defendants' Answer or precluding Defendants
from presenting evidence on any matter to
which they fail to respond. For the same
reasons, Defendants Motion for an immediate
trial with respect to its counterclaims is denied
without prejudice, and may be renewed by
Defendants following completion of discovery.

Any issue not specifically addressed herein is
denied. The parties are directed to appear on
June 23, 2015 at 9:30 A.M. for a scheduling
conference.

The foregoing constitutes the decision and
order of this Court.

Goshen, New York

_______________________________
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153 A.D.2d 678, 544 N.Y.S.2d 676

Two Catherine Street Management
Co., Inc., Respondent,

v.
Yam Keung Yeung, Also Known

as Roger Young, Appellant

Supreme Court, Appellate Division,
Second Department, New York

570E
August 21, 1989

CITE TITLE AS: Two Catherine
St. Mgt. Co. v Yam Keung Yeung

HEADNOTE

JUDGMENTS
DEFAULT JUDGMENT
Vacatur

(1) In action to recover damages for breach
of commercial lease, order which denied
defendant's motion to vacate judgment entered
against him upon his default reversed ---
Regardless of manner in which service was
effected, defendant demonstrated reasonable
excuse for any delay in appearing and
meritorious defense to action --- If service
were made by personal delivery, then notice of
appearance was only four days late; such short
period of delay should not preclude defense on
merits especially as plaintiff has not claimed
any prejudice; discrepancies between name on
summons and proper name of defendant were
sufficient to qualify as reasonable excuse for

delay --- If service were made by substituted
service, notice of appearance was timely
served and no default occurred --- Lease
contemplated that certain changes in premises
were necessary so that premises could be
used for purposes intended, as restaurant, and
that such changes must comply with relevant
rules and regulations; it was alleged that it
became impossible to make changes through no
fault of either party due to inactivity of local
building department with respect to defendant's
applications; since intended purpose of lease
may have become impossible to effectuate
through no fault of defendant tenant, he may
have been entitled to terminate lease.

In an action, inter alia, to recover damages for
the breach of a commercial lease, the defendant
Yam Cheung Yeung, sued herein as Yam Keung
Yeung, appeals from an order of the Supreme
Court, Dutchess County (Benson, J.), entered
June 6, 1988, which denied his motion to
vacate a judgment entered against him upon his
default.

Ordered that the order is reversed, on the law
and the facts, with costs, the motion is granted,
and the default judgment is vacated.

We find that the motion to vacate the default
judgment should have been granted. Regardless
of the manner in which service was effected, the
defendant demonstrated a reasonable excuse
for any delay in appearing and a meritorious
defense to the action (see, CPLR 317, 5015).

If service were made by personal delivery
(see, CPLR 308 [1]), then the notice of
appearance was only four days late. Under the

r-17 NewYork 
~ Official Reports 
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circumstances, such a short period of delay
should not preclude a defense on the merits
especially as the plaintiff has not claimed
any prejudice (see, Mulder v Rockland Armor
& Metal Corp., 140 AD2d 315). Further,
the discrepancies between the name on the
summons and the proper name of the defendant
were sufficient to qualify as a reasonable
excuse for the delay.

If service were made by substituted service
(see, CPLR 308 [2]), then the notice of
appearance was timely served and no default
occurred. Indeed, even if there had then been
a failure on the part of the defendant to timely
appear, it would only have been necessary to
show that the proper party did not receive
notice of the action in time to defend and that
he had a meritorious defense (see, CPLR 317).

In any event, we find that a meritorious defense
to the action was demonstrated. The lease
contemplated that certain *679  changes in the
premises were necessary so that the premises
could be used for the purposes intended, that

is, as a restaurant and that such changes must
comply with the relevant rules and regulations.
It was alleged that it became impossible to
make the changes through no fault of either
party due to the inactivity of the local building
department with respect to the defendant's
applications.

Since the intended purpose of the lease may
have become impossible to effectuate through
no fault of the defendant tenant, he may have
been entitled to terminate the lease (see, Elkar
Realty Corp. v Kamada, 6 AD2d 155, lv
dismissed 5 NY2d 844; Benderson Dev. Co. v
Commenco Corp., 44 AD2d 889, affd 37 NY2d
728).

Bracken, J.P., Kunzeman, Sullivan and
Balletta, JJ., concur.

Copr. (C) 2021, Secretary of State, State of New
York

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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508 F.2d 377
United States Court of

Appeals, Second Circuit

UNITED STATES of America, Plaintiff,
v.

GENERAL DOUGLAS MacARTHUR
SENIOR VILLAGE, INC., et al.,

Defendants-Appellees, D.C.R. Holding
Corp., et al., Defendants-Appellants.

Nos. 23 to 25, Dockets
74-1065, 74-1066, and 74-1314.

|
Argued Sept. 9, 1974.

|
Decided Nov. 11, 1974.

Synopsis
United States brought action to foreclose
mortgage. Purchasers of tax liens filed cross
claims to secure refund of purchase price
for liens from local taxing authorities. The
United States District Court for the Eastern
District of New York, Jack B. Weinstein, J.,
366 F.Supp. 302, granted summary judgment
for county and municipalities on the cross
claims and purchasers appealed. The Court
of Appeals, J. Joseph Smith, Circuit Judge,
held that statute excepting claims of village,
county or state from warranty of municipality
selling tax lien that it can transfer title and
possession implicitly includes the United States
among the superior interest holders, and local
taxing authorities' failure to convery anything
of value to purchasers of tax liens by reason
that the amount due on government's mortgage
exceeded proceeds of foreclosure sale was
not a breach of duty imposed by statute
providing for refund to purchaser unable to

obtain possession; and that purchasers' failure
to establish warranty of priority precluded
recovery on theory of contractual frustration
and impossibility.

Affirmed.

Gurfein, Circuit Judge, filed dissenting
opinion.

Procedural Posture(s): On Appeal; Motion
for Summary Judgment.

West Headnotes (6)

[1] Municipal Corporations Rights
and Remedies of Purchaser
Exception made for claims of village,
county or state to warranty of
municipality selling tax lien that
it can transfer title and possession
implicitly includes the United States
as a superior interest holder, and
failure of local taxing authorities
to convey anything of value to
purchasers of tax liens, in that
amount due on federal government's
mortgage exceeded proceeds of
foreclosure sale, was not a breach of
duty imposed by New York statute
providing for refund to purchaser
of tax lien who is unable to obtain
possession of the property and statute
offered no basis for rescission of
the purchases. Real Property Tax
Law N.Y. § 1464, subds. 3, 6;
U.S.C.A.Const. art. 6, cl. 2.

3 Cases that cite this headnote
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[2] Contracts Discharge by
Impossibility of Performance
Party is excused from performing
his contractual obligations because
of impossibility of performance or
frustration of purpose.

13 Cases that cite this headnote

[3] Contracts Discharge by
Impossibility of Performance
In general, impossibility of
performance may be equated with an
inability to perform as promised due
to intervening events, such as an act
of state or destruction of the subject
matter of the contract.

12 Cases that cite this headnote

[4] Contracts Discharge by
Impossibility of Performance
Doctrine of impossibility of
performance comes into play where
the contract does not expressly
allocate the risk of occurrence
of the intervening event to either
party and where to discharge the
contractual duties of the party
rendered incapable of performing
would comport with the customary
risk allocation.

24 Cases that cite this headnote

[5] Contracts Grounds for
Rescission by Party

Where both parties to contract
can perform but, as result of
unforeseeable events, performance
by party X would no longer give
party Y what induced him to make
the bargain in the first place, Y
may rescind the contract because of
frustration of purpose.

16 Cases that cite this headnote

[6] Taxation Grounds and Extent of
Liability
Inasmuch as local taxing authorities
which sold tax liens which were
worthless by reason of foreclosure
of federal mortgage, the amount due
on which exceeded the proceeds
of the foreclosure sale, did not
warrant priority of tax liens
over federal lien, purchasers could
not recover purchase price from
taxing authorities either on theory
of impossibility of performance
or frustration of purpose. Real
Property Tax Law N.Y. §§ 1464,
1464, subds. 3, 5, 6.

2 Cases that cite this headnote

Attorneys and Law Firms

*378  Stanley Beals, Jericho, N.Y., for
defendant-appellant Schwartz.

John M. Farrell, Jr., Great Neck, N.Y.
(Schiffmacher, Cullen, Rochford & Farrell,
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Great Neck, N.Y.), for defendant-appellant
D.C.R. Holding Corp.

William S. Norden, Deputy County Atty.
(Joseph Jaspan, County Atty. of Nassau
County, Natale C. Tedone, Sr. Deputy
County Atty., Mineola, N.Y., of counsel), for
defendant-appellee County of Nassau.

Matthew Feinberg, Hempstead (Saul Horowitz,
Corp. Counsel, Village of Hempstead,
Hempstead, N.Y., of counsel), for defendant-
appellee Village of Hempstead.

*379  Michael P. Gurlides, Mineola, N.Y.,
on the brief for defendant-appellant Estate of
David Rand.

John F. O'Shaughnessy, Town Atty. of the Town
of Hempstead (Daniel P. McCarthy, Asst. Town
Atty., of counsel), on the brief for defendant-
appellee Town of Hempstead.

Before SMITH, TIMBERS and GURFEIN, *

Circuit Judges.

Opinion

J. JOSEPH SMITH, Circuit Judge:

This appeal involves cross-claims raised in an
action reported as United States v. General
Douglas MacArthur Senior Village, inc., 337
F.Supp. 955 (E.D.N.Y.), rev'd, 470 F.2d 675
(2d Cir. 1972), cert. denied sub nom. County
of Nassau et al. v. United States, 412 U.S.
922, 93 S.Ct. 2732, 37 L.Ed.2d 149 (1973). In
the principal action, the United States, as the
holder of a mortgage superior in interest to the
tax liens purchased on the same property by
the appellants, was permitted to foreclose upon

that property of General Douglas MacArthur
Senior Village, Inc.; there had been a breach
of the mortgage agreement. The cross-claims
presently under review constitute attempts by
the defendant tax lienors, D.C.R. Holding
Corporation and four individual parties, to
secure a refund of their purchase price for
the liens from Nassau County, the Village of
Hempstead and Town of Hempstead. Since
the amount due on the government's mortgage
exceeded the proceeds of the foreclosure sale,
the liens are now totally worthless. Judge
Jack B. Weinstein of the Eastern District of
New York dismissed the cross-claims on a
motion for summary judgment. 366 F.Supp.
302 (1973). By reason of jurisdiction of
the principal claim, jurisdiction over these
ancillary claims obtains without independent
jurisdictional basis. See, R. M. Smythe &
Co. v. Chase National Bank of City of New
York ,291 F.2d 721, 724 (2d Cir. 1961);
United States v. Championship Sports, Inc.,
284 F.Supp. 501, 509 (S.D.N.Y.1968); United
States v. Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co.,
231 F.Supp. 160, 162 (S.D.N.Y.1964); 3 J. W.
Moore, Federal Practice P13.36, at 13-925 (2d
ed. 1974). After consideration of the New York
law governing these state law claims, Erie
R.R. v. Tompkins, 304 U.S. 64, 58 S.Ct. 817,
82 L.Ed. 1188 (1938), we conclude that these
cross-claims are without merit and affirm the
judgment.

The appellants' several briefs basically
expound three alternative grounds for reversal.
One, predicated on the taxexempt character
of the MacArthur property, fails by reason of
collateral estoppel, for we held in resolving the
principal claim that the property was in fact
taxable. United States v. General Douglas
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MacArthur Senior Village, Inc., supra, 470 F.2d
675 at 680. The appellants' two other objections
will require more detailed discussion; they
are: under the New York Real Property Tax
law (RPTL), McKinney's Consol.Laws, c. 50-
a, a subdivision of the state selling a tax
lien necessarily warrants the lien's priority;
and under the common law of contractual
obligation, the sale of worthless tax liens gives
rise to an action for rescission.

I. WARRANTY OF PRIORITY
[1]  RPTL 1464(6) in corporates a warranty
of lien validity into every sale of a tax lien
by municipalities. 1  A tax lien may be valid,
however, yet prove to be worthless because a
superior lien on the property leaves no residue
to which the inferior lien may attach. To protect
against this latter possibility— one *380
realized in the case under review— it would
be necessary for a tax lien purchaser to require
of the seller a warranty of priority. The risk of
loss for sale of a lien rendered less valuable, or
valueless, by a prior interest would then remain
with the seller; the purchaser would be entitled
to rescission.

Foreclosed by our prior decision in this case
from impugning the lien's validity, supra, and
not the beneficiaries of an express warranty of
priority, the appellants thus seek to establish
that a statutorily implied warranty of priority
accompanied their transactions. Specifically,
they rely on RPTL 1464(3), (5), for the
proposition that a municipality selling a tax
lien implicitly warrants that it can transfer title
and possession, subject only to claims of the
village, county or state. These provisions are set
out in the margin. 2  The encumbrance at issue

which rendered the tax liens valueless belonged
to the federal government. As such, it was
admittedly outside the express exceptions to the
conveyance of a fee simple absolute required
by these provisions.

Three considerations, however, counsel
against the application in this instance
of expressio unius, exclusio alterius, for
which the appellants in effect contend. First,
the certificate of sale received by each
appellant made the lien purchased subject
to superior tax liens of ‘Sovereignties' and
other municipalities. This express contractual
reservation does not decide the issue against
the appellants because their interest was
superseded by a mortgage, rather than tax
lien, held by a sovereignty. On the other
hand, this recognition of sovereign claims does
infer that an implied exception in RPTL
1464(3) for federal liens— clearly, liens
of a ‘sovereignty’— would comport with
custom and usage and the basic business
understanding.

Secondly, one cannot ignore the broader
context within which the statute must operate:
a federal system in which supremacy resides
with the center. U.S. Const. art. VI. Since the
state plainly lacks the power to subordinate
a federal interest superior under federal law,

New Brunswick v. United States, 276
U.S. 547, 48 S.Ct. 371, 72 L.Ed. 693
(1928); cf. McCulloch v. Maryland, 17
U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316 (1819), the legislature
undoubtedly assumed that an exception in
subsection (3) for the United States was
understood. The inference, then, that the United
State is implicitly included among the superior
interestholders listed in 1464(3) follows. We
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would hesitate to find it excluded on less than
express terms. Cf. In re Gruner, 295 N.Y. 510,
524, 68 N.E.2d 514 (1946); Riverhead Estates
Civic Ass'n v. Gobron, 134 N.Y.S.2d 13, 16,
206 Misc. 405 (Suffolk County Ct.1954).

Finally, in RPTL 1464(6), supra, fn.
1, the New York legislature specified
various conditions (errors or irregularities in
assessment, levy or collection proceedings)
justifying a refund. Recognition of these
circumstances of lien invalidity as a basis
for rescission may seem no more than equity
would require. In fact, however, this provision
represents sents a notable advance from the
governing law of caveat emptor. See the
opinion below, 366 F.Supp. 302 at 305-306.
*381  If the New York legislature intended
to make the even greater departure form the
common law of creating a warranty of priority,
we must assume that they would have done so
with no less clarity. 3

In sum, contrary to the appellants' assertion,
RPTL 1464(3), (5), require a municipality

to warrant that the real property conveyed
in consideration of the purchase of the tax
lien represents all within the state's power to
convey. Since the appellees were powerless to
overcome the federal government's mortgage,
their failure to convey anything of value to
the appellants was not a breach of the duty
imposed by 1464. The statute offers no basis for
rescission of the contested purchases.

II. CONTRACTUAL FRUSTRATION AND
IMPOSSIBILITY
[2]  [3]  [4]  The common law of contract
excuses a party from performing his contractual
obligations because of ‘impossibility of

performance’ or ‘frustration of purpose.’ See
generally, 6 A. Corbin, Contracts 1322 (1962).
In general impossibility may be equated with
an inability to perform as promised due to
intervening events, such as an act of state
or destruction of the subject matter of the
contract. The doctrine comes into play where
(1) the contract does not expressly allocate
the risk of the event's occurrence to either
party, and (2) to discharge the contractual duties
(and, hence, obligation to pay damages for
breach) of the party rendered incapable of
performing would comport with the customary
risk allocation. Essentially, then, discharge
by reason of impossibility— as well as the
concomitant remedy (to the discharge) of
rescission— enforces what can reasonably be
inferred to be the intent of the parties at the time
of contract.

[5]  Frustration of purpose, on the other hand,
focuses on events which materially affect the
consideration received by one party for his
performance. Both parties can perform but, as
a result of unforeseeable events, performance
by party X would no longer give party
Y what induced him to make the bargain
in the first place. Thus frustrated, Y may
rescind the contract. Discharge under this
doctrine has been limited to instances where
a virtually cataclysmic, wholly unforeseeable
event renders the contract valueless to one
party. See, Alfred Marks Realty Co. v. Hotel
Hermitage Co., 170 App.Div. 484, 156 N.Y.S.
179 (2d Dept. 1915); Krell v. Henry (1903) 2
K.B. 740 (C.A.); 6 A. Corbin, Contracts, supra,
at 1355.

Against the backdrop of this basic
doctrinal distinction between impossibility and
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frustration, the lack of foundation for the
appellants' invocation of common law becomes
apparent. Their argument may be summarized
as follows: the municipalities' inability to
convey title and possession to the MacArthur
property due to a foreclosure proceeding by a
superior lienor was an event not contemplated
by either the seller or purchaser of the tax
lien; and this unforeseeable event left the
municipalities without the means to perform
their part of the contract, thereby discharging
the purchasers' duty to perform (i.e., make
payment) and providing the basis for rescission.

The corporate appellant places this argument
under a frustration of purpose rubric,
while the appellant Schwartz denominates
it impossibility of performance. Their
disagreement is illuminating in that the
argument itself fails under either heading
because it is such a confused mix of both.

A party invokes impossibility to excuse its
own inability to perform. But obviously
the appellants can perform because they
already have. On the other hand, impossibility
may apply to their situation insofar as
impossibility may be felt to have discharged
the municipalities *382  from performing and
thereby created a situation where the appellants
would benefit from the rescission secured
by the sellers. Cf. 6 A. Corbin, Contracts,
supra, at 1353. This tack implies, though, that
the municipalities' failure to deliver title and
possession to the MacArthur property was
evidence of non-performance and invitation to
mutual rescission; and this thesis of course
assumes the very point which the appellants
need to prove— that the appellees' duty
included delivery of title and possession.

Insofar as a frustration theory inheres in the
appellants' argument, it too partakes of a certain
circularity. Thus, to argue that the foreclosure
by the superior lienor triggers the frustration
doctrine is implicitly to characterize that event
as cataclysmic. In fact, however, the risk of
this event occurring is one which caveat emptor
had long since placed with the purchaser.
Broadly speaking, the thrust of the common
law of tax lien sales, a law notably severe to
purchasers, was to place any events depriving
the transaction of value within the reasonable
contemplation of the parties.
[6]  Whether the appellants' contractual
defense is cast in terms of impossibility
or frustration, it proves inadequate. Their
argument essentially relies upon the existence
of a warranty of priority. Accordingly, the
appellants' failure to establish such a warranty,
see I, supra, precludes their success on this
ground.

The appellants may be correct, however, in
maintaining that sound economics counsels
recognition of a warranty of priority. Perhaps
lack of this warranty does impose an unfair
and unmanageable burden on the purchaser: To
protect himself from loss, he must make a title
search of any property before purchasing a tax
lien on it. (Here a search would have disclosed
the government mortgage.) And perhaps a
municipality's failure to warrant priority may
in the long run be less profitable for it than
warranting priority, for the burden and expense
of making these title searches— or the risk
that attends a purchase made without a prior
search— may keep would-be purchasers out
of the tax lien market. Nevertheless, this court
is not the forum to which these considerations
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are properly addressed. The New York state
legislature has not seen fit to date to override
by statute the common law rule that the seller
of a tax lien does not warrant its priority. It
has carved out other exceptions in the tax lien
area to the common law of caveat emptor. It
is not for this court to decide, however, that
having gone thus far, the legislature must go
still further. Similarly any waiver of federal
mortgage priority in tax lien cases is for the
Congress, not this court.

The appellees did not warrant the priority
of the tax liens which they sold to the
appellants, nor did the appellees' failure to
convey title and possession to the MacArthur
property free from the lien of the government
mortgage discharge the appellants' duty to
pay the purchase price for the liens under
an impossibility of performance or frustration
of purpose theory. The district court properly
granted the appellees' motion for summary
judgment.

Affirmed.

GURFEIN, Circuit Judge (dissenting):

This seems to me to be a case where an honest
shopkeeper would have given the customer his
money back. While public officials may not
dispense such largesse, the intriguing question
is whether courts may not compel them to do so
in the interest of fairness.

I respectfully dissent from the opinion of my
colleagues to the contrary. While I agree with
a good deal of what Judge Smith has written
about impossibility and frustration, I approach
the case from the view that there has been

a failure of consideration based on a mutual
mistake of law which justifies rescission.

A local property tax lien arises from a failure
to pay taxes. The failure is *383  also a
breach of a covenant in the mortgage. Everyone
knows as a matter of law that such tax
lien comes ahead of the mortgage, R.P.A.
& P.L. 1354(2), McKinney's Consol.Laws, c.
81, subject to a right of redemption in the
mortgagor. R.P.T.L. 1010. When the county
or village sells a tax lien it says that this is a tax
we ourselves could have collected ahead of the
mortgage, subject only to a right of redemption,
if we had not sold the lien to you. In this case,
however, the county or village itself could not
have collected the tax ahead of the mortgage.
It was not selling a tax lien with characteristics
legitimately and reasonably expected of a local
property tax lien.

The reason the county or village was not selling
a tax lien with these known characteristics is
that the mortgage on the particular property,
MacArthur Village, was held by the United
States. On the earlier appeal, this Court held
that the lien of the United States on MacArthur
Village could not be defeated by tax liens of
local governmental units. United States v.
General Douglas MacArthur Senior Village,
Inc., 470 F.2d 675 (2 Cir. 1972), cert. denied sub
nom., County of Nassau et al. v. United States,
412 U.S. 922, 93 S.Ct. 2732, 37 L.Ed.2d 149
(1973). 1  The lien of the United States owned
mortgage would not have been defeated by the
local tax lien even if it had remained in the
hands of the County of Nassau or The village,
as the case may be.
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This case does not involve priorities as such.
There is a difference in kind between an
ordinary type of federal tax lien such as one
arising out of an income tax assessment or
judgment and a federal mortgage lien. The
former has no relation to the property but
becomes a lien upon it to enforce a separate
right of the federal government. The latter
relates to the property itself. For that reason, in
the earlier case involving MacArthur Village,
this Court was not content to rely on the
familiar rule applicable to priorities between
ordinary federal tax liens and local property
tax liens— the rule of United States v. New
Britain, 347 U.S. 81, 74 S.Ct. 367, 98 L.Ed.
520 (1954), ‘first in time is first in right.’
Under that rule the appeal could have been
decided by simply applying it to sanction the
priority of the federal mortgage on MacArthur
Village which was concededly ‘first in time.’

470 F.2d at 677. 2  This Court went further,
however, to hold that under S.R.A. Inc. v.
Minnesota, 327 U.S. 558, 66 S.Ct. 749, 90
L.Ed. 851 (1946), and New Brunswick v.
United States, 276 U.S. 547, 48 S.Ct. 371, 72
L.Ed. 693 (1928), ‘local governments cannot
take any action to collect unpaid taxes assessed
against property which would have the effect of
reducing or destroying the value of a federally
held purchase-money mortgage lien.’ 470 F.2d
679, 680.

Judge Kaufman (now Chief Judge) noted:

‘In short, the land is not immune from local
taxation, but the federal interest is, and the local
governments cannot enforce their liens until the
federal debt is satisfied.’ Id.

The unenforceability is not what we normally
describe in terms of relative priority. It is
rather an infirmity imposed by implication
from the federal constitution in the absence
of Congressional consent. McCulloch v.
Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316 (1819). 3

The *384  tax lien imposed upon property
on which the federal government holds a
mortgage is not a true tax lien but is, at best, a
hybrid. In New Brunswick v. United States,
supra, 276 U.S. at 556, 48 S.Ct. 371, 373,
72 L.Ed. 693, the Court concluded that where
the United States had a lien equivalent to
a mortgage, the City could impose taxes on
the equitable owner provided that the rights
of the United States ‘are expressly excluded
from such sales (tax sales) and they are made,
by express terms, subject to all such prior
rights, liens, and interests.’ No statute of New
York could constitutionally make the federal
mortgage subject to the enforcement of the
local tax lien. 4  The constitutional validity of
the imposition of the local property tax is
conditioned upon an implied agreement of the
locality to exclude such tax liens from tax
sales and also to state ‘by express terms' that
such liens are subject to the prior rights of the
United States. 5  The County of Nassau and the
Village took advantage of this limited right to
tax property subject to a federal mortgage lien
but failed to live up to the second part of the
constitutional dispensation— to exclude the tax
lien arising from the tax lien sale.

If that is so, it seems to me that the county
was not in a position to sell something that
is commonly regarded as a proper tax lien.
It owned no such lien on these premises, for
while it could tax in a measure that included
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the federal mortgage interest, S.R.A. Inc. v.
Minnesota, supra, it simply could not enforce
the tax against the federal mortgage interest.
Yet a buyer without notice would, I think, be
justified in believing that a failure to announce
that this was not an ordinary tax lien meant that
it was precisely that.

This justified belief is strengthened by the
circumstance that notice was given that the
lien was subject to superior tax liens of such
sovereignties but nothing was said of such
mortgage liens. The majority acknowledges
that ‘this express contractual reservation does
not decide the issue against the appellants
because their interest was superseded by a
mortgage, rather than tax lien, held by a
sovereignty.’

I venture to say that the logical extension of
this is that since warning was given it should
have been given correctly. The majority glean
from this limited notice the inference that
an implied exception in R.P.T.L. 1464(3)
‘for (all) federal liens . . . would comport
with custom and usage and the basic business
understanding.' 6

If this case is one of first impression, I do not
see how we can find either ‘custom and usage’
or a ‘basic business understanding’ that there
was one particular type of mortgage to which
the tax lien would not be superior. So unclear
was ‘custom and usage’ that the scholarly
District Judge decided, on that very question,
that the lien of United States was not superior
to the local tax lien.  *385  United States
v. General Douglas MacArthur Senior Village,
Inc., 337 F.Supp. 955 (E.D.N.Y.1972), and for
this appeal to come to us now, that decision had

to be reversed by this Court. 470 F.2d 675 (2
Cir.) (MacArthur I).

A failure to deliver a tax lien enforcible by the
seller itself is thus joined to a mutual mistake
of law. Neither the seller nor the buyers knew
that the tax lien did not possess the normal
legal characteristics of a tax lien. 7  The seller
was unjustly enriched when it was paid for
a lien it could not itself enforce against the
federal mortgage interest. See Rosenblum v.
Manufacturers Trust Co., 270 N.Y. 79, 85, 200
N.E. 587 (1936).

While a benevolent casuistry may have been
necessary in earlier days to convert a mistake
of law into a mistake of fact in order to
justify rescission, 3 Corbin, Contracts 620;
13 Williston, Contracts 1589, the New York
Legislature has taken the forward step long
urged by scholars. C.P.L.R. 3005 provides:

‘When relief against mistake is sought in an
action or by way of defense or counterclaim,
relief shall not be denied merely because the
mistake is one of law rather than of fact.’

When the mistake of law is a part of the
fundamental basis of the transaction, rescission
is permitted because there is present the further
element of failure of consideration. Williston,
supra, 1584. 8  For an application of the modern
view, see Ryan v. Vickers, 158 Colo. 274, 406
P.2d 794 (1965), cert. denied, 383 U.S. 944, 86
S.Ct. 1201, 16 L.Ed.2d 208 (1966). 9

Thus, if we apply New York law under Erie
R.R. v. Tompkins, 304 U.S. 64, 58 S.Ct. 817, 82
L.Ed. 1188 (1938), we find no decisional law
on rescission involving a federal mortgage. 10
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Nor, since we are not dealing with priorities, is
any statute specifically in point. 11

The suggestion of the majority that since
the Legislature has listed specific equitable
exceptions to the doctrine of caveat emptor,

R.P.T.L. 1464(6), no others may be held
to exist assumes an exclusivity in derogation
of the general equitable powers of courts. 12

While I *386  recognize that generally a court
should not add to a statute, see Iselin v. United
States, 270 U.S. 245, 250-251, 46 S.Ct. 248, 70
L.Ed. 566 (1926) (Brandeis, J.), it is not a valid
generalization that the statute must be taken
to defeat any judicial remedy which exists
independent of the statute.

In short, I do not think the loose generalization,
originally made when caveat emptor still

reigned, that one buys a tax lien at his peril
applies to this situation which involves an
unusual interplay of federal and state power
arising from our dual system of government.

Incidentally, a refund to the purchasers here,
as Judge Weinstein perceptively recognized,
would help the local units of government to sell
their tax liens, because it would eliminate a trap
for the unwary which the wary might seek to
escape by abstaining entirely from attendance
at tax sales.

I would reverse the summary judgment on
behalf of the appellees and grant it on behalf of
appellants.

All Citations

508 F.2d 377

Footnotes

* At the time of oral argument, Judge Gurfein was a United States District Judge for

the Southern District of New York, sitting by designation.

1 New York Real Property Tax Law 1464: 6. In the event that any grantee under

such conveyance is unable to obtain possession of the real property conveyed to

him by reason of any error or irregularity in the assessment thereof, in the levying of

a tax, or in any proceedings for the collection of any tax, the board of trustees shall

refund to the purchaser the money so paid with interest, the same to be audited and

paid as other village charges.

2 New York Real Property Tax Law 1464:

3. If the real property described in such notice is not redeemed within the time

limited, the village treasurer shall, upon written application and the surrender of the

certificate of sale together with proof of service by mail of the notice to redeem, or

upon application by the board of trustees of the village with such proof of service,

execute and deliver to the purchaser or village a conveyance of the real property

so sold, the description of which shall include a specific statement of whose title or

interest is thereby conveyed, as appears on the record, which conveyance shall vest
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in the grantee an absolute estate in fee, subject, however, to all claims the village,

county or state may have thereon for taxes, liens or encumbrances.

. . . .int

5. The grantee or his assigns, or the village and its assigns, as the case may be,

shall be entitled to have and possess the real property conveyed from and after the

execution of such conveyance and may cause any occupants thereof to be removed

in the same manner and by the same proceedings as in the case of a tenant holding

over without permission of his landlord.

3 Appellant Schwartz appears to urge RPTL 1464(6) as an independent basis

for refund. In this regard, we reiterate that this subsection literally addresses only

problems of lien validity, not lien priority. Furthermore, for the historical reasons

outlined immediately above, we reject any invitation to imply this additional basis for

refund into 1464(6) as a matter of consistency with general equitable principles.

1 This Court specifically rejected the contention that in enacting the statute under

which HUD made the loan to MacArthur Village, 12 U.S.C. 1701q, Congress

waived the immunity mandated by New Brunswick v. United States, 276 U.S. 547,

48 S.Ct. 371, 72 L.Ed. 693 (1928), discussed infra. 470 F.2d at 680; see 12 U.S.C.

1733.

2 The Court held that the 1966 Tax Lien Act, 26 U.S.C. 6323(b)(6)(A), giving certain

priorities to local property tax liens over federal tax liens did not apply in the case

of federal mortgage liens.

3 Thus, New York could not provide by statute (C.P.A. 1087) that local property tax

liens achieve priority over federal liens by being deemed ‘expenses of the sale’ in

foreclosure by the mortgagee. United States v. Buffalo Savings Bank, 371 U.S. 228,

83 S.Ct. 314, 9 L.Ed.2d 283 (1963), reversing Buffalo Savings Bank v. Victory,

11 N.Y.2d 31 (1962). And see United States v. Equitable Life Assurance Society,

384 U.S. 323, 86 S.Ct. 1561, 16 L.Ed.2d 593 (1966).

4 The New York Legislature may have recognized this in a limited way when it

provided that parcels listed in a notice of tax sale ‘mortgaged to the commissioners

of the land office for loaning certain moneys of the United States' shall be withdrawn

from sale or bid in by the State Comptroller. R.P.T.L. 1004.

5 New Brunswick, supra, was apparently not cited to the District Court. There is no

reference to it in its opinion.

6 R.P.T.L. 1464(3) reads:

‘If the real property described in such notice is not redeemed within the time

limited, the village treasurer shall, upon written application and the surrender of the

certificate of sale together with proof of service by mail of the notice to redeem, or

upon application by the board of trustees of the village with such proof of service,

execute and deliver to the purchaser or village a conveyance of the real property
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so sold, the description of which shall include a specific statement of whose title or

interest is thereby conveyed, as appears on the record, which conveyance shall vest

in the grantee an absolute estate in fee, subject, however, to all claims the village,

county or state may have thereon for taxes, liens or encumbrances.’

7 R.P.T.L. 1006 provides that the certificate which the purchaser receives on a tax

sale shall ‘contain a statement to the effect that if lands described thereon are not

redeemed, the purchaser may complete the purchase and take a conveyance of the

lands as provided in title one of article ten of this chapter, or, at his option, foreclose

his lien pursuant to title two of article eleven thereof.’ Here, although there was no

redemption, a deed was not forthcoming as promised.

8 The Real Property Tax Law itself provides that any conveyance to a tax certificate

purchaser ‘shall be subject to cancellation by reason of . . . (c) any defect in

the proceedings affecting jurisdiction upon constitutional grounds . . ..’ R.P.T.L.

1020(3).

9 In Ryan, the parties had contracted upon the assumption that a lien held by plaintiff's

assignor on defendant's equipment was superior to all other liens, including one

held by the Small Business Administration. A federal court subsequently held that

the S.B.A. lien was superior. In the state court action, defendant raised mistake of

law as a defense to an action on the contract and was granted rescission. The court

characterized the situation as a ‘mutual mistake as to the applicability of existing law

to the factual situation here at hand.’ 406 P.2d at 797.

10 Nor would the New York courts have complete freedom to declare ‘New York law’ in

view of the explicit limitations imposed by New Brunswick v. United States, supra.

Cf. Aquilino v. United States, 363 U.S. 509, 80 S.Ct. 1277, 4 L.Ed.2d 1365 (1960);

id. at 516 (Harlan, J., dissenting); Clearfield Trust Co. v. United States, 318 U.S.

363, 63 S.Ct. 573, 87 L.Ed. 838 (1943).

11 As Justice Frankfurter has written: ‘The underlying assumptions of our dual form of

government, and the consequent presumptions of a legislative draftsmanship which

are expressive of our history and habits, cut across what might otherwise be the

implied range of legislation.’ Some Reflections on the Reading of Statutes, Cardozo

Memorial Lectures, (Ass'n of the Bar of the City of New York) 215, 232.

12 Section 1464(6) reads:

‘In the event that any grantee under such conveyance is unable to obtain possession

of the real property conveyed to him by reason of any error or irregularity in the

assessment thereof, in the levying of a tax, or in any proceedings for the collection

of any tax, the board of trustees shall refund to the purchaser the money so paid

with interest, the same to be audited and paid as other village charges.’

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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United States District
Court, S.D. New York.

UNITED STATES of America,
v.

Roland MARTIN, Defendant.

18-CR-834-7 (PAE)
|

Signed 04/10/2020

Attorneys and Law Firms

Jacob Edwin Warren, Michael Dayton
Longyear, Jonathan Rebold, United States
Attorney's Office, New York, NY, for United
States of America.

ORDER

PAUL A. ENGELMAYER, District Judge:

*1  The Court has received a request
from counsel for defendant Roland Martin
seeking Martin's compassionate release from
the Metropolitan Detention Center (“MDC”) in
Brooklyn, New York, pursuant to 18 U.S.C.
§ 3582(c), in light of the heightened risk that
the COVID-19 pandemic presents for him. Dkt.
462 (“Def. Ltr.”). The Government opposes this
request. Dkt. 464 (“Govt. Ltr.”).

Martin has been in prison since November 21,
2018. On June 27, 2019, he pled guilty to
one count of participating in a racketeering
conspiracy, based on his involvement in

the violent Nine Trey Gangsta Bloods gang
(“Nine Trey”), in which Martin was a
high-ranking member. Before pleading guilty,
Martin publicly renounced his membership
in Nine Trey, and, shortly thereafter, was
stabbed several times in prison, resulting in two
collapsed lungs and a laceration of his liver.
Def. Ltr. at 1–2. On October 11, 2019, this
Court sentenced Martin to a below-Guidelines
term of 66 months’ imprisonment to be
followed by three years’ supervised release; the
Court imposed a below-Guidelines sentence
largely due to Martin's public renunciation of
Nine Trey and the grievous injury he suffered
as a result. See Dkt. 367 (“Sentencing Tr.”) at
32. On October 16, 2019, Martin filed a notice
of appeal from his sentence and judgment. Dkt.
357.

On April 8, 2020, Martin filed a letter motion
seeking a modification of his sentence on
grounds relating to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Def. Ltr. Martin asks the Court to modify his
sentence to enable him serve the remainder of
his prison term—approximately 50 months—
in home confinement. Id. at 1–2. He argues
that the after-effects of the attack he suffered
in prison put him at high risk of severe illness
if contracts COVID-19, and that removing him
from the MDC would reduce the risk that he
will be infected. Id.

On April 9, 2020, the Government filed its
letter in opposition. Govt. Ltr. It opposes
Martin's early release for reasons including
that the Court lacks jurisdiction because Martin
has filed a notice of appeal to challenge his
sentence, that Martin has yet to serve the bulk
of his sentence, that he has a long and violent
criminal history, and that his instant offense
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is serious. Id. The Government also notes that
the MDC has not placed Martin on its list of
inmates at “high risk” from COVID-19. Id. at 3.

I. Jurisdiction
In light of Martin's pending appeal, Court lacks
jurisdiction to decide his motion. “The filing of
a notice of appeal is an event of jurisdictional
significance,” which “confers jurisdiction on
the court of appeals and divests the district
court of its control over those aspects of
the case involved in the appeal.” Griggs v.
Provident Consumer Disc. Co., 459 U.S. 56,
58 (1982). Although there are exceptions to
this rule—e.g., Tancredi v. Met. Life Ins. Co.,
378 F.3d 220, 225 (2d Cir. 2004) (attorneys’
fees); N.Y. State Nat'l Org. for Women v.
Terry, 886 F.2d 1339, 1350 (2d Cir. 1989)
(proceedings on merits after grant or denial of
preliminary injunction); id. (judgment which
does not determine entire action); Leonhard
v. United States, 633 F.2d 599, 610 (2d Cir.
1980) (clerical error)—none appears applicable
here. See United States v. Viola, 555 F. App'x
57, 59–60 (2d Cir. 2014) (notice of appeal
divests district court of ability to act “to modify
a judgment substantively,” although district
court retains authority to “merely clarif[y]” its
order (citations omitted)).

*2  Under these circumstances, this Court
is without authority to “rule on any motion
affecting an aspect of the case that [is] before
the [Court of Appeals].” Ching v. United
States, 298 F.3d 174, 180 n.5 (2d Cir. 2002);
see also, e.g., Berman v. United States, 302
U.S. 211, 214 (1937) (rule applies in criminal
cases); United States v. Katsougrakis, 715

F.2d 769, 777 (2d Cir. 1983) (same); United
States v. Afriyie, No. 16 Cr. 377 (PAE), 2017
WL 6375781, at *3 (S.D.N.Y. Dec. 11, 2017)
(same). Once Martin filed his notice of appeal
challenging the Court's sentence, jurisdiction
over the questions raised in his § 3582(c)
motion transferred to the Second Circuit.

Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 37
anticipates precisely the jurisdictional issue
present here. Rule 37 provides, in relevant part,
that “[i]f a timely motion is made for relief
that the court lacks authority to grant because
of an appeal that has been docketed and is
pending, the court may: (1) defer considering
the motion; (2) deny the motion; or (3) state
either that it would grant the motion if the court
of appeals remands for that purpose or that
the motion raises a substantial issue.” Fed. R.
Crim. P. 37(a). The advisory committee notes
list “motions under 18 U.S.C. § 3582(c)”
as one of three types of motions for which
the drafters “anticipate[ ] that Criminal Rule
37 will be used primarily if not exclusively.”
Fed. R. Crim. P. 37 advisory committee's note
(2012). Reflecting this Circuit's longstanding
approach in both civil and criminal cases—see,
e.g., United States v. Camacho, 302 F.3d
35, 36–37 (2d Cir. 2002); King v. First Am.
Investigations, Inc., 287 F.3d 91, 94 (2d Cir.
2002); Toliver v. Cty. of Sullivan, 957 F.2d
47, 49 (2d Cir. 1992)—this rule allows district
courts to deny, but not to grant, a motion for
which it lacks jurisdiction due to a pending
appeal.

II. Merits
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Because the Court would deny Martin's §
3582(c) motion if he had not filed a notice of
appeal, in the interests of judicial economy, the
Court reaches the merits, pursuant to Rule 37,
and denies the motion.

Under 18 U.S.C. § 3582(c)(1)(A), “upon
motion of the defendant after the defendant
has fully exhausted all administrative rights
to appeal a failure of the Bureau of Prisons
[ (“BOP”) ] to bring a motion on the defendant's
behalf,” a court may reduce such defendant's
sentence if it finds that “extraordinary and
compelling circumstances warrant such a
reduction,” and that “such a reduction is
consistent with the applicable policy statements
issued by the Sentencing Commission.” 18
U.S.C. § 3582(c)(1)(A)(i). The Court must
also consider the “factors set forth in section
3553(a) to the extent that they are applicable.”

Id. § 3582(c)(1)(A).

Here, the Government argues, at the threshold,
that Martin's motion should be denied because
he has failed to exhaust his administrative
remedies, in that the BOP had not made a
final decision and 30 days have not elapsed
since Martin moved for compassionate release
Dkt. 464 at 5–6. The Court need not reach
this argument, however, because the Court
concludes that a reduction of Martin's sentence
is not warranted for two independent reasons.
Such a reduction would not be “consistent
with the applicable policy statements issued by
the Sentencing Commission,” 18 U.S.C. §
3582(c)(1)(A)(i), nor would it be supported by
the “factors set forth in section 3553(a),” id.
§ 3582(c)(1)(A).

*3  Congress tasked the Sentencing
Commission with identifying the
circumstances that are sufficiently
extraordinary and compelling to justify a
reduction in sentence. United States v.
Ebbers, — F. Supp. 3d —, No. (S4)
02 Cr. 1144-3 (VEC), 2020 WL 91399,
at *4 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 8, 2020) (quoting

28 U.S.C. § 994(t)). Relevant here,
the Commission's policy statement and its
corresponding commentary on § 3582(a)(1)
(A) state that a court may reduce a sentence
for “extraordinary and compelling reasons,”
including where the defendant is “suffering
from a serious physical or medical condition ...
that substantially diminishes the ability of
the defendant to provide self-care within the
environment of a correctional facility and from
which he or she is not expected to recover.” 1

U.S.S.G. § 1B1.13(1)(A) & cmt. n.1(A).
The defendant, however, must not be a danger
to the community and the reduction must
be consistent with the Commission's policy
statement. Id. § 1B1.13(2)–(3).

The first of these factors favors Martin's
early release. The COVID-19 pandemic is
extraordinary and unprecedented in modern
times in this nation. It presents a clear and
present danger to free society for reasons that
need no elaboration. COVID-19 may present
a heightened risk for Martin, who suffered
a punctured lung last year. 2  The crowded
nature of federal detention centers such as
the MDC present an outsize risk that the
COVID-19 contagion, once it gains entry, will
spread. 3  And, realistically, a high-risk inmate
who contracts the virus while in prison will
face challenges in caring for himself. For these
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United States v. Martin, Slip Copy (2020)

2020 WL 1819961

reasons, in the past three weeks, numerous Sentencing Tr. at 26-27. Although the prospect

courts, including this one, have ordered the of contracting COVID-19 undeniably presents

temporary release of inmates held in pretrial a serious risk to Martin's health, his release

or presentencing custody and, in more limited some 50 months early would exposes the

instances, the compassionate release of inmates community to a serious and unacceptable risk

serving federal sentences.
4 that he would resume violence.

*4 The Court cannot find, however, that The Court further cannot find that the

Martin "is not a danger to the safety of any
application of the § 3553(a) factors favors

other person or to the
community." E U.S.S.G.

such an early release. Two such factors, to

§ 1B1.13(2). First, the underlying conduct that
be sure, are the "history and characteristics

led to Martin's sentence in this case gravely
of the

defendant,"
and "the need to provide

endangered the safety of the community. As
the defendant with needed ... medical

care."

one of the highest-ranking members of the Nine E 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a). These factors favor

Trey gang, Martin, known within the gang as Martin's early release in light of the COVID-19

"Ro
Murda,"

personally participated in three pandemic for the reasons discussed above.

incidents in March and April 2018 in which But they are outweighed by the combined

gang members either brandished weapons or force of several other factors: "the nature

fired gunshots in public spaces, including
and circumstances of the

offense"
and "the

Times Square and the Barclays Center. Notably,
need for the sentence imposed to reflect the

Martin committed these crimes, including an seriousness of the offense, to promote respect

April 3, 2018 armed robbery of gang rivals in for the law ... to provide just punishment for

midtown Manhattan, less than two months after the offense ... to afford adequate deterrence

he completed servingnine
years'

imprisonment to criminal
conduct,"

and "to protect the

for a drug offense. Govt. Ltr. at 9. public from further crimes of the
defendant."

For the reasons stated in detail at Martin's

Second, Martin's extensive criminal history
senten cing, which the Court incorporates by

reflects a pattern of violent and dangerous reference, a sentence in the range of 66
months'

conduct. Martin has been convicted repeatedly
imprisonment was necessary to achieve those

for robbery, gun possession, and narcotics goals. Converting Martin's sentence to one of

offenses. See Govt. Ltr. at 2 (page-long chart home confinement, when he has served just 16

providing snapshot of Martin's convictions,
months of a 66-month term of incarceration,

as reported in the Presentence Investigation would disserve these important E § 3553(a)

Report). As the Court noted at sentencing, factors. See, e.g., United States v. Credidio,

"none of [Martin's] prior arrests, convictions, No. 19 Cr. 111 (PAE), Dkt. 62 (S.D.N.Y.

sentencings or stints in jail did anything to deter Mar. 30, 2020) (denying, as inconsistent with

[Martin] from joining a dangerous, violent, and E § 3553(a) factors, compassionate release

drug-dealing
gang,"

and "[i]t is unavoidable motion for reduction of sentence to home
that there is a risk once [Martin is] released confinement for recently sentenced 72-year-

from prison that [he] will return to
crime."

old defendant where defendant had served only
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two months of a 33-month sentence); United
States v. Denard Butler, No. 18 Cr. 834 (PAE),
Dkt. 461 (S.D.N.Y. Apr. 7, 2020) (similarly
denying compassionate release motion for
lower-ranking Nine Trey defendant diagnosed
with asthma where defendant had served only
15 months of a 60-month sentence).

Accordingly, finding that Martin continues to
pose a danger to the community and that the §

3553(a) factors do not support a reduction of
sentence, the Court denies Martin's motion for
compassionate release pursuant to 18 U.S.C.
§ 3582(c)(1)(A)(i).

SO ORDERED.

All Citations

Slip Copy, 2020 WL 1819961

Footnotes

1 U.S.S.G. § 1B1.13(1)(A) references only “a motion of the Director of the Bureau

of Prisons” because it has not yet been updated to reflect the First Step Act of 2018,

Pub. L. No. 115-391, 132 Stat. 5194, which allows defendants independently to

seek compassionate release relief from federal courts. Ebbers, 2020 WL 91399,

at *1, 4.

2 The Government argues that “defendant appears to be at no greater risk than

any other inmate as a result of COVID-19” because it is “unaware of any medical

analysis” that a person who suffered a punctured or collapsed lung and has since

healed is at higher risk of adverse consequences from COVID-19. Govt. Ltr. at 9.

The Government also notes that there is no indication in any of the medical records

submitted to the Court in connection with sentencing that Martin is asthmatic. Id. at

9 n.5. The Court assumes, arguendo, that Martin, who defense counsel represents

is still recovering from his lung injury, is at higher risk than the average inmate.

3 See Timothy Williams, et al., ‘Jails Are Petri Dishes’: Inmates Freed as

the Virus Spreads Behind Bars, N.Y. Times (Mar. 30, 2020), https://

www.nytimes.com/2020/03/30/us/coronavirus-prisons-jails.html; see also United

States v. Nkanga, No. 18 Cr. 713 (JMF), 2020 WL 1529535, at *1 (citing

Interim Guidance on Mgmt. of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) in

Correctional and Detention Facilities, Ctrs. for Disease Control and Prevention 2

(Mar. 23, 2020), https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/guidance-

correctional-detention.pdf) (highlighting danger faced by those in jails and prisons).

4 See, e.g., United States v. Chandler, No. 19 Cr. 867 (PAC), 2020 WL 1528120,

at *1–3 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 31, 2020) (granting bail application, pursuant to 18 U.S.C.

§ 3142(i), of defendant charged with being a felon in possession of a firearm);
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United States v. McKenzie, No. 18 Cr. 834 (PAE), 2020 WL 1503669, at *2–

3 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 30, 2020) (granting bond pending sentencing, pursuant to 18

U.S.C. § 3145(c), to defendant who had pleaded guilty to single count of assault

with a deadly weapon and had previously been released on bond); United States

v. Hernandez, No. 19 Cr. 169 (VM), 2020 WL 1503106, at *1 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 30,

2020) (granting bail application, pursuant to § 3142(i), of 64-year-old defendant

with asthma and high blood pressure that placed him “at a substantially heightened

risk of dangerous complications should he contract COVID-19”); United States v.

Witter, No. 19 Cr. 568 (SHS), Dkt. 40 at 2–3 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 26, 2020) (granting

bond pending sentencing, pursuant to § 3145(c), to defendant who had pleaded

to a narcotics offense); United States v. Perez, No. 19 Cr. 297 (PAE), 2020

WL 1329225, at *1 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 19, 2020) (granting bail application, pursuant to

§ 3142(i), of 65-year-old defendant with COPD, in light of “unique confluence of

serious health issues and other risk factors facing this defendant, ... which place him

at a substantially heightened risk of dangerous complications should [he] contract

COVID-19”); United States v. Knox, No. 15 Cr. 445 (PAE), Dkt. 1088 (S.D.N.Y.

Apr. 10, 2020) (granting compassionate release motion, pursuant to 18 U.S.C.

§ 3582(c), of defendant who had less than 7 months left to serve out of 88-month

sentence); United States v. Jasper, No. 18 Cr. 390 (PAE), Dkt. 441 (S.D.N.Y. Apr. 6,

2020) (ordering compassionate release of defendant with Crohn's disease who had

served all but 34 days of a 4-month sentence); see also United States v. Stephens,

––– F. Supp. 3d ––––, No. 15 Cr. 95, 2020 WL 1295155 (AJN), at *3 (S.D.N.Y. Mar.

19, 2020) (granting defendant's request for reconsideration of bail conditions and

releasing him to home confinement, while noting that, in the alternative, § 3142(i)

would necessitate his temporary release).

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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71 A.D.3d 1, 892 N.Y.S.2d
311, 2009 N.Y. Slip Op. 09169

**1  Tracy Altman
Warner et al., Appellants

v
Kenneth F. Kaplan et al.,

Respondents, et al., Defendant.

Supreme Court, Appellate Division,
First Department, New York

December 10, 2009

CITE TITLE AS: Warner v Kaplan

SUMMARY

Appeal from an order of the Supreme Court,
New York County (Barbara R. Kapnick, J.),
entered November 6, 2008. The order granted
defendants' motion for summary judgment
dismissing the complaint.

Warner v Kaplan, 22 Misc 3d 518, affirmed.

HEADNOTES

Vendor and Purchaser
Contract for Sale of Cooperative Apartment
Effect of Death of Purchaser Prior to Closing

(1) The contract for sale of defendants'
cooperative apartment to plaintiffs' decedent,
who died before closing, was binding upon
decedent's heirs. One of the paragraphs in the
contract expressly made the contract binding

on the parties' “heirs, personal and legal
representatives and successors in interest.” The
inclusion of that provision indicated that the
parties explicitly contemplated, and provided
for, the possibility of either party's death before
closing by specifying that the death would
not terminate the contract. The “Proposed
Occupants” provision in the contract, which
was left blank, did not negate the provision
that bound decedent's estate to her contractual
obligation to purchase the apartment. *2

Vendor and Purchaser
Contract for Sale of Cooperative Apartment
Impossibility of Performance—Death of
Purchaser Prior to Closing

(2) The death of plaintiffs' decedent before
closing on the contract of sale decedent
had entered into for the purchase of
defendants' cooperative apartment did not
justify nonperformance of the contract under
the defense of impossibility of performance.
Impossibility excuses a party's performance
only when the destruction of the subject matter
of the contract or the means of performance
makes performance objectively impossible,
and the impossibility must be produced by an
unanticipated event that could not have been
foreseen or guarded against in the contract.
Here, the contract contained a provision
making the contract binding on the parties'
“heirs, personal and legal representatives and
successors in interest.” The inclusion of that
provision indicated that the parties explicitly
contemplated, and provided for, the possibility
of either party's death. Moreover, where

r-17 NewYork 
~ Official Reports 
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performance is possible, albeit unprofitable, the
legal excuse of impossibility is not available.

Vendor and Purchaser
Contract for Sale of Cooperative Apartment
Frustration of Performance—Death of
Purchaser Prior to Closing

(3) The death of plaintiffs' decedent before
closing on the contract of sale decedent
had entered into for the purchase of
defendants' cooperative apartment did not
justify nonperformance of the contract under
the defense of frustration of contract. Although
the purchaser's death did frustrate the purpose
of the contract, as she was purchasing the
apartment solely for her own residence,
the doctrine of frustration of purpose was
not available. The event which prevented
performance, the purchaser's death, was
foreseeable, and the contract contained a
provision making it binding on the parties'
“heirs, personal and legal representatives and
successors in interest.”

Vendor and Purchaser
Contract for Sale of Cooperative Apartment
Effect of Death of Purchaser Prior to Closing—
Notification Prior to Death of Board Approval

(4) The contract for sale of defendants'
cooperative apartment to plaintiffs' decedent,
who died after the sale was approved by the
cooperative's board of directors but before
closing, was binding upon decedent's heirs.
The contract was contingent on the board's

approval of the transaction, which was granted.
Plaintiffs' bare assertion that the decedent did
not receive notification of approval before she
died, without specific facts in support, was
insufficient to avoid the estate's contractual
obligations.

Vendor and Purchaser
Contract for Sale of Cooperative Apartment
Effect of Death of Purchaser Prior to Closing
But after Approval by Board of Sale—
Obligation of Estate to Seek Board Approval of
Sale

(5) The estate of plaintiff's decedent, whose
contract for the purchase of defendants'
cooperative apartment had been approved by
the cooperative's board of directors prior to her
death, was bound by the contract following
the purchaser's death and was obligated to
take the steps necessary to itself obtain the
board's approval once decedent's death vitiated
the initial approval. The estate's failure to
pursue any application for approval to the
board, along with its declaration that it would
not perform under the contract of sale and
its letter demanding the return of the contract
deposit from defendants—in the face of the
defendants' demand that the estate proceed
to closing—together established a repudiation
of the contract by the estate. Accordingly,
defendants *3  were entitled under the clear
terms of the contract to the liquidated damages
of the contract deposit.
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Am Jur 2d, Condominiums and Cooperative
Apartments §§ 73, 82, 83; Am Jur 2d, Contracts
§§ 651–659; Am Jur 2d, Vendor and Purchaser
§§ 269, 452–455, 485.

NY Jur 2d, Condominiums and Cooperative
Apartments §§ 150–152; NY Jur 2d, Contracts
§§ 375, 398; NY Jur 2d, Real Property
Sales and Exchanges §§ 137, 171, 185–188,
202–208, 247.

New York Real Property Service § 18:88.

Williston on Contracts (4th ed) §§
77:70–77:72.

ANNOTATION REFERENCE

See ALR Index under Condominiums
and Cooperative Apartments; Contracts;
Decedents' Estates; Impossibility; Sale and
Transfer of Property.

FIND SIMILAR CASES ON WESTLAW

Database: NY-ORCS

Query: contract /4 sale /5 co-op! /2 apartment /
p purchaser /4 death die* & bind! /5 estate

APPEARANCES OF COUNSEL

Richard A. Kraslow, P.C., Melville (Richard A.
Kraslow of counsel), for appellants.
Victor & Bernstein, P.C., New York City
(Donald M. Bernstein of counsel), for
respondents.

OPINION OF THE COURT

Saxe, J.

This appeal concerns which party is entitled to
the contract deposit placed in escrow pursuant
to a contract of sale for a co-op apartment, when
the purchaser dies after the sale is approved
by the co-op's board of directors but before
closing.

On May 11, 2005, defendants Kenneth F.
Kaplan and Diane K. Kaplan, as sellers, and
Glen Altman, as purchaser, entered into a
contract for the sale of cooperative apartment
2A at 1150 Park Avenue in Manhattan, for
the purchase price of $2.3 million in cash; a
deposit of $230,000 was placed in escrow. As
required by the contract, on July 27, 2005,
Altman submitted her application to the co-op's
board of directors for approval of *4  the sale.
On August 11, 2005, she was interviewed by
the board of directors, and the board approved
the sale on August 18, 2005.

While plaintiffs assert that Altman did not
receive notification of the board's approval
before she died, a broker for the co-op's
managing agent stated that she informed
Altman of the approval, and that on August
22, 2005, at Altman's request, Altman and her
stepdaughter went to the subject apartment to
consider whether Altman should purchase any
of the sellers' personal property. On September
1, 2005, Altman died after suffering a stroke.

In a letter dated September 28, 2005, plaintiffs
Tracy Altman Warner and Alan G. Kraut,
coexecutors of Glen Altman's estate, demanded
that the sellers return the contract deposit of
$230,000; the sellers took the position that the
contract remained binding upon Altman's heirs,
and if Altman's estate refused to close, it would
be in default.
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This action for return of the contract deposit
followed, and, at the close of discovery,
defendants moved for summary judgment
dismissing the complaint. The motion was
granted. We affirm that determination.

(1) The crux of this matter lies in
contract paragraph 15.2, which expressly
makes the contract binding on the parties'
“heirs, personal and legal representatives and
successors in interest.” The inclusion of this
provision indicates that the parties explicitly
contemplated, and provided for, the possibility
of either party's death before closing, by
specifying that the death would not terminate
the contract, but that the contract would
survive, to be performed by the successors
or heirs of the deceased party. This provision
makes the contract binding on Altman's estate.

While a contract for personal services is
terminated by the death of the servant (see
Minevitch v Puleo, 9 AD2d 285, 287 [1959]), a
contract of sale is not terminated by the death
of the purchaser. On the contrary, as a general
rule,

“[w]here the proposed purchaser dies before
the closing of title, his executor or
administrator may pay the balance of the
purchase price and take the deed in his own
name holding it in trust for the heirs at law
or devisees. It is the duty of the fiduciary
for a deceased vendee to complete payments
under a contract entered into by such vendee
for *5  the purchase of real property” (4-35
Warren's Weed New York Real Property §
35.24 [1] [2009] [footnote omitted]; see Di
Scipio v Sullivan, 30 AD3d 660 [2006]).

We reject plaintiffs' suggestion that paragraph
1.17, the “Proposed Occupants” provision of
the form contract, which was left blank in
this instance, somehow negates paragraph 15.2.
**2  The purpose of the provision is merely
to allow the purchaser to indicate which, if
any, other individuals will be residing in the
apartment with her. Whether filled in or left
blank, the provision does not invalidate or
limit the provision binding the parties' heirs
to their predecessors' contractual obligations.
Even if Altman had listed proposed occupants,
upon her death, the legal issues presented
would remain the same, and their resolution
would still depend on whether her heirs
were contractually obligated to purchase the
apartment, regardless of whether the board had
approved the proposed occupants.

Indeed, paragraph 15.2 would be meaningless
if it did not bind the purchaser's estate
to her contractual obligation to purchase
the apartment, and “a contract should not
be interpreted so as to render any clause
meaningless” (RM 14 FK Corp. v Bank One
Trust Co., N.A., 37 AD3d 272, 274 [2007]).
That the provision is a standard clause in a
form contract renders it no less enforceable;
the clause is clear and unambiguous, and if it
inaccurately reflected the parties' intentions, it
could have been rewritten (see Slamow v Del
Col, 79 NY2d 1016, 1018 [1992]).

We also reject plaintiffs' contention that
Altman's death before closing justifies
nonperformance under the defense of either
impossibility or frustration of contract.

(2) “Impossibility excuses a party's
performance only when the destruction of the
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subject matter of the contract or the means
of performance makes performance objectively
impossible. Moreover, the impossibility must
be produced by an unanticipated event that
could not have been foreseen or guarded
against in the contract” ( Kel Kim Corp. v
Central Mkts., 70 NY2d 900, 902 [1987]).
Paragraph 15.2 of the contract conclusively
disproves the theory's applicability here.
Plaintiffs rely on a case in which the very
subject matter of the contract was destroyed,
making performance impossible (see Stewart
v Stone, 127 NY 500 [1891]). However, where
performance is possible, albeit unprofitable, the
legal excuse of impossibility is not available
(see *6  407 E. 61st Garage v Savoy Fifth
Ave. Corp., 23 NY2d 275, 282 [1968]). The
other cases plaintiffs rely on for application of
the impossibility defense are also not on point.

(3) Similarly, although at first blush the general
definition of “frustration of contract purpose”
would seem to suit these circumstances, closer
examination reveals that the defense cannot be
applied here. “In order to invoke the doctrine
of frustration of purpose, the frustrated purpose
must be so completely the basis of the contract
that, as both parties understood, without it, the
transaction would have made little sense” (22A
NY Jur 2d, Contracts § 375). Since it is agreed
that Altman was purchasing the apartment
solely for her own residence, her death would,
by this definition, frustrate the purpose of the
contract. However, “the doctrine of frustration
of purpose . . . is not available where the event
which prevented performance was foreseeable
and provision could have been made for its
occurrence” (Matter of Rebell v Trask, 220
AD2d 594, 598 [1995], citing 407 E. 61st

Garage, 23 NY2d at 282). Since the contract
actually made explicit provision for the event of
either party's death, the doctrine is not available
here.

(4) Plaintiffs challenge the contract on the
additional ground that the contract contingency
was not satisfied because Altman did not
receive notification of approval before she
died. However, plaintiffs have no grounds on
which to deny the board's issuance of written
approval, and they fail to offer specific facts
contradicting the broker's affidavit stating that
Altman was informed and, in fact, thereafter
took her stepdaughter to the apartment with her
to consider **3  whether to purchase any of the
personal property in it. The bare assertion that
Altman did not receive the notice of approval,
without specific facts in support, is insufficient
to avoid the estate's contractual obligations.

Plaintiffs also contend that Altman had already
satisfied the contract's requirement that the
purchaser submit an application for the board's
approval of the sale, and since there is no
provision in the contract that imposes on
the purchaser's estate or heirs an affirmative
obligation to submit a further application
for the board's approval, their failure to do
so cannot be treated as a repudiation of
the contract. The question therefore becomes
whether paragraph 6, or any other contract
provision, imposed any further obligation
regarding board approval, either on Altman's
estate or on the sellers, following Altman's
death.

(5) Paragraph 6.1 declares that “[t]his sale is
subject to the approval of the Corporation,”
and paragraph R25 of the supplemental rider to
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the contract makes the contract contingent *7
on the board's approval of the transaction.
Notwithstanding Altman's compliance with
contract subparagraph 6.2.1, which specifies
the steps required of the purchaser to apply
for the board's approval, once Altman's death
made the contract of sale binding on her estate,
the board's initial approval of Altman as buyer
and as occupant no longer sufficed to satisfy
paragraphs 6.1 and R25. The board had not
authorized either the sale to Altman's estate or
residency in the unit by an occupant selected by
the estate. So, since the estate was bound by the
obligation to purchase the apartment, the estate
had to obtain the board's approval.

Once it is accepted that the contract remained
binding following Altman's death, and that the
board's approval was required to be obtained
anew, it necessarily follows that Altman's estate
was required to take the steps necessary to
obtain the board's approval. This is so because
only the purchaser has the information needed
by the board to determine whether a purchase
should be approved. Plaintiffs may not rely on
an asserted belief, based on general knowledge,
that the board would not have approved the
estate as purchaser. In fact, the evidence
establishes that the cooperative did not have
a policy in place that would have precluded a
transfer to the estate. Nor is it relevant that the
board declined to provide advance assurances
of approval in response to the sellers' informal
inquiry. Unless and until a purchaser provides
the board with the necessary application for
approval of a transaction, the board has neither
the obligation nor the ability to determine
whether the proposed sale should be approved.

Indeed, because plaintiffs failed to seek board
approval of the sale to the estate, we need
not rule on the estate's right to reimbursement
of the contract deposit in the event the board
disapproved the sale.

The estate's failure to pursue any application
to the board, along with its declaration that
it would not perform under the contract of
sale and its letter demanding the return of the
contract deposit of $230,000 from the sellers
—in the face of the sellers' demand that the
estate proceed to closing—together establish
a repudiation of the contract by the estate,
entitling the sellers under the clear terms of
the contract to the liquidated damages of the
contract deposit (see Norcon Power Partners
v Niagara Mohawk Power Corp., 92 NY2d
458, 462-463 [1998]; Stadtmauer v Brel Assoc.
IV, 270 AD2d 59, 60 [2000]).

Accordingly, the order of the Supreme Court,
New York County (Barbara R. Kapnick, J.),
entered November 6, 2008, *8  which granted
defendants' motion for summary judgment
dismissing **4  the complaint, should be
affirmed, without costs.

Gonzalez, P.J., McGuire, Acosta and Roman,
JJ., concur.

Order, Supreme Court, New York County,
entered November 6, 2008, affirmed, without
costs.

Copr. (C) 2021, Secretary of State, State of New
York

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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64 N.Y.2d 851, 476 N.E.2d
642, 487 N.Y.S.2d 316

Muriel Winegrad et al., Appellants,
v.

New York University Medical
Center, Defendant, and Joseph

Jacobs et al., Respondents.

Court of Appeals of New York
200

Decided February 12, 1985

CITE TITLE AS: Winegrad
v New York Univ. Med. Ctr.

SUMMARY

Appeal from an order of the Appellate Division
of the Supreme Court in the First Judicial
Department, entered October 11, 1984, which
(1) reversed, on the law, an order of the
Supreme Court at Special Term (Leonard
Cohen, J.), entered in New York County,
granting plaintiffs' motion to strike the answers
of defendant doctors unless said defendants
submit to examinations before trial, and
denying defendants' cross motion for summary
judgment, (2) granted the cross motion for
summary judgment dismissing the complaint,
and (3) dismissed the complaint as against said
defendants.

Winegrad v New York Univ. Med. Center,
104 AD2d 748, reversed.

HEADNOTES

Judgments
Summary Judgment
Medical Malpractice

(1) In a medical malpractice action in
which plaintiffs have in verified pleadings
described certain injuries purportedly caused
by the negligence of defendant doctors,
and one defendant has acknowledged that
at least in some part the alleged injury
actually occurred, defendants' cross motion
for summary judgment should have been
denied since the bare conclusory allegations
echoed by all three defendants, that they did
not deviate from good and accepted medical
practices, with no factual relationship to the
alleged injury, did not establish *852  that the
cause of action had no merit so as to entitle
defendants to summary judgment. Defendants'
failure to make a prima facie showing that they
were entitled to judgment as a matter of law
required denial of their motion, regardless of
the sufficiency of the opposing papers.

APPEARANCES OF COUNSEL

Abraham A. Salm for appellants.
Martin Wendel for respondents.

OPINION OF THE COURT
The order of the Appellate Division should be
reversed, with costs, the individual defendants'
cross motion for summary judgment denied,
and the case remitted to the Appellate Division
for consideration of issues not reached on the
appeal to that court.

r-17 NewYork 
~ Official Reports 
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In this action to recover damages for medical
malpractice, plaintiffs in a verified complaint
and bill of particulars alleged that defendant
Jacobs failed to check Mrs. Winegrad's
medical history before undertaking to perform
surgery on the tissues surrounding her eyes,
and allowed administration of anesthesia
without checking this history; that during the
course of this minor surgery she went into
shock and developed cardiac arrhythmia; that
defendants Ross and Pasternack treated her and
administered drugs for a blood clot and heart
condition which were unnecessary and actually
were incompatible with her condition; and that
defendant Jacobs wrongfully left the surgery
incomplete after representing to her that it had
been completed.

In response to plaintiffs' motion to direct
that defendants' answers be stricken on
account of their failure to appear for
depositions, defendants sought summary
judgment, tendering in support of their cross
motion only the brief affidavit of each asserting
that the pertinent medical records had been
reviewed. Each affidavit further contained
the following identical paragraph: “I now
state with a reasonable degree of medical
certainty that I did not deviate from good and
accepted medical practices in my treatment
of plaintiff, nor did anything I do [sic] or
allegedly failed to do proximately cause the
plaintiff's alleged injuries. Therefore, I should
not have been named as a defendant in the
above-entitled action.” Defendant Jacobs, in
addition, acknowledged that he had attempted
to perform a blepharoplasty on plaintiff,
which was not completed since she developed
cardiac arrhythmia. In opposition to the cross

motion, plaintiffs submitted only their counsel's
affidavit complaining of defendants' failure to
appear for depositions. Special Term granted
*853  plaintiffs' requested relief and denied
the cross motion for summary judgment; the
Appellate Division reversed and dismissed the
complaint.

The proponent of a summary judgment
motion must make a prima facie showing of
entitlement to judgment as a matter of law,
tendering sufficient evidence to eliminate any
material issues of fact from the case (see,

Zuckerman v City of New York, 49 NY2d
557, 562; Sillman v Twentieth Century-Fox
Film Corp., 3 NY2d 395, 404). Failure to make
such showing requires denial of the motion,
regardless of the sufficiency of the opposing
papers (Matter of Redemption Church of Christ
v Williams, 84 AD2d 648, 649; Greenberg v
Manlon Realty, 43 AD2d 968, 969).

In the appeal before us, plaintiffs have
in verified pleadings described certain
injuries purportedly caused by the negligence
of defendants, and defendant Jacobs has
acknowledged that at least in some part the
alleged injury actually occurred. On this record,
the bare conclusory assertions echoed by all
three defendants that they did not deviate from
good and accepted medical practices, with no
factual relationship to the alleged injury, do not
establish that the cause of action has no merit so
as to entitle defendants to summary judgment
( CPLR 3212 [b]; cf. Neuman v Greenstein,
99 AD2d 1018, and Pan v Coburn, 95 AD2d
670). Defendants' cross motion for summary
judgment should therefore have been denied.
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Chief Judge Wachtler and Judges Jasen,
Simons, Kaye and Alexander concur in
memorandum; Judge Meyer taking no part.

On review of submissions pursuant to section
500.4 of the Rules of the Court of Appeals (22
NYCRR 500.4), order reversed, etc.

Copr. (C) 2021, Secretary of State, State of New
York

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York Annotated
Civil Practice Law and Rules (Refs & Annos)

Chapter Eight. Of the Consolidated Laws
Article 2. Limitations of Time (Refs & Annos)

McKinney's CPLR § 203

§ 203. Method of computing periods of limitation generally

Effective: January 31, 2018
Currentness

(a) Accrual of cause of action and interposition of claim. The time within which an action must be
commenced, except as otherwise expressly prescribed, shall be computed from the time the cause
of action accrued to the time the claim is interposed.

(b) Claim in complaint where action commenced by service. In an action which is commenced
by service, a claim asserted in the complaint is interposed against the defendant or a co-defendant
united in interest with such defendant when:

1. the summons is served upon the defendant; or

2. first publication of the summons against the defendant is made pursuant to an order, and
publication is subsequently completed; or

3. an order for a provisional remedy other than attachment is granted, if, within thirty days
thereafter, the summons is served upon the defendant or first publication of the summons against
the defendant is made pursuant to an order and publication is subsequently completed, or, where
the defendant dies within thirty days after the order is granted and before the summons is served
upon the defendant or publication is completed, if the summons is served upon the defendant's
executor or administrator within sixty days after letters are issued; for this purpose seizure of a
chattel in an action to recover a chattel is a provisional remedy; or
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4. an order of attachment is granted, if the summons is served in accordance with the provisions
of section 6213; or

5. the summons is delivered to the sheriff of that county outside the city of New York or is filed with
the clerk of that county within the city of New York in which the defendant resides, is employed
or is doing business, or if none of the foregoing is known to the plaintiff after reasonable inquiry,
then of the county in which the defendant is known to have last resided, been employed or been
engaged in business, or in which the cause of action arose; or if the defendant is a corporation, of
a county in which it may be served or in which the cause of action arose; provided that:

(i) the summons is served upon the defendant within sixty days after the period of limitation would
have expired but for this provision; or

(ii) first publication of the summons against the defendant is made pursuant to an order within
sixty days after the period of limitation would have expired but for this provision and publication
is subsequently completed; or

(iii) the summons is served upon the defendant's executor or administrator within sixty days after
letters are issued, where the defendant dies within sixty days after the period of limitation would
have expired but for this provision and before the summons is served upon the defendant or
publication is completed.

6. in an action to be commenced in a court not of record, the summons is delivered for service upon
the defendant to any officer authorized to serve it in a county, city or town in which the defendant
resides, is employed or is doing business, or if none of the foregoing be known to the plaintiff
after reasonable inquiry, then in a county, city or town in which defendant is known to have last
resided, been employed or been engaged in business, or, where the defendant is a corporation, in
a county, city or town in which it may be served, if the summons is served upon the defendant
within sixty days after the period of limitation would have expired but for this provision; or, where
the defendant dies within sixty days after the period of limitation would have expired but for this
provision and before the summons is served upon the defendant, if the summons is served upon
his executor or administrator within sixty days after letters are issued.
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(c) Claim in complaint where action commenced by filing. In an action which is commenced by
filing, a claim asserted in the complaint is interposed against the defendant or a co-defendant united
in interest with such defendant when the action is commenced.

(d) Defense or counterclaim. A defense or counterclaim is interposed when a pleading containing
it is served. A defense or counterclaim is not barred if it was not barred at the time the claims
asserted in the complaint were interposed, except that if the defense or counterclaim arose from the
transactions, occurrences, or series of transactions or occurrences, upon which a claim asserted in
the complaint depends, it is not barred to the extent of the demand in the complaint notwithstanding
that it was barred at the time the claims asserted in the complaint were interposed.

(e) Effect upon defense or counterclaim of termination of action because of death or by dismissal
or voluntary discontinuance. Where a defendant has served an answer containing a defense or
counterclaim and the action is terminated because of the plaintiff's death or by dismissal or
voluntary discontinuance, the time which elapsed between the commencement and termination of
the action is not a part of the time within which an action must be commenced to recover upon the
claim in the defense or counterclaim or the time within which the defense or counterclaim may be
interposed in another action brought by the plaintiff or his successor in interest.

(f) Claim in amended pleading. A claim asserted in an amended pleading is deemed to have
been interposed at the time the claims in the original pleading were interposed, unless the
original pleading does not give notice of the transactions, occurrences, or series of transactions or
occurrences, to be proved pursuant to the amended pleading.

(g) 1. Time computed from actual or imputed discovery of facts. Except as provided in article
two of the uniform commercial code or in section two hundred fourteen-a of this chapter, where
the time within which an action must be commenced is computed from the time when facts were
discovered or from the time when facts could with reasonable diligence have been discovered, or
from either of such times, the action must be commenced within two years after such actual or
imputed discovery or within the period otherwise provided, computed from the time the cause of
action accrued, whichever is longer.

2. Notwithstanding paragraph one of this subdivision, in an action or claim for medical, dental
or podiatric malpractice, where the action or claim is based upon the alleged negligent failure to
diagnose cancer or a malignant tumor, whether by act or omission, for the purposes of sections
fifty-e and fifty-i of the general municipal law, section ten of the court of claims act, and the
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provisions of any other law pertaining to the commencement of an action or special proceeding, or
to the serving of a notice of claim as a condition precedent to commencement of an action or special
proceeding within a specified time period, the time in which to commence an action or special
proceeding or to serve a notice of claim shall not begin to run until the later of either (i) when
the person knows or reasonably should have known of such alleged negligent act or omission and
knows or reasonably should have known that such alleged negligent act or omission has caused
injury, provided, that such action shall be commenced no later than seven years from such alleged
negligent act or omission, or (ii) the date of the last treatment where there is continuous treatment
for such injury, illness or condition.

Credits
(L.1962, c. 308. Amended L.1965, c. 56; L.1965, c. 112; L.1965, c. 113; L.1965, c. 196; L.1966,
c. 138, § 1; L.1970, c. 397, §§ 1, 2; L.1975, c. 109, § 4; L.1976, c. 722, § 1; L.1977, c. 494, §
1; L.1979, c. 404, § 1; L.1992, c. 55, § 395; L.1992, c. 216, § 1; L.1996, c. 606, § 1; L.2002, c.
334, § 1, eff. Aug. 6, 2002, deemed eff. Nov. 21, 2001; L.2017, c. 506, § 1, eff. Jan. 31, 2018;
L.2018, c. 1, § 1, eff. Jan. 31, 2018.)

McKinney's CPLR § 203, NY CPLR § 203
Current through L.2020, chapters 1 to 389 and L.2021, chapters 1 to 22. Some statute sections
may be more current, see credits for details.

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York Annotated
Civil Practice Law and Rules (Refs & Annos)

Chapter Eight. Of the Consolidated Laws
Article 2. Limitations of Time (Refs & Annos)

McKinney's CPLR § 213

§ 213. Actions to be commenced within six years: where not otherwise provided
for; on contract; on sealed instrument; on bond or note, and mortgage upon

real property; by state based on misappropriation of public property; based on
mistake; by corporation against director, officer or stockholder; based on fraud

Effective: August 26, 2019
Currentness

The following actions must be commenced within six years:

1. an action for which no limitation is specifically prescribed by law;

2. an action upon a contractual obligation or liability, express or implied, except as provided in
section two hundred thirteen-a of this article or article 2 of the uniform commercial code or article
36-B of the general business law;

3. an action upon a sealed instrument;

4. an action upon a bond or note, the payment of which is secured by a mortgage upon real property,
or upon a bond or note and mortgage so secured, or upon a mortgage of real property, or any
interest therein;

5. an action by the state based upon the spoliation or other misappropriation of public property;
the time within which the action must be commenced shall be computed from discovery by the
state of the facts relied upon;
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6. an action based upon mistake;

7. an action by or on behalf of a corporation against a present or former director, officer or
stockholder for an accounting, or to procure a judgment on the ground of fraud, or to enforce a
liability, penalty or forfeiture, or to recover damages for waste or for an injury to property or for
an accounting in conjunction therewith.

8. an action based upon fraud; the time within which the action must be commenced shall be the
greater of six years from the date the cause of action accrued or two years from the time the plaintiff
or the person under whom the plaintiff claims discovered the fraud, or could with reasonable
diligence have discovered it.

9. an action by the attorney general pursuant to article twenty-three-A of the general business law
or subdivision twelve of section sixty-three of the executive law.

Credits
(L.1962, c. 308. Amended L.1963, c. 532, § 5; L.1965, c. 248, §§ 3 to 5; L.1966, c. 138, § 3;
L.1975, c. 43, §§ 1, 2; L.1983, c. 403, § 34; L.1988, c. 709, § 2; L.2004, c. 403, § 1, eff. Aug. 17,
2004; L.2019, c. 184, § 1, eff. Aug. 26, 2019.)

McKinney's CPLR § 213, NY CPLR § 213
Current through L.2020, chapters 1 to 389 and L.2021, chapters 1 to 22. Some statute sections
may be more current, see credits for details.

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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KeyCite Yellow Flag - Negative Treatment
 Proposed Legislation

McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York Annotated
Civil Practice Law and Rules (Refs & Annos)

Chapter Eight. Of the Consolidated Laws
Article 32. Accelerated Judgment (Refs & Annos)

McKinney's CPLR Rule 3212

Rule 3212. Motion for summary judgment

Effective: December 11, 2015
Currentness

(a) Time; kind of action. Any party may move for summary judgment in any action, after issue
has been joined; provided however, that the court may set a date after which no such motion may
be made, such date being no earlier than thirty days after the filing of the note of issue. If no such
date is set by the court, such motion shall be made no later than one hundred twenty days after the
filing of the note of issue, except with leave of court on good cause shown.

(b) Supporting proof; grounds; relief to either party. A motion for summary judgment shall be
supported by affidavit, by a copy of the pleadings and by other available proof, such as depositions
and written admissions. The affidavit shall be by a person having knowledge of the facts; it shall
recite all the material facts; and it shall show that there is no defense to the cause of action or
that the cause of action or defense has no merit. Where an expert affidavit is submitted in support
of, or opposition to, a motion for summary judgment, the court shall not decline to consider the
affidavit because an expert exchange pursuant to subparagraph (i) of paragraph (1) of subdivision
(d) of section 3101 was not furnished prior to the submission of the affidavit. The motion shall
be granted if, upon all the papers and proof submitted, the cause of action or defense shall be
established sufficiently to warrant the court as a matter of law in directing judgment in favor of
any party. Except as provided in subdivision (c) of this rule the motion shall be denied if any party
shall show facts sufficient to require a trial of any issue of fact. If it shall appear that any party
other than the moving party is entitled to a summary judgment, the court may grant such judgment
without the necessity of a cross-motion.
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(c) Immediate trial. If it appears that the only triable issues of fact arising on a motion for summary
judgment relate to the amount or extent of damages, or if the motion is based on any of the
grounds enumerated in subdivision (a) or (b) of rule 3211, the court may, when appropriate for the
expeditious disposition of the controversy, order an immediate trial of such issues of fact raised
by the motion, before a referee, before the court, or before the court and a jury, whichever may
be proper.

(d) Repealed.

(e) Partial summary judgment; severance. In a matrimonial action summary judgment may not
be granted in favor of the non-moving party. In any other action summary judgment may be granted
as to one or more causes of action, or part thereof, in favor of any one or more parties, to the extent
warranted, on such terms as may be just. The court may also direct:

1. that the cause of action as to which summary judgment is granted shall be severed from any
remaining cause of action; or

2. that the entry of the summary judgment shall be held in abeyance pending the determination
of any remaining cause of action.

(f) Facts unavailable to opposing party. Should it appear from affidavits submitted in opposition
to the motion that facts essential to justify opposition may exist but cannot then be stated, the court
may deny the motion or may order a continuance to permit affidavits to be obtained or disclosure
to be had and may make such other order as may be just.

(g) Limitation of issues of fact for trial. If a motion for summary judgment is denied or is
granted in part, the court, by examining the papers before it and, in the discretion of the court,
by interrogating counsel, shall, if practicable, ascertain what facts are not in dispute or are
incontrovertible. It shall thereupon make an order specifying such facts and they shall be deemed
established for all purposes in the action. The court may make any order as may aid in the
disposition of the action.

(h) Standards for summary judgment in certain cases involving public petition and
participation. A motion for summary judgment, in which the moving party has demonstrated that
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the action, claim, cross claim or counterclaim subject to the motion is an action involving public
petition and participation, as defined in paragraph (a) of subdivision one of section seventy-six-a
of the civil rights law, shall be granted unless the party responding to the motion demonstrates that
the action, claim, cross claim or counterclaim has a substantial basis in fact and law or is supported
by a substantial argument for an extension, modification or reversal of existing law. The court shall
grant preference in the hearing of such motion.

(i) Standards for summary judgment in certain cases involving licensed architects, engineers,
land surveyors or landscape architects. A motion for summary judgment, in which the moving
party has demonstrated that the action, claim, cross claim or counterclaim subject to the motion is
an action in which a notice of claim must be served on a licensed architect, engineer, land surveyor
or landscape architect pursuant to the provisions of subdivision one of section two hundred
fourteen of this chapter, shall be granted unless the party responding to the motion demonstrates
that a substantial basis in fact and in law exists to believe that the performance, conduct or omission
complained of such licensed architect, engineer, land surveyor or landscape architect or such firm
as set forth in the notice of claim was negligent and that such performance, conduct or omission
was a proximate cause of personal injury, wrongful death or property damage complained of by
the claimant or is supported by a substantial argument for an extension, modification or reversal
of existing law. The court shall grant a preference in the hearing of such motion.

Credits
(L.1962, c. 308. Amended L.1963, c. 533, § 1; L.1965, c. 773, § 10; L.1973, c. 651, § 1;
Jud.Conf.1973 Proposal No. 5; L.1978, c. 532, §§ 1 to 3; L.1984, c. 827, § 1. Amended L.1992, c.
767, § 5; L.1996, c. 492, § 1; L.1996, c. 682, § 3; L.1997, c. 518, § 3, eff. Sept. 3, 1997; L.2015,
c. 529, § 1, eff. Dec. 11, 2015.)

McKinney's CPLR Rule 3212, NY CPLR Rule 3212
Current through L.2020, chapters 1 to 389 and L.2021, chapters 1 to 22. Some statute sections
may be more current, see credits for details.

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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